


THE
125 MHz
SYSTEM

20a
A great value in a full-featured AT
compatible. An 80286 computer
running at 12.5 MHz, this compu-
ter is completely MS-DOS and
MS OS/2 compatible. The System

200 offers high speed drive options,

industry standard compatible BIOS
and on-site service. As Executive

Computing said of this computers
predecessor, "If faster processing

speed and low cost are two key issues

affecting your purchase decision,

this machine might be the ideal

choice for your office!'

Standard Features:

Intel 80286 microprocessor run-

ning at 12.5 MHz.
640 KB ofRAM expandable to

16 MB (4.6 MB on system board).

5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
diskette drive.

Dual diskette and hard disk

drive controller.

Enhanced 101-key keyboard.

1 parallel and 2 serial ports.

200 watt power supply.

Real-time clock.

6 expansion slots. (4 available

with hard disk drive controller

and video adaptor installed).

Socket for 8 MHz 80287
coprocessor.

Options:

512 KB RAM upgrade kit.

8 MHz Intel 80287 coprocessor.

''Leasefor as low as $78/Month.

System
200

With Monitor & Adapter

Hard
Disk

Drive

Mono VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

VGA
Color
Plus

20 MB $2,099 $2,299 $2,499 $2,599

40 MB -

40 ms $2,299 $2,499 $2,699 $2,799

40 MB-
28 ms

$2,499 $2,699 $2,899 $2,999

90 MB-
18 ms
ESDI

$3,299 $3,499 $3,699 $3,799

150 MB -

18 ms
ESDI

$3,799 $3,999 $4,199 $4,299

322 MB -

18 ms
ESDI

$5,799 $5,999 $6,199 $6,299

A Full Line OfComputersWith
A Full Line Of Configurations.

At Dell, we understand that

different users have different needs.

So we tailor each system to the

user s individual requirements.

We offer monitors, graphics

boards, tape backups, dot matrix

and laser printers, hard disk and
diskette drives, expanded memory
boards, serial mice and more.

We also offer third party soft-

ware applications for virtually

every business application includ-

ing: accounting, communications,

desktop publishing, graphics, word
processing, integrated applications

and user training.

So when your Dell System
arrives, you can do productive

work the minute you unpack
the box.

We can build you the system

youVe been looking for.

COMMONTO THE SYSTEM 310, SYSTEM 220AND SYSTEM 200:

The Dell System Analyzer. MS-DOS and OS/2 compatible. Security lock with locking chassis.

12 month on-site service contract (Available on complete systems).

PRINTERS/SOFTWARE* We offer afullline ofprinters andpopular software.

Allprinters come with our 30-day money-back guarantee and oneyear warranty.

LASER PRINTERS.
LASER SYSTEM 150; $5,995.

15 pages per minute, text

and full-page graphics.

Dual 250 sheet-input trays.

LASER SYSTEM 80; $3,295.

8 pages per minute, text

and full-page graphics.

LASER SYSTEM 60; $2,195.

6 pages per minute, text

and full-page graphics.

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS.
PRINTER SYSTEM 800;

$699.95.

Highest resolution text and
graphics from a 24-wire dot

matrix printer.

Draft quality at 200 cps.

Correspondence quality

at 132 cps.

Letter quality at 66 cps.

Standard parallel and serial

interfaces.

Wide carriage.

PRINTER SYSTEM 600;

$499.95.

9-wire dot matrix.

Draft quality at 240 cps.

Near-letter quality at 60 cps.

Standard parallel interface.

Wide carriage.

PRINTER SYSTEM 300;

$199.95.

9-wire dot matrix.

Draft quality at 144 cps.

Near-letter quality at 36 cps.

Four standard fonts.

Paper parking.

Standard parallel interface.

SOFTWARE. Operating System Software.

Dell Enhanced MS-DOS 3.3 with disk cache and other utilities; $119.95.

Dell Enhanced MS OS/2 Standard Edition 1.0 $324.95.

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

TO ORDER,CALL
800426-5150
IN THE US. AND CANADA

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please inquire for current details. Dell cannot be responsible for

errors in typography or photography. In Canada, leasing is not currently available and configurations and prices may vary. Microsoft®

MS® and MS-DOS® are owned by Microsoft Corp. fSignifies registered or unregistered trademarks owned by entities other than Dell

Computer Corporation. *Payments based on a 36-month open-end lease. Please inquire for further details.
|
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TheDell
Computer

Store*
Welcome to our store.

We believe you 11 find this an extremely
pleasant shopping experience.

Our sales staff is on hand to serve you
from 7AM to 7PM (CST) from Monday thru

Friday

Just call (800)426-5150 and well give you
the technical assistance and information you
need to make sure you're buying the system
that's right for your needs.

Then you have the option of either

a direct purchase or your company can take

advantage ofour Leasing Plan*

Once youVe made your choice, our
Total Satisfaction Guarantee gives you thirty

days from the day you receive your system,

to decide ifyou are absolutely, totally satisfied

with the product.

Ifyou're not, simply returnthe systemand
you'll receive a full refund.No questions asked.

Your Dell computer is supported by a

team of technical experts that can be reached
every business day, from 7AM to 7PM (CST),

simply by calling (800) 624-9896
Inmost cases, any questionyoumay have

about your Dell system can be answered by
one ofour technicians on the phone.

Our technicians are also supported by
Honeywell Bull service engineers who can be
sent to your office by the next business day,

should on-site service be required.

This optional service contract is avail-

able in over 95% of theUnited States, with
over 1,000 engineers in 198 service locations.

We also offer a OneYear Limited War-
ranty, which warrants each system we manu-
facture to be free of defects in materials and
workmanship for one full year. During that

period we will repair or replace any defective

products properly returned to our factory.

Feel free to call or write for the com-
plete terms of our Honeywell Bull Service

Contract, Guarantee and Warranty. Dell

Computer Corporation, 9505 Arboretum
Blvd., Austin, Texas 78759-7299.

Dell products are available on GSA con-

tract. Call us to get GSA pricing.

THENEW
20 MHz 386
SYSTEM

310.
The top of the line. Its our highest

performance computer available,

faster than the IBMt PS/2t Model
80 and the Compaq! 386/20. It

runs at 20 MHz with the latest 32-

bit architecture. Since it also has

Intel's Advanced 82385 Cache
Memory Controller, and high per-

formance disk drives, the System

310 is ideal for intensive database

management, complex spread-

sheet development, CAD/CAM,
desktop publishing or perfor-

mance as a network file server.

Standard Features:
Intelt 80386 microprocessor

running at 20 MHz.
1 MB of 80 ns 32-bit RAM
expandable to 16 MB without

using an expansion slot.

Advanced Intel 82385 Memory
Controller with 32 KB of high

speed static RAM.
Socket for 20 MHz 80387

coprocessor.

5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
diskette drive.

Dual diskette and hard disk

drive controller.

Enhanced 101-key keyboard.

1 parallel and 2 serial ports.

200-watt power supply.

8 expansion slots.

Options:

1 MB RAM upgrade kit.

20 MHz Intel 80387 math
coprocessor.

2 MB or 8 MB memory expan-

sion boards.

''"Leasefor as low as $148/Month.

System 310 With Monitor & Adapter

Hard Disk

Drives

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

VGA
Color
Plus

40 MB -

28 ms $4,099 $4,299 $4,399

90 MB-
18 ms
ESDI

$4,899 $5,099 $5,199

150 MB -

18 ms
ESDI

$5,399 $5,599 $5,699

322 MB -

18 ms
ESDI

$7,399 $7,599 $7,699

THENEW
20 MHz 286
SYSTEM

220.
As fast as most 386 computers,

at less than half the price—more
power for the money than any
other system. An 80286 system

that runs at 20 MHz, with less

than one wait state. Completely

compatible for both MS-DOS®
and MS® OS/2 applications (it

runs faster than IBM PS/2 Model
80), and with a remarkably small

footprint, the System 220 is the

ideal executive workstation.

The system uses page mode inter-

leaved memory resulting in a

performance increase ofabout
15 percent.

Standard Features:
80286 microprocessor running

at 20 MHz.
1 MB ofRAM expandable to

16 MB (8 MB on system board).

Integrated diskette and VGA
video controller on system

board.

One 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.

Integrated high performance

hard disk interface on system

board.

Enhanced 101-key keyboard.

1 parallel and 2 serial ports.

LIM 4.0 support for memory
over 1 MB.
Real-time clock.

Three full-sized ATf compatible

expansion slots.

Socket for 80287 coprocessor.

Options:
3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.

Intel 80287 coprocessor.

1 MB RAM upgrade kit.

''"Leasefor as low as $85/Month.

System

220

With Monitor

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

VGA
Color
Plus

One
Diskette

Drive
$2,299 $2,499 $2,599

40 MB -

29 ms
Hard Disk

$2,999 $3,199 $3,299

100 MB -

29 ms
Hard Disk

$3,799 $3,999 $4,099





"TheDellSystem 220runs mostPC
Labs systembenchmark tests atspeeds

thatwouldmakeyou thinkyou're

runninga386"
-PC MAGAZINE

"the System 220has moregoingfor it

thanjustspeed"

-PCWORLD

. includesayear's on-site support. . . in

theprice ofthe computer. This is the

sweetestsupportdealofferedby any
computer vendor in the industry"

-ERIC KNORR, PCWORLD

"The hotitemfrom a technicalpointof
\ view is the System 220. This machine

runs a286processorat20MHz, which

is itsmegor claim tofame"
-WILL FASTIE, PCWEEK

"theDellmachine is renewedevidence

that theprice qf286-baseddesktop

equipmentcontinues to drop rapidly,

makingsuch machines very attractivefor

daily work underMS-DOSeven as they

\
holdoutthepromise ofrunning OS/2

in thefixture"

-WILL FASTIE, PCWEEK

The reviews are beginning topour in.

And they read like a wish list for

every power user looking to exceed the

ordinary limitations of a

286 personal computer.

The computer every-

one is praising in such

glowing terms is the Dell

System 220.

The first 286 per-

sonal computer with a

clock speed of20 MHz.

Dell Tech Support is openfrom 7AMto 7PM(CSV
fromMonday to Friday. In most cases, our technicians can

solveyourproblem over thephone. Even iftheproblem
is a third-party component orsoftwareprogram.

It's totally MS-DOS" and MS@
OS/2

compatible/fet it sells for much less than

you may pay for a 386 computer.

Because you buy it direct from us.

Eliminating the mark-ups and mar-

gins ofcomputer stores.

We design and build every Dell

computer right here in Austin, Texas.

We put each and everyone through

a comprehensive burn-in and a battery

ofdiagnostic tests before we ship it.

And after we ship,we give you
the best technical support you'll find

anywhere in the computer industry.

Our technicians are on the phone
from 7AM to 7PM every business day.

Almost any question you may have

about a Dell system or its software can

be answered over the phone.

And, in the rare case, that your

question carit be answered by an on-line

technician, we'll send a Honeywell Bull

technician by the next business day.

A full year of on-site Honeywell

Bull service is included within the pur-

chase price ofyour Dell system

.

Your Dell computer also comes
with a thirty-day money back guarantee.

And we back every one ofour com-
puters with a one year limited warranty

on any defective parts or workmanship.

For more informa-

tion on Dell computers,

read the reviews in the

trade press, open the op-

posite page, review our

product offerings, and
call us at (800) 426-5150.

^fou'll like what we
have to say.



No other spreadsheet

canmake this statement
Multiple type styles and sizes.

People know what they're

looking at-immediately

Boldface

So the key numbers

make sense faster



The documents on these pages were prepared

entirely with Microsoft Excel. From the calcula-

tions to the graphics to the stunningly crisp layout.

What you see here is a clear statement of the

difference between Microsoft Excel and every

other spreadsheet.

Only Microsoft Excel can give your printed

work such power to impress. Because only

Microsoft Excel can harness the full

power of the new computers, high-

resolution displays, and laser printers.

Looks that thrill.

Microsoft Excel brings photographic

clarity to everything on screen and in print.

Which lets you make even your daily reports

look as good as annual reports.

Microsoft Excel works wonders with

graphics, too. You can instantly turn its massive

spreadsheets into any of44 charts. Customize them
with everything from simple arrows to 3-D labels.

And preview pages before you print. So when
you finish, what you have in hand is exactly what you

had in mind.

In short, Microsoft Excel lets you display what people want

The point.

Graphics,

they can see what
you mean.

to see most.

The Win-Win Guarantee.

Of course, there's much more to show, so call for your

copy of our video: (800) 426-9400.

You'll see twenty minutes of possibilities beyond any

^ other spreadsheet.

And discover the one feature of Microsoft Excel that you
won't find in any other spreadsheet: the Win-Win Guarantee.

Ifyoufind a spreadsheetyou like better between now andJanuary 31,

1990, well give you your money back. No questions asked.

Visit your local Microsoft dealer for all the details.

And see how Microsoft Excel gives even the simplest statement the

power to say far more. V

MicrosoftExcel

Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

Offer subject to change upon reasonable notice. All black-and-white output shown was created using a Hewlett-Packard- LaserJet" Plus

with a Microsoft Z-font cartridge. Company names and data used in the output are fictitious.
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IBM vs. Apple

By LAWRENCE J. MAGID
and MARTY JEROME
It's the clash of the titans—again

Terrific Looking Pages
By JIM SEYMOUR
Word processing finally becomes
word publishing

The Power of Graphics

By EDWARD TUFTE
Banish chartjunk forever

WordPerfect's Latest:
Release 5.0

By PATRICK BEDARD
Perfection edges nearer,

at a price

Laptop Odyssey
By PAUL THEROUX
Power-tripping with portable

computers

Portfolio: Art
at the Speed of Thought
By GEORGE DAMON LEVY
The new masters of the PC palette

) Installing a Floppy Drive

By WINN L. ROSCH
A do-it-yourself guide

Page 102

Page 116

Page 156

Is DOS Dead?
By JOHN C. DVORAK
Will we ever ring in the new
with OS/2?

Low-Cost Lasers

By BRUCE BROWN
Four fine printers that won't

break the bank

Stephen Hawking:
A Man for All Time
By CHARLES FOX
How technology lets a genius

explain the universe

Smart Money Management
By KATE AMBROSE BROWN
Adding it up with accounting software

Great Moments
in Computing
By STEPHEN BANKER
When computers run amok

E-Mail Comes of Age
By DAVID DEJEAN
The electronic postman
always beeps twice

Best Bets for
Better Backup
By VAN WOLVERTON
Software to save your hard disk data

Gandalf and Blade

By STEVEN L. THOMPSON
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Thepersonwho didthis
canidrawa straight line.

Starting Your Own
Restaurant Business

Select rettaurant type

Buelnett plan

Financing

Marketing

No. You don't have to be Rembrandt to do impressive

business graphics. Lotus® Freelance® Plus is the all-in-one

PC graphics package that's easy to use, thanks to features

like the familiar Lotus-style interface.

Yet it's powerful enough to grow with you, as you start

old master. Lotus Freelance Plus ;

Lotus Fredaix? Plus

Its easyto illustrate

howwe got to the top.

Lotus Freelance PlusThe proof is in the pie filling. Freelance Plus is outsell-

ing its closest competitor by almost 2 to 1* Plus, it's on the

approved PC software list ofmostFORTUNE 500 companies .

J

For a graphic demonstration call 1-800-345-1043 and I

ask for AGZ-1658 for a $10 demonstration kit. f

Lotus Freelance Plus 1
•Based on national audits conducted by Audits & Surveys, Inc., May. 1987-March, 1988, © 1988 Lotus Development Corporation.

Lotus and Freelance are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
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Sharpen Your PC Skills While You
Build a Great Software Collection

Two disks each month
filled with lots of great

software for your IBM
PC™, Apple II™ or

Commodore 64/128.™

ONLY $6.65!

Learn From the Experts

Draw on the vast experience of

our editors to provide you with

carefully selected software

you can use each month,

from spreadsheets to role-

playing games, from telecom-

munications to accounting to recipe

programs. With easy-to-use docu-

mentation, you will master each

new application with confidence and ease.

Become Experienced Inexpensively
Without investing a fortune, our monthly software will help you to see

why your personal computer is the most versatile and powerful tool you

own. You will know more about your computer , its capabilities, and

software for it, than you would have thought possible. At $6.65 per issue,

our monthly software is the best value in software today.

Try our Monthly Software for Three Months
Every month your postman will bring you the latest issue of our

monthly software, contained on two unprotected 5 lA" diskettes. Each

issue is chock-full of our best software, including utilities, games,

home and business applications, and educational programs. Order

now and receive a special software gift absolutely free

Reviewers Love Our Monthly Software!

Softdisk rating:" (4-stars) inCider, Apr 1987

" ...I highly recommend Loadstar. If you can afford only one

disk service, make it Loadstar. .

.

"

Steve Leven, Commodore Microcomputers

".
. .Big Blue Disk offers games, educational programs, product

reviews, programming utilities, and even commercial
programs. We had morefun than an ant at a picnic, and we're

going to subscribe!.. .RATING: Value for Money' (4-

stars) Family Computing

BIG BLUE DISK (IBM PC version)
Contents of Issue #20

Crazy Eights Classic card game with

a custom graphic card deck (how else

can you get the Eleven of Spades?).

Print Utility Format documents to

output on your printer.

Directory Label Printer Generate

labels for disks listing filenames.

Fireworks Construction Kit Create

your own simulated fireworks shows.

PC-Key-Draw Complete professional

drawing program from OEDware. v '

The "DETAB" Command Converts

tabs to multiple spaces when printing

text files.
(Available as a Back Issue)

t ° • TT^
it

Apple II, C64/128, and IBM PC, and are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc., Commodore Business Machines Inc., and International Business Machines Inc.,

respectively. Available at Waldenbooks, B. Dalton Booksellers, and fine bookstores everywhere (cover price $9.95).

' > T7T7 tne bonus gift listed below which matches
Ml XV JLjd your computer when you order the next
three issues of our monthly software for your IBM PC,
Apple II or Commodore 64/128.

FREE for IBM PC—"Best of BIG BLUE DISK" when you order

BIG BLUE DISK. Nine of the best programs from recent issues.

FREE for Apple II—"The Best of SOFTDISK" when you order

SOFTDISK. Five of the best programs from recent issues.

FREE for C-64/128—"The Best of LOADSTAR" when you order

LOADSTAR. 14 of the best programs from recent issues.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
If you are not satisfied with your purchase for any reason, return your

first issue for a full $19.95 refund. The free gift is yours to keep. You can't

lose.

%/ | Please rush my free gift and start my three month

JlCSI subscription for only $19.95 postage paid. I

understand that this is a trial subscription and that I am under no
obligation to continue beyond three months. (Canada/Mexico

$2435, Overseas $27.95) Make checks payable in U.S. Funds

BIG BLUE DISK" for IBM PC and compatibles. (5'A" disk)

BIG BLUE DISK'
M

for IBM PC and compatibles. OVi" disk)

SOFTDISK"' for Apple II family & compatibles. (5
]A" disk)

LOADSTAR" for Commodore 64 & 128 family. (5V4" disk)

Name
Address

City State ZIP+4

Telephone

VISA/MC AmEx
Card#

Payment Enclosed

_ Exp. Date

Call Toll Free 1-800-831-2694
(Louisiana Residents add 4% Sales Tax) PG088

SOFTDISK Inc • P. O. Box 30008 • Shreveport, LA 71130-0008

CIRCLE NO. 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



EXCLUSIVE
SOFTWARE
Quality Software! Great Prices!

IBM PC/XT/AT/OS2 or Compatibles
productivity

FINANCER + T — 18 most needed financial cal-

culations. Menu selectable for: amortization schedule, present

values, future values, simple & compound interest, installment

loan, & much more. Output to screen or printer. "FINANCER
is the best"- G.W.,Montana $24.95

SUPERCAT 7
" —Professional level cataloging for up

to 5,000 books per directory with hard disk or 1000 per floppy.

Multiple subjects & authors, call #, title, publisher, etc. for 13

field types. Print 3x5 index cards & reports in various formats.

Sort & retrieve data by any field. Fast and easy to use. $49.95

STATCALC 1
' —Key statistical functions for student

or experienced user. Includes Correlation & Regression, Nor-
mal, T, Poisson, Binomial, Chi-square, distributions, data han-
dling for sorts, mean, standard deviation, range, median. Save
data to disk. Manual explains statistics and program use with

examples given for each function. $39.95

HEADLINER + T —Print banners and signs on
any printer in letters up to 13" high (7 smaller sizes, too).

Choose from 2 type styles. Any length headline. Great for

parties, kids, offices, stores. Get your message across! On PC
MAG. Holiday Wish List. $24.95

STOCKFOLIO 1
' —Maintain a portfolio of up to 40

stocks, to easily keep track of your investments. Provides

hold/sell recommendations based on market conditions with

model user can change. Get portfolio status on screen or printed

out for reference. Manual included. $29.95

LABELWORKS —Create and maintain mailing

lists. Print labels 1, 2, 3, or 4 across. Get reference listings

printed in 9 different formats. Easy to use fill-in form on screen

to add, revise, or delete names. Also print general labels as tags,

labels, etc. Great for personal, business, club use. $29.95

HOMEVENTORY™—Easily make an inventory

of your home for reference, insurance use, tracking collections.

Ready to use with defined rooms plus ones to name as you wish.

Enter descriptions, prices, purchase dates, serial #'s, etc. Add,
revise, delete items. Get inventory printouts by room or whole
house with total values. $24.95

PERSONAL USE

VOCABULATOR™ —Increase your vocabulary at

selectable skill level, from high school to advanced. Multiple
choice or quick review mode. Add words you want. "Recom-
mended: Excellenf'-Electronic Learning Mag $29.95

HOROSCOPICS II™—For your birthdate, time

& location sky conditions calculated. Get natal horoscope chart

printed or on screen, with zodiac, sun, moon & all planets.

Gives astrological reading, sun & moon sign, ascendant, con-
junctions & oppositions, other aspects, table of houses w/
planets contained (Placidus & Equal house systems). $29.95

BIO-DATA" — Biorhythms for any time period.

Gives data for 1 or 2 persons at once for comparisons. Display
on screen or to printer. Gives celestial longitude of sun & your
astrological sign, Julian Day #, days since birth & day of week,
& biorhythms information. $19.95

ORACLE-EAST TN —Modern version of the ancient
Chinese I Ching method of fortune telling. Casting techniques
generate trigrams and hexagrams which provide the divination.

Authentic presentation and interpretations, including 'moving*
lines. Eastern wisdom now on diskette. $24.95

NUMBERSCOPE —Analyzes your name &
birthdate according to traditions of Numerology. Results in-

clude destiny number, karmic lessons, life cycles, turning

points motivation, expression, inner-self numbers plus inter-

pretations of the output. $19.95

ASTROCALC —Calculates for sun, moon & all

planets rise/set times, positions in sky, orbital elements, bright-

ness, phase, sidereal time & much more for any date, time &
location. Manual explains theory & use. $29.95

ASTROSTELL —Learn all 88 constellations.

Four levels of star brightness simulate sky on screen. Gives star

names, positions of galaxies, nebula, etc., plus lore & observ-
ing tips. "A Perfect Delight"-Prof. M.F.,Minnesota. $29.95

TIMETEACHER " —Four games that teach chil-

dren 3 to 8 how to tell time. Color graphics, animation and
music make learning fun! Julie Jaybird, Johnnie Jumper and
others play along and keep score. Skill level variable. Your kids
will love it! CGA or EGA graphics. $19.95

TIDEMASTER —Calculates and prints tide

tables and graphs for any U.S. coastal state for any day in 1988
or 1989. Includes all US government tide locations. "If you
sail, fish, go to beach, TideMaster is a must! Excellent." PC
Magazine. SPECIFY STATE WANTED. $39.95 per state

PHYSICALC 1
' —Introduction to Physics for high

school/college level. Includes mechanics, gravity, electricity,

light, quantum mechanics & relativity. 30 key equations ex-
plained with easy on screen calculations. Example problems(&
solutions), physics terms and history. $29.95

S3 ORDER TODAY! Mo»t»»Card

S 1-800-533-6666 S
9-9 Mon-Sat

For Info or in PA Call

Orders Only

S 412-422-6600
By phone or mail. Check, M.O.. credit card (# & Expir). Add $3
shipping ($5 overseas). PA add 6%. Give COMPUTER TYPE. Add
$l/prog. for 3.5" JOIN OUR THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS in 50 states & 82 countries. Hast shipment!

ZEPHYR SERVICES
1900 Murray Ave. Dept. K OUR

Pittsburgh, PA 15217 7th

FREE Catalog - call or write

P E V E

o omething fas-

cinating has been
happening lately

among buyers and
users of PCs.

Barely eight years

ago, most PC buyers

were hackers—hob-
byists and program-
mers who could em-
brace difficult-to-use

technology. By the mid-1980s, serious

corporate buyers had begun purchasing

PCs and software by the thousands.

Both hackers and volume buyers will be
extraordinarily important in shaping

the industry for a long time to come.
But most of us believe the PC is on

its way to becoming part of mainstream

American life. And it isn't the hobbyist

or the corporate buyer who will lead the

way.

At the forefront will be a new and
growing breed of involved, active, even

passionate computer users. This is a

group drawn together not by common
job titles, organization types, or demo-
graphics. We share a high level of
knowledge, competence, and interest in

personal computing. In short, that's you
and that's me.

Over the past few months, I've often

been asked, "Why start another com-
puting magazine?"

The answer is as obvious to those of

us who are passionate about PCs as it is

obscure to those who aren't. Talk to

some of the charter subscribers to PC/
Computing and you'll quickly get a pic-

ture of who we are.

• We are rarely interested in technical

minutiae, but we are always interested

in results and in gaining mastery of the

technology that is

part of our lives.

• We are vitally inter-

ested in how PCs can

contribute to our
professional and per-

sonal growth, give us

more free time, in-

form us, and educate

us and our families.

• Many of us are in

positions of responsibility—or are

reaching for those positions.

• Individually and collectively, we use

PCs in ways that are changing how we
organize, how we compete, how we co-

operate, how we market established

products and create new ones, how we
communicate and share, learn and
enjoy.

• We are, above all, risk-takers and
adventurers.

We need a publication that speaks to

the breadth and richness of our PC in-

terests. A magazine as interested in the

world of ideas as it is in the world of

things. Knowledgeable about both.
Brash, funny, direct, authoritative; full

of energy, insight, and intelligence.

We need a magazine we can truly call

"America's computing magazine." We
need a magazine that captures the full

power of PCs in our professional and
personal lives.

That's why Ziff-Davis created PC/
Computing. It is also why someone as

enthusiastic and involved with PCs as I

am would give up a senior position at

Lotus to lead it.

MICHAEL KOLOWICH
Publisher
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Getyour
workdonebefore

199L
The future of personal computing is clear. More

powerful PCs. Easier to use PCs. With graphics

and character-based programs working side by

side. Talking to each other. Multitasking. Win-

dowing. Menuing. Mousing. Getting your work

done easier and faster.

Have it all now.
DESQview™ is the operating envi-

ronment that gives DOS the capabil-

ities of OS/2.™ And it lets you, with

your trusty 8088, 8086, 80286, or 80386

PC, leap to the productivity of the next

generation. For not much money And
without throwing out your favorite

software.

Add DESQview to your PC and it

3uickly finds your programs and lists

lem on menus. So you can just point

to the program, using keyboard or

mouse, to start it up. DESQview
knows where that program lives. And
what command loads it.

For thosewho have trouble remembering ^ °Pf™*P^f?J3"T
DOS commands, it adds menus

have memory for And muTtitask them. In

to DOS. It even lets you sort your

files and mark specific files to be

copied, backed-up, or deleted—

all without having to leave the

program you're in.

oest or all, DESQview accom-

plishes all this with a substantial

speed advantage over any

.alternative environment.

Multitask beyond 640K.

When you want to use several programs

together, you don't have to leave your

current program. Just open the next pro-

gram. View your programs in windows or

For programmers, DESQviev/s

API, with its strengths in inter-

task communications and multi-

tasking, brings a quick and easy

way to adapt to the future. With

the API's mailboxes and shared

programs, programmers are

able to design programs running

on DOS with capabilities like

those ofOS/2.

640K. Or if you own a special

EMS 4.0 or EEMS memory
board, or a 386 PC, DESQview

lets you break through the DOS
640K barrier for multitasking. If

you have other non-EMS memo-
ry expansion products like AST's

Advantage or the IBM®Memory
Expansion Option, we have a

solution for you, too. The ALL CHARGE-
CARD™ 'unifies' all your memory to provide

up to 16 megabytes of continuous workspace.

DESQview lets you use this memory to

enhance your productivity. You can start 1-2-3

calculating and tell Paradox to print mailing

labels while you're writing a report in Word
Perfect, or laying out a newsletter in Ventura

Publisher, or designing a building in AutoCAD.

DESQview even lets you transfer text,

numbers, and fields of information between

programs.

Fulfill the 386 promise.
For 80836 PC users, DESQview

becomes a 386 control program when
used in conjunction with

Quarterdeck's Expanded Memory
Manager (QEMM)-386—giving

faster multitasking as well as virtual

windowing support.

And when you use DESQview on
an IBM PS/2™ Model 50 or 60 with

QEMM-50/60 and the IBM Memory
Expansion Option, DESQview gives

you multitasKing beyond 640K.

Experts are voting for

DESQview. And over a

million users, too.

If all of this sounds like promises you've

been hearing for future systems, then you can

understand why over a million users nave

chosen DESQview. And why PC
Magazine gave DESQview its

Editor's Choice Award for "The

Best Alternative to OS/2," why
readers of InfoWorld twice voted

DESQview "Product of the Year"

EDITORS
CHOICE

NOV. 24, 1987

INFQ 1986WORLD AND 1987

PRODUCT
O F T H E

YEAR

.why by popular vote at

- Comaex Fall for two

years in a row, DESQview
was voted "Best PC Environ-

ment" in PC Tech Journal's

Systems Builder Contest.

DESQview lets you have it all now.

DESQVIEW SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

IBM Personal Computer and 100% compatibles (with 8086,

8088, 80286, or 80386 processors) with monochrome or color

display; IBM Personal System/2 • Memory: 640K recom-

mended; for DESQview itself 0-145K* Expanded Memory

10p*3KK\aft\ expaivded memory boards compatible with the

Intel AboveBoard; enhanced expanded memory boards

compatible with the AST RAMpage; EMS 4.0 expanded

memory boards* Disk: two diskette drives or one diskette

drive and a hard disk'Graphics Card (Optional): Hercules,

IBM Color/Graphics (CGA). IBM Enhanced Graphics

(EGA), IBM Personal System/2 Advanced Graphics

(VGA)* Mouse (Optional): Mouse Systems, Microsoft and

compatibles* Modem for Auto-Dialer (Optional)-. Hayes or

compatible* Operating System: PC-DOS 2.0-33; MS-DOS

10-32* Software: Most PC-DOS and MS-DOS application

programs; programs specific to Microsoft Windows 1 .03-

103, GEM 1.1-3.0, IBMTopView 1.1* Media: DESQview 10

is available on either 5-1 /4" or 3-1 /2" floppy diskette.

r
i YES!
1 1 need increased

| productivity now!

I

Qty Product Format Price Each Totals
1

DESQview 2.0

QEMM-386

OEMM-50/60

5-1/4 3-1/2

5-1/4 3-1/2

5-1/4 3-1/2

ALL CHARGECARD (Special for DESQview owners)

Name

$129.95

$59.95

$59.95

$200.00*

Shipping & Handling
|
$5 in USA/ $10 outside USA

| Address

|
City.

Calif Residents add 6.5%

State. Zip
Grand Total

. Payment Method Visa MasterCard Expiration

I Account #

/.

150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405

(213) 392-9851 j
This ALLCHARGECARD is designed for theBM PC AT and PS/250 aixi 60. Ifyaihaw another type of8028^^
Trademarks are property of their respective holders: IBM, OS/2, PS/2, 1-2-3, Paradox, Word Perfect, \fentura Publisher, AutoCAD, Intel, Above Board, AST, RAMpage, Advantage, Hercules, Mouse Systems, Hayes, Microsoft, Windows, TopView.
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From the publishers of DIRECT ACCESS

Juggle your tsrs

withoutlosing control
EXTRA." The innovative memory manager that

gives you single keystroke access and control

over allyour TSRs.

Using RAM resident programs (TSRs) is a tough juggling act. One slip, one wrong keystroke,

and they all come crashing down. Now you can get a grip on up to 26 TSRs while

your computer uses only the memory of the largest program (plus 35K for EXTRA).

Free your valuable RAM for applications, save your programs to hard disk using

extended or expanded memory and tame those memory-hungry TSRs with

EXTRA. There's even a toll free "EXTRA Support" hotline.

VE $$$ ON POPULAR TSRs
Buy EXTRA now and receive valuable rebate

coupons for 5 popular TSRs: Norton Guides, PC Tools

Deluxe, Graph-in-the-Box, InvestNow! and Pop Up

DeskSet.

DELTA
TECHNOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL

For the name of the

dealer nearest you, call:

(800) 242-6368

1621 Westgate Road, Eau Claire, Wl 54703

(715)832 7575 FAX (715) 832 0700

© 1988 Delta Technology International, Inc. EXTRA is a trademark of Tele-Ware Corporation.
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Expanding Horizons

Take your PC beyond the

limits of floppy dis-

kettes — connect to

DELPHI, your com-
plete online busi-
ness and personal
resource. With your
modem and a simple
phone call, you can meet
friends from across the

globe, tap into the

world's most comprehen-
sive databases, or select

from tens of thousands
of downloadable pro-

grams to expand the ho-
rizons of your PC.

Wallet-Friendly

DELPHI treats you
right— NO extra charge
for using Tymnet or Tel-

enet (local phone num-
bers in 800 cities na-
tionwide), NO monthly
minimum, NO premium
for 1200 or 2400
bps, and rates as

low as $5.40/hour.

What your
" PC
was really

meant

for.
Save $10!

For a limited time, you get

a lifetime DELPHI member-
ship for only $39.95. In-
cludes a credit worth 2
FREE evening hours of use

($14.40), plus a copy of
DELPHI: The Official
Guide, a $19.95 value!

Signup now - Online!

With your PC & modem:

1. Dial 1-800-365-4636.

2. Once connected, press RE-

TURN once or twice.

3. AtUsemame:, type

JOINDELPHI
4. At Password:, type

PCCOMPUTING
5. Have your credit card

information ready.

And very shortly, you'll

be able to see what your
computer was really

meant for.

m

DELPHI
The World's Premier Online Information Service

General Videotex Corporation • 3 Blackstone St • Cambridge MA 02139 • 800-544-4005 • 617-491-3393
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Manufacturing Company, Inc.

The Experts in Accessories

DIAMOND SP-1
Switched; adapts to duplex outlet; • 6 Outlets. 15 Amps Total 125

Volts, 1875 Watts • Operating Temperature: 40°C to I 85°C
. Peak Pulse Power Dissipation <</ 25' C. 585.000W for 20
Micro Sec • Maximum Clamping Voltage (ti Test Current
50A (8/20 Micro Sec.) 340V Clamping Occurs Line to Line

(Normal Mode) and Line to Ground (Common Mode)
• Clamping Response Time. 1 Nanosecond (1 x 10 9 sec.)

• Dielectric Test: 3000 VAC 60 Sec. • Forward Surge Rating
(a 25°C. 1440 Amps for 1/120 Sec . Lifetime Warranty

Retail $49.95

CIRTIS
Osmond

RUBY SPF-2 Switched; EMI-RFI filtered; plugs into duplex outlet; 6 ft.

power cord, Built in Circuit Breaker • 6 Outlets, 15 Amps Total 125 Volts, 1875
Watts • Operating Temperature: 40'C to I 85"C Peak Pulse Power
Dissipation (a 25°C, 585,000W for 20 Micro Sec. • Maximum Clamping
Voltage (a Test Current 50A (8/20 Micro Sec.) 340V Clamping Occurs Line

to Line (Normal Mode) and Line to Ground (Common Mode) • Clamping
Response Time: 1 Nanosecond (1 x 10 9 sec.) • Dielectric Test: 3000 VAC
60 Sec. • Forward Surge Rating «' 25°C, 1440 Amps for 1/120 Sec.
• Mode Noise Protection: Normal and Common Mode • Noise Rejection
Frequency: 150KHZ 30MHZ • Attenuation; 5DB 58DB,
Lifetime Warranty

Retail $89.95

111 1

•

EMtRFI
FlUtR£D

I I » »

EMERALD SP-2 switched;
plugs into duplex outlet; 6 ft. power cord.
Built-in Circuit Breaker, 6 Outlets, 15 Amps
Total 125 Volts, 1875 Watts From Single or All

Combined • Operating Temperature: -40°C to

+ 85°C • Peak Pulse Power Dissipation (a 25°C,
585,000W for 20 Micro Sec • Maximum Clamping
Voltage (a Text Current 50A (8/20 Micro Sec.) 340V
Clamping Occurs Line to Line (Normal Mode) and
Line to Ground (Common Mode) • Clamping
Response Time: 1 Nanosecond (1 x 10- 9 sec.) • Dielec
trie Test: 3000 VAC 60 Sec. • Forward Surge Rating
(a 25°C, 1440 Amps for 1/120 Sec, Lifetime Warranty

Retail $59.95

All Curtis Surge Protectors meet or exceed IEEE standards
587-1980 Guide for Surge Voltages in AC Power Circuits.

SAPPHIRE SPF-
Switched, EMI-RFI Filtered,

adapts to duplex outlet; • 3
Outlets, 15 Amps Total 125 Volts,

1875 From Single or All Combin
ed • Operating Temperature:
40°C to + 85°C • Peak Pulse Power
Dissipation (</ 25°C, 585.000W for

20 Micro Sec. • Maximum Clamping
Voltage (5 Test Current 50A (8/20
Micro Sec.) 340V Clamping Occurs Line
to Line (Normal Mode) and Line to
Ground (Common Mode) • Clamping
Response Time 1 Nanosecond (1 x 10 9
sec.) • Dielectric Test: 3000 VAC 60 Sec.
• Forward Surge Rating (<i 25°C, 1440 Amps for

1/120 Sec. • Mode Noise Protection: Normal and
Common Mode • Noise Rejection Frequency:
150KHZ 30MHZ • Attenuation: 5DB-58DB,
Lifetime Warranty

Reta(| $79,95

TheOnes To Ask For
Curtis Electronic Surge Protectors are built to

provide surge protection for any microcomputer
for a lifetime. Constructed with precision, using

advanced semiconductor technology, the Curtis

Jewels prevent damage to microcomputer sys-

tems and data from powerline overvoltage

"surges, spikes and glitches."Surge protection from
the Curtis Jewels is your guarantee of the best line

of defense for your valuable hardware and data,
at a price that won't shock you. Get your computer
the protection it deserves with Curtis— the experts
in accessories.

Curtis products are available nationally from leading Dealers, Distributors, and Retail Chains.
In Canada: tersonal Computer Assoc. Inc., RO. Box 235, Ajax, ONI LIS 3C3, (416) 427-6612

For the Curtis dealer nearest you call (603) 532-4 1 23 Ext.97 ,
LifetimeManufacturing Company, Inc.

LISTED
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READER HEAT, READER LIGHT

And the Winner Is. .

.

\i PC/Computing is all you claim it is,

then it can't help but be a winner. But
you've got to make it good. I am not

"bloodied by backslashes," nor am I

being "pounded by ponderous param-
eters," and you won't turn me "into a

black-belt power user, quickly and

painlessly" (your phrases).

It's too late. I am already what you
claim your readers will become. So
let's see how you plan to keep me as a

reader.

Do tell me about "startling new
technologies," provide serious "no-

punches-pulled" reviews, include use-

ful utilities to overcome some of the

shortcomings of DOS and OS/2. Do
raise the technological and social con-

sciousness of computer users. Do your

best to bring out the best in those you
touch.

There it is. That's the contest. If it's

not good, it's gone.

H. W. Heff
Castro Valley, California

You Said It
As the owner of a new business ven-

ture, I look forward to receiving PC/
Computing. Since my business is small,

with limited resources and personnel,

the information and tips in PC/Com-
puting promise to be invaluable.

Francis E. Viillmes

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Beginners' Blues
A common problem with computer
magazines is that the first few issues

deal superbly with explaining the

workings of hardware and software to

beginners, but after a few issues, the

editors seem to feel bored with begin-

ners' topics or assume that the readers

now know the ropes. They forget that

there are beginners entering the world
of computers all the time.

I hope your new magazine will re-

verse this trend and remember the

beginners.

Paul R. Ahrens

Middlebury, Connecticut

Analytic Appliances
With the increasing use of computer
chips in everything from automobiles

to refrigerators, will there come a time

when we use the family computer to

analyze problems and evaluate the

performance of our purchases?

Jonathan P. lones

Largo, Maryland

Probably. But meanwhile we encourage

our readers to save their warranties.—Ed.

Natural Selection
Congratulations on a publication that

promises to be a real boon to computer
users. As computing has evolved, many
of the publications have not. It's good
to see that someone has recognized

that problem and is moving to solve it.

I am especially looking forward to

thorough product reviews and advice.

With an editorial philosophy like

yours, I know that PC/Computing will

soon move to the front of the pack.

Theresa Niueller

Columbia, Missouri

No Pundits Allowed
Congratulations and best of luck with

your new publication. May I suggest

that you concentrate on the practical

aspects of buying, using, and maintain-

ing PCs as they exist and are marketed
now—not as the PR flacks and self-

styled pundits proclaim they will be in

another week, month, year, decade
Enough sources provide opinion

and rumor about what's just around
the corner. You will be doing every-

one a favor if you keep to the basics:

how I can use what I have to make
myself (my business, my kids, my
group) more productive.

Jeff Armstrong

Arlington, Virginia

Old Dogs, New Tricks
Day after day, I meet people of my
generation who wonder about comput-
ers but think this magical world is out

of their reach. Not so! At age 59, I

purchased my first computer. With no
training except from manuals, I entered

a new era. And now, my toy gives me
hours of fun and entertainment.

I hope your magazine succeeds in

reassuring people who are intimidated

by their lack of understanding that

this is not a science too difficult for

"old dogs" to learn.

Catherine Oawkins
Jacksonville, Florida

Beam Me Up, Scottie
I hope your new magazine will pro-

vide the kind of support I want and
need. I have tried and abandoned sev-

eral publications that promised to re-

veal the secrets of the trade to those

of us who are still terrorized by "bad
command" messages.

I've advanced beyond rudimentary
computing, but still I look forward to

the many wondrous things you can
put in your magazine that will trans-

form this hacker into a space cadet.

Richard J. Cassutt

Ford Benton, Montana

Fasten your seatbelt.—Ed. B
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-Ordinary display

Compressed display

with SeeMore

T
I

I

J

MAGAZINE

Switch

size

push

See up to twice

as many columns

Control colors

ASCII/LICS

conversion

to a new

with the

of a key

See

as many

up to twice

rows

No special

hardware

required

Unretouchedphoto ofEGA display.

See More Rows and Columns
Now you can zoom out to see more on

the screen - without exiting your

worksheet and without investing in

special hardware!

With SeeMORE™, a remarkable

add-in program for 1-2-3® and

Symphony® you can instantly double,

triple or quadruple your view with the

push of a key.

worksheet. You don't need to exit and

switch to a new driver set!

Works with 1 -2-3 Rel 2 and 2.01 or

Symphony Rel 1.1, 1.2 and 2.0 on the

IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles.

All you need is a simple graphics adapter:

CGA, EGA, VGA, MCGA or Hercules. Also

looks great on Compaq and Toshiba gas

plasma. Not copyprotected. 1-2-3 version

$79-95. Symphony version $99-95. Get

SeeMORE and expand your horizons.

"SeeMORE is brimming with innovations"
- Lotus Magazine

7useSeeMORE almost constantly!
1

-Jim Seymour, PC Magazine

"Recommended."
- InfoWorld

SeeM3RB
Please send me: (indicat^quantity) ?

SeeMORE 1-2-3. $79 95 each.

SeeMORE Symphony. $99 95 each.

Include $3.75 for shipping. ($12 outside USA

and Canada.) MA residents add 5% sales tax.

Payment: VISA MC AMEX Diners Check

TM

Pack more into everySymphony window.

SeeMORE lets you build a twelve

month forecast without stopping to scroll

left and right. All twelve months appear

on the screen. SeeMORE gives you the

big picture.

SeeMORE manages the screen without

interfering with the normal operation of

1 - 2-3 or Symphony. You can zoom in

and out as you build and manipulate a

Available from Egghead Software, Corporate Software and other fine resellers. Distributed through Ingram, Kenfil, Micro D,

Softsel and Software Resource.
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Compaq® Portable IIIplasma display

CGA EGA VGA Here Plasma

Normal 80x25 80x25 80x25 80x25 80x25

Medium 91x28 106x43 91x37 90x43 106x40

Small 106x33 128x43 106x48 120x43 128x50

Very Small 128x25 150x51 128x53 144x43 N/A

Tiny 128x33 160x58 160x60 180x58 160x66

Presentation 40x25 40x25 40x34 45x25 40x28

CARD NO.

EXP. DATE PHONE

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

To order, mail coupon or call toll-free:

In MA: 800-447-1196, Nationally:

800-445-3311

Personics Corporation

2352 Main Street

Concord, MA 01742

617-897-1575



SMARTBUSINESSPEOPLE
CHANGENAMES OFTEN,
Amazing. Salesmen get rid of "Dear

Customers:" and sales skyrocket.Aswimming
pool tycoon pulls the plug on "Dear Investors:"

and liquidity goes up. People everywhere
easily personalize business form letters by
changing names and other information with
Q&A software. They tell us it's because
customers like to be addressed that

way. Butwe know why they
do it, really.

Sales. And why
not. That's plain old

smart business. Becaus
with just two keystrokes

on a personal computer*
Q&A turns ordinary form
letters into supersalesmen.
It adds personal information
to ten, hundreds, even thou-

sands of letters at once. All so
easily, you can mail monthly,
weekly, or for a bigger bonus,
even once a day.

The secret? Q&A is the #1
*

rated word processor and file man-
agers It's powerful and easy. So in

minutes a client list becomes a hard
working customer database. And sales

letters look so professional, they'll bring
tears to the eyes ofa typesetter.

UseQ&A for everything you type or
file . . . tax records, proposals, reports, inven-

tory, invoicing, expenses, and more. It even
prints envelopes automatically and comes all

set up for the most popular mailing labels. All

you do is hit two keys. And get ready to lick

the stamps.

Whether you work alone, or need multi-

user databases on networks, Q&A can easily

turn your sales letters

into sales. Which means,
whileQ&A is changing
names and printing
letters, you'll be printing

money.

FREE Demo Disk,
Call (800) 888-0886
Ext. 437D.

Merge lists and lettersfor
personalized mailings
withjust two keystrokes.

Armstrong

&Greenv/ooa

Automatically address
letters, envelopes, and

mailing labels.

SW.ANTEC

F>* Mwg—Wtftf with Engtt&h and
Wort Processing th»l% c*sy

Armstrong
Pappas

_ Nouaux
& Oreenwood

Mr. Randy Tisdale

f^n?
cAat,

e^Distributors
1101 Del Monte Ave
San Pablo, CA 95432

ft E R S H F. P R

Easily add a personal
touch toform letters

with information taken
fromyourQ&A customer

database.

tnefughest quality available

wepJKSM improved since
Yes, thanlstoffiSSSrS and invoicing system.
(ha,ha). But ^B^nS^^AFJ^u tS WlU aIways be in £earme write letters hke this K /£,tV«

ai y an]azing. It even helps
we can spend^SeS^S?3Sd8«2"!!*!S??better in person.

you. I'm for that. My jokes are always

^opportunity to serve all the

Sincerely,

Roland Sanders
District Manager

Our records show you could be k

IV6I Manchester
St. Louis. MO63110

(314) 355-7413

Editors Choice

The #1 FileManagerand #7 Word Processor.

Add up to nine different

fonts togive letters a type-

set appearance.
Include specific information
(like lastproduct ordered),

to increase repeat business.

SYMANTEC ^Requires IBM PC/XT/AT; PS/2 or compatible personal computer. -[Software Digest #1 File Manager 86,88; #1 Easy To Use
Word Processor 87, #1 Integrated File Manager/Word Processor88; InfoWorld's highest rating evergiven (9. 6) 87; PC Magazine Editor's
Choice 87,88. Suggested list, $349. Q&A 2.0 owners call (415) 964-4440for$69.95 upgrade instructions. Q&A is a trademark ofSymantec

Corporation. Other brands and products are trademarks oftheir respective holders. © 1988 Symantec, 10201 Torre Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. (408)253-9600 **Buy Q&A
between 8/1/88 and 10/31/88, get the 100, OOOsynonym Microlytics Thesaurus FREE. See coupon in Q&A packageforcomplete details.
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Oelcome to the

premiere issue of

PC/Computings a

different kind of comput-

er magazine for a different

kind of computer user.

We who created PC/
Computing are writers,

editors, and designers

with a passion for tech-

nology and a consuming

interest in the ways PCs
are changing our lives. That passion gives us the freedom to

bring you the types of stories that fill this first issue. Stories

that inform and entertain with a mix of hard-nosed reporting,

nuts-and-bolts details, and writing that's alive with wit and

whimsy.

Our philosophy of energetic, stylish reporting guides the

magazine. Our columnists have their fingers on the pulse of

the industry, and they'll be delivering insightful and some-

times controversial opinions issue after issue. Each month
our New! section will bring you up to date on the most im-

portant developments in hardware, software, and research,

flagging the trends you need to know about. This month we
feature a report on PS/2 clones, plus the latest from IBM and

Compaq, advances in CD-ROM, and a look at great new
software coming down the road.

There's news from around the world too. This month we
kick off our Eurotech department with a report from Munich
that chronicles the rise of Silicon Bavaria as a force in the Eu-

ropean computer market. Next month, we'll add Asiatech—

a

regular report from Korea, Japan, Taiwan, China, and other

Asian countries that have such a sweeping impact on the

technology we use.

To keep you abreast of the big issues in computing, we
tackle sticky questions like: Is DOS really on its last legs, and

should you be prepared to switch to OS/2? We explore the

cultural and historical differences between Apple and IBM,
and see how their high-end offerings are alike and yet differ-

ent. Should you consider buying a Mac instead of a PS/2?

We give you the facts—and let you be the judge.

We're committed to covering the human side of comput-

ing, too. This means extraordinary journalism like Charles

Fox's compelling story on Stephen Hawking, the renowned
physicist who uses computer technology to overcome com-
munications barriers imposed by his physical disability. Fox,

himself confined to a wheelchair, gives us a perceptive and
telling portrait of an extraordinary personality.

The everyday PC user is important to PC/Computing. We
tell you about people whose lives are really changed by
PCs—from graphic designers to architects to a 13-year-old

girl who asked for a computer in a letter to her father. In fu-

ture editions, we'll report on computers in medicine, law, the

arts, entertainment, and other professions where PCs are

changing the way people work.

In addition, we'll be providing the information you really

need to get the most from computing. That means hardware

stories with clear, accurate illustrations and directions, and

software reviews with, screen samples that really give you a

taste of the product. In this issue, we offer help in choosing

an accounting program, a laser printer, a hard disk backup
program, and an electronic mail service. There's an illustrat-

ed, step-by-step guide on how to install a floppy disk drive

and a tutorial to help you write AUTOEXEC files, plus de-

partments on the ins and outs ofDOS and where to find great

shareware, and a help column that'll allay your worst fears

about PC setup, maintenance, and repair. Paul Theroux re-

counts his experiences with laptop computers, and we give

you a rundown on the three top contenders in the portables

market.

Finally, we're bringing all this to you in a truly beautiful

magazine. Design director Lloyd Ziff has produced an out-

standing design that complements our editorial with wit,

style, and grace, and our art staff will continue to work with

top illustrators and photographers to bring you graphic excel-

lence month after month.

Stephen Hawking says, "One is who one is because of what

one does." This magazine is us. We hope it's you too. E

EDITOR
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44 For sheer

power, ease of

use, speed, and
flexibility, you
would be hard-

pressed to find

a more capable

product, es-

pecially if you need advanced fea-

tures. It works just as well with a

half-dozen spreadsheets simulta-

neously as it does with one. JJ
—InfoWorld

MAGAZINE

44 Integrated systems

have come a long way,

and Smart has . . . the

widest array of powerful

features . . . strong points

EDITOR'S
*nc*uc*e intelligent data

CHOICE
s^ar^ng anc

* g00^ fiie

security, intuitive ease

of use, a powerful programming
language, and consistently good
performance . . . Smart can fill the

bill for a total, integrated software

system. JJ
—PC Magazine

Whether you're just getting

started as a lone compu-
ter user, or you're the

Manager of Information Systems

supporting thousands of PC users,

discover easy-to-use applications

your office won't outgrow. Single

user and Multi-user software for

DOS, LANs, UNIX or XENIX
systems: Word Processing, Spread-

sheet & Graphics, Database Man-
agement and Communications. For

additional information, including

a Free Smart Demo, simply return

the reply card or call toll-free

(800) 331-1763. In Kansas or Alaska

call (913) 492-3800, in Canada call

(800) 233-6905.

mm Informix Software
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n 1978, Struc-

tured Systems Group,
one of the first soft-

ware companies dedi-

cated to microcom-
puter applications,

moved from a modest

Oakland home into a

renovated brothel

near the Pussycat

Theater in North
Oakland. The house had been shut

down several months earlier by a change
in the vice laws and a crackdown in the

rampant prostitution that plagued Oak-
land and Berkeley in the late 1970s.

What was once a house of love became a

house of ill-dispute as the founding part-

ners of Structured Systems, Alan Coo-
per and Keith Parsons, began a bitter

feud that has yet to end. The feud also

marked the beginning of a success story

for programming partner Alan Cooper.

Cooper, now 36, doesn't look like a

programmer. His stocky 5-foot-7-inch

frame and 18-inch neck, combined with

his sandy hair and moustache, make him
look more like a retired soccer player

from a Scottish highland team.

After leaving Structured Systems,

Cooper moved south and went to work
for Digital Research as a project manag-
er; here, by his own admission, he did

virtually no work. Bored, he quit after 18

months, despite the fact that he was suf-

fering the financial repercussions of his

feud with Parsons. Near bankruptcy, he
became a software author.

What Cooper did was to hole himself

up for four months to author SuperPro-
ject, a so-called CPM (critical - path
method) project management program
that remains a top seller to this day.

When it was finished,

SuperProject was ea-

gerly bought by Com-
puter Associates

(CA), the world's

largest vendor of

computer software.

CA paid Cooper
$250,000 plus a

royalty.

Cooper is a gour-

met cook, father of two boys, model-

train hobbyist, Oporto wine connoisseur,

audiophile, and onetime columnist for

PC World. On weekends he plays an ad-

venture/survival game called splat ball;

A company with over $700 million in

sales, CA is nonetheless hardly a house-

hold name. For example, its spreadsheet

program, SuperCalc, is hardly discussed

in comparative reviews of the great

spreadsheet programs. With little or no
shelf space in retail stores, CA relies on
direct sales to corporations and on re-

sellers who bundle CA's expensive ac-

counting software into larger systems.

A few months ago, Cooper received a

call from someone in CA's marketing

communications department. "Alan, we
want you to stop telling people that you
wrote SuperProject. Most of it has been

recoded, so less than 40 percent of the

code is yours anymore. People still think

you wrote it and that might confuse our

customers."

Cooper shrugs. "Journalists call me
and ask me if I wrote SuperProject. They

"We want you to stop telling people

you wrote SuperProject.

That confuse our customers/'

he dresses in fatigues and roams the

back woods wielding a gun loaded with

paint balls to shoot at other players.

Cooper, a high school dropout who
later returned to junior college to get a

degree in computer programming, says

most big-league contract programmers
earn from $100,000 to $200,000 a pro-

ject. Not bad. But Cooper doesn't do
contract programming. He prefers to

work for himself in the risky realm of

speculative programming—designing

something that a company doesn't know
it wants until it sees the finished prod-

uct. A recent mapping program complet-

ed by Cooper failed to excite such inter-

est and, to maintain his lifestyle, he now
has to come up with something new.
None of this is helped by Computer
Associates.

want to know something about the soft-

ware, so I give them a pithy quote and
have them call Computer Associates. As
far as I can tell, no writer would ever call

CA otherwise—nobody seems to know
who they are. If CA doesn't want me to

refer calls anymore, then I'll just say I

don't know anything."

I've always wondered how Computer
Associates can be so successful using

such arcane marketing and promotion. I

finally realized that the company is a re-

flection of its customers. A stodgy, old-

fashioned, big bureaucracy. A dinosaur

that survives despite itself, emphasizing
the nameless and faceless aspects of cor-

porate America. Heaven forbid a cus-

tomer may discover that the company
bought SuperProject from an outside

source. Too bad. E
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Finish FinancialWork
Five Times Faster.

Quicken finishes
all this in

under 5 minutes!

it!*****.
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Introducing Quicken® Version 2—
absolutely the fastest, easiest way to

write checks, keep financial records,

track income and expenses, budget,

and manage your cash flow. It's ideal for

business and personal use.

Now, Finish Financial

Chores in Seconds.

Quicken completes your financial work

5 to 8 times faster than ever before:

Analyze budget vs. actual expenses by

month for 12 months: 4 seconds

Look up a check you wrote 1000 checks

ago: 1 second
Write and print 20 checks and update all

records: 3 minutes
Compile an itemized list of tax deduc-

tions for the year: 3 seconds

How can it be so fast? Quicken uses

indexed files and speed-optimized C and

assembler code — the very latest in

high-speed technology.

So Automatic, It Eliminates Work.

Quicken's fully automatic "macros"

eliminate repetitious clerical work. Macros

Quicken remembers the billsyou forget.

remember your bills, print your checks,

and update all records automatically. All

you do is sign the checks.

CIRCLE NO. 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

In fact, Quicken is so automatic it reminds
you to pay your bills even if you forget to

use it! Simply turn on your hard disk PC,
and Quicken's pop-up Billminder™

appears when you need to pay bills.

No Need to Alter

Your Bookkeeping Procedures.

Quicken is easy to use because it works

just like your checkbook. There's no need

to change your bookkeeping format or

learn anything new—no accounting

jargon, no "debits" no "credits'.'

Quicken also comes with comprehensive

on-line help, a complete manual, and free

technical support.

Here's what the critics say:

"I've never seen such an easy-to-use

manual or software that's so simple to

use'.' Martin Blumenthal, inCiderMagazine

"Extremely simple and fast!'

Esther Dyson, Industry Analyst

"Absolutely the best small accounting
program made!' Bob Schwabach,

Universal Press Syndicate

New Features for Business.

Quicken provides special sections for

businesses covering payables, receiv-

ables, cash flow forecasting, payroll, petty

cash control and job, client, and property

bookkeeping.

If you're a doctor, property manager,

accountant, consultant, or manage any

type of small business, and you write

checks, Quicken will save you time and

money starting today.

Free 30-Day Trial.

Try Quicken. If you're not 100% satisfied,

return it within 30 days and pay nothing.

Specifications

Software Compatibility: Exports data and reports in ASCII.

Also exports in Lotus* format with optional Transfer Utility.

Hardware Compatibility: All IBM* PC, AT* PS/2* and
compatibles with 256K RAM and DOS 2.0 or higher. All

printers. All monitors. Also available for Apple* He, lie

and GS with most of the same features.

Capacity: Number of bank accounts: unlimited.

Number of transactions: unlimited. Maximum amounts:
$9,999,999.99. Number of income/expense categories:

250 with 256K, thousands with 512K RAM.
Other. Not copy-protected. Checks are approved for all

financial institutions in the U.S. and Canada.

r

Quicken
l

NOT COPY PROTECTED

Try Quicken for 30 Days Free! If not

completely satisfied, return Quicken within

30 days for a full refund (including $3.00

shipping and handling charge).

Call 800 624-8742
(in California call 800 468-8481)

Or send coupon with payment to: Intuit,

540 University Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301

Check enclosed (No purchase orders)

Visa MasterCard Amex

Card No Exp

Name_
Address______
City.

Zip_

State.

Phone.

Quicken, $49.95 plus $3.00 shipping &
handling. CA residents add sales tax.

IBM version Apple II version

disk D3y>"disk
Transfer to Lotus Utility (optional), $19.95

Current Quicken owners—Call our 800
number for upgrade information.

l_

.

Intuit
Code

PM838
J
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o elp! You know
I need someone. Help.

Help. Heeeeelp!

-Lennon &
McCartney

I ask myself: Does
life really have to be

so trying for us poor
computer users? Just

how difficult would it

be for the function keys to work the

same way with all programs and on all

systems? Why can't programs have a

uniform set of function keys for those

of us who are set in our ways? What we
need here is a consistent user interface.

When was the last time you rented a

car and some friendly soul from the

rent-a-car desk had to show you how to

operate the controls? Although automo-
biles vary in performance and control

configuration, most of us are sufficiently

familiar with their operation that we can
happily drive off untutored. Would that

things were so simple and straightfor-

ward with personal computers! Those
innocent little gray boxes may all look

alike, but they rarely work alike.

In the past few weeks, I've had the

experience of pondering the keyboards
of several unfamiliar machines loaded

with what appeared to be hostile alien

software; that's to say, software that

rarely responded the way I anticipated.

Like most computer users, I hate to read

manuals. So I often just plunge grimly

on, hoping all will become clear as I

struggle through uncharted territory.

Not that I'm afraid to ask for help,

you understand.

Indeed, my normal procedure with a

strange machine and an unfamiliar pro-

gram is to search for

a help key that will

call up some sort of

explanatory menu.
Naturally, no key on
a computer keyboard

is actually labeled

Help. Usually I hit

the Fl function key

and hope for the best.

But Fl doesn't al-

ways produce the results I need. More
often than not, the effects verge on the

disastrous.

In the past few days, the results of

hitting the Fl key while attempting to

membering where the Shift and Enter

keys are without trying to imprint an ar-

bitrary duo like Alt-F9 on my debilitat-

ed memory cells.

While I'm on the subject, let me cavil

about help screens that are merely repe-

titions of chunks of a manual. Often they

go on and on without actually describing

the problem at hand. Help screens

should be short—preferably only one
actual screenful—and not references to

other screens or parts of the manual.

Speaking of helping battered users,

how about the process of getting back
from a series of help screens that delve

deeper and deeper into the intricacies of

a particular program? Some programs
just say "Hit any key to return," but then

the cursor keys don't do a thing and the

space bar often produces nothing but
space.

Why can't programs have a

uniform set of function keys for those
of us who are set in our ways?

use a variety of application programs
have ranged from the expected—with

some sort of help screen or other advice

popping into view—to the totally unex-
pected, including, in one case, a sharp

exit from the program with the cryptic

message "Out of Environment Space."

Now do you see what I mean about
alien software?

What twisted logic assumes the user

will figure out that some oddball key
combination like Alt-Z or Alt-F9 will

get a help menu? OK, OK, so Alt and Z
are adjacent on the keyboard. I'll bet a

programmer thought of that one. But
what about Alt and F9, especially on
one of those awful keyboards that has

the function keys spread across the top?

Not an easy move for us hunt-and-peck
typists. I have a hard enough time re-

How about the Esc key? Whenever
I'm in trouble, I prefer to lean on the

Esc key until I get back to a recogniz-

able landmark. And without any cryptic

messages, thank you very much.
Of course, I do know that some pro-

grams allow experienced users to rede-

fine all the keys on the keyboard, includ-

ing the function keys. The word
processing program I use (Xy Write)

even provides some alternative keyboard
configurations—if you can figure out
how to load them. The Xy Write manual
also shows how to write your own key-

board programs, but I gave up on writ-

ing computer programs a decade ago.

Then there are some wonderful pro-

grams, such as SuperKey, that will rede-

fine one key or a set of keys, or even the

whole keyboard. But for most of us, re-
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Funk Software continues

to forge Sideways.
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Let Sideways take your printouts to new widths.

Each day, more people turn to Sideways® for printouts of nearly

everything that's too wide for a printer. No wonder.

Nothing's as fast or easy. And nothing makes great-looking one-

piece printouts that go on this wide. So you get spreadsheets that

really spread out. Pert charts that peer far into the future. All kinds

of extra-wide printouts without staples, glue or tape. And the newest
Sideways makes even shorter work of those wide 1-2-3® printouts.

New Sideways version 3.2 runs right inside 1-2-3.

Sideways now works as a full-fledged add-in to 1-2-3 release 2. As
well as Symphony® So the instant you're done creating your spread-

sheet, you're ready to print with Sideways. Right from

your Lotus session. Just select Sideways from your

Lotus menu, highlight a range and print.

Mix bold, underlined and italic type, all on the

same page. Print through or skip over perforations.

Add borders, change page size, adjust margins any
way you like. And do it all from Sideways menus

that look and act just like Lotus itself.

Sideways leaves no text un turned.

Spreadsheets, databases, word processors, project planners.

Sideways is the right way to print with all your software.

Choose from nine different typestyles from "minuscule" to

"mammoth." Print bold, underlined or expanded-whatever your

software can create.

New Sideways Version 3.2 for the IBM® PC and all popular dot

matrix printers, as well as the LaserJet Plus/Series II. Available at

software dealers nationwide, or directly from Funk Software with

your check, Visa or MasterCard.

More than ever, Sideways is the only way to go.

Special Upgrade Offer!

Just send us your current Sideways program disk

along with $20. We'll send you new Sideways ver-

sion 3.2 right away.

r

FUNK
SOFT
WARE

1

Please send me copies of new Sideways version 3.2 at $69.95 each.

Please send me a Sideways version 3.2 upgrade kit for $20.

My current Sideways program disk is enclosed.

My check is enclosed. Charge my Visa MasterCard

Account number

.

Name

Exp. date

.

Company

.

Address

City. State Zip.

To order call 1-800-822-3865, Ext. 212
(617-497-6339 in MA)

l_
New Sideways version 3.2 works with all releases of 1-2-3 as well as other software. Add-in

capability requires 1-2-3 release 2 or Symphony. J
CIRCLE NO. 195 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Funk Software, 222 Third Street, Cambridge,MA 02142
© 1988 Funk Software. The Worksheet Utilities is a trademark of Funk Software.
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AcroSpin; Version 2.0
Smooth 3-D motion on your display screen.

In color or monochrome. In real time.

Inexpensive.

Using the arrow keys on your keyboard, you can rotate a 3-D wire frame
object or point cloud around any of the three coordinate axes, scale the
object by a factor of over 8000, or translate the object left, right, up, or
down. AcroSpin reads the colors and coordinates of points and line segments
from an ASCII input file, in either AcroSpin's own compact, human readable
format, or in the DXF format produced by the most popular CAD packages.
AcroSpin is programmed entirely in assembler, using the fastest video
drivers and 3-D transformation routines ever written for the PC. In his

column in the May 31, 1988 issue of PC Magazine, John Dvorak called

AcroSpin "Hot stuff." AcroSpin comes with a manual, an interactive
tutorial, several examples of 3-D objects (including a fighter jet, a face,
a spiral galaxy, and a surface plot), and several examples of programs
that generate 3-D objects. AcroSpin supports ALL the graphics modes of

the CGA/EGA/MCGA/VGA/Hercules
display adapters. It requires a PCJr
through PS/2 or compatible, DOS 2.1

or later, about 70k of memory, but not
a math coprocessor. Comes on a 5 1/4"

DS-DD diskette. Not copy protected.

ACROBITS™ Suggested retail price: $30. Check
PO Box 1302 your local dealer. For more infor-
MentoPark^CA 94026-1302 mation, or to order by mail, just call.

CIRCLE NO. 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

26 Mailing List
Managers Compared:

FREE Poster-size

68 Point Comparison Chart

ProMark, the $249 integrated

Mailing List Manager and
Desktop Marketing Software, is

compared point-by-point with

PC Magazine's top 25

PLUS-
FREE ProMark Demo Disk FREE
See for yourself why users rate ProMark #1

In the U.S. or Canada Call:

1-800-663-4687 promark
between 6 AM - 5 PM Pacific Standard Time Software Inc.

Dealer inquiries invited

i

defining the entire keyboard is like rap-

peling off a cliff without being certain

there's enough rope or a way to climb

back up.

The problem with not having a stan-

dard keyboard goes way beyond the help

key. I'd also like to see some standard-

ization in how the hapless user can effect

a disaster recovery. We've all had the ex-

perience of working merrily away on a

word processor or spreadsheet when
suddenly the program locks up without a

word of explanation.

Two actions are needed at this point,

and both have their place. (Don't tell

Messing with a

Macintosh is

usually a whole lot

less frustrating

than scratching my
head about
impossible key

combinations.

me I can reboot; who was the genius

who thought of hitting Ctrl-Alt-Del for

rebooting, anyway?)

If the disaster is of major proportions,

the Esc key should—as in the case of

exiting the help screens—take one back
to familiar territory, by repeated use if

necessary. If it's a relatively minor flub,

such as the unwanted deletion of a para-

graph, all that's needed is an "undo" key

that undoes the last keystroke (and not

Tab-Q or some other impossible-to-re-

member combination).

Maybe I shouldn't mention this in a

magazine that's devoted largely to DOS
machines, but I long ago discovered an
alternative that avoids the keyboard-

function-standards problem. It's another

three-letter word: Mac. Say what you
will about the Apple Macintosh, but it

does have a consistent user interface. I've

been using an IBM machine for several

years, but occasionally I sneak into a

computer store and mess with a Mac.
On the whole, it usually proves a whole
lot less frustrating than scratching my
head about Alt-Z. E
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introducing SoftSafe

Powerful New
Protection ForYour
Valuable PC Data
Effortless software security system locks out unauthorized

PCfile accessing, viewingand viruses!

Now, SoftSafe™— the easiest-to-use PC data security program

available— protects and preserves the integrity of your sensi-

tive computer files in four ways

:

Hard Disk Access Control

With SoftSafe, all data on your hard disk can only be accessed

by using a valid password. Each computer has one "Owner','

and only the Owner can add or remove up to 7 users. All hard

disk information is fully protected from access, viewing, copy-

ing or modification by unauthorized users even if your PC is

booted from a diskette

.

Automatic File Encryption

SoftSafe provides effortless file encryption. Simply save sensi-

tive data to a subdirectory name that includes the word "SAFE"

(i.e. C: /123/SAFE/BOB). It can only be accessed by the file

creator or the computer Owner.

It's easy, automatic, and does

not interfere with your

programs.

Virus Detection

SoftSafe also includes a powerful

virus detection/protection

only

option. It checks your critical system files for any tampering

each time you boot (start) your computer. If infection is

detected, SoftSafe sounds an alarm and visually indicates

which files have been attacked. You can then choose to KILL

or IGNORE the virus.

Screen Privacy

SoftSafe even provides a solution to the problem of interrup-

tions when working with sensitive data. With LOCKOUT, you

simply hit the hot-key sequence and your screen is covered

with the SoftSafe password display. Then onlyyour password

will unlock the computer.

Installs in seconds! Easy to use!

SoftSafe is 100 % software— no complicated hardware—
one command installs it in seconds. It's easy to use— no

administration needed— and no program or system modifica-

tions required. SoftSafe works on all IBM/PC/XT/AT, PS/2 and

100 % compatibles running DOS 3 . and up

.

To order, return the coupon or call: (OAA\ \LL lL\ ft

(In New Jersey, call 201-584-8466) (OV/V) JTV" / UjO

Can't wait? See your local dealer and start protecting your

valuable data today!
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Software Directions, Inc. 1 572 Sussex Turnpike, Randolph, NJ 07869

•v Rush me SoftSafe for just $99. , which includes postage and handling

|H (Canada— add $ 10; other foreign — add $20). If SoftSafe doesn't deliver

JL M 4 • the PC protection I need, I'll return it within 30 days for a full refund.

Name

Company

Address

City State Zip

Check enclosed.

Acct. No

Signature

Visa MasterCard

Exp. date

Am Ex.

Phone #

NJ residents add 6% sales tax. J
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation



The engineers at ALPS aren't the only

ones who come up with great printer ideas.

Our customers do, too.

And now weVe found a way to reward
your efforts.The'ALPS Design Our Next
Printer Contest"

Just tell us what you'd like to see in a new
PC printer. If yours is the best idea selected,

we'll actually use it in our next printer, name
the printer afterY-O-U, and give you a free

ALPS LPX600 laser printer. Five runners-up

will receive freeALPS dot matrix printers.

Now if you're wondering what sort of

ideas we're looking for, here are a few we've

recently put to good use:

"Why not make ajam-proof 24-pin printer



for under $500?" led to our new Allegro 24

and its unique flatbed design."How about

a 24-pin printer with 9- and 18-pin emulation,

paper parking and two built-in type fonts?"

resulted in our new enhanced ALQe series.

And "Laser printers should have larger

memories and greater versatility" inspired

our rugged new LPX600, with 2MB of

built-in RAM and over 40 downloadable fonts.

If youVe got an idea this good, tell us

about it. For your free contest entry pack-

age, call 800-828-ALPS. In California,

800-257-7872. Or write to ALPS America,

3553 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134.

And watch your name go down in printer

history.

ALPS
AMERICA

Built by popular demand.

Allegro 24, ALQe and LPX600 are trademarks ofAlps Electric Co., Ltd.

© 1988, ALPS America.
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TheMicrosoft ExcelWin-Win Guarantee is apromiseno one else can offer.Ifyou find a spreadsheetyou
likebetterbetweennowandJanuary 31, 1990, we'll giveyouyourmoneyback.No questions asked. Formore infor-

mation (andno surprises) seeyour localMicrosoft dealernow. After all, what areyouwaiting for?

Microsoft
©1988Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation. Lotus and 1 -2-3 are registered trademarks ofLotos Development Corporation. Offersubject to change upon reasonable notice.



ô̂̂r hen I was
very young, I wanted

to be a child psychia-

trist; I thought myself

so fascinating that I

wanted to understand

how I worked. A dec-

ade later, with broad-

er horizons, I studied

economics in college

because I wanted to

understand how the world worked (so

that I could change it). It turns out that

the economics is fairly dry, and the

world is actually run by people. I spent

some time at Forbes, meeting and writ-

ing about what we called "Faces Behind

the Figures," and the end of yet another

ten years found me on Wall Street, im-

mersed in the business of analyzing

computer companies and persuading

innocent, ignorant millionaires to invest

in them.

Now, ten years later still, I have lost

most interest in the business of making

and selling computers, but I'm en-

thralled by what they can do. My ardor

won't outlast the decade, of course, but

I'd like to explain my infatuation.

What fascinates me about computers

is not that they're humanlike, but that

they're complementary: they are good

at what we are bad at. They're precise,

accurate, reliable, and predictable—and

boring, unemotional, dry, and uncaring.

They can reason, but only with rules

and facts, not with intuition and wis-

dom. They can handle uncertainty as a

percentage, but not as a concept.

Much as I love computers, I have

come to love them only in their place,

which is working for us, not replacing

us. I love them for their differences

from us, not for their

similarities (that is,

people are infinitely

better at being people

than computers could

ever be).

Consider a brief

history of modern
computers. They be-

gan as big batch ma-
chines. You submit-

ted "jobs" to them on punch cards; they

clanked and creaked and returned re-

sults as long fanfolded printouts. These
computers did heavy industrial work:

accounting, record-keeping, managing

Have you ever ridden a bicycle and

felt that it was part of you, that you
were fast? It gave you power, whereas a

train took the power from you as it took

you where it wanted to go.

Sometimes you can get the same feel-

ing of power with a PC. You can sort

things, organize things, draw things, re-

call things, find things. The computer
has the power—and gives you the pow-
er—to manipulate things that would
otherwise be tedious. You can create

outlines and rearrange them; you can

make your software automatically re-

structure a mass of information by per-

son, by project, by urgency, or by any

other criteria you define. You can give a

computer data and watch it create rec-

ognizable patterns or pick out the

anomalies in mostly boring information.

You can make (or watch) it do all this,

I've lost interest in the business

of making computers, but

I'm enthralled by what they do.

massive amounts of not very complex

data. The earliest computers knew only

yes, no, and sequence.

Over the years, computers have be-

come easier for people like me to deal

with. They are now small and quick and

can handle complex data: graphics,

text, rich structures such as outlines,

org charts, and project schematics.

Some years ago Apple used the slo-

gan (attributed to Steve Jobs) "wheels

for the mind," handing out T-shirts

showing a person riding a bicycle. The
analogy is apt. Just as we have both

trains and bicycles, so we have both

mainframes and PCs. Trains enable us

to go farther, but bicycles give us indi-

vidual freedom. In the same way, main-

frames can run bigger businesses, but

PCs help us in our individual tasks.

and if you think hard enough, you can

understand what it's doing. It's nothing

if not predictable.

But try riding that bicycle up the

stairs in your house, or cooking an egg
while you're still sitting on the bike.

There are places a bicycle can't take

you—and concepts a computer can't

handle. Try getting the computer to

write a love letter for you or to predict

the outcome of a discussion with your

boss; you'll soon find yourself staring

off into space.

The computer can take down and

display your thoughts, but it can't help

you think them. The meaning still re-

sides in the mind of the beholder. The
computer can organize the facts, but it

can't capture the resonance of your
loved one's voice or the peculiar feeling
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I KNOW
THAT REPORT
IS IN HERE
SOMEWHERE.

And GOfer is just the one to

track it down. On a standard

PC/AT, GOfer digs through files

at a speed of over 1 Megabyte per

minute. Most GOfer users find the in

formation they need in less than 30
seconds.

A phrase
;
a fact, a note, a date. If you

need it
;
GOfer finds it.

Even among countless PC files
;
GOfer

software searches out the information

you need with just one or two words, even

if the correct spelling slips your mind.

"The most exciting and essential add-

on since Sidekick. A must for anyone
who writes anything/ 7

says Tim
Bajarin, columnist and commentator.

Unlike other text-retrieval software
;
you

won't spend hours indexing or converting

files before you can start searching. Four

simple keystrokes and GOfer searches

floppy and hard disks to uncover the

text you need.

Once GOfer finds a section of

text
;
you can print it, create a

new file
;
or copy and paste

P^Tnto the document
you're currently working in.

So ifyou need a certain document
written to Bill Smith that mentions

"insurance77 and "third quarter profits/
7

just summon GOfer with one keystroke

and give him the word. Within seconds,

that document will be at your fingertips.

• Not copy protected

• Performs complex searches using

AND/OR/NOT and NEARBY
• Optional file compression feature

allows you to fit more information on a

hard disk. GOfer will search both com-
pressed and non-compressed files.

• Works with other RAM resident

programs
• Finds text in almost any PC file

including Lotus
;
WordPerfect

WordStar DisplayWrite
;

ss Microsoft Word, MultiMate
;

Ventura, PageMaker and dBase

TM

©<§.

r

Qofer
GOfer is available at quality software retailers.

— 800-828-6293
Microlytics, Inc.

Software products and servu.es

(716) 377-0130 in New York State

• product* and tervice> No risk 30 day money back guarantee
Microlytics, Inc., 300 Main Street, Suite 545 IBM PC Compatible 5Va" disk DS^'disk
East Rochester, NY 14445 GOfer is also available for the Macintosh

Visa MasterCard American Express Discover

Card Number Exp. Date

Check COD (add $2.20)

NAME

1

COMPANY

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE ZIP

PHONE

$79.95 each. Please add shipping charges and sales tax, if applicable.

Shipping $3:75 (in Canada $4.75). Shipping outside U.S. and Canada $12.

New York residents add applicable sales tax. GOfer™ is the Text Finder™ utility from Microlytics™. GOfer, Text Finder

and Microlytics are trademarks of Microlytics, Inc. Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered

|

trademarks of their respective holders. © 1988, Microlytics, Inc. All rights reserved
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you get whenever the guy down the hall

calls your boss "Allie"—she's "Alice" to

you.

You can input items that have mean-
ing to you, but their meaning is too rich

ever to be represented wholly by the

computer. The very examples I'm using

could sound dry to you unless you too

have been in love ... or fought for a

boss's blessing . . . see what I mean?
(You will if you're a full-hearted

person.)

Just as economics couldn't really ex-

plain or model the messy, untidy, excit-

ing world of business—with its free

Computers can
never fully explain

or model the

richness of the

numan mind and
soul.

markets, trial-and-error marketing, and
inspired companies (such as the old Ap-
ple) breaking out of the pack—so com-
puters can never fully explain or model
the richness of the human mind and
soul. I've learned not to identify too

closely with my machine, or expect it to

do more than extend my mind without

offering meaning of its own.
We can build software that appears

to know things, to imagine things, to

create things. But it's all clever pro-

gramming. The computer can follow

your directions, but it can't initiate ac-

tion on its own. Sometime, somewhere,
someone told it exactly what to do,

however independently it may appear

to be acting.

Even now, computers still know only

yes, no, and sequence. All else is con-

structs—patterns of bits and sequences
that I invest with meaning. The better I

get at understanding how the computer
works, the less exciting it becomes. It

just does what I tell it to, even though it

does this incredibly quickly. It's not

mysterious or magical anymore.

What will I be doing ten years from
now? What stands in the same relation-

ship to the computer as business does to

economics? As practice to theory? Neu-
ral nets? Or could it be child psychiatry

after all? E
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Peabody
is one smart puppy.

© Ward Productions, lnc

Peabody, the pop-up resident help utility.

Let's face it—nobody knows it all.

And when it comes to the PC, there's

an awful lot to know Maybe that's

why newcomers, experienced users,

and professional programmers
are all turning to Peabody
for help.

Peabody is a powerful

new reference utility with

individual databases for

MS-DOS and four popular
programming languages:

Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, Micro-

soft C and Macro Assembler.

Each database holds thousands

of notes, definitions, charts, and
examples—categorized and in-

dexed for fast, accurate retrieval.

Just ask Peabody.

Peabody retrieves at the touch of a key,

using the word at the cursor as an index.

Related facts and examples are dis-

played in overlapping frames that pop
up on screen—and then disappear when
you're ready to get back to work. For

more generalized searches, Peabody

offers a structured subject menu that

makes it easy to explore the information

in a database.

Teach Peabodyafewnew tricks.

Peabody also allows you to

expand your database. You can
easily add the tips and tricks

you've picked up from maga-
zines, friends and the sweat
of your own brow. And
naturally you can custom-
ize Peabody by adding
new databases, reassign-

ing special keys and
changing the display colors.

Take your pick of the litter.

Peabody for MS-DOS is designed to help

everyone get more out of an IBM per-

sonal computer or compatible. For

those working with Turbo Pascal, Q
or the Macro Assembler, Peabody's pro-

gramming databases make coding a

breeze. Order Peabody now with the

database of your choice. It could soon
turn out to be your best friend. No
bones about it.

"You'll wonder
how you ever lived
without it."

—Kent Porter

Dr. Dobb's Journal.

"Peabody has won a
space in the already
cramped memory
of my PC"

—Robert Alonso
Bay Area Computer Current.

"Downright habit-
forming*

—Terry David
Computer Language.

Don't bark up
the wrong tree.
Get instant access to thousands

of practical facts and examples.

Use Peabody's unique Hyper-Key

to reference any word on screen.

Keep all of your Peabody data-

bases available at the same time.

Expand a database by adding

reminders and examples of

your own.

Run Peabody in memory-
resident mode, as a stand-alone

application or in tandem with

another program.

Peabody is published by

Copio International Ltd
312-665-9830

To Order Call
Programmer's Connection
800-336-1166
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NDISK.
N SCREEN.

Ten times more spreadsheet
disk space. Twice as many rows and
columns on screen. GetBOTH of

these amazing Lotus® utilities (nor-

mally $99. 95 each) for only $99. 95.

If you're crazy about Lotus, you'd be
totally out ofyour mind to pass up
this limited-time offer.

95% MORE DISK SPACE.
SQZ! @

Plus shrinks Lotus 1-2-3®

files by as much a§ 95% before

saving them to disk. And then
unsqueezes for you when they're

loaded. That means instead ofyour
20 megabyte disk giving you a

DISK FULL" message, you'll get
18MEGABYTES FREE. " Auto-

matically. Without lifting a finger.

SQZ! Plus is so automatic, you'll

forget it's there. Until you look at

your acres of fresh, new, empty
disk space. And smile.

Lotus spreadsheets

beforeSQZ!Plus.

a

See up to 160 characters and58 rows of1 -2-3 data, plus
an interactive spreadsheetgraph, all on one screen.

100% MOM OH SCREEN.
GRAPH-MANIA™ (from PC Publishing)

doubles your Lotus 1-2-3 viewing area. Instantly.

Ifyou see 20 rows now, GRAPH-MANIA lets

you see 40. That's because GRAPH-MANIA uses
smaller, more readable fonts to let you see twelve

full months on a single screen.

Which means you can build a full

year's forecast without having to

scroll right or left. GRAPH-MANIA
lets you see more ofyour work with-

out scrolling. So you can work even
faster.

MORE, GUARANTEED.
With SQZ! Plus and GRAPH-

MANIA, you'll get more Lotus on
disk, more Lotus on screen. And
much more. Guaranteed. So order
this special package now on our 30-
day Money-Back Guarantee. You'll

save $99. 95 instantly, and then save
even more money, time and effort

every time you use Lotus. Don't
wait. Because come October 15th,

this "MORE-MORE FOR LESS-
LESS OFFER" will be no more.

Call 800-888-0886 Ext. 544D

Lotus
spreadsheets

after95%
compression

bySQZIPlus.

MANIA

PC PUBLISHING

GtTMOM NOW.
I

YES!! Send me special SQZ! Plus/GRAPH-MANIA
package(s) at $99. 95 each. Please add $3. 00 shipping/
handling per unit ($15. 00 per unit outside USA). CA
residents please add applicable sales tax.

I enclose

VISA MasterCard AMEX Diners Club

Card#.

Name

Exp. Date

.

Company.

Address—

City. State. Zip.

)Phone (

Send to: Symantec, 10201 TorreAve., Cupertino CA, 95014 Attn: SQZ! Plus OffiVfer
|

CVK 7 A klTI"^"
*Rela^^ofProdw^ Offergoodbetweenjuly 15andOctoberl5, 1988. 1/SQZ!Plustspurchased separately at retail, send dated sales receipt and a copy ofthis ad toJ 1 IVI /A l\ I T

reCe,V€ GRAi^lM̂ J^ ffer™?not]>e used in conjunction with any otherSQZ! Plus orSymantec offer. SQZ!Plus andGRAPH-MANIA work with Lotus 1 -2-3 version 2. or2. 1 GRAPH-MANIA
fJctilZLrs^
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O M E R S O N

n a scene

from the film Take

the Money and Run,

Woody Allen fields

questions at a surreal

job interview:

Interviewer: "Have
you ever had any ex-

perience in running a

high-speed digital

electronic computer?"

Allen: "Yes, I have."

Interviewer: "Where?"

Allen: "My aunt has one.
35

A decade ago audiences howled at

this. But when I recently saw the movie

again, I realized that my aunt actually

does have one. In fact, several of my
aunts do. One runs a small business.

Another takes work home. A third

bought hers to juggle stocks.

We're talking about normal people

here. Not the kind who taught them-

selves calculus in kindergarten or who
can rattle off the first dozen Mersene
prime numbers. Or the ones at the other

end of the scale who swear they were

kidnapped by UFOs, or who worship a

stain in the wall because it resembles

the face of Jesus.

PCs are already household fixtures

for the next generation of Americans.

Earlier this year The New York Times

ran a piece about a mother trotting her

son through the typewriter department

at Bloomingdale's. The kid points to a

Smith-Corona and asks what it is.

Mom: "That's a typewriter."

Kid: "What's it for?"

Mom: "People write letters on it."

Kid: "But how can

they use it? There's

no Enter key."

A few years back,

editors at computer
magazines spent a lot

of time beating the

bushes for stories on
writers, lawyers, en-

gineers, and accoun-

tants who actually had—and used

—

PCs in their offices. These days, the

real story is the few business holdouts

or heel-dragging authors who still don't

own a computer.

However, it's a lot more productive

to focus these puzzle-solving efforts on

writing a sublime novel or business plan

than on finding elegant ways to move
groups of files across subdirectories.

Maybe DOS version 8.0 or 9.0 will take

the sting out of such mundane problems

as shuffling files; Windows and the

forthcoming Presentation Manager cer-

tainly don't. It's not so clear who's go-

ing to develop the interface we'll all

happily use a year or two down the

road. But it is a bit easier to divine other

aspects of the PC future:

Color. Some animals and insects are

color-blind. Most humans aren't. The
ones who claim monochrome is better

are confusing color with resolution and

dot pitch. Mono is history. And since

today's muscular processors can shuffle

bytes as nimbly as the older CPUs

your PC future: super

color, hotter hardware, and freedom

from keyboard tyranny.

What's astounding is that the prolif-

eration of PCs into just about every lev-

el of society took place despite the Bal-

kanization of standards and an ornery

operating system.

This widespread acceptance is espe-

cially remarkable, considering that a big

chunk of the population has trouble just

using a stick shift or programming a

VCR. Many thought they would simply

buy a PC, turn it on, push a button, and

have the thing magically start doing

their work for them.

As a result, the PC market split into

two camps. The folks in one group

stumbled along without really learning

how to use DOS. ..or just gave up and

bought Macs. The other group, relish-

ing the pioneering, puzzle-solving side

of computers, rose to the challenge.

moved bits, character-based systems are

already giving ground to graphical ones.

Connectivity. You've heard the

horror stories—performance degrada-

tion, clumsy user interfaces, and con-

trol-crazed network managers concoct-

ing endless sets of rules to prevent you

from getting at your own data. Those
are just growing pains. Moving data

electronically among users is clearly the

future. So is having the Library of Con-
gress at your fingertips.

Hotter hardware. Speed-hungry
reviewers who gushed when the first 6-

megahertz AT hit the streets now
wouldn't be caught dead with such a di-

nosaur. These days even IBM has a 25-

MHz 386 system. (Still, most purchas-

ers will just use these as fast XTs.)

Clone makers need to push the perfor-
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BASIC Programming Tools
Whether you re a seasoned expert orjust starting out

.

.

we ll help you create programs that
run faster, work harder, and simply
look better. All crescent Software
products Include source code, demon-
stration programs, clear documenta-
tion, and a 30-day guarantee.

•QuickPak More than 65 essential

routines for BASIC programmers
including windowing, access to DOS
and BIOS, searching /sorting string

arrays, Lotus™ and pull-down menus,
data input, and more. QuickPak is

loaded with examples and tutorial

information, and comes with The
Assembly Tutor—an introductory
guide to assembly language from a
BASIC perspective. $69

'He^.QuickPak Professional
The most comprehensive set of tools

ever developed for BASIC program-
mers. Hundreds of assembler and
BASIC subroutines including array
manipulation, pop-up utilities,

multiple windows, mouse support,
scientific and financial functions,

multi-tasking menus, and more,
includes dozens of examples and
complete applications. $149

•QBase A superb screen designer
and full-featured relational database
with BASIC source code to allow
customizing. QBase provides a com-
plete database, and is outstanding
for creating titles, help screens, and
product demos. $99

•QBase Report Enhances QBase
by generating reports with multiple
levels of sorting, record updating,
and browsing. Report comes with a
complete time billing application for
computer professionals. $69

•CraphPak a complete collection

of BASIC subroutines for displaying

presentation quality 3D bar, line, and
pie graphs from within your programs,
includes sophisticated font and tile

editors. (EGA/VGA recommended) $69

'Vt^GraphPak Professional
All the features of GraphPak plus

scientific graphs, 3D surface plots
and multiple fonts. Also comes with
very fast text-based bar charts. $149

^(^•LaserPak A comprehensive
set of subroutines for generating

graphics on a LaserJet or compatible
includes scales, grids, text labeling,

Hi-Res pattern editor, and control

over all LaserJet commands. $69

^^•OuickMenu A full-featured

DOS menu system for novices and
experienced users. Define the menu
titles and DOS commands for each
choice, and they will be executed
automatically. QuickMenu is not
memory resident, and features

context-sensitive help and optional
password protection. $49

•QuickTALK magazine is our way
of saying thank you. The catalog includes
feature articles, tips and tricks, and late-

breaking news about basic call or write for
your copy. FREE!

CRESCENT SOFTWARE
11 Crandview Avenue, Stamford, CT 06905 (203) 846-2500

Separate versions available for QuickBASIC and Turbo Basic—please specify when
ordering. Trade-ups are available to professional versions— call for information
Add $3 per order for shipping / $10 overnight—Foreign $10 per item / $35 UPS 2nd
day. Visa, M/c, c.o.D. and checks accepted, m

mance envelope to survive. And
spurred by hot laptop technology, man-
ufacturers will continue wedging more
power into smaller and smaller boxes.

Slicker software. Yes, it's true, the

flood of cheap, memory-packed 386
machines will give developers an excuse
to churn out even flabbier, more fea-

ture-bloated programs written by even
bigger committees.

But on the bright side, the increased

processing power will let developers

add some genuine software smarts. An
easy way is to design software that

watches how users operate, and helps

Imagine a "watcher"
program that could sit

in the background
observing how you
work and offering

helpful advice.

them work better. A "watcher" program
could sit in the background, observing

how you work and offering suggestions.

If it saw you repeating the same key-

strokes in a spreadsheet, it could stop

and offer to turn them into a macro.
The real problems are that you still

have to type in your data manually, and
you still have to know the commands
that do things like save files or add col-

umns of numbers. Freeing users from
the tyranny of the hardware and from
unintuitive software is a long way off.

One way to kick things into high gear

is to i nprove voice-recognition tech-

nology Beefy 32-bit CPUs will help.

But or.ce your system figures out what
you said, it will have considerable trou-

ble figuring out what you mean. Even
humans are at least temporarily stymied
by a pair of sentences like:

Time flies like an arrow.

Fruit flies like a banana.

The contextual interpretation re-

quired to make sense of such lines can
bring today's toylike natural-language

software to its knees. A simple word like

"run" has more than 150 dictionary

definitions. And combining such inter-

pretation with voice recognition gener-
ates additional headaches, especially

since it's nearly impossible to give natu-
ral-language software a sense of humor.
Would it think Woody Allen meant his

aunt had a computer? Or his ant? E
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Compaq presents

high-performance computing

for everyone.



Introducing the

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386S.

New technology delivers affordable 80386

performance for anyone considering

80286 PCs.

Getafftoa
fast start

Now, breakthrough technology from Compaq brings the

power and potential of 80386-based personal computing
to millions of business PC users.

Introducing the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 S. It's the

first personal computer powered by the revolutionary

new Intel® 386SX* microprocessor. It's also the first

designed specifically as an affordable, high-performance

alternative to 80286-based PC's.

The COMPAQDESKPRO 386 S will run the software

you have today—such as MS-DOS® and Microsoft ® Oper-
ating System/2 from Compaq—up to 60% faster than

most 10-MHz 80286 PC's. It will also run the 32-bit

software that 80286 PC's won't run at all. Microsoft

Windows/386, for example.

You can tailor the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 S to your

exact needs. Choose high-performance storage options

such as 20-, 40-, or 110-Megabyte Fixed Disk Drives.

Tape backup options. Even diskette drives in 5V4-inch and
3V2-inch sizes.

VGA graphics are built in. So is one megabyte of high-

speed memory, expandable to 13 megabytes without

using a single expansion slot. You can also add a mouse,
printers and more without using additional slots.

All these features and more are packed into a sleek

new design that fits places the competition can't.

So get into the PC passing lane, and head for all the

80386 power and performance you really want, with the

revolutionary new COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 S.



i

Introducing the

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/25.

The most powerful

PC available.

Once again, Compaq introduces a PC that leaves every

other in the dust. With its new Intel 25-MHz 386* micropro-

cessor and exclusive 32-bit COMPAQ Flexible Advanced
Systems Architecture, the new COMPAQDESKPRO 386/25

runs up to 60% faster than most 20-MHz 80386 PC's.

FLEX Architecture uses separate memory and
peripheral buses operating in concert to maximize system

performance, while maintaining compatibility with

industry-standard hardware and software. The 25-MHz
cache memory controller keeps data instantly accessible,

so the processor works at wait states 95% of the time.

With the addition of a 25-MHz Intel 387* or Weitek™
coprocessor, you can match the numeric processing of a

dedicated workstation, at a fraction of the cost.

You can go from one standard megabyte of high-speed

RAM to 16 megabytes. And, for storage-hungry applica-

tions such as most networks and multiuser systems, you
can get up to a massive 1.2 gigabytes of storageJ Internal

tape backup options are also available.

For CAD/CAE, as a file server and for multiuser

systems, the new COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/25 is the ulti-

mate solution. And, for intense PC users who don't have a

millisecond to spare, nothing less will do!

comma
It simply works better.



Now there's room
for everyone

on the fast track. • Hemm: t

When Compaq
pioneered high-

performance personal
computing and introduced

the industry's first 80386-

based PC's, we gave
performance-hungry busi-

ness users, engineers,
analysts and software
developers the tools they

needed to perform intense

applications faster and better.

Now, with the new
COMPAQDESKPRO 386s and

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/25,

we're not just pushing
80386 technology forward;

we're widening it. So
that PC users at every
level can take advantage

of the industry's highest

performance—Compaq
80386 performance.

The new COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386 s lets anyone
considering 80286 PC's
head straight for 80386 per-

formance. The
original COMPAQ

DESKPRO 386 and
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20

deliver even higher per-

formance for more de-

manding applications.

And now, at the top of our

line is the new COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/25. The
most powerful personal

computer available.

Together, they create

the highest-performing PC
line available. In each one,

our exclusive design lets

every component run at

optimum speed. This pro-

vides a substantial per-

formance edge, while
maintaining compatibility

and connectivity with your

current hardware and
software.

Now, you'll run your
current MS-DOS® applica-

tions at top speed. Plus new
80386 software, such as

Microsoft Windows/386.
With MS® OS/2, UNIX® or

XENIX® you'll simultane-

ously run multiple programs,

instantly. And, with a

COMPAQ 80386 PC, you'll

do it all faster.

Now, with legendary

Compaq performance and
quality available to every-

one, the fast track is wider

than ever. So accelerate. Call

1-800-231-0900, Operator

64. In Canada, call 1-800-

263-5868, Operator 64.

We'll give you the location

of your nearest Authorized

COMPAQComputer Dealer

and a free brochure for any
COMPAQ 80386-based
computer.

COMPAQ® and COMPAQ DESKPRO 386® are

trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation.

Microsoft? MS-DOS? XENIX® and MS® are

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. MS® OS/2

and MS® Windows/386 are products of Microsoft

Corporation. Product names mentioned herein

may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks

of their respective companies. ®Registered U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office. COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/25 graphics ©1988 Accent Soft-

ware, Inc. ©1988 Compaq Computer Corpora-

tion. All rights reserved.

* Hereafter referred to as 80386SX, 80386 and

80387 respectively.

tUsing two optional COMPAQ 300-/600-

Megabyte Fixed Disk Drive Expansion Units.

comPAa
It simply works better.
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t began as a

dare, almost a bet.

Electronic mail is, of

course, the wave of

the future; it repre-

sents the synapses
that will soon hold
together all our soci-

ety's communicative
neurons. But, warned
a good friend, it is

currently a next-century system mar-
keted and serviced with belle epoque

Bulgarian inefficiency. "The problem,"

he said with a knowing grin, "is simply

signing up. Tell you what: send me your
first MCI Mail message, just for fun."

And so, last April 28, 1 called the lo-

cal MCI e-mail number and was re-

ferred to a specific sign-up office. A
nice lady named Denise took my name,
my mother's maiden name, and my
American Express number (for the $18

needed to open the account) and as-

sured me that everything I needed to

get started would be sent by regular

postal service in ten working days.

Scroll forward to a month later. I've

been quite patient, checking my non-
electronic mailbox twice a day, waiting

for the package of materials that will

splice me into the cosmic net. But noth-

ing has arrived, and it's clearly time to

follow up. A call to Denise's number,
however, gets me Robert's "phone-
mail" instead. His message voice is

cheery, frothed with a youthful helpful-

ness. It says he'll call me back as soon as

he can. And a few hours later, he does.

Given his take-charge tone in con-

versation, I'm sure young Robert can

help me. I gladly repeat all the informa-

tion Denise requested a month before,

plus what she had
told me would hap-

pen: a package would
be posted containing

the information nec-

essary for me to begin

my new communica-
tive life. Robert reas-

sures me that all will

soon be well. I want
to believe him—and I

do. Except that when I ask him specifi-

cally what will happen next, he hedges

just a bit. "No problem, but Denise will

get back to you."

The best I can do at this point, it

ise. She also tells me that she has never

heard of the other one. As sweetly as

she can, she tells me that someone
named Rich will call me.

Rich is Mr. Richard Daley. He lacks

Robert's cheerfulness and can-do atti-

tude. Perhaps the reason for this, I find

out later, is that Mr. Daley is the na-

tional accounts manager of MCI Inter-

national. I'm not sure what my troubles

are doing in his in-box, but I clearly

sense the weariness of a veteran prob-
lem-solver with an unoriginal problem.

He promises me relief. Indeed, two
days later the materials will arrive.

But how, I ask, did my case get so

screwed up in the first place? Mr. Daley
says he doesn't really know. I press the

question. Who, I inquire, is Robert?

There's a pause in our conversation.

Mr. Daley decides to come clean.

E-mail, I was warned, is a next century
system marketed and serviced with belle

epoque Bulgarian inefficiency.

seems, is to call Denise myself. Robert

thinks that's an OK idea—and even of-

fers to look up Denise's private tele-

phone number for me. Thanking him
for all his help, I bid Robert farewell

and try to call Denise—but get only her

phone-mail machine. I leave a message
describing my conversation with Ro-
bert. A few hours later, Denise leaves

a message for me: "I'm not at all famil-

iar with what you are talking about. I

don't believe I'm the person you're

looking for. You might want to speak to

this person Robert."

When I hear her message, I start to

lose control. With my friend's gentle

taunt ringing in my ears, I ready myself

for a showdown with Denise—and call

her back. Five minutes into the conver-

sation, we agree she is a different Den-

"Robert," he says with only a hint of

resignation, "works in the MCI mail-

room. Somehow, when you called

—

certainly when you followed up, but
perhaps even your first call a month
ago—you asked for MCI Mail, right? I

can't be sure, but I suspect you were
simply connected to our company's
main mailroom." Another pause. "And
they tried to help you." One last pause.

"Sorry."

A few days later, I've joined the glob-

al web. As agreed, one of my very first

messages races out into the ether to my
friend. I do not have to note that it is

being sent more than a month after our
initial conversation.

He's a true and gracious friend. Nev-
er one to rub anything in. And, I might
thankfully add, not a betting man. B
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Maximize
the output

ON CANVAS REPORT
The Monthly Report from Our Gallery

September 1988

YOUR HOME FOR ART

Our Gallery if continuing in policy
of bringing, you the best art ins
through ill A Mitt of th« Month
showcase. Why not join us for an
indoor picnic on:

Saturday, S«pt«mb*r 17, 1988
12:00 to 4:00 p.m.

A FREE DRAWING for a framed print
tilled "The Tuba Player" will be won
by a lucky adult attending the recep-
tion.

HELPFUL ART TIP

To clean the glass over framed art

works such as watercolors, spray
glass cleaner on a cloth, not on the

glass, because it may drip and stain

the mat and artwork.

Volume I Number 6

GALLERY ATTENDANCE
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Jan Feb Mar Apr

SEPTEMBER ARTIST OF THE MONTH

Acrylics and Prints. September Art-
ist of the Month awakens the gallery

with bright colors and stories.

It's never been simpler to create

extraordinary-looking documents. Thanks

to MultiMate* and Hewlett-Packard!

If you purchase MultiMate Advantage IT

before August 31, 1988, we'll give you a free

MultiMate Advantage II LaserJet Printer Kit.

It's a $200 value that makes any

document look absolutely priceless. You

see, the kit helps you get more out of your

LaserJets, LaserJet 500 or LaserJet

Series II printer than you ever thought pos-

sible. In fact, you might even say it lets you

take advantage of its full capabilities.

Just look at all you get:

Sixteen popular business soft fonts in

sizes from 8 point to 24 point. So you can

make subtle points or bold ones.

An Applications Booklet that helps you

make the appearance of your documents
just as brilliant as the content. You'll get step

by-step instructions to help you create a

range of page designs and layouts.

And in the Ashton-lkte® tradition, we'll

still be there to lend a helping hand long

© 1988 Ashton-Tate Corporation. All rights reserved.



Minimize
the eflbrt.

ASHTONTATE

MultiMate
Wl-M wordprocessingpra newgeneration ofusers

after you peel the shrinkwrap off the package.

Ashton-Tate and Hewlett-Packard have

joined forces. Anytime you have questions

about MultiMate Advantage II or your

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet printer, just call

our technical support hot line.

Ashton-Tate and Hewlett-Packard are

standing by with the answers.

Free through August 31, 1988.

You get the entire kit absolutely free—

including all the fonts, all the page layouts,

and all the technical assistance you need for

90 days. Which means all you have to pay
for is MultiMate Advantage II, the perfect

complement for your Hewlett-Packard

LaserJet printer.

For more information, or the dealer

nearest you, call 1-800-437-4329, ext. 2363.

MultiMate Advantage II and the LaserJet

Printer Kit.

When you have both, your document
won't be the only thing that looks smart.

AASHTON TATE'
AshtonTate, the Ashton -Tate logo and MultiMate are registered trademarks and MultiMate Advantage II is a trademark of AshtonTate Corporation. General Notice: Some of the

product names used herein have been used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective companies.
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im, don't

you think it's about time

this industry grew up and
recognized that copyright

laws and patent laws apply

to this business, as they do

to every other business?

Since when are computing machinery

and software exempt from such legal

protection?

The fact is, Apple Computer holds a

visual copyright for its screens and a

patent on its use of the mouse and its

pull-down menus. Apple is responsible

for protecting its copyright and patent.

Otherwise, why bother even to obtain

them?
The argument hovering over this in-

dustry like a vulture over a carcass says

that the industry is one big happy fam-

ily, that we all borrow the best ideas

from each other and then make our own
improvements. This we call growth.

The promoters of such nonsense

then spew a specious argument about

standards—boy, are they important.

These folks point to automobiles and

say it's a good thing all cars have a gas

pedal on the driver's right-hand side.

Sure they do, but you can be certain the

linkage mechanism is patented.

I'd like someone to show me how the

clunky Microsoft Windows shell im-

proves on the Macintosh interface. The
Windows shell is a cheap imitation. The
latest version of the icon-based Execu-

tive exhibits an incredible lack of origi-

nality. The fact that the creators didn't

have enough imagination to dream up a

new metaphor to replace the desktop is

a pathetic indictment of the "borrow

and improve" argument.

Apple's lawsuit

against Microsoft

and HP: Justice or

disgrace? You be

the judge.

NewWave, the Hewlett-Packard
product named in the Apple lawsuit, is

also laughable in this regard. To borrow

from HP's lame ad campaign, maybe
HP is just trying to see "what if ..." it

copies the Mac. Is HP trying to confuse

the buyer into thinking, "Gee, I think

this is a Mac—it sure looks like one,"

and deciding, "I'll buy it"? I suppose

that's one way to sell a computer.

The fact is, making a cheap imitation

that adds no improvement is unconscio-

nable. Windows has a mediocre paint

program that doesn't compare to the

Apple offering, plus a mediocre word
processor and a clunker of a windowing
system. So where's the improvement?
What's the point?

It's clear: Apple has created the in-

terface of the future. Instead of spend-

ing a few bucks on R&D and develop-

ing something better, perhaps from the

same Xerox Star roots whence the Ap-
ple interface derives, Microsoft has

done nothing more than create a shell

program with some utilities so program-
mers can use it as an environment for

oddball monitors.

Meanwhile, the public

is confused. From a dis-

tance, and to the layman,

the two environments
seem identical. Only
someone who can play

with both sees Windows for what it is: a

cheap imitation that sets back graphics

interfaces by a decade. The fact is, no-

body given a choice uses Windows—it's

hokey.

But that won't stop its benefactor

IBM from promoting Windows as the

alternative to the Mac. IBM already at-

tempted to steal the Mac's thunder
when it rolled out the Model 25. Those
who condemn Apple for its legal action

justify such chicanery.

It's a fact of life: intellectual property

is owned by someone, or it's in the pub-

lic domain.

This industry isn't a country club; it

never was. Apple has every right to sue

Microsoft, and that's that. —J.CD.

O pple's lawsuit

against Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard

is a disgrace for the company and an

embarrassment for its friends, employ-

ees, and customers. And the lame ex-

cuses of Apple's apologists, including

John Dvorak, just make things worse.

By behaving like a petulant child, un-

happy with a set of rules it acknowl-

edges it wrote, Apple seems to be re-

turning to those bad old days when the

company was run by whim and whimsy.

John Sculley has provided remarkably

clear-headed leadership for Apple since
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The advantages
offamilyplanning.

Business is full of surprises.

And all too often, business software is

the cause of them.

We're talking about software programs

that work perfectly by themselves. But

don't share files with each other.

And software that makes you work
a different way every time you change

programs.

That's why we design our products to

have as much in common as possible. So

when you move to a new product you spend

merged into MultiMate? Or imported

into Byline; CHART-MASTERf RapidFile

or Framework II.

But stop by your computer dealer, and
discover all the advantages of our industry

standard products. As well as our newest

one, DRAW APPLAUSE™ The state-of-the-

art presentation tool.

You'll see why millions of professionals

have made Ashton-Tate® the software of

choice. It's not unexpected.

After all, the results of good family

Ashton Tate

ashton Tate _ _

Framework II
\X';ml /mxt ssing, vjwuds'" v ..r^.*?""" 'iSS^BiBii

Supports
5 USERS

AshtonTate

.m ASHTON TATE

dBASEMac
ifx'pouw ofdBASE; the sopbistiailion

MAP-MASTER

ASHU)N ;TArE

less time learning. And more time working, planning shouldn't surprise anyone.

OurdBASEinPLUSrtheindustry —^ AASHTONTATE*
standard, is fully compatible with byline
MultiMate Advantage II™ one of the I

, o % dBASE III PUIS

leading programs for i\ Lan Pack

word processing.

They both work per-

fectly with RapidFile^

the fastest file manager

on the market. And
with Framework II™

which reviewers

call one of the best

integrated products

ever.

And our family

members also share

files. dBASE III PLUS
data can be directly

RAPIDFILE
rut, fiUY-to-HSt: fik lruuuigem&n, reportingand jormJS^P:

ASHTONTATE

MUITlMATE
fkxibleJuU-fmhired^m
'tora newgeneration qi t

ASHTON -TATE

^ASHTCN-TATE

Masterc

dBASE III Plus
tl)edatamana^mentstandard
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Trademark/owner: dBASE II PLUS. MultiMate Advantage II. RapidFile, Framework II. MultiMate Byline. CHARTMASTER dBASE. DRAW APPLAUSE. Ashton Tate/Ashton Tate Corporation.

© 1988 Ashton Tate Corporation. All rights reserved.
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FIND
ANYTHING
on your

hard disk...

in seconds!
In contents of all files— word processor,

databases, source programs, accounting,

random notes.

Instant Search. Ait+s Hot key
from any program. Type word, word root,

word proximity, number, or phrase,

with wild cards.

F2 List of all files containing search

term appears in seconds.
4-J Select file. Term appears highlighted

in its surrounding text or data.

«-t i-» Navigate.

F8 next hit or F10 next file.

Alt+p Cut-and-paste into your word
processing document.

Search without indexing OR index once
to make searches 50 times faster (while

your best customer is still on the phone).

Automatic indexing. F9 World's

fastest indexing and smallest index (15%).

Up to 7,500 files, 30 megabytes.
Folders, to organize your data.

Memory Lane, the essential companion
to your DBMS or word processor for

random information management and
full-text retrieval.

J |^

I 1

I
Group L Corp., 481 Carlisle Dr.,

Herndon, VA 22070 (703)471-0030
Send copies of Memory Lane
at $149 each. VA residents add 4.5%

Check
VISA

Exp. Date.

|
Card No.

_

Signature.

Name
Company-
Street

|
City

|
State

MasterCard
American Express

Zip.

Telephone.

Call 800
672-5300

the departure of Steve Jobs, avoiding

precisely this kind of whiney, self-de-

feating stamping of Apple's corporate

foot. Why the company should now re-

vert to shooting itself in that selfsame

foot is a mystery.

At precisely the moment when,
thanks to Sculley and the Mac II, Apple

has secured a beachhead in corporate

America and is positioned to break out

into the general business market, the

company breaks the faith with the peo-

ple who've been saying Apple really

does want to be a major information-

systems vendor. Amazing.

Few if any observers expect to see

this suit go to trial. It's almost univer-

sally viewed as a delaying tactic, an ef-

fort by Apple to regain in the court-

house time they've lost in the R&D
labs. And the most common interpreta-

tion of the suit is that it's meant as a

message to IBM, an impediment to the

Presentation Manager interface due in

OS/2, Version 1.1, later this year.

If Apple is worrying that the true

multitasking offered in OS/2, Version

1.1, is a serious threat to the Mac's cor-

porate career, the company both under-

values what it already has and misun-

p. IB
g| 8|

Microsoft protesting

liJIJiJt % cliti,i , j -J

long over their lawsuit
JL II as s as I

lies frit: n

derstands its market.

And the whole idea of Apple using

legal maneuvering as a kind of punt
when it finds it has run out of innova-

tion is repugnant. Apple's successes

have been built on better disk drive

controllers, mice, graphics interfaces,

and the Wozniaks, Herzfelds, and At-

kinsons of the world, not on briefs,

pleadings, and other excreta from anon-

ymous blue suits.

Apple's taken some bum raps—for

example, the notion that Apple stole

from Xerox's Palo Alto Research Cen-
ter some things it actually licensed. And
Microsoft has treated Apple shabbily in

the past, as in the infamous BASIC war,

in which Microsoft's actions verged on

blackmail. Apple people have a lot to

resent about Microsoft's past behavior.

But filing suit out of the blue, on spe-

cious grounds and against business

partners on whom Apple's continuing

success clearly depends, is self-defeat-

ing and childish.

It's hard to understand exactly what

about Windows 2.03 might have led to

Apple's temper tantrum. Overlapping

windows instead of tiled windows?
C'mon, everyone knew the earlier tiled

windows were an awful idea, a pet no-

tion of Bill Gates that even he came to

see as dumb. And has anyone noticed

that the other serious windowing sys-

tems on the market, including some that

are integral to products and unavailable

as operating system-level schemes, also

use overlapping windows?
Or was it the icons in the object-ori-

ented NewWave from Hewlett-Packard

that stirred Apple to sue? A lot has been

made of the metaphor of the trash can

for getting rid of files. The supporting

materials filed by Apple with the suit

seemed to move things around a bit in

the NewWave interface, to Apple's ad-

vantage; but that's less disturbing than

the notion that Apple owns—or wants

to own—the idea that a garbage can is

where we put things we no longer want.

What would Apple like us to use? A toi-

let icon? A diaper-bag icon?

Just how deep is Apple's garbage-can

fixation? Should we look for the multi-

colored-apple logo to be replaced by a

multicolored-garbage-can logo—with a

bite taken out of the corner?

Companies have every right to de-

fend their intellectual property. But de-

fending the concept of a line drawing of

a trash can? Excuse me, is this the same
Apple that brought out the LaserWriter

and put networking in every machine
and a mouse in everyone's right hand?
Is there a certain . . . uhh . . . discontinu-

ity in the quality of ideas there?

Apple needs to get back to the busi-

ness it has shown it knows best: enhanc-

ing both our productivity and our plea-

sure in our work lives through systems

at once easier to use and more powerful

than those of other companies, and
through an approach to work itself that

never fears to touch our sense of child-

like wonder, no matter how deeply it's

buried under pinstripes and career-

ism ....

And leave the bully-boy tactics to the

industry's well-known bullies. —J.S. E
CIRCLE NO. 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD. PC/ COMPUTING



The

UnitedStatesSenate

Used askSam
To Manage Every

WondOf
The Iran-Contra

Hearings.

When The United States Senate Select Committee compiled the

volumes of testimony and evidence during the Iran-Contra hearings,

they used askSam to manage every word.

The system stored, searched for and retrieved even the most

obscure detail, text or numerical, with unparalleled speed and ease of

use—without the crippling restrictions of the average database. It's

this unique, versatile "free-form" design that makes askSam's all new
Version 4 the perfect system to manage your information.

From sales leads to research notes, financial lists to videotape

collections, askSam keeps all your information at your fingertips.

askSam makes data entry quicker and easier than ever. Information

can be entered with no pre-defined form, or with sleek templates and

overlays that you design.

Easy Entry, Swift Retrieval.

askSam includes the most advanced data entry and storage features

available, like our full-screen text editor for easy addition of new
records with or without formal definition of fields. Or you can use our

ASCII-import facility for importing word processing or database files.

You'll feel askSam 's horsepower during searches and retrievals.

Search/Retrieve can be based upon any combination of any words,

dates, numbers or symbols, or part of any word or symbol, in a record

or document.

And you can retrieve an entire document^-or just a sentence.

The Ultimate information Manager.

askSam 's full-featured system makes it versatile enough to

handle any amount of information for any particular need.

CIRCLE NO. 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

You Can Use

askSam To

Manage Your
Information.

\

Power-users will appreciate innovative numerical capabilities, report

generators (up to 160 columns wide) and field manipulation as well

as askSam 's command language, security features and automatic

phone dialer.

If you're not a power user (yet) askSam offers extensive context

sensitive, on-line help screens whenever you need them

—

wherever you are.

askSam's Hypertext Facility.

With askSam's powerful hypertext facility, you can easily

create menus of askSam files, programs and much more.

You'll quickly design databases that permit movement
between files with no file boundries.

Money-Back Guarantee...

We'll give you 60 days to see

just what askSam can do—and

how it can manage your valuable

information—for just $295.

See Your Dealer Or
Call askSam Systems at:

1-(800)-3-ASKSAM
In FL call (904) 584-6590

For more information about
askSam or to place an order.

1986 1987
askSam wasawarded

PCMagazine 'sEditor 's Choice
twoyears in a row.

askSam
TM

P.O. Box 1428, Perry, Florida 32347
from askSam Systems

Seaside Software, Inc. is now askSam Systems. askSam requires 2 56Kon anyIBM® PC, XT, AT, orcom
patiblesandIBM® PS/2. Copyright 1 988, askSam Systems. askSam is a trademarkofaskSam Systems.



T1000
80C88
4.77MHz
720KB

T12QQF
80C86
9.54MHz
720KB(x2)

80C86
9.54MHz
720KB
20MB HDD

ObvbuslvV\feBelieveIn
When it comes to portable PCs, we think

that numbers should speak for themselves.

Perhaps that's why we have the largest

numberof high-powered, highly-portablePCs
on the market today. All of which are IBM-
compatible. All of which have industry-

standard 3V2" disk drives, full function key-

boards and a vast array of built-in ports. All

squeezed into packages as easy to carry as

a briefcase.

The T1000, for example, weighs a mere
6.4 pounds, yet boasts MS-DOS@

in ROM, a
720KB3W disk drive and an optional768KB
memory card which can be configured as

EMS memory or a battery-backedRAM disk.

OurT1200H, on the other hand, has the

distinction of packing a 20MB hard disk, a
backlit screen and 1MB ofRAM into a tidy

11-pound package.We also make an economical
dual floppy disk version known as theT1200F
that weighs just under 10 pounds.

And thanks to rechargeable battery power,

all three are ready to work
wherever you go.

For even more comput-
ing power, the T3100/20
is one of the smallest

PCs with an 80286



T3100/20

80286
8MHz
720KB
20MB HDD

T3200
80286
12MHz
720KB
40MB HDD

T5100

80386
16MHz
1.44MB
40MB HDD

StrengthInNumbers.
microprocessor and an easy-to-read gas plasma
display. It gives you a wealth of power and a

20MB hard disk in a trim 15-pound package.

Our T3200 goes even further, with two IBM-
compatible internal expansion slots, a 40MB
hard disk, an EGA plasma display system and
up to 4MB of memory. Still, it only weighs a

scant 19 pounds.

Finally, therefe our powerful T5100, which
at less than 15 pounds has all the best features

of our other portables, plus an 80386 micro-

processor for unmatched versatility and speed.

And for a limited time, your T5100 purchase

entitles you to buy Paradox 386,® Borland's

powerful database software for only $299
(which is nearly $600 off the retail price).

And to all those numbers, we'd like to add
one more: 1-800-457-7777 With it, you can find

out even more about Toshiba^ full line of

computers and printers.

In fact, it's one call

that ought to be your
number one priority.

All Toshiba PCs are backed by the

Exceptional Care program (no-cost

enrollment required). IBM is a regis-

tered trademark of International

Business Machines Corp. MS-DOS is

a registered trademark of Microsoft

Corp. Paradox is a registered trade-

mark of Borland Corp.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Inc., Information Systems Division

CIRCLE NO. 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



p s/z clones

it Hail to Happen

hat if someone gave a

standard and nobody
came? That's the situation

IBM has faced for more
than a year. The PS/2—
its avowed next standard

for personal computers

—

has won the raves and ac-

ceptance of a genetically

engineered winged pig. Compatible
comnuter makers have let IBM dance

around its Micro Channel alone.

Finally three firms have dared to an-

nounce PS/2 clones. Tandy Corp. of

Fort Worth, Texas, Dell Computing
Corp. of Austin, Texas, and Kaypro
Corp. of Solana, California, all promise

to sell PS/2 compatibles by year's end.

Although we'll have to wait for them,

the machines already exist, at least as

prototypes. Here's a rundown on what
you may see before the new year:

Tandy has scheduled the summer re-

lease of its 5000 MC, an 80386-based

computer that's a cross between IBM's
PS/2 Models 70 and 80. A desktop ma-
chine, it's bigger than the 70 and fea-

tures five Micro Channel slots plus two
proprietary memory-expansion connec-
tors. It's faster than the Model 80, run-

ning at 20 megahertz, but slower than

IBM's speediest 25-MHz Model 70.

Standard equipment includes 2MB
of memory, VGA graphics, and a 3V2-

inch disk. The machine also has space

for three half-height hard or floppy disk

drives.

Without a hard disk, the 5000 MC

will list for $4,999. With a 40MB drive,

the system will run $6,499; for an 84MB
drive, the cost rises to $6,999.

Kaypro expects its PS/2 entry will

follow soon after Tandy's. Like IBM's
Models 50 and 60, it will be built

around Intel's 80286 microprocessor

but will be goosed up to 16 MHz (IBM
runs its machines at 10). The system

unit will be stuffed with five Micro
Channel slots and 2MB of memory.

Kaypro has been playing it close to

the vest about the new machine and has

yet to release pricing information, prod-

uct name, or delivery dates.

Although pledging the latest release

date, Dell Computing also promises the

greatest variety. Some time in the

fourth quarter the company expects to

begin selling a pair of products.

Dell's equivalent of the Model 60,

the System 400, features an 80286 chip

running at 20 MHz, eight expansion

slots, 1MB of memory (expandable to

16), and VGA graphics. Disk storage in-

cludes 3V2-inch floppies and three sizes

of optional hard disks: 40MB, 80MB,
and 150MB.
The Model 500 will be based on an

80386 chip running at 20 MHz. Two
megabytes of memory, five 32-bit ex-

pansion slots, and VGA graphics are

standard. Disk storage includes 3V2-

inch floppies and hard disks from 40 to

610MB.
Pricing for either of the Dell PS/2

clones was not available at press time.
—Preston Gralla

AUTHORIZED
CLONES?

he knotty

legal web entangling the cloning of IBM's

PS/2s became simpler recently when IBM

revealed that it will not force a well-

known chip maker to obtain a license to

sell PS/2-compatible chips.

The semiconductor manufacturer,

Chips and Technologies, makes a set of

chips that can be used to create PS/2-

workalike computers. While IBM will not

require the chip maker to license its

technology, it will still require companies

that use the chips for making PS/2 clones

to get such licenses.

Why is IBM being so generous? Or is

it? One school of thought holds that the

computer giant will require computer

manufacturers, rather than chip makers,

to take out licenses, because it can

charge more for a license on an entire

computer than for one on a set of chips.

David LaRiviere, a patent attorney with

Schroeder, Davis and Orliss, a Monterey,

California, firm specializing in high-tech

litigation, notes that IBM has already said

it will require computer manufacturers to

take out licenses. If it asked chip makers

to do the same, it could be accused of

"double dipping," or charging twice for

the same patent.

What this means to buyers is unclear,

except that when the clones do hit the

streets, it is likely they will have the IBM

seal of approval. —Preston Gralla
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ready, aim..

Uzi-packing PC users vent

their frustrations at

suburban Atlanta's

Bulletstop, an indoor firing

range. Proud marksmen John

and Kim Howse (inset)

display their "kill," an old

IBM. According to Bulletstop

owner Paul LaVista, the

range was popular with

Comdex attendees, who shot

up everything from hard

disks to voluminous manuals.



BABY YOU
CAN DRIVE
MY CAR

^|^e all have a

pretty good idea who among us are the

driving forces in the personal computer

industry, but we wondered what these

chauffeurs of PC destiny drive to work.

This is what we found out . .

.

Rod Canion, president of Compaq

Computer Corp., gets to the office in a

light blue Mercedes.

Scott McNealy, Sun MicroSystems'

CEO, shows up in his red Mazda RX7.

Microsoft's chief, Bill Gates, has sev-

eral cars, including a Jaguar.

Borland's CEO, Phillippe Kahn, gets to

work in a white Porsche.

Michael Dell of Dell Computer owns a

black Porsche.

Tandy's CEO, John Roach, rides to

work in a gray '88 Cadillac. 'It's conser-

vative because he's a conservative guy,"

says a spokesman.

IBM chairman John Akers has a 10-

year-old Mercedes sedan.

cheap speed
t's the entrepreneur's dream: a prod-

Iuct

that costs a nickel to make, sells

for a dollar, and is habit-forming.

That's a pretty good description of

Intel Corp.'s 80386 microprocessor,

except for one thing—you pay $500
for the seductive silicon narcotic. Its

allure is twofold: the speed of 32-bit

processing and the power of hardware
multitasking.

With the new 80386SX microproces-

sor, Intel has severed the connection

between the two attractions of the

80386—and made powerful computers
more affordable.

The 80386SX is built around the

same 32-bit internal design as the ordi-

nary 80386, but it foregoes 32-bit con-

nections to outside circuits, much like

the 8088 in the original PC, which uses

16-bit internal construction and 8-bit

connections.

The shared internal design means the

80386SX can run exactly the same pro-

grams as an ordinary 80386 can

—

Win-
dows/386, DESQview 386, PC-MOS/
386, and the like. But the 16-bit con-

nection sacrifices half the chip's poten-

tial speed. Although it operates at 16

megahertz (and possibly faster in future

versions), its half-width bus means that

moving bytes in and out of memory
takes twice as long as the original 80386
chip.

Along with speed, however, Intel has

pared the price of the chip down to

about $150—low enough that it's sure

to spawn dozens of low-end 80386-style

computers.

Intel's prime motivation probably
was not magnanimity, however. The old

80386 is costly because Intel has not li-

censed other companies to use its de-

sign, and Intel remains the sole source

of supply. That virtual monopoly allows

Intel to keep the 80386 price artificially

high.

The 80386SX also gives Intel market

control. As fast as the 80286, the new
chip is more powerful and decidedly

more desirable. It effectively makes the

80286 obsolete. That means Intel can
thumb its nose at the fiercely competi-

tive 80286 market and take control of

the entire 80386SX market.
Monopoly rules, and you pay. Per-

haps not as much, but you pay.

Intel 80386SX, Intel Corp., 3065
Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051,

(408) 987-8080.

oF Features
alf a computer. That's what you
get with Compaq Computer
Corp.'s new Deskpro 386S.

It's half the size and has half

I I the bus of other 80386-based
computers. But that's good, be-

cause it's also about half the

price of one of Compaq's monster
machines.

The secret: the Deskpro 386S is the

first PC to use Intel Corp.'s new
80386SX microprocessor. It has all the

features of the plain 80386, and it runs

the same software, but it can address

only a half-width, 16-bit memory bus.

A truly compact Compaq, the Desk-
pro 386S is a hair smaller than IBM's
PS/2 Model 50 but big enough to hold

four 16-bit AT-style expansion slots.

The 80386SX runs at 16 megahertz

—

which means it thinks as fast as most
80386 computers but accesses memory
more slowly.

The bottom line—it beats just about

every 80286 computer for brute power
just as it beats most 80386s on price.

The base machine, which costs

$3,799, includes a high-density,

inch floppy disk drive, a megabyte of

memory, and Compaq's super-quick
VGA video board. Adding a 20MB hard
disk brings the total to $4,499; a 40MB
hard disk brings the price to $5,199.—Winn L. Rosch

Deskpro 386 S, Compaq Computer
Corp., 20555 FM 149, Houston, TX
77070, (800) 231-0900.
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WhereWe Stand On Accounting

Eight years into it and firmly planted.

With our experience and knowledge we have created a new foundation

for over 70,000 businesses worldwide.

And now, you might say we wear a bigger pair of shoes. Because we write

accounting software that's more than just a tool for accountants. Our Database

Accounting Library™ is designed from the ground up to run an entire business.

A system that everyone in a business can use, on just about every computer

or network. It's written in dBASE? The most accepted business programming

language in the industry. Providing the power and flexibility that enables your

information to achieve its maximum potential.

A financial system should grow as your business grows and be able to fit

the specific needs of that business. No matter what type of business you're in.

The Database Accounting Library includes the source code that allows you to do

just that. And we back it up with an unprecedented five-year warranty.

It's ail designed to put your company on a much firmer footing.

You see at SBT, we stand for more than accounting, fgfff^
We stand for better business. L^l Z4t

CORPORATION

800/227-7193. In CA 415/331-9900.

circle NO. 152 ON reader service card. One Harbor Drive, Sausalito, CA 94965
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Rated #1 business graphics package

second consecutive year. -Software Digest

99

"They (Harvard Graphics)...made
the best even better.

"

-Jim Seymour, "Best of '87" PC Magazine

99

"Product oftheYear'-lnfoworld 1988 Winner 1988 Personal Computing
Graphics Challenge

AwardWinningPerformance.
There are a number of prestigious

honors in the graphics business. But

only one program has captured them
all. Harvard Graphics.

Harvard's flexibility, ease of use,

and high quality output make it the

unanimous choice of the nation's

leading software evaluators.

We couldn't be more honored.

But Harvard isn't resting on its laurels.

New Harvard Graphics 2.1 adds

a unique spelling checker, over 200
new symbols, improved editing

capabilities and more.

There's one more recommenda-
tion we'd like to have. Yours.

Call for a free trial disk and

Graduate to New Harvard Graphics 2.1 with Spelling Checker.

let Harvard Graphics demonstrate

its winning form.

* -
' "'A

For a free trial disk call 1-800-345-2888, Operator 53.

For upgrade information call 1-800-255-5550.

C 1988 Software Publishing Corporation, 1901 Landings Dr., Mr View, CA 94039-7210 Runs on IBM PC and MS DOS compatibles.
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Lifestyles of the Rich and Impatient: If

you want the best and are willing to pay

for it, IBM has the box to slide on your

desk. The new top-of-the-line PS/2
Model 70 386 (A21) ranks among the

fastest—and most expensive—personal

computers you can buy.

Smaller than the Model 50, the su-

per-fast Model 70

boasts an 80386 micro-

processor, a 25-mega-
hertz system clock, and
64 kilobytes of cache
memory. That puts its

performance ahead of

nearly all the PC
competition.

You get three Micro

Channel expansion slots

(one 16-bit, two 32-bit);

space for two 3 1/2-inch floppy disk

drives (one is already filled); a quick,

120-megabyte hard disk; VGA graph-

ics; a serial port; a parallel port; and

2MB of memory—all for $11,295. You
supply the monitor.

Ifyou can't swing a second mortgage,

you might try the other Model 70s,

which have the same ?

chip and similar fea-

tures. The $7,995 Mod-
el 70 386 (121) slows the

clock to 20 MHz. The
$5,995 Model 70 386
(E61) slows it down fur-

ther, to 16 MHz, and
cuts both disk and
memory size in half, to

60MB and 1MB,
respectively.

Old Dog/New Tricks Department:

IBM, castigated over the past year for

the dawdling disk and simpering speed

of its PS/2 Model 50, has eliminated

both in the improved Model 50 Z. The
wait states disappear and the 10-MHz
80286 runs up to 35 percent faster. The
hard disk is transformed into your
choice of a twice-as-fast 30MB model
or a faster still 60MB model. With the

smaller drive, the new system lists at

$3,995; with the big drive, at $4,595.
—John Dickinson

IBM PS/2 Model 70 386 (A21),
IBM Corp., Old Orchard Rd.} Armonk,

NY 10504, (914) 765-1900.

Model 50

Model 70

lail and

ray good-bye

to IBM's PS/2 computers.

Within four years they

may be as outmoded as

tail fins on a Cadillac, or

so says the International

Technology Group, a con-

sulting firm based in Los
Altos, Calif.

A study prepared by the

group contends that PS/
2s are merely interim of-

ferings that IBM will

metamorphose over the

next four years into com-
puters so radically differ-

ent from today's that they
will be unrecognizable.

The group maintains

that PS/2s will be split

into three distinct lines:

low-end PCs; intelligent

workstations ; and high-

end mini- computers.
Even at the so-called

low end, an increase in

raw power will be the or-

der of the day, says Clare

Fleig, the group's re-

search director. Within

the next few years, she
believes, even the least

powerful PS/2 will feature

an 80386 chip.

While there are a num-
ber of reasons for IBM's
move, says Fleig, one that

stands out is IBM's reso-

lution to be a moving tar-

get for firms that want to

copy its technology.

The computer giant's

strategy is simple, she as-

serts: "They've decided
to keep the clone makers
one or two steps behind
at all times."

—Preston Gralla

OS/2 SIGHTED
Haven't purchased your copy of OS/2 yet?

Don't panic. It's not as though you're the

only one left with a Swinger camera or a

Betamax video recorder. The dyed-in-the-wool DOS users won't be

banished to some Altos-loyalist computing club.

After all, researchers report that most users have no reason even to

think about getting the multitasking operating systems until 1990. Even

by that time, only 30 percent of all microcomputers sold will come with the

new operating system, predicts Jon Yarmis, an analyst with the Gartner

Group in Stamford, Connecticut.

And it will take that long for new applications to exploit the 0S/2's

much-vaunted memory and multitasking capabilities, the features that

make the operating system worthwhile.

By 1992, however, it's a different story. Then, shipments of 0S/2-based

machines should surpass those of DOS computers, Mr. Yarmis says. That

adds up to 16.5 million OS/2 units shipped worldwide versus 5.5 million

DOS units, according to the Gartner Group's forecasts. —Ann Sussman
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atari rounder

returns

hose of you
who suffered the slings and ar-

rows of fine dining at Chuck E.

Cheese Pizza Time Theatre res-

taurants may be relieved to hear

that the perpetrator of that enter-

prise, the bushy-bearded Nolan
Bushnell, is back doing what he

did best: video games.

Bushnell, 45, started Atari in

1972 with $250, created the video

game industry overnight (with a

little help from the Japanese), and

sold the company to Warner
Communications in 1976 for $26

million. He went on to Pizza Time
Theatres and a dozen other ven-

tures (some even successful, al-

though Chuck E. et al. went
Chapter 11).

Meanwhile, Jack Tramiel
founded Commodore Interna-

tional, led it to success, sold it,

bought Atari from Warner in

1984, and is surfing the new wave
of home entertainment presently

dominated by Japan's Nintendo.

Now Tramiel and Bushnell

have cut a deal to develop the

next generation of "electronic

toys." Bushnell's new company,
Axlon, will design computer
games for Atari at the rate of 120

games per year. How confident is

Tramiel
that Bush-

nell can

still cut it?

"They
have Ja-

pan Inc.,"

says Jack.

"We have

_ . _ Nolan."

NOLAN

DELL

A FINE
FILLY
Cross a thoroughbred, a wild mustang, and one of today's chi chi miniature horses, and you'll

begin to understand the latest offering from the direct marketing renegades of the Silicon Gulch.

Austin, Texas-based Dell Computer Corp. has bred a beast—its System 220—from the best ideas

of today's desktop computers, then spurred it for extra speed. Smaller than IBM's tiny PS/2

Model 60, it looks more like a pony. But when its nostrils flare, it gallops along twice as fast,

pushing its 80286 microprocessor and megabyte of memory to 20 megahertz.

The styling of the 220 is fully mature—desktop elegance in steel that puts the plastic boxes of

the PS/2 line to shame. The 220 packs the same punch as the Model 60, giving you room for two

tiny, 3Y2-inch floppy disk drives (one standard) and hiding a fast, 40MB hard disk inside. As for

expansion, the 220 is a thoroughbred all the way—three full-size horizontal slots match the 16-bit

IBM PC AT bus.

Although it can't do all of the multitasking tricks that 80386 based computers can, the 220

thinks faster than most of them and will run OS/2. At $2,999 with a 40MB drive and monochrome

VGA display, it's roughly half the price—a bargain if you want a bronco bred for speed.

—Winn L Rosch

t doesn't take

I

much to name the

computer compa-

ny that generates

the most sales

revenue in the

nation. Think three let-

ters. Color them blue.

IBM has long been

atop the Fortune 500
list. With gross sales of

$54 billion in 1987,

Top o' the List

IBM placed fourth on

Fortune's 1988 ranking

of major U.S. industrial

corporations.

Of course, sales reve-

nue isn't the only way to

make it to number one.

Which computer com-
pany generates the

most sales revenue per

employee? None other

than Apple Computer,

reports Fortune's arch-

nemesis Forbes in the

Forbes 500 lineup.

Apple generated

$478,500 for each of its

6,400 staffers last year.

IBM came in a lowly sev-

enth place on the list.

Big Blue pulled in a pal-

try $136,800 for each of

its 396,400 staffers.

—Ann Sussman
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WORDSDVR
Ftofessional

®

Release 5 is shipping now!

Take a look at MicroPro's latest word processing

advancement, WordStar Professional Release 5. It's

shipping now! ^

We've added features like Advanced Page Preview

which lets you see exactly what your printed page
will look like, from a thumbnail view to close-up. All

with a choice of pull down menus or WordStar's

familiar key commands.

MicroPro
Advanced Page Preview is a trademark and WordStar and MicroPro
are registered trademarks of MicroPro International Corporation.

Call 1-800-227-5609, extension 461 to order your update or

to find our dealer nearest you.Or send in the following coupon.

I'm interested in learning more about WordStar Professional

Release 5, please send me additional information.

Please send me information about updating my copy of

WordStar.

Name:
Address:

City State: Zip:

Please mail to MicroPro International Corporation,

RO.Box 7079, San Rafael, CA 94901-7079,
Attn.: Customer Service

CIRCLE NO. 198 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



Though most mice out there look pretty

much alike, they're not all equal in performance.

It pays to be just a little choosy to make sure you
end up with the right mouse for your needs.

Starting with software. Ifyou want full com-
patibility with all ofyour software, all you have to

do is look for a mouse with the Logitech name.

There are four in all, each one designed for dif-

ferent hardware needs.

THE HiREZ MOUSE
If youVe got your eyes on a high-resolution

screen, the mouse to get your hand on is the new
LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse.

With a resolution of

320 dots-per-inch (as

compared with 200 dpi

or less for ordinary mice),

it covers the same area

on your high-res screen

but needs less ofyour
desk to do it. More than

50% less. Saving you
valuable desk space, and

The LOGITECH
HiREZ Mouse needs

50% less desk space

to cover the same
amount ofscreen

area as a 200 dpi

mouse.

Good instincts run in thisfamily (left to right): the new LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse ($179), the only mouse designed expresslyfor high-res screens; the LOGITECH
Series 2 Mouse for the IBM PS/2 ($99, plugs right into mouse port); and the

LOGITECH Mousefor standard screens ($119, in bus and serial versions).

All come with Logitech's own Plus Software, which assures ease of use with

virtually any software, mouse-based or not.

effort: mouse maneuvers that used to require

sweeps of the hand are now reduced to a flick of

the wrist.

Which makes this new mouse a hand's best

friend. And a more reliable, long-lasting com-
panion. And, like all Logitech mice, it's fully

compatible with all popular software, and
equipped with a Lifetime Guarantee.

THE SERIES 2
MOUSE

For those who've chosen

the Personal System/2,™ the

most logical choice is the

LOGITECH Series 2

Mouse. It's 100% compati-

ble with PS/2, and plugs

right into the mouse port,

leaving the serial port free

to accommodate other

peripherals.



right mouse
Iloocadd

THE ALL-PURPOSE MOUSE:
SERIALOR BUS

Most people find our standard mouse is still

the best choice for their systems. It's available in

both bus and serial versions, one ofwhich is sure

to fit perfectly with your hardware. And with all

your favorite software—whether mouse-based
or not.

It's hardly an accident that only Logitech

offers you such a complete selection—we're the

only mouse company to design and manufacture

our own products. We make more mice, in fact,

than anyone else. Including custom-designed

models for OEMs like AT&T, DEC, and
Hewlett-Packard.

The three mice pictured to the left come with all

this expertise built right in. Which explains

an interesting paradox: while

you may pay less for a

Logitech mouse, you'

surely get more in

performance.

A Logitech mouse plus Logitech application software equals a complete solution (all

prices include mouse, Plus Software, and application):

LOGICADD.

.

. $189. PUBLISHER PACKAGE
...$179. PUBLISHER
software lets beginners and
experts alike produce pro-

fessional, high-impact

documents. Design templates

make page layout easy.

Turns your PC into

afull-featured CADD
workstation. Every-

thingyou needfor

dimensioned line

drawing and CADD.

LOGIPAINT SET. .

.

$149. Eleven type

fonts and a 16-color

palette. Createsfiles that

move easily into both

LOGICADD and
PUBLISHER documents.

(800-552-8885 in California). Or fill out and mail

the coupon below to: Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser

Drive, Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or write:

Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,

CH-1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland

(++41-21-869-9656).

hi

And in comfort. With a unique lightweight

ergonomic design. Low-angled buttons for maxi-

mum comfort and minimum fatigue. An exclusive

technology that guarantees a much greater life

span. An exceptionally smooth-moving, dirt-

resistant roller ball. And natural compatibility with

all PCs, look-a-likes, and virtually any software.

All ofwhich leads to an inescapable conclu-

sion: ifyou want to end up with the right mouse,

start with the right mouse company.

Logitech. We've got a mouse for whatever the

task at hand.

For the dealer nearest you, call 800-231-7717

CIRCLE NO. 193 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

~~1
Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive, Fremont, CA 94555.

Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,

CH-1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland.

Yes! Please send me the name of the nearest Logitech dealer.

Name

Company/Title

Address

Phone

ffl LOGITECH
Personal System/2 is a trademark of International Business Machines, Corporation.



Intelannounces
the endofcomputer
eneratedgraphics.

.....

TM

'Dream On" or "What To Do
While YourPC Is Indexing"

Pen and inkanddBASEIIt

Thisprimitivepiece is obviously the

result ofa waitingperiod. Most
probablyfrom theAutoCAD" era.

Introducing Intel Inboard 386/PC.
We're willing to bet you've got better things

to do than wait around for your PC to

do something.

Which iswhyyou'll like ournew Inboard

386/PC.
It's an easy-to-install 386 add-in board

for your IBM" PC or XT™ that makes what-

ever software you run, run up to ten

times faster.

Which should eliminate your ever

having to wait on your computer again.

But wait, there's more.

We're offering you a chance to buy a
*Windows offer good through 7 1 89. Trademarks/Owner: Inboard, Intel/Intel Corporation; IBM, XT/International Business Machines Corporation;

Window Microsoft Corporation; AutoCAD/Autodesk, Inc.; dBASE III/Ashton-Tate Corporation. © 1988 Intel Corporation.

Forty seconds offrustration
captured in this modem

masterpiece called "Spell Check"

special version ofMicrosoft'sWindows'"
386. Direct from Intel

8

for only $99.00*

WithWindows 386 and our 2MB piggy-

back board, you'll not only be able to run
your programs faster, you'll be able to

run several programs at once.

And run them with the peace ofmind
that comes from having a five-year

warranty From a company like Intel.

Which leads us
to ask, what are ©
you waiting for?

Call 1-800-

538-3373 today
irrtel

CIRCLE NO. 207 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



paradox unleashed fan
80386 PC without

32-bit software is

like a Lamborghini

stuck in traffic. It's

got a lot of poten-

tial, but it just

can't go anywhere.

Enter Paradox
386—a sophisticated rela-

tional database marketed

by Borland International,

and one of the first pro-

grams to take full advan-

tage of the 80386 micro-

processor. Most DOS
software uses 16-bit in-

structions to ensure com-
patibility with the older 8088 chips.

Paradox 386 sacrifices that compatibil-

ity in order to exploit the ability of the

80386 to carry out 32-bit instructions.

Databases are notorious sluggards,

wasting vast amounts of your time

while they tediously match and reject

records. By harnessing the speed of the

80386 chip, Paradox can chew through

employee records or parts inventories

faster than you can add sugar substitute

to your second cup of coffee.

To speed, Paradox 386 adds other

virtues: files created by its predecessor,

Paradox, Version 2.0, are compatible;

multiuser and network capabilities are

standard; it handles up to 2 billion re-

cords per table and up to 4,000 bytes

per record; and it offers automatic up-

dating, multilevel password protection,

and a wealth of reporting capabilities.

With these capabilities, Paradox 386
may take a bite out of the market for

high-end PC databases. At press time,

sources said Ashton-Tate's long-await-

ed dBASE IV was not scheduled to in-

clude support for the 386 in its "native"

(32-bit) mode, and Fox Software was
the only developer to deliver a 386 ver-

sion of its popular program, FoxBASE.
With its major competitors still in the

pits, Borland is betting Paradox will bet-

ter its position in the crowded database

field. —Winn L. Rosch

Paradox 386, $895; Borland Interna-

tional Inc., 4585 Scorn Valley Dr., P.O.

Box 660001, Scons Valley, CA 95066,

(800) 543-7543.

A N S A S — U R

Relational Database

Serial No: 5324 185-081 Company: PC Conptttinij Magazine

Contains Licensed Material Copyright (c) Ansa Softuare, 1985, 198b, 198?

All Rights Reserved

elease 2.83 Name : Lee The'

Paradox can chew through

employee records faster than

you can add a sweetener to

your second cup of coffee.

THUNDERING THOR
BATMAN-AN
ERASABLE CD

ompact disks have taken the

music industry by storm. Just try to find an LP of your favorite recording

artist; chances are you'll have better luck if you, like millions of music

aficionados, go optical.

The winds of that storm are blowing through the PC industry, too.

Optical disks hold an astonishing amount of information, but with one

catch: once data is on them, the information cannot be altered.

Because of this, CD-ROMs are used primarily for archival purposes, or

as a way of distributing databases and software.

But that may change, according to Tandy Corp. The firm has

developed a technology, which it calls Thor-CD, to allow CDs to be read

to and written from, as are floppies and hard disks.

Thor-CD works much like conventional CD technology—it stores

data by using a laser beam to carve microscopic pits into a light-

reflecting disk. The breakthrough, says Tandy, is that its technique

allows those tiny pits to be erased and written over.

This will allow CDs to be used in lieu of floppies or hard disks, but

with one very big difference: some CDs have capacities of over a

gigabyte—the equivalent of 50 20-megabyte hard disks.

All this won't come soon. Hardware to take advantage of the new

technology will probably not be on the market for another 18 months,

notes a Tandy spokesman. And it will come at a price, possibly $1,000

for the hardware and several hundred dollars for each disk.
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Instant Gratification
Introducing VP-Planner Plus™ version 2, the fastest

1-2-3® compatible spreadsheet program on the market

—up 20 times faster or more—performance so fast it's

almost instantaneous.

Two Steps Forward

Make a mistake? Just press Undo to step back

through the changes you've made to your worksheet.

Press Redo to step forward to where you left off. It's the

ultimate "What-If"!

Built-in Database

Two-way links to dBASE® database files and our

exclusive Multidimensional database handle huge tasks with

ease—up to 5 dimensions of data where others have just

2 or 3—without using mountains of memory.

Why Wait?

VP-Planner Plus uses proven technology that's light-

years ahead of the competition, and works on standard

computers with no special hardware requirements.

Available now—See your software dealer today!

VP-PLANNER PLUS VERSION 2.0

TIMING COMPARISION

VP-Planner Plus™ Quattro® 1-2-3 w/Speedup

Addition .39 2.20 1.00

Multiplication .39 2.25 1.00

Division .39 2.42 2.00

Exponentiation .39 8.68 14.00

All times in seconds

1

1

PAPERBACK
SOFTWARE

CIRCLE NO. 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Introducing VP-Planner Plus

From Paperback Software.

Contact PSI for test details. Trademark/owner: VP-Planner Plus, Paperback

Software/Paperback Software International; 1-2-3/Lotus Development Corporation;

dBASE/Ashton-Tate; Quattro/Borland International. ©1988 Paperback Software



OPTICAL IMAGES

the champ

isH

ust when you'd convinced

yourself that now wasn't the time to invest in a CD player as a PC

storage device, NEC Home Electronics has come along, eager to

convince you otherwise. The firm, out of Wood Dale, Illinois, has

released its first CD-ROM player and two CD-ROM software disks. The

items aim to accommodate, even to please.

The CD players come in two models, one to fit inside a PC and the

other meant to sit alongside it. The software libraries are for people

who like to add artwork to everything their PCs print out.

Clip Art 3-D has more than 2,500 three-dimensional pictures. It

comes with line drawings of people sitting at desks, walking, running,

and so on, as well as dingbats, lightning bolts and giant exclamation

points. Image Folio, NEC's second CD release, is a library of more than

4,000 color stock shots with views of sunsets, factories, and

everything in between, including the Statue of Liberty. Both are priced

at $399.

The external CD-ROM player, at $999, works with IBM PCs,

compatibles, PS/2s, and Apple Macintosh computers. Add $199 for an

NEC interface kit that attaches the player to the computer. The internal

CD-ROM is slightly less expensive, at $899. —Ann Sussman

Xerox
beware! Aldus is back—

with PageMaker 3.0, which

began shipment at the end of

May. With nearly identical

editions for the Mac and PC,

the new package addresses

what had been one of the

earlier PageMaker's greatest

shortcomings: its inability to wrap text

across multiple pages. With the click of

the mouse, you can now import an en-

tire word processing file in page format.

Aldus has also given PageMaker style

sheets which, with another click of the

mouse, allow quick and easy selection

of font, paragraph, and color settings

from an on-screen palette. You can also

tag styles directly in your word process-

ing program—for instance, by bracket-

ing a style command like "subhead"

with greater-than and less-than charac-

ters—before importing the text to

PageMaker.

To wrap text around graphics you

need as much drawing talent as a five-

year-old with a crayon and a blank

piece of paper: simply outline the

graphics, and PageMaker automatically

runs the text around the art.

The high level of compatibility be-

tween the DOS and the Macintosh ver-

sions makes PageMaker a practical pur-

chase for offices with both systems.

One caveat: this release needs a lot of

overhead. Think big in terms of process-

ing power (an 80386 is a must), memory
(at least 640 kilobytes, but the more, the

better), and monitors (a PC with an

EGA card supports only 16 colors).

All in all, the package that propelled

desktop publishing to the forefront has

gotten bigger and better. And while it

still lacks some of the features impor-

tant for long-document processing,

such as footnoting, index generation,

and automatic figure numbering, Page-

Maker is still the most flexible page-lay-

out package available today.—Diane Burns

Aldus PageMaker, Version 3.0,

Aldus Corp., 411 First Ave. South, Suite

200, Seattle, WA 98104, (206) 622-5500.
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doctor,

my eyes!

Bring back those fifties

monster-movie glasses: the

PC is going 3-D.

Tektronix, well known for

its high-end workstations,

has created a 3-D stereo

imaging system that works

just as well— if somewhat
more slowly—on a PC as it

does on considerably more-

expensive dedicated worksta-

tions.

In the real world, you see in

stereo because your eyes are

several centimeters apart.

Each eye sees an objectfrom a

slightly different angle. Your

brain fuses those two images

and the result is a perception

of depth.

The Tektronix system plays

a similar trick. It generates

two discrete images and dis-

plays them on a special moni-

tor that has liquid crystal

"shutters" embedded in the

glass. Polarizing glasses

allow each eye to see one, but

not both, of the images. And
voila! 3-D stereo for personal

computers.

Naturally, this visual

skulduggery isn't cheap: the

monitor and a 286/386-
compatible video card run

about $9,800.

But then, the folks who are

using the system aren't

exactly low-budget, accord-

ing to Sat Narayanan, market-

ing manager of the Liquid

Crystal Shutter Division of

Tektronix. Molecular chem-

ists, for example, are using it

to draw molecules that exist

only in their imaginations. In

addition Narayanan expects

telerobotics and training sim-

ulations to emerge as a strong
3-D stereo market.

It will be a while before this

gear trickles down to your

local computer store, but just

imagine how much fun Flight

Simulator is going to be in

3-D. —Steve Blount
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REACH OUT
How many times has it happened?
You're far from your PC and forgot

your copy of Xy Write or you brought

along the wrong version of a file.

What to do? Well, you could go all

the way back to your PC to retrieve

your programs and files. But there's a

better solution. You can load one of

three revamped remote communica-
tions programs onto the nearest PC
equipped with communications soft-

ware and a modem.
Each of these recently updated pack-

ages

—

Remote2 from Crosstalk Commu-
nications/DCA, pcAnywhere III from

Dynamic Microprocessor Associates,

and Carbon Copy Plus from Meridian

Technology Corp.—is actually two pro-

grams in one: a memory-resident pro-

gram for the host and another (not

memory resident) for the PC doing the

dialing. These programs allow you to

take control of a far-off PC and execute

programs almost as if you were sitting

at your distant desk.

If you're worried about hackers call-

ing in, two of these packages

—

Remote2

and pcAny'where III—offer an automat-

ic callback feature that prevents direct

access to the computer. When you call

in you simply give a preassigned pass-

word, and the program calls you back.

Remote, introduced by the Roswell,

Georgia firm in 1980, is the granddaddy

of these packages, and Version 2 re-

moves some of the clunkiness of the

original package. For instance, the first

version required a separate communi-
cations package to establish connec-

tions; Remote 2 includes this feature.

The program also offers a proprietary

file transfer protocol that prevents you

from retransmitting files from different

directories. Should you lose part of a

file during transmission due to a faulty

phone line or other problem, you can

retransmit from the middle of the file.

Carbon Copy Plus from Meridian

Technology, Irvine, California, adds

background file transfers so that the PC

calling in can transfer files while some-

one runs another application on the

host. Unique is Carbon Copy Plus's Uni-

versal Graphics Translator, which al-

lows you to transfer graphics files from

one graphics format to another during

the transmission process. Carbon Copy
also includes a script language that

automates such communications tasks

as dialing up an electronic mailbox and

checking for new messages.

New York-based Dynamic Micro-

processor Associates' new pcAnywhere

III allows you to talk on the phone

without exiting the programs running

on the PCs (although you can't talk and

transfer data at the same time). Its auto-

matic callback feature is also new.

With these packages, you won't have

to worry if you forget your stuff at

home. Just call in and get it.

—Frank Bican

i'VB been slimed

ô̂ho's re-

sponsible for the thousands of

scrambled and demagnetized
automatic teller machine (ATM)
and credit cards each year?
An accusing finger has been

pointed at the hagfish, alias

"slime eel/' used to make
wallets and handbags.
Theory has it that a goo exud-

ed from the glands of the hag-
fish may be responsible; but a
more likely culprit is the tanning
process, which may leave metal-

lic residues that can carry a
magnetic field.

Less imaginative folk offer a
third possibility: consumers who
place the cards near magnetic
fields. —Chris Johnston

WE THE PEOPLE
ere's your chance to become a bona fide one-person

pressure group. For just $49.95, Congressional Too/kit will

guide you through the morass of committees, subcommit-

tees, chairpersons, and ideological agendas. It will also

I I help you compose and mass-mail correspondence to any or

I all of them.

I I Toolkit includes vital stats on all current members of

I I Congress. By choosing options from a menu, you can select

politicians by name, state, party affiliation, or the committees on which

they serve. Then, using a mail-merge feature, you can personalize a

stock letter for each of them. You can create the letter using Toolkits

built-in word processor or use the data with your own software.

The standard version of the software (from BJ Toolkit, Croton-on-

Hudson, New York) has the federal database or a single state database

built in. Additional state databases are $39.95 each.—Chris Johnston
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PCMOUSE
AND AUTOSKETCH

®

FOR SERIOUS PLAYERS
OF CAD AND MOUSE.

From the makers ofAutoCAD?
Ever think you'd use your PC to

draw anything but your salary?

Probably not. Because CAD and
mouse drawing tools have always

been either too complicated or

expensive. Or their results were
strictly mickey mouse.

Until we bundled AutoSketch
— from the makers ofAutoCAD—
and PC MOUSE— from the origi-

nal mouse company. The two stan-

dards in graphic precision for

anyone who wants to draw with a

PC. Serious or not.

Even ifyou've never used PC
drawing tools before, in very little

time you'll find AutoSketch lets

you create charts, diagrams, illus-

trations, or just about any kind of

line art you need. And,with PC
MOUSE, you can draw, copy and
move shapes and symbols around
the screen at the touch

ofa button. Just pull down
a menu, point and click.

The only mouse that

uses advanced optical

technology, PC MOUSE
has no moving parts.

So it not only gives you
smoother hand control

and digital pointing

accuracy. It also elimi-

nates the need for cleaning and
maintenance. Which is one reason

why it comes with a Lifetime

Warranty*

So ask your dealer about the

new bundled package that gives

you serious CAD draw-

ing tools. PC MOUSE
and AutoSketch.

Technologies, Inc.

Formerly Mouse Systems

PC MOl'SE products available for IBM PC XT/AIT" PS 2™ and Apple® computers.

© 1988, MSG Technologies, Inc. 2600 San Tomas Expressway, Santa Clara, OA 95051; (408 ) 988-0211.

PC MOl'SE is a trademark < >fMSC Technologies, Inc., AutoSketch, AutoCAD, Apple and IBM are registered trademarks ofAutodesk, Inc., Apple Computer, Inc.

and International Business Machines Corporation, respectively. "Limited Lifetime Warranty' applies to hardware products only. Warranty limited to North America.

CIRCLE NO. 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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If

you think

computers are

primarily boys' toys,

statistics bear you

out. The U.S.

Department of

Labor reports that women
account for only 20
percent of computer

systems analysts and

scientists. And men are

more likely to purchase

PCs than women: males

bought three out of four of

the 9.5 million computers

purchased for the home in

1985, according to

DataQuest, the San
Jose-based

market-research firm.

All this means the

Women's Computer
Literacy Center had its

mission ready-made when
it opened in San Francisco

six years ago.

Founder Deborah Brecher

drew on a conviction that

women shouldn't be left

out of the computer

revolution. "I realized

women were lagging

behind in dealing with

computers out of some
kind of phobia/' she says.

CLOSING THE
GENDER GAP
The Women's Computer
Literacy Center holds

classes in cities across the

country. Some 5,000

women have completed the

$275, two-day course. To

make key concepts clear,

Brecher uses lots of

homey analogies. A print

buffer, for example, is like

a bathtub being rapidly

filled with characters (or

water) that flow slowly out

the drain (to the printer). If

the level of characters

(water) reaches the top of

the buffer (bathtub), the

tap (CPU) is turned off

until enough characters

have drained out. . .

.

—Traude Gomez

scanning the inessaDB

o

^i ^ ^ jj^

canning books, letters, and other

documents into your PC can be a

bit like typing with your eyes
closed. Sure, something gets on the page,

but the number of mistakes likely to crop

up makes the effort less than worthwhile.

Most of today's scanners feature optical

character recognition (OCR) software that

struggles to produce error-free electronic

files. The devices usually can read only a

handful of typefaces, so it's common for an

a to come out as an e.

The designers of the new Kurzweil Dis-

cover 7320 Model 30 claim to have
changed all that. The Model 30 incorpo-

rates a new version of Kurzweil's homegrown intelligent

character recognition software that can read the proportion-

ally spaced type found in books, magazines, and newspapers.

Thanks to the software, the scanner can "understand" a far

greater range of letters than can most OCR scanners, a Kurz-
weil representative said.

The new intelligent recognition software enables the scan-

ner to read multiple columns in a single pass. That may sound
simple, but column recognition is a big deal for machines.

Most scanners require you to scan columns of a magazine
article one at a time, then add instructions about proper col-

umn placement on the page.

Kurzweil also offers software that endows the scanner with

multilingual capabilities—French, German, Italian, Swedish,
Spanish, and Dutch, to be exact. To make working with the

scanned documents possible, scanned files convert to the AS-
CII or to the DCA format supported by most word
processors.

Desktop publishers, take note: the scanner can handle

graphics at 300-dots-per-inch resolution, but it lacks the so-

phisticated image processing software often bundled with

scanning systems. The Model 30 supports standard graphics

file formats such as PC Paintbrush from Z-Soft and TIFF.
A word of caution: the Model 30 doesn't work with Micro

Channel PS/2 computers or Macintosh computers.

All this razzle-dazzle comes at a price. And at $13,950, the

Model 30 is clearly not in the same ballpark as the under-

$1,000 hand-held scanners recently delivered by Logitech,

Mitsubishi, and others.

But the price tag shouldn't keep legal firms and govern-

ment offices, which spend millions on data entry, from look-

ing at this product with some interest. —Tom Stanton
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Where two worlds
become one

You have the best of both worlds with

SigmaVGA/H. One display adapter that

gives your PC/XT/AT the power to

display any standard software written

for the IBM PC or the PS/2.

From the PC World-Everything the
Best EGA Board Offers, And More
Start with 100% hardware compatible

EGA, CGA, MDA, and Hercules.

SigmaVGA/H supports all the standards

including digital monitors and 1 32-

column text mode. So you can run all

the PC software you own, including

Windows 386.

From the PS/2 World

-

Everything That IBM's
VGA Offers, And More
Continue with 100% hardware compati-

bility for VGA. Better yet, run VGA, EGA,
CGA, MDA, and Hercules all on the new
analog monitor. SigmaVGA/H gives you
the power to run all the new PS/2 soft-

ware, including OS/2.

For Your World

-

One Graphics Board Built on
the Experience of 400,000
Sigma Designs introduced the first VGA
board, and has sold over 400,000 VGA
and EGA adapters to date. We know that

informed customers will make the

right decision. So get the facts straight

from the people who wrote the book,

"VGA Issues and Answers." To get your
free copy or to find out more about

SigmaVGA/H, call us at (415) 770-0100.

SKMA\\\\\ \

AWGA H

Sigma Designs, Inc.

46501 Landing Parkway
Fremont, CA 94538SIGMA DESIGNS

Trademarks: SigmaVGA/H is a trademark of Sigma Designs. Inc.; VGA. liGA, CGA, MDA: International Business Machines Corporation; Hercules: Hercules Computer Technology; Windows 386: Microsoft Corporation.
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Computer-nostalgia
buffs will find the gadgets of their dreams at

"Computers in Your Pocket: The History of Hand-held Calcula-

tors" an exhibition that gets underway at The Science Museum

of Virginia, Richmond, this month.

Pocket electronic calculators have been around for 20 years.

But portable tools that make math easier have been around far

longer. On display are 64 "rare and unusual" items that trace the

human need to count and to record what was counted, according to a

spokeswoman for The Computer Museum, Boston, which organized the

exhibition.

The show features 17th-century Napier's Bones, rods made of bone

that astronomers once used to remember multiplication tables; and

adding machines such as the two-gear Webb Adder, patented in 1869.

And then there's the machine designed by the Englishman Samuel

Morland in 1666, which is credited as being the world's oldest mechani-

cal pocket calculator; and Hewlett-Packard's HP35, developed in 1972,

which was the world's first scientific hand-held electronic one.

You'll even find a 3,000-year-old counting aid called "Shepherd's

Pebbles," used to keep track of sheep.

The exhibit was fashioned from objects from The Computer Museum's

collection. Funded by Hewlett-Packard and organized by the Smithsonian

Institution Traveling Exhibition Service, the show will tour the country for

the next two years. —Ann Sussman

"Computers in

Your Pocket:

The History of

Hand-held

Calculators"

will be traveling

to museums
throughout the

country for the

next two years.

MOBILE
STORAGE

ô̂ot so much a

passport as a bill of lading, Plus Devel-
opment Corp.'s removable hard disk

drive takes the tedium out of moving
the ones and zeros across the frontier

separating the PC and PS/2 Micro
Channel computer architectures.

The Plus Passport drive is a two-part

device. The first part is mounted into

your PC or PS/2 and includes a host

adapter card, a controller, and a bay.

(An external bay is also available.) The
second part is the removable cartridge,

which contains the hard disk platter,

drive head, and motor.

Use the Plus Passport as an ordinary

hard disk drive, then press a front-panel

button. Obediently, the cartridge slides

out of its dock. Push this drive-cum-

cartridge into another machine, and
you've just moved multiple megabytes
in seconds.

Drop the cartridge into your brief-

case to travel, or pop it into a safe to

secure sensitive data.

Plus Passport 20MB drives retail for

$595, and the 40MB drives sell for

$795. Don't start cheering yet. You'll

also need base housing for the drive,

which goes for $349 for the internal

model or $399 for the external chassis; a

PC adapter for $299 or Micro Channel
adapter (for PS/2 machines) for $399; a

mounting kit is included. Add it all up,

and the base retail for a single bay with

a 20MB cartridge for a PC is $1,240.—Winn L. Rosch
Plus Passport, Plus Development
Corp., 1778 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas,

CA 95035, (800) 826-8022.
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NASA FLIESWITH
ANDSOCAN YOU

The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration is a regular Proteus

buyer. So are thousands of profession-

als, as well as small and large easinesses

nationwide. Including Xerox, GE,

Dupont, the US. Government, MIT and

Harvard. And with good reason:

Nationally Acclaimed

Performance And Support^

"The Proteus is one of the fastest desk-

top computers we tested. Quality has not

been compromised, yet this performance sys-

tem par excellence was hsifq
priced SO low." Dec. 1987 WORLD

"The Proteus 386116MHz is markedly

faster than any other PC we've iwked

with- including the Compaq

Deskpro 386/20!" Jan., 1988r

Compatibility Guaranteed.

Ever)' Proteus is American made from

the ground up. And guaranteed

compatible with all IBM PC/AT

software and add-on prod-

ucts. As well as with

DOS, OS/2, UNIX,

I XENIX, NOVELL and

all major

CAD sys-

tems. None

is alien to

Proteus!

Satisfaction

~
Guaranteed.

If you're not fully

satisfied with your

Proteus purchase, re-

turn it during the first

30 days for a full

refund.

The Most Extraordinary

Support In The Industry.

We don't leave you out in orbit

after we make the sale, either.

Proteus has a contract with a nation-

wide computer maintenance company.

If something should go wrong with

your Proteus system during the first 15

months, we'll send a qualified techni-

cian to your site to fix it. Free!

Just call our toll-free technical support

hotline any time you have a question or

need help. We'll take care of the rest.

OTEUS PCs.

Standard Features:

pro-

CACHE
386

INTEL CPU 80386 80386

1

80286 80286

SPEED MHZ 20/16/6 20/16/6 12/0 8/6

WAIT STATE ZERO ZERO ZERO 1

SYSTEMMEMORY l024Ktol6MB !024Ktol6MB 640Ktol6MB 640Ktol6MB
|

CACHE MEMORY SIZE 64KB 64X11 32KB

KBD. SELECTABLE SPEEDS YES YES YES YES

COPROOSSORSUPPORT 80287/387 80387 80287 80287

32-BITSLOTS 1

i 616-BITSLOTS 6 4 6

28 BITSLOTS 2 1 2

SERIAL PORTS 2 2 2 2

PARALLEL PORT 1 1 1 1

HARDDISK/FD.CTLR. YES YES YES YES

1.2MB 5V*"OR 144MB 3.5" ED. YES YES YES YES

ROM BASED SETUP/DIAGNOSTICS YES YES YES YES

POWERSUPPLY 200W 200W 200W 200W

ENHANCED 101 -KEY KBD. YES YES YES YES

SEAGATE, MINISCRIBE, MAXTOR HARD DISKS FROM $279. VGA/EGA ADAPTORS: VIDEO 7, SIGMA, ATI, EVEREX

FROM $149. MEMORY UPGRADES, COPROCESSORS, MODEMS AT LOW PRICES.

Custom Configured With
Tomorrow s Technology,

Proteus computers were custom con-

figured to meet NASA's specs. And

whether you need only one system

or a hundred, we'll custom config-

ure to your exact specifications, too.

From a long list of third party,

brand name components.

Including 3.5' microfloppy

drives, high-speed 1:1 interleave

controllers with ESDI and SCSI

hard disks and 800x600/640x480

resolution VGA graphics.

IN NJ: 201-288-8629

For tech support 1 -800-541 -8933

PROTEUS 386A opt. 20MHi

INFOWORLD

8.6

"A 16MHz, zero wait state

'hot rod'!" "Among the top

100 products of the year!"

MONOCHROME SYSTEM

WITH A 40MB, 28MS HARD DISK

$2908
EGA COLOR SYSTEM $
WITH A 40MB, 28MS HARD DISK 3329
VGA SYSTEM (800x600) $3Q£A
WITH A 40MB, 28MS HARD DISK *f.

1'wv

Proteus

"IBM can

keep its PC/AT

and PS/2 com-

puters; I'll take the

Proteus 286GTX before those any time. I

never want to be without it _
• ,„ CompuServe

again! Ernest Mau, Editor

"Fastest machine in the

ON LINE TODAY

INFO
comparison. A superb value" world

$1995
MONOCHROME SYSTEM

WITH A 40MB HARD DISK

EGA COLOR SYSTEM

WITH A 40MB HARD DISK

l2495
VGA SYSTEM (800x600)

WITH A 40MB HARD DISK
$2795

Proteus 286E
"The Proteus 286E is the clear winner.

Wf recommend it." world
MONOCHROME SYSTEM

WITH A 20MB HARD DISK 1612
EGA COLOR SYSTEM

WITH A 20MB HARD DISK 2095

Order By Phone. Its Easy.

You don't even have to leave your desk

to order a Proteus system. Or systems.

Just call us direct.

The exact configuration you want will

quickly land on your doorstep. All you

nave to do is plug it in, turn it on and

blast off into trie wild, blue yonder!

1 -800-782-8387

The Intelligent CONCLUSION!
377 Rt. 17 So, Airport 17 Ctr, Hasbrouck Hts, NJ 07604 • Telex 510-610-0960 FAX 201-288-9518

Electronic catalog and 24-hour tech support: set your modem to 1200B/1/8/N dial 201-288-8577

VAR/Reseller/volume discounts available. Payment methods: credit card, COD, company POs



SPEEDY POSTSCRIPTS
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Can

you grab a cup of coffee, gossip

a while with your underlings, and

complete The New York Times

crossword puzzle while you're

waiting for your PostScript printer

to output the newsletter you just

designed?

Help may be on its way. A

Silicon Valley microprocessor manufacturer

has introduced chips that it claims will speed

the operation of the notoriously slow Post-

Script by as much as 40 times.

The Weitek Corp. of Sunnyvale, California,

has developed a set of chips that will run

Weitek's version of PostScript, the page-

description language made famous by Adobe

Systems. The chips will become the heart of

a new generation of PostScript-compatible

printers that Weitek officials say will be 5 to

40 times as fast as the original PostScript

printer, Apple Computer's LaserWriter.

The Weitek chip may also make

PostScript-compatible printers a little

cheaper than the ones we've got today, and

its effect may even be felt on non-PostScript

lasers like Hewlett-Packard's popular Laser-

Jet Series II, according to John Rizzo,

Weitek's vice president of marketing. The

chips won't force down prices on LaserJet

compatibles, but they will pressure non-

PostScript laser makers to increase the

speeds of those printers, Rizzo believes.

But like much else in the computer indus-

try, the benefits of such a chip are forecast

for some future time. As we went to press,

we had yet to see a printer that used the new

chips; Rizzo estimates the first ones will be

ready by the end of this year.

—Preston Gralla

OFFICE
WORKS

f price

is no object and there is a

network in your future,

then Office Works may
just be the information

manager of your dreams.

This premium program,

from Data Access Corp.,

Miami, Florida, goes far

beyond other information

managers. Extensive elec-

tronic mail facilities,

phone messaging, secu-

rity control of documents,

and facsimile transfer are

only some of the features

it offers.

The big plus for Office

Works is its support of the

kind of network likely to be

encountered in the typical

small office. It can be

installed on networks that

use Novell's Advanced
NetWare (2.0 or later) or

on any of the NetBIOS sys-

tems, such as the IBM PC
Network and 3Com.

Office Works is hardly

inexpensive—come
August, the network ver-

sion will cost $1,395.
—Frank Bican

"Somebody got it all wrong and went

bonkers," said a Mississippi De-
partment of Corrections spokes-

man. What "somebody" got wrong was the de-

partment's accusation that an inmate at the

Parchman correctional facility was responsible

for the disappearance of 74 bales (about

$20,000 worth) of unginned cotton—and that

the convicted embezzler had committed the

caper using a computer. What was bonkers

was the accusation turning up as the lead to a

New York Times story about computer crimes.

The inmate, whom officials declined to iden-

tify, impressed his administrative superiors with

his computer savvy, a skill sorely lacking in the

prison. Contrary to prison policy, he was given

free rein of a state-supplied, standalone PC for

word processing and other office tasks, such as

keeping track of employee hours.

The prisoner, who is serving a 30-year sen-

tence, was alleged to have used the computer
to alter money orders for profit. The orders

were drawn up in small amounts, and then the

printed figures were changed to appear larger.

Corrections officers investigating the inci-

dent discovered that the inmate had also used
the PC to write letters petitioning for his own
early release, signing other people's names to

the letters. They also discovered he owned a

Radio Shack laptop with a built-in modem—

a

definite no-no for inmates.

"We found that it would have been possible

to access the prison computer with the Radio

Shack, but it would have been extremely un-

likely," said the department's spokesman.
"Only an expert with access to our mainframe
computers could have done it."

Although the prisoner has not yet been
charged with any crime, his Radio Shack com-
puter has been confiscated and he no longer

has access to the administrative PC. The
spokesman also noted that forged letters seek-

ing his own early release will probably affect

parole decisions in the prisoner's future.

"They might decide he hasn't yet learned

his lesson," the spokesman added.—Chris Johnston
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This is fore

toobusyto
If you're the type of person who's too

busy to read an ad, read this ad.

Because you'll learn about a new tool

that will help you manage people, ideas,

Dump any
random,

unrelated

thoughts or ideas

into Agenda, and
it'll help you turn

that information into

a stream ofstructured,

actionable knowledge.

projects, and

information

with incredible

efficiency. A tool

that will help you

avoid slumping into

your chair, shaking

W your head, and asking,

J "How on earth will I ever

get this done?"

We call it Lotus" Agenda,

the personal information

manager.

Agenda allows you to

dump random facts
,
thoughts

,

and ideas into your PC without having to

structure the information in advance.
Agenda'sfiling system is a more sophisticated version of thisfiling system. You can
put items anywhere you want. View them any way you want. And have access to

them anytime you want.

File View item Category Print Utility System Quit

New, Remove, Position, Assign, Discard, Undiscard

Scratchpad

• Forward product comparison articles to

Joan.

S" Can we get the cost of goods sold under

$12?

• Bob will present ten-point incentives

program at sales conference.

• Tom will have his report in by a week
from Friday; make sure it covers pricing,

strategy, distribution, and implications

of using outside vendor for typesetting

and printing.

• Decision needed on research budget by

end of this week—discuss options with

Jim and Joan.

Who Issues

• Joan • Competitive Tracking

Jim

Joan

Tom • Materials

Bob

Distribution

Vendors
Pricing

Items. Dump information in manually, import it or use

ourpop-up capability while in anotherprogram.

You can

record the

thousands

of tasks

you need

to address

to put

together a

new prod-

uct line. Or the thousands of factors you

need to put together a new bottom line.

Agenda will not only file these random
items of information for you, it'll help you

arrange them any way you want.

So you can understand them better,

formulate new ideas better and extract all

the answers you need better.

Which means, now you can concentrate



lyonewho's

yworkdone.
File View Item Category Print Utility System Quit

Column, Section, Management, Info

Issues

Packaging

Materials

Research

Distribution

Vendors

Pricing

Product Ideas

• Accept packaging bids until the end

of October.

J" Make sure synthetic materials are

reliable.

• Have Tom break down market

research results into best case/worst

case scenarios.

• Tom will have his report in by a week
from Friday; make sure it covers

pricing, strategy, distribution, and

implications of using outside vendor

for typesetting and printing.

• Distribution X Do Tom and Bob think we need to

adjust distribution mix?

Who Department

• Liz • Operations

• Sue • Operations

• Tom • Marketing

• Tom • Marketing

Tom • Marketing

Bob Sales

File: C: \ AGENDA \ FILES \ ISSUES
View: Issues by Person

06/21/88 11:00

Issues

Research

Joan

Decision needed on
research budget by end of

this week— discuss options

with Jim and Joan.

Priority When

• High • 06/25/88

Competitive Tracking • Forward product comparison * Low
articles to Joan.

07/07/88

Issues

Distribution

Bonus Dollars

Bob

Do Tom and Bob think we
need to adjust distribution

mix?

Priority When

• High • 06122m

Bob wili present ten-point » Medium • 06/29/88

incentives program at sales

conference.

Categories. Agendafiles items in all relevant categories

so you can alwaysfind the information you need.

Views. Looking at the same information through

different views gives you a more informed perspective

more on using and acting on your infor-

mation. And less on processing it.

How does Agenda work?
First, enter your items of information

IB^^^^AQM^^

The whole idea behind Agenda is to get them all in a row.

into your PC and assign them to catego-

ries that you create.

Then Agenda will do all of your filing

automatically.And thanks to Agenda's

multiplefiling capabilities, if the infor-

mation is relevant in more than one

place, Agenda will take it and put it in

several categories at once.

This makes it easy to view yourdata in

different ways so you
can pinpoint informa-

tion that's important

to you. Or discover

new relationships you
hadn't considered

before. And anytime

you change an item in

a view, Agenda will

automatically update all other categories

where the item has been assigned.

In fact, you could say that Agenda recal-

culates your text the way a spreadsheet

program recalculates numbers.

All of which means, from now on you'll

be able to come in every morning, check

yourAgenda, and get right to work.

Because you'll immediately know what
work needs getting to.

For $ 15 , we'll send you an Agenda demo
kit or videotape. CaU 1-800-345-1043 and
ask for demo kit n— im
XXX-3058 for

the 3. 5" version

or XXX-3053
for the 5.25"

version. Or ask

for videotape

XXX-3063.

Loin Agenda

IntroducingLotusAgenda
Agenda and Agenda Demo Kit require an IBM® PC or compatible, with 640K and a hard disk, DOS 2.0 or higher. Lotus and Agenda are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.



AS A COSMIC QUESTION,
it ranks right up there with

"What is the meaning of

life?" and "Is celibacy a via-

ble option?"

The question is: "Should I

buy an IBM PC or an Apple
Macintosh?"

Of course, like most Cos-

mic Questions, it's a tough proposition. There are too

many variables, too many undefined terms, too many
open-ended issues.

What do you mean by "PC"—one of the classic PC/
XT/AT machines made by IBM? A clone made by one
of its many imitators? Or an IBM Personal System/2,

one of IBM's new line of personal computers? And do
you mean a PC running DOS or OS/2?
And which Macintosh? The Mac Plus or SE, the cur-

rent versions of the original hobbit-like creature that

crouches on the desktop, all self-contained and user-

Lawrence J. Magid is a columnist for the Los Angeles

Times and senior editor of The Computer Show. Marty
Jerome is associate editor of PC/Computing.

friendly? Or the Mac II

—

much more powerful, much
more user-definable—that

Apple Computer has aimed
like Cupid's bow at the heart

of Corporate America?
The fundamental basis of

the choice rests, of course,

not on the computers, but on
your self-image and worldview. Are you a liberal or a

conservative? Are you laid-back or hard-charging? The
reason you are faced with a choice at all has less to do
with the two manufacturers' respective capabilities

than a dualism in the American sensibility, a split in the

collective psyche. Apple makes right-brained comput-
ers. IBM makes left-brained ones. |
A well-versed Macintosh user resembles a seasoned §

short-order cook at work, managing half a dozen unre- £
lated tasks in full-tilt batch mode. The Mac user drifts §

nimbly in and out of programs, shooting an untethered J

cursor at arcane pictures on the menu; booting up, \

changing, and storing a flood of images in split seconds; |
working without ostensible reason or method. s

The Macintoshes are intuitive, graphics-centered d

How does IBM's PS/2

Model 80 stack up against the

Apple Macintosh II?

By LAWRENCE J. MAGID and

MARTY JEROME
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machines. They invite exploration and play. They
function from a private vocabulary of corny pictures

and spatial relationships. Information seems secondary

to form.

Apple's trademark is the user-friendliness of its com-
puters, a downright conspiracy of West Coast good hu-

mor. This is due in part to the use of the mouse (what

else would Apple call it?). The soft, imprecise hand-eye

coordination it demands has a mildly humbling effect.

And, yes, Apples are polite machines, beaming with the

mechanical warmth of a Berkeley graduate student who
has agreed to edit your thesis.

IbM's ubiquitous PC-XT,
the Pontiac Bonneville of business machines, likes

things articulated. It has an alphanumeric mind, a stoic,

project-oriented demeanor. All IBMs are marvelous at

organizing and managing massive volumes of informa-

ith PS/2 comes improved

graphics. Suddenly, IBMs are turning

up in schools and universities, once

omain of Apple.

tion—in spreadsheets, databases, word processing in-

dexes, or files on a floppy disk. They are methodical,

plodding machines. They hunger for raw data; form is

something you format and forget.

Don't waste an IBM's time: if you can't type, get

someone who can. The machines will remind you of

every imprecise keystroke. They will begrudgingly and
laboriously give you graphics—even good graphics

—

but they prefer words and numbers. They are eager

computers, but demand some intelligence in the driv-

er's seat. They are professional—like a newly minted

^^The day after IBM an-

^^lounced its plans to enter the

personal computer market, Apple
picked up the gauntlet with a full-

page ad in The Wall Street Jour-

nal. The headline read, "Welcome
IBM, seriously."

That was 1981, in the days
when Apple was given to such

glibness. At stake was more than

its stellar market share. Apple was

out to defend its intellectual prop-

erty and birthright, the very no-

tion of what personal computing
is about.

But then, Apple has always
been about crusades. Its mythic

beginnings and its evangelical bad
boy, Steven Jobs, continue to play

heavily on at least one side of the

American dream. It is true that

the first Apple was built in Jobs's

parents' garage by loner/whiz kid Steve

Wozniak on money raised from the sale

of Jobs's Volkswagen bus and Woz-
niak's Hewlett-Packard programmable
calculator. And it is also known that

Jobs lived in a commune and became a

multimillionaire before he was 30. Ap-
ple Computer was built by such vision-

aries, misfits, and West Coast individ-

ualists. Its early, spectacular growth
carried with it a breezy California arro-

gance that was virulently antiestablish-

ment, antibureaucratic, anti-East Coast.

It presaged the 1980s buzzword "entre-

preneur." Apple was the company of

tomorrow, where office attire meant
jeans, T-shirts, and running shoes, and
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no one kept regular hours.

Its machines emulated their

creators. The first Apples were
friendly, open standalones. As-
toundingly malleable and tolerant

computers, they responded to the

most rudimentary of typing skills.

To Apple engineers they were the

ambitious, populist tool that

would set loose millions of indi-

vidual rags-to-riches stories. The
machines were the gospel.

Meanwhile, the other side of

the American dream was taking

shape in the gray corridors of an

obscure industrial complex in

Boca Raton, Florida. It featured

buttoned-down, pinstriped team
players, nickel-nosed managers,

and highly motivated movers. It

was IBM, of course: the Estab-

lishment's establishment, one of

the largest multinational monoliths in

the world.

IBM wanted to move personal com-
puting from the lunatic fringe, wrest it

from kids and West Coast flakes, and
put it to work in Corporate America to

fit the way Corporate America was al-

ready being run. An information society

needs a standard. IBM was quick to

point out that its middle name was
Business, whereas apples were a kind of

fruit.

But IBM's PC was late to market. In

its scramble to hedge Apple's burgeon-

ing influence, IBM turned out a ma-
chine with open architecture similar to

that of the early Apples, but built from

off-the-shelf components (IBM didn't

even make the box it came in) and driv-

en by a widely unknown operating sys-

tem that had been licensed from a

bunch of whiz kids at an obscure com-
pany named Microsoft. The PC's phi-

losophy of design was the diametric op-

posite of the Apple's.

Where the Apple II offered a chaotic

array of incompatible standards, the PC
was the perfect (if boardroom-somber)

team player, comfortable with a host of

peripherals and interfaces. It was the

tool that would raise productivity, en-

hance intercorporate communication,
and pump sunshine into the bottom
line. It was not about inventing the

future.

The question of whether Apple will

ever be asked to join the club, or wheth-
er IBM will learn to work in bare feet, is

academic. The two companies find

themselves struggling over the same
turf—the corporate marketplace that

buys the lion's share of high-ticket per-

sonal computers. The inevitable result

of the competition is that their prod-

ucts, if not their corporate cultures, are

evolving in ways dictated by corporate

customers.

That two companies with such op-

posing values, missions, and origins are

competing head-to-head is an "only in

America" kind of story. That their

products should be co-evolving, be-

coming less hostile toward each other

and easier to use together, is good news
for us all.

—Marty Jerome

PC/ COMPUTING



Harvard MBA making lists of things you want done.

The XT's successor, the AT, meant more horsepow-

er under the hood, pure and simple. It could do more
and do it faster, but it was the same dour, amazingly

useful computer as the XT. It was a company man.

The current line of PS/2s blurs this analogy and in-

vites comparison with Apple's Mac II.

The semiclosed architecture of the PS/2s makes
them much harder to clone. This is IBM's way of re-

claiming its intellectual property, of telling the doners

their free ride is over. Also, with

the PS/2 comes a tremendously

improved graphics capability.

Suddenly, IBMs are turning up
in schools and universities,

once the domain of Apple.

For its part, the Mac II now
comes with more than modestly

open architecture. In addition,

many of its peripherals are pro-

duced by third-party vendors.

This has helped Apple push
open the door to the board-

room, a market it lost to IBM a

mere three years ago.

Perhaps everything that rises

truly does converge: at the top

of each manufacturer's line, the

machines (Apple's Mac II and

IBM's PS/2 Model 80) begin to

look surprisingly similar.

Both are built around micro-

processors that can manipulate

32 bits of data at once—the

Motorola 68020 for the Mac,
the Intel 80386 for the Model 80. Both processors run

at a very fast 16 megahertz (and both have recently

announced faster speeds—a 25-MHz IBM and a 33-

MHz Mac). Their expansion buses (IBM's Micro
Channel and the Mac's NuBus) are 32 bits "wide"

—

they can move data around the computer in 32-bit

chunks, which increases both the operating speed and

the memory-addressing capability of the machines. And
it's possible for each bus to address multiple external

devices simultaneously. Currently, virtually no applica-

tions take advantage of such multitasking muscle, but

future applications under OS/2 or Apple's MultiFinder

may exploit the potential.

One big advantage to the Mac is that you're up and
running minutes after you uncrate everything. Plug it in

and go.

IBM has been slack in this regard, for years selling

bare CPUs without the essentials needed to run them

—

the equivalent of selling cars with optional steering

wheels. Big Blue forced buyers to take things apart with

screwdrivers, flip dip switches, buy components sepa-

rately and hope everything would work together. No
more. You still have to buy the operating system sepa-

IIf the PC world and the

Mac world really are converging, why are Mac users so

unswervingly loyal? The most frequently heard rea-

son—the same one that prompts the Mac faithful to

put "DOS: Just Say No" bumper stickers on their

cars—is ease of use. Conventional wisdom says the

Mac wins this battle hands down.

Well, maybe.

rately, but the new IBM Model 80 is sold as it should

be: unless you need more than the standard 1 or 2

megabytes of memory, just plug it in and go. You can be

up and running just as fast with a Model 80 as with a

Mac II.

But is the Mac really easier to use? For a long time

there was no argument. Remember the anticipation of

turning on your first PC? G > was a pretty bleak greet-

ing, and things got worse from there. The Mac, on the

other hand, glowed softly to life revealing friendly little

pictures, called icons, on the screen. The implicit mes-
sage
—"See? No tech ... no problem"—was instantly

imprinted on the consciousness of a generation.

This powerful image still lingers. But times have

changed, even if operating systems haven't. The fact is,

fairly cheap and very good programs called DOS shells

make life easier today for IBM users. These shells hide

the ugliness of DOS behind a more seemly facade of

menus and flashy features; for $50 or $75 you'll never

again have to stare at a C* > prompt, trying to remem-
ber syntax.

That said, let's look at the value of the Mac's icons.

The Macintosh uses icons instead of names to identify

each file's purpose. Icons are effective if there are only



a few on the screen. But for users with hundreds or

thousands of hard disk files to manage, shell menus and
filenames are less confusing than a screen full of friend-

ly little pictures.

Think about it. The essen-

tial idea of icons is that a picture communicates a con-

cept more quickly and easily than a word. But consider

that uncomfortable moment we've all spent staring at

the icons on restroom doors, trying to figure out which
one was for caballeros. Multiply that frustration by the

number of files on your hard disk.

Of course, you don't have to use icons. Mac II also

lets you assign files by name, and these can be sorted by
date, by size, or alphabetically. But a graphics-oriented

worldview is deeply embedded in the genetic code of

the entire Mac family. Even if you choose to name a file

rather than assign an icon to it, Mac uses pictures for

commands. To erase a file, for example, you click the

mouse button on the file's icon (or its name) and drag it

across the screen into a trash can icon. Many find this a

more tedious process than typing DEL.
Let's say you want to run a program. The Mac's op-

erating system, MultiFinder, files hierarchically, just

like DOS. On either system, the program you want may
be buried in a subdirectory (Mac calls them folders)

three layers down. Mac's Find File utility can help by
telling you where the file is. But you still have to get

there, which in this case means navigating through

three levels of folders, pointing and clicking the mouse.

One big advantage to the Mac

is that you're up and running minutes

after you uncrate everything.

Plug it in and go.

With an IBM you could, of course, go through the

same navigation exercise, typing directories instead of
sliding the mouse around. But DOS gives you a fast,

sensible option. If you make a PATH statement for a

frequently used program, you simply type its name to

activate the program instantly. It makes no difference

where it is, or which directory you happen to be in at

the time.

If you're buying a computer to run just two or three

applications, the Mac approach is fine. For those with

more ambitious plans, the utility of DOS gives IBM
PCs the edge in most business uses.

But remember: the new IBMs run DOS. Don't throw
anything away yet. OS/2 is an optional operating sys-

tem; wonderful in concept and looming large on the

horizon, but by no means mandatory.

IBM says OS/2 will make the world a better place,

and IBM may be right. DOS, which forces programs to

run in 640 kilobytes (or less) of memory, is beginning to

look quaint in these days of megamemory. OS/2
smashes that barrier, offering the alluring prospect of

many-meg RAM memory and true multitasking (read:

doing a zillion things at once).

Precious little software runs on OS/2 now, though,

and it will be some time before a lot of it does. In the

meantime, most PC users will be well-served by—and
reluctant to abandon—their substantial investment in

DOS software. There are other ways around the 640K
DOS barrier. And there are other ways to run programs
simultaneously. Without OS/2.
The Mac II has no such 640K restriction. But its

multitasking program, MultiFinder, can't compare with

OS/2 in sophistication. And MultiFinder has other

problems. The current version is prone to crash under
some circumstances, and most programs that work with

it are rather lame running as background tasks. Even
Apple's chairman, John Sculley, calls MultiFinder a

"first generation" system and admits his company has a

long way to go.

The true appeal of OS/2 will probably become ap-

parent only with the eventual introduction of Presenta-

tion Manager. This may tilt the balance dramatically.

Presentation Manager will offer a friendly, Maclike
graphical interface (similar to Windows, say industry

insiders) and, because of OS/2's greatly expanded pow-
er, it just may be the first viable challenger to the Mac's
seamless software interface.

The Mac's interface, with its consistent look and
feel, makes learning any new program like checking

into a Holiday Inn hotel room anywhere in the world.

Everything is just where you expect it to be. No sur-

prises. No learning curve. No lost time.

On the other hand, programs written for IBMs vary

widely, which for years has made IBM users throw
software manuals against walls and out windows.

This matters less today, though, because the new ma-
chines have enormous memory and immensely more
powerful processors. More power means easier soft-

ware—easier to learn, since there's room for help

menus on virtually any topic; and easier to use, since

function keys can be made to do things that once re-

quired a complex series of commands.
More than 12,000 commercial software programs are

available for DOS machines. That, as much as any-
thing, propagates the species.

O
fc#ut the Mac is moving up.

More than 2 million have been sold and there are excel-

lent software packages for every major category of ap-

plication. Mac sales continue to climb briskly.

Something else to consider is that more and more
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software is available for both machines. There is a

smoke-and-mirrors aspect to this, since a DOS program
cannot really be "adapted" for the Mac; another one is

written and sold under the same name. Nevertheless,

most are very good translations that use similar com-
mand structures and are nearly always able to use the

same data files.

We might be able to infer something useful from this.

Both the IBM PS/2 and the Mac II were introduced

more than a year ago. If one were a hands-down win-

ner, we might be seeing mass one-way software migra-

tion by now. As it happens, software is moving both

ways. Microsoft was the first major vendor to cross the

line, releasing Mac versions of Word and Multiplan

(originally written for DOS) and a PC version of Excel

(the award-winning Mac spreadsheet). Other publish-

ers have followed—including Ashton-Tate, WordPer-
fect Corp., and Innovative Software.

One area in which the IBM and the Mac function

very differently is desktop publishing.

It's hard to be coldly objective about the comparison.

For one thing, desktop publishing means different

things to different people. And there are no calcula-

tions-per-second benchmarks to follow. What matters

is the type of output you expect from your machine and
the frequency with which you use graphics programs.

If you need clean, presentable correspondence and
quarterly departmental reports that include charts and
graphics, you can live quite happily with an IBM Mod-
el 80 and a laser printer.

On the other hand, if a good portion of your time is

devoted to the presentation of information rather than

The Motorola 68000 pro-

^^essor and the Intel 8086 mi-

croprocessor chips, introduced in

the early 1980s, have spawned
families of 16- and 32-bit proces-

sors that have enjoyed wide com-

mercial success in the PC indus-

try.

The good fortune of both chip

families stems from the same
source: they were used in comput-

ers that became popular because

of what the computers could do,

for the applications they could

process. As everyone knows, IBM
selected the Intel 8088, the 8-bit

bus version of the 8086, to power
the original PC and the hard-

disk-equipped PC-XT that fol-

lowed it. The 8086 was designed

by Intel as a processor that would

be upwardly compatible for appli-

cations running on the highly successful

Intel 8080 chip.

That decision required, among other

things, that the 8086/88's 1 megabyte of

memory be segmented into 64 kilobyte

segments. IBM and Intel felt that many
successful programs like VisiCalc and

WordStar could be easily ported from

8080-based CP/M systems to an 8086-

based computer, such as the IBM PC.

This was true enough, and those pro-

grams were duly ported to the PC and

its Microsoft-designed PC-DOS oper-

ating system—but at a cost.

The segmented memory design

forced PC-DOS applications to be for-

ever limited to 640K of memory, re-

gardless of advances in the memory de-

sign of otherwise upwardly compatible

processors. As a result, when IBM in-

troduced the Intel 80286-powered PC

c
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AT in 1984, the 16MB memory
space the chip is capable of ad-

dressing was totally useless.

PC-DOS applications re-

mained stuck inside their 640K
limits, and ATs could be used
only as souped-up XTs. In addi-

tion, PC-DOS was designed as a

single-tasking, single-user operat-

ing system—the norm at the time.

The 80286 is capable of multi-

tasking when run in its protected

mode, which assures that one ap-

plication won't corrupt the mem-
ory owned by another application.

But that too could not be used in

the PC-DOS environment.

Since the AT was introduced,

there has been mounting pressure

to raise the memory limit of the

PC family of computers and im-

plement a multitasking operating

system. The Lotus-Intel-Microsoft

Specification expanded memory has

solved the memory problem to some ex-

tent, and OS/2 will solve the multitask-

ing problem when it comes into more
widespread use.

Meanwhile, the 80386 processor can

solve both problems in more interesting

ways because it can extend the memory
environment for standard PC-DOS ap-

plications and run multiple, concurrent,

virtual 8086 PC-DOS systems, thereby

creating a multitasking environment.

The 80386 will also operate under

OS/2.
The Motorola 68000 family of pro-

cessors is best known for its success in

Apple Macintosh computers. The pro-

cessors have also enjoyed tremendous

commercial success in the multitasking,

multiuser world and are often referred

to as minicomputer processors rather

than microcomputer processors. Like

the Intel 8086 family of processors, the

68000 family has its roots in the 8-bit

world.

The 6800, however, was never as

successful as the Intel 8080, so Motor-
ola bit the bullet and decided to trash

compatibility with its 8-bit roots when
it designed the original 68000. As a re-

sult, the memory of those processors

has never been segmented, and multi-

tasking was a design objective from the

very start, even though it didn't show
up until the 68010 came on the scene.

The current state-of-the-art Motor-
ola processor is the 32-bit multitasking

68020. As implemented in the NCR
Tower computers, that chip can sup-

port up to 20 users under Unix.

The current leading-edge Intel pro-

cessor is the 32-bit multitasking 80386,

a chip that can operate as multiple 8086

processors with their segmented memo-
ry scheme, or as a full-blown 32-bit

processor with open addressing.

Oddly enough, both the Mac II and
the PS/2 Model 80 are caught betwixt

and between the capabilities of these

two processors. The Mac II can't multi-

task, at least not in any of the current

versions, but the PS/2 can, although

the OS/2 version doesn't take full ad-

vantage of the virtual machine capabili-

ties of the 386.

Meanwhile, users who want to run

multitasking DOS applications with

their 386s have a wide array of schemes
to choose from, such as Windows/386,
VM/386, and PC-MOS. And the
hearty among Mac and PC users can

even give Unix a try.

—-John Dickinson



its content—how it looks and not what it says—you're a

candidate for a serious (read: expensive) desktop pub-

lishing system. That means a Macintosh. IBM could

never have invented desktop publishing.

Ventura Publisher and PC PageMaker are solid, use-

ful programs for IBM desktop publishing. Lots of busi-

nesses use them to crank out everything from directo-

ries to documentation. The programs "do" graphics

—

both creating them and incorporating them into text

documents. By and large, the PC versions of the pro-

grams do it just as well, if a shade less easily, than their

Mac II counterparts. And, of course, there are winks

and nudges from IBM telling us that this will change

very soon.

^Sood presentation is easier

on a Macintosh. That's in part a virtue of its roots as a

graphically oriented machine. The primitive forms

from which pictures are drawn—square, circle, line

—

are built into the Mac.
Good presentation—the kind the Mac makes sim-

ple—is important to effective paper-based communica-
tions. But if your documents are being generated by
data from DOS applications, think IBM.
And if your documents are destined for desktop pub-

lishing, the edge has to go to the Mac. If your previous

experience with Macintosh graphics has been on a Mac
Plus or even a Mac SE, you owe it to yourself to test-

drive the Mac II and its full-page monitor. Screen re-

draw of a 300 dots-per-inch image is very quick; resized

images write back to the screen in a flash; text scrolls

smoothly and quickly. Charts and graphs move onto the

screen almost as quickly as text.

And that's with just a stock Mac II carrying 1MB of

memory. The machine's memory can be expanded to

8MB, all addressed seamlessly, without registers or spe-

cial software. The extra memory gives the Mac a place

to store very large screen images, further speeding

screen redraw.

At a blazing 25 MHz, the IBM Model 80 could be

just as fast if you added enough extra memory. But

then, new 68030 add-on cards for the Mac (promised

soon from several manufacturers) will up the ante to 33

MHz. Beyond this, the point may be moot; if you're

going to buy a 160 mph Maserati, it's probably for rea-

sons other than speed.

But speed is less important than other capabilities.

Networking is the totem of a new age, and you can bet

both Apple and IBM have worked hard to make emi-

nently networkable machines. This is one thing you
don't need to factor into a purchasing decision.

But what could be a sensible solution for many

—

using Macs and IBMs for different applications—is of-

ten overlooked because of vague notions that these ma-
chines are as compatible as oil and water. And we've all

heard horror stories about the consequences of incom-
patibility. Relax.

Flashing the Cash:
What the Systems Cost
The PS/2 and Macintosh are still dif-

ferent enough to make comparing Ap-
ples and IBMs a bit like comparing

apples and oranges. This is particular-

ly true in the case of memory.
The Macintosh family, with its

graphical interface, requires more
memory for the operating system, but

it can also use large amounts of

memory.
The IBM running DOS requires

less memory for the operating system,

but it is unable to use large amounts
of memory directly. Until OS/2 or an-

other operating system becomes the

standard, the value of extra memory
comes from its use as RAM disks and
caches and from software written to

take advantage of Expanded Memory
(EEMS).

For comparison, we assembled two
high-end systems capable of running

the software you would expect to use

on each.

Comparable Systems
Macintosh II

Base price: $5,598

Includes:

16 MHz CPU
1MB RAM 800K,
3 ¥2 -inch disk drive

40 MB hard disk

SCSI, Appletalk, and mouse ports

Math coprocessor

Extended keyboard
Mouse

Video cards: $648

Apple color monitor: $999

8MB memory:
4 x 2MB expansion kits

($849 each): $3,396

Total: $10,641

IBM PS/2 Model
80-386-041
Base price: $6,995

Includes:
16 MHz CPU
1MB RAM
1.4MB, 3 Vfe-inch disk drive

44 MB hard disk

Serial, parallel, mouse, and
keyboard ports

VGA video

Operating system

PC-DOS 3.3: $120
Math coprocessor: $795

12-inch VGA color display,
model 8513: $685

Memory expansion board
with 2MB: $1,695

Extra 2MB
(5MB for whole system): $895

Total: $11,185
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There are lots of ways to hook Macs to PCs, transfer

data, and convert file formats—the three essentials of

making the machines work together.

Several packages include telecommunications soft-

ware and the necessary hardware to connect the two
machines directly

—

MacLink Plus, Lap-Link Plus, PC
Quickshare, and others. And if you can't find cables

long enough, use Ma Bell's. Or send files to an elec-

tronic-mail system from one machine, and retrieve

them with the other.

Another solution is true net-

working. It's been possible for a

couple of years now to put an

AppleTalk card into a PC.
Now, a version of Novell's

NetWare will let Macs run on
PC networks.

Finally, data can be swapped
with external drives that run on
either machine and' read the

disk format of the other. If

you're still anxious, read The

MS-DOS—Mac Connection, by
Cynthia Harriman with Jack
Hodgson (published by Brady

Books).

In the struggle for the hearts

and minds of America's users,

IBM has a decided edge when
it comes to the "goodies."

Though the new Mac per-

forms a lot more tasks tradi-

tionally associated with PCs, it

just can't match the vast array

of PC-compatible products.

Even if both machines were equally good at everything

(and they're not), this alone would tilt the balance to-

ward IBM for anyone considering a computer as a mul-

tifunction tool.

species. But it's foolish to buy anything that plugs into

an electrical socket without worrying about obsoles-

cence.

There's no sure way to tell, of course. The best mea-
sure we have is what's called the "installed base." It

amounts to how many users will riot in the streets if

support is suddenly cut off.

There's no question that the IBM family (PC, XT,
and AT) running on the DOS operating system has an
armlock on the business computing community. For all

One of the joys of owning

a big, important computer is making it do new things.

Both the Model 80 and the Mac II are big and impor-

tant. But Mac users can't enjoy the satisfaction of win-

dow shopping—and the thrill of buying and using an

astonishing parade of new tools—on the same scale as

PC users.

Nearly every whim of human experience has been

made IBM-compatible. Fax cards, scanners, voice-mail

systems, miniprocessors that emulate operating systems

other than DOS—all this and more plug right in and
make life easier. The choice ofPC keyboards, monitors,

and printers is also much broader than for the Mac.
Of course, this may change as the Mac gains popu-

larity. But for now, IBM is the clear choice for multiple

applications.

Obviously, neither Apple nor IBM is an endangered

practical purposes, this makes IBM as safe as the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank. Market researchers at Creative

Strategies estimate that more than 20 million PC (and

PC-compatible) machines have been sold since 1981,

when IBM introduced its first PC. IBM's PS/2 ma-
chines, introduced in April, have already topped 2 mil-

lion in sales.

After all is said and done, the Mac is still better with

graphics, the Model 80 still better at business. But the

gap in both areas has narrowed enough to make the

choice between the Model 80 and the Mac II tougher

than ever.

The good news is that both machines are finally

powerful enough to begin performing the kind of mir-

acles we've long thought they should. And the choice

need no longer be clear-cut—if you need the strong

points of both, buy both. They work well together, and
they've become so much easier to use that it's no longer

a make-or-break decision between learning Arabic or

Chinese.

Ultimately, the trend toward togetherness will bene-
fit us all. Mac has a lot to learn from IBM—and vice

versa. Clearly, these two machines demonstrate that the

lessons are being learned on both sides. E



No-nonsense desktop

publishing is as simple as

choosing the right word-

processing software

By

JIM SEYMOUR

It starts innocently enough.
You see the proposal Phil prepared for the

American Hydrodynamics bid. Or the set off

overheads Marian used when she made the
big sale to Inert Systems. Or the contract
Kenneth drew up for the Owen Sound recla-

mation work.
They look so good.
You want your stuff to look that way, too:

crisp, professional, as if it just came from the
typesetter. Right off the laser printers
hooked up to personal computers in those oth-
er people's offices. Laser printers and PCs
just like the ones your secretary uses, in fact.

Hitiittiii. ...

Your secretary can't do that kind of work on
the word processor she uses, of course. So
you turn in a purchase order for a copy of that
desktop publishing program everyone's us-
ing. It comes; she digs into the manuals. She's
getting this down pretty good now . . . just
look at that sample page!
So she starts using PrettyPagePublisher

for your most important letters and those pro-
posals, reports, and overheads.

This is The Right Stuff. Looks fresh from
the printer, with those nice 1-2-3 tables right
in the text, the company logo on every page,
and boxes around the important parts.
But a few weeks into this desktop publish-

ing fervor, you begin to notice how many
things are slipping. Like getting things fin-

ished and out the door. What once took an
hour "to get typed" now takes a morning;
what once took a morning takes a couple of
days; and what once took a couple of days
seems never to get finished.

This isn't desktop publishing; it's desktop
entropy. You've become a junkie for the form
and look of things at the expense of
productivity.

And you begin to question just how impor-
tant it is to have your letters printed in 12-
point Times Roman on a 14-point slug with 3.6
points of leading between paragraphs, 6 ex-
tra points after the "Dear John," the address-
ee's company name in bold italic, and page
numbers in small-cap 10-point Helvetica.
But gosh, it looks so good ....
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You're not alone. But there's quick relief ahead.

PC-based desktop publishing has swept Corporate

America, revolutionizing the production of newsletters,

catalogs, price sheets, press releases, technical manuals,

and the rest of what we knew all along the technology

was meant to handle. No longer relegated to mundane
production and PR-oriented roles, desktop publishing

has moved upstairs into mainstream administrative,

sales, marketing, and finance work.

The "DTP look" has caught on in a big way in busi-

ness. But that look comes at a high price.

Part of the price is due to the larger and more com-
plex PC systems required to run desktop publishing

software and produce the finished work. No one does

serious desktop publishing on a two-floppy, 256-kilo-

byte PC connected to an IBM Graphics Printer. Entry-

level platforms start with 80286-based PCs, oversized

high-resolution monitors, large hard disks, and laser

printers with plenty of memory for downloadable fonts.

Another part of the price is training cost and time.

That includes the inevitable productivity sag that

comes between learning the new method and getting

really good at it.

But these costs are acceptable. Low-end PCs are on
the way out in business anyway, as 286 and 386 PCs be-

come the norm. Laser printers are commonplace in

many offices. And businesspeople, by and large, accept

training costs as a worthwhile investment.

What's not acceptable is the dirty little secret about

desktop publishing systems as office tools. Using one of

these systems to build a document—be it a letter, re-

port, or proposal—takes much more time than what
we're accustomed to spending on the river of paper that

flows across our desks.

Aren't computers supposed to make things faster}

The final irony is that for the majority of business

paperwork now being processed for that "DTP look,"

only a few desktop publishing tools are needed. We
don't need easier and faster desktop publishing pro-

grams, we need more powerful word processing pro-

grams—software designed to turn out documents in a

production setting while offering enough publishing

features to generate those great-looking pages.

Which, it turns out, is a perfect description of the

latest round of PC word processing packages.

In fact, we may not be able to call them word process-

ing programs any more. There's an apparent contest

among vendors for the right to name this emerging cat-

egory of software. Sad to say, word publishing seems to

be winning. Tin-eared and not a little stupid, wordpub-
lishing may turn into the hot buzz-phrase of 1989.

Remember: You read it here first.

The main players in this new round of the word pro-

cessing game are WordPerfect Corp.'s WordPerfect,

Version 5.0; Microsoft Corp.'s Word, Version 4.0; Lo-
tus Development Corp.'s Manuscript, Version 2.0; and

Micropro International Corp.'s WordStar Professional,

Version 5.0 and WordStar 2000, Release 3. A second

Lotus Manuscript

Company Newsletter

Supersonic, Inc. March 14, 1988

Military Contract Awarded
for Supersonic AX-4's

On Tuesday, October 14, 1988, Supersonic, Inc. was
awarded a military contract to produce 150 Super-

sonic AX-4's. Production will begin early in 1989
and continue into the spring. The AX-4 is one of
Supersonic ' s most powerful F- 1 8 planes. The design

incorporates a new concept of wingspan construc-

tion which allow the plane to fly at high speeds, even
under turbulent conditions. The contract will result

in a substantial increase to Supersonic's operating

profit for the year. Renewal of the contract for the

year of 1990 is expected by officials, and numbers
may even double. This would result in long-range
operating profit increases to Supersonic, Inc. to the

order of nearly three million dollars.

Company Changes Improve Yearly /inancial Statistics

The contract will drastically improve Supersonic, Inc.'s ymx\y financial statistics, thus allowing
for more funds to be allocated to research and development. Particularly, for the earth-orbiting

shuttle project currently underway. Supersonic, Inc. is awning to strengthen its position in the

industry as a pioneer in the development and manufacturing of defense aircraft.
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May 1988 Volume 15 For Travel Association Members

New Cruise Options
in Mexico Announced

Currency Exchange

The Mexican Government granted

rights today to offer the first cruises to-

tally within Mexico. Only Exploration

Cruise Lines will offer this exclusive

cruise. All other Mexico Cruises must

continue to cruise from the nearest US
port of departure.

According to a cruise industry expert

it appeared that the new cruise would

waste half your vacation just getting

there. Instead, Exploration will fly you

directly to La Paz in Baja to cruise

amid the wonders and wildlife of the

^Sea of Cortez. You can go sport fish-

ng in famous Cabo San Lucas. Or
blay at glamorous Continued on page 12
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first time," the
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s any other seven
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feamres books, travel games, maps, ac-
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Attention all sales personnel interested in

SOFTBALL
REVENGE!!

We have been issued a challefige by the folks in Manufacturing. At
stake is the reputation of the Jales force. In last year's game we
looked impressive, but inept#i a hard-fought 25-3 defeat.

This year, we are seeking rrfribution!

We will provide the hamnurgers, chips, soft drinks and beer.

All sales personnel are^icouraged to wear product tee-shirts,

jackets, visors etc. to slfcw their support.

If you are interested^ playing, or would like other information,

please contact Ker# Thornton.

Place: Claxton Field

Date: Sunday, June 5th
Time: 12:00-3:00

GET ©FF THE PHONE AND GW ON THE FIELD!

Large type Proportionally spaced

type within box

Repetition of graphics

motif

Wide variety of type

sizes and styles

group of very different products for the Apple Macin-
tosh is also emerging.

Why use a word processing program when you want
a printed page that looks like it came from a desktop

publishing system? For economy of means and econo-

my of time. All these products make it easier and faster

to get a "published" look than Aldus Corp.'s Page-

Maker^ Xerox Corp.'s Ventura Publisher, or any of the

other new entries in PC desktop publishing.

The most obvious reason for using a word processing

program is that you still need to enter text itself. Desk-

top publishing packages rely on word processors; they

are designed to import and place into page layouts text

previously created in one or more of the standard PC
word processing programs. Entering text directly in a

desktop publishing program is messy at best. Indeed,

until recently, even editing was a nuisance.

Ifyou have to use a word processor to enter your text

anyway, and possibly even to format it for the desktop

publishing page, why not just stick with the word pro-

cessor throughout?

If you want relatively simple pages—say, a two-col-

umn employee newsletter with its name in large type

across the top—the powerful, top-of-the-line word
processing programs are more than sufficient. You
don't really need a desktop publishing package.

If quick turnaround is critical, the new word process-

ing programs are all faster than any desktop publishing

package.

If the time to learn a new program is limited, the

person actually doing the work will be far more com-
fortable far sooner with the new word processing pro-

grams than with the more capable, but intimidating,

desktop publishing programs.

And finally, if you want only one or two of the sim-

pler features offered by desktop publishing—say, large
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type with bullets for a multi-item list that you're mak-
ing into an overhead transparency—the word processor

wins again.

WordPerfect 5.0 has quickly emerged as the kingpin

of the new desktop publishing word processors, which
is odd given the program's straitlaced and resolutely

character-oriented history. The market has clearly re-

sponded to those traits, catapulting WordPerfect into the

lead among PC word processing products. For the past

18 months, WordPerfect and Lotus 1-2-3 have been
swapping in and out of first place on most software

best-seller lists; in a good month WordPerfect sells about

half again as many copies as does its main word pro-

cessing competitor, Microsoft Word.

With Version 5.0, WordPerfect Corp. has again

zagged ahead in the latest skirmish of a seesaw, three-

year "features war" with Word—a battle in which PC
users will be the ultimate winners.

While earlier versions of WordPerfect had only mar-
ginal support of laser printers and their associated car-

tridge fonts, soft fonts, and such, WordPerfect 5.0, with

its superb printer support, challenges laser-printing

champ Word head-on.

For those less interested in specifying 24-point Hel-

vetica Bold than in just getting big, bold type, WordPer-

fect 5.0 lets users set up what amount to plain English

tables of equivalents. To get big type, the user need

only choose Very Large or Extra Large from an on-

screen list. Those accustomed to typesetting and layout

lingo won't need this feature, but those accustomed to

typing everything in 10-pitch Courier will find it ex-

tremely helpful.

And it's exactly that audience—general office work-
ers asked to produce terrific-looking documents quick-

ly and economically—for which these new-generation

PC word processors are intended.

Supporting the import of

Lotus .PIC files for 1-2-3 graphs has become de rigueur

among high-end word processing programs. But Word-

Perfect 5.0 stretches the list of graphics that can be im-

ported to include files created by PC Paintbrush, PC
Paint Plus, GEM Paint, and Dr. Halo II, as well as

Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language (HPGL) plotter

files, Tag Image File Format (TIFF) scanner files, and
CGM Metafiles, an emerging standard for importable-

revisable-exchangeable files now being supported by
such programs as Lotus's Freelance Plus.

Probably the single most striking feature of WordPer-

fect 5.0 is its vastly improved preview feature. The
screen displays a full page, or two side-by-side pages, of

mixed text and graphics (or text only, of course). Full-

page text is "greeked," or simulated by little dots and
wiggles, but when users zoom in to see details, text and
graphics are shown to scale at the appropriate size, as

they will be printed.

WordPerfect 5.0 delivers all this page previewing on

graphics monitors driven by the PC-standard video dis-

play boards (CGA, EGA, VGA, 8514/A, and Hercules).

WordPerfect Corp,

has again zagged
ahead in the

latest skirmish of

a seesavifp

three-year

"features war"
with Word.

Microsoft Word 4.0
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WordPerfect 5.0

Business Letter

HALVA
International

March 25,1988

Ms. Heat* Wilson
Swiss Amlica, Inc.

1030 HarJigton Blvd.

Newark, 4 07112

Dear Ms8Vilson,

After rednUy visiting the Swiss America, Inc. booth at the WORLD trade exposition in Am-
sterdam, I was very impressed with both the quality and variety of hand-crafted music boxes

displays

As you ftow, HALVA International is involved in a plan of retail expansion throughout the

United Sites. As you can see by the graph

below, Are will be significant world wide

growth the number of people purchasing

music bmes over the next several years.

We feeShat the sales growth of music boxes

in Nort» America will be even greater than

the wofldwide growth shown in the graph.

AccordHg to our research, by the year 1995,

one oulof every three households in North

Amerifl will own at least one music box.

The pSential is real, and HALVA Interna-

tional Ian play a large role in helping you
to macet your fine line of merchandise.

HALw\ has been involved in international

sales Mr SO years, with experienced representatives based in trade centers throughout the world.

As p« of our annual marketing conference in Jury, we would like to promote your music boxes
by gVng one to each representative as a gift. Our Vice-President in charge of marketing will

be oatacting you within the month for details on setting up an account.

Sinolely Yours,

Brul Metcalf

PreBdent
TVA International

HALVA International, 1345 Bowling Green Ave., Manhattan, NY 10004

Letterhead created from

soft fonts and imported

graphics file

Letterhead and letter

printed simultaneously

If you have one of Hercules Computer Technology's

newer Plus video boards or the Hercules InColor card

with the RamFont feature, you can take advantage of

WordPerfect 5.0's full support of those cards' ability to

show font sizes, weights, and slant on-screen as you
enter text and work with the document rather than as a

separate, after-the-fact review process.

WordPerfect Corp. offers potential buyers of Word-

Perfect 5.0 an extra inducement—and a transparent in-

vitation to try its desktop publishing features—in the

form of a free sampler disk with 30 images from the

PicturePak library sold by Marketing Graphics in Rich-

mond, Virginia. WordPerfect will also throw in a free

copy of Bitstream's $485 Fontware Installation Kit,

which customizes all Bitstream Fontware soft fonts for

use with WordPerfect.

Until recently, the superb Bitstream fonts were avail-

able for use only with PageMaker and Ventura Publish-

er^ the two leading PC desktop publishing packages.

That Fontware typefaces can now be set up for Word-

Perfect (and Microsoft Word; see below) is a measure of

how many users are dragging high-end word processing

software into desktop publishing.

Microsoft Word zipped past the previous releases of

WordPerfect when Word 4.0 was shipped last fall. Word
has, from the first fumbling Release 1.0 in November
1983, shown enormous power and versatility in format-

ting documents. Because it uses absolute measure-

ments, such as inches, points, and picas, Word can pre-

cisely position such elements as rules, graphics, letters,

and numbers, including transparent handling of mixed

typefaces and sizes in a single, justified line. (WordPer-

fect 5.0 now uses absolute positioning as well.)

Moreover, Word's command structure has always

been remarkably typesetter-like, so it simplifies some
steps—such as italicizing or resizing a single character

in the middle of a line—that are awkward or very diffi-

cult to execute in other programs.

Using Word as a desktop publishing tool is nothing

new, of course. Its easy-to-use multicolumn and verti-

cal-spacing features; the tidiness with which it extends

a single line of large headline text over two or more
columns; and especially its management of downloada-

ble fonts on Hewlett-Packard LaserJets have endeared

it to users for years. Indeed, Word's superb support of

laser printing and professional-looking typefaces led to

an early and enduring alliance between Hewlett-Pack-

ard and Microsoft.

Word is especially good at supporting a broad range

of printers, but it's best at driving LaserJets. Word
makes excellent use of the various H-P font cartridges

and even better use of the H-P/Bitstream soft fonts for

LaserJets. Unlike the printer drivers of most programs,

those of Word 4.0 already "know" all about the font

cartridges and soft-font packages. That makes using a

font simple: just pick the text you want to change, call

up a menu of fonts available in the cartridge or soft-

font group chosen, and indicate the size, weight, and
typeface you want.

Word's famous style sheets—master lists of very spe-

cific details on how you want every part of a document
to look—are especially valuable when the program is

used for desktop publishing. It's maddening to spend a

long time getting a document just right, full of fine-

tuned little touches, and then realize you have to begin

from scratch the next time a similar document comes
through.

Word style sheets make starting over unnecessary.

Once the perfect set of formatting commands, or

"styles," has been created, it can be written into a style

sheet. When saved to disk, the sheet effectively com-
mits all of those details to memory. The next time a

document of the same type is needed, a couple of key-

strokes (or mouse clicks) "attach" that style sheet to the

new text and transform it into a stylistic duplicate of

the original.

Of course, you can build as many style sheets as you
want, so you can automate production simply by build-

ing your own library of style sheets.

In earlier versions of Word^ learning to construct

style sheets was a stumbling block for some users. But
in Version 4.0, Microsoft has made this powerful fea-

ture accessible to even the most casual user through a

"style by example" option. Just create a document that

looks right, and then ask Word to build a style sheet
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Lotus Manuscript

Business Report

8 STRATEGY FORMULATION

V. Strategy Formulation

Industry Assumptions

The most important assumptions we can make
are the critical success factors of the industry.

We see them, in order of importance, as: price,

quality, and technical support. Accordingly,
Aqua's strategy will be to emphasize these
points before all others. By purchasing a license

to Tri-Flow's product and process technology,
we assure ourselves leadership positions in

price and quality. By marketing our products
initially in two regions of the country, we assure

ourselves superior technical support. With this

strategy, Aqua will grow much faster than the

industry's 25% rate.

Growth Rate 1986 -1988

1986 1987 1988

California 14.4% 19.4% 33.7%

Texas 3.0 (1.3) 9.8

Industry Average 14.7 19.7 24.9
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Projected Market Share
1986 • 1988

California

1986

Taxas

eza 1987

Total Market Share

EZ2 1988

groundwate#evels are so deep that pumping
costs havei&ecome prohibitive. These condi-

tions are most common in Southern California,

specificaj™ in the lower San Joaquin Valley,

West Te£as, and Arizona.

For fijcal year 1987, we continue to operate
undejpery conservative assumptions. Sales are

budgeted at 11,137 acres for California and
3JfL acres for Texas. Shares of the projected

markets for the respective states are 9.4%
6.3%. To reflect our greater market share

Fe plan to add 2 dealers in California and 1

lealer in Texas during the year.

We see fiscal year 1988 as our breakout year.

By this time our quality and technical support
will be well known in the industry and our
competitive situation should be strong. For the

California market we have budgeted 20,249
acres to be sold through a total of 6 dealers,

representing a market share of 13.7%. For the

Texas market, 6,750 acres will be sold through
2 dealers, representing a market share of 9.2%.

VI. Situation Analysis

Industry Analysis

Our firm, Aqua, will

irrigation industry. C
industry is a diverse

e competing in the

ently, the irrigation

e, comprising several
different types of irrisftion. The three primary
methods are gravity rnfthod-where water is run
through the furrowa in the field, sprinkler

method-where sprinklers spray water under
high pressure, and Jrip method-where small
miners are placed Jfght next to the plants. We

Though
WordPerf
mnil r re clearly

in the lead, other

packages are

contenders in the

race*

Graph and table imported

from Lotus 1-2-3

Justified column with

hairline rule

based on that document. In just a few steps, you can

create a style sheet that might have taken hours using

earlier methods.

Lnike WordPerfect Corp.,

Microsoft is courting new buyers. Through August 30,

new buyers of Word 4.0 will get a free bundle that in-

cludes Bitstream's $485 Fontware Installation Kit,

which allows use of any of the non-H-P Bitstream soft

fonts with Word (the kit is not required for the four

Bitstream font packages published by H-P), plus a

copy of Microsoft's Pageview> bringing some of Win-

dows' graphical smarts to Word.

Though WordPerfect 5.0 and Word 4.0 are clearly in

the lead, other high-end PC packages are contenders in

the race to deliver the power and functions of desktop

publishing to word processor users.

Micropro's new Release 5.0 of WordStar Professional

adds a special twist to page previewing: it reduces the

size of each page and shows many at one time in

"thumbnail sketches."

WordStar Professional's full-screen page previewing

is especially useful. The program is unique; it shows
on-screen the typefaces and sizes used. To accomplish
this piece of legerdemain, it converts printer fonts to

screen fonts. The screen fonts may be crude in compar-
ison with the printed results, but they are still far better

than those of any other program. WordStar Professional

also blends text and graphics easily.

Micropro will soon ship a new release of a. second

product with desktop features, WordStar 2,000. This
program will do everything WordStar Professional 5.0
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WordPerfect 5.0

Business Newsletter

Trade Winds
Vol 11 No. 1 HALVA International ReporT January 1990

Product Boosts Sales by Two Million

Record sales of the new line of music boxes has boosted first

quarter revenues to the tune of 2 million dollars. It is expected

that by the year 1996, one out of every 3 people in the United

States and Canada will own a music box.

On the drawing boards

are music box watches,

dash-board models for

cars, waterproof boxes

for showers, ultra-light

boxes for backpackers,

and even an amplified

music box that plays a

disco version of "Que
Sera Sera."

Music boxes with figu-

rines depicting the fol-

lowing occupational
motifs will be available

in June: The Corporate
Purchasing Agent, The
Lottery Winner, The
Graphics Designer.

Research indicates that

the upsurge in pur-

chasing music boxes stems fn

addition, the actual music
emotional and physical wel

system

'orldwide appeal of music boxes rises.

l a trend towards the traditional. In

been found to be beneficial to

!
by reducing stress on the nervous

Training Classes and Seminal

Our fourth in a series of guided

transport everyone from Pokorney Si

beaches of Kuai. (A $5 donation is rl

A course in telephone etiquette and a<

offered three times a day starting on
extension 345, or by dialing (800) 378-i

;ery revivals will mentally
urn to the rain forests and
[uested for the experience.)

phone operation will be
Contact Wendy at

HALVA Goes Retail

A turning point in the history

of HALVA International came
on January 18th at the Grand
Opening of the first HALVA
retail outlet in over 50 years

as a mail-order house for fine

jewelry.

Attending the opening were
city officials, the Governor of

New York, and the Prime
Minister of Atlantis. Our own
illustrious President was there

at for the occasion, and warm-
ly greeted all in attendance.

The reaction from customers
was encouraging, with many
impressed at the quality line

of merchandise and competi-
tive prices throughout the
store.

By the end of this year sever-

al other retail outlets will be
opened throughout major cit-

ies in USA, with plans to open
over 1,000 more outlets by the

end of 1996.

Inside
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Varying-width text columns

wrapped around graphic

WordPerfect,Version 5.0

List Price:

Requires:

in Short:

$495

512K RAM, DOS 2.0 or

later.

New features of Version 5.0

include plain English menu
choices to select font and
size, a vastly improved
preview feature that

permits full-page and
"zoom-in" viewing, and
superb printer support.

WordPerfect Corp.

1555 N. Technology Way
Orem, UT 84057

(801) 225-5000

Microsoft Word,
Version 4.0
List Price: $450

Requires:

In Short:

Indented text block

with decimal tabs

320K RAM, DOS 3.1 or

later, graphics adapter card.

Word features include

absolute positioning of text

on the screen and "style

sheets" that automatically

format similar documents in

similar ways. A powerful

new feature of Version 4.0:

users need only create a

document that "looks right"

on the screen and Word will

design a style sheet for it.

Microsoft Corp.

16011 NE 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717

(800) 426-9400

(206) 882-8080

Manuscript,Version 2.0
List Price:

Requires:

In Short:

$495

512K RAM (640K
recommended), hard disk,

DOS 2.0 or later.

Manuscript, Version 2.0

features page-previewing

mode, built-in macros, and
integral outlining that

makes moving from outline

to text easy. Most of the

interface problems

associated with the first

version have been cleared

up.

Lotus Development Corp.

55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142

(617) 577-8500

Within a year or

two, every major

word processing

package will offer

substantial

desktop publishing

features.

WordStar
Version 5.0
List Price: $495

Requires: 384K, DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: WordStar Professional

blends text and graphics

easily. An especially nice

feature is its ability to

convert printer fonts to

screen fonts, allowing the

program to display actual

typefaces and sizes on the

screen. With 512K, a

graphics card, and a large

monitor, you can view

thumbnail sketches of up to

144 pages simultaneously.

Micropro International

Corp.

33 San Pablo Ave.

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415) 499-1200

2000,
Release 3
List Price: $495

Requires: 384K for editor; 512K for

editor with graphics; 640K
for add-ons; DOS 2.0 or

later.

WordStar 2000 does

everything that WordStar

Professional does, plus it

wraps text automatically

around graphics.

Micropro International

Corp.

33 San Pablo Ave.

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415) 499-1200
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can do, plus it will be able to wrap text around graphic

images automatically.

Lotus has just revamped its technical and scientific

word processing program, Manuscript, into Version 2.0.

Always a good choice for desktop publishing work,

Manuscript is now a superb choice.

The new Manuscript cleans up many interface prob-

lems and obvious omissions (such as built-in macros).

Its page-previewing mode, once lethargic and infuriat-

ing, is now almost spry. Superb integral outlining makes
it possible to move quickly between the outline and the

expanded, full-text version of a document. As sections

of outlined material are moved, formatting and graph-

ics travel with them.

In text entry mode, Manu-
script is a barn-burner. It also makes fast jumps to any

point in even the longest document, an advantage for

would-be desktop publishers going through the docu-

ment electronically to insert corrections and changes.

One is tempted to say that these leading-edge pro-

grams have gone beyond mere word processing. That
would be foolish as well as insulting to the millions of

PC users who rely on word processing every day.

There's nothing "mere" about handling text in a direct

and fluid manner, and these products shine at that job.

That they also add value in the form of page layout is

icing on the cake.

This new software is the forerunner of a new breed.

Within another year or two, every major word process-

ing package will offer substantial desktop publishing

features and rich graphical interfaces.

It's remarkable how consistently the designers draw
on current Macintosh programs for their models. Early

next year, Microsoft will ship its long-awaited Opus,

which stretches even the features and functions of

Word 4.0 on the Mac. WordPerfect Corp. is building

WordPerfect 6.0; for a sneak preview, look at WordPer-

fect for the Mac. Ashton-Tate, saddled with clunky, ob-

solete MultiMate in the PC world, knows it has a win-

ner in its sensational Full-Write Professional program
for the Mac; watch for Full-Write/PC in a year or so.

And Micropro is about to ship Zeus, a rich word pro-

cessing/desktop publishing program for the Mac; look

for a Zeus-like product to be available for PCs some-
time next year.

Enhanced word processing programs will hardly dis-

lodge the PageMakers and Ventura Publishers of the

world. Full-fledged desktop publishing software is

powerful, valuable, and important in too many areas to

be edged aside.

But for hundreds of thousands of business users,

these new industrial-strength word processors are a

better value, a better choice, and a better idea for dress-

ing business reports for success.

Without surrendering to desktop entropy. E

Jim Seymour is editor-in-chief of PC/Computing.

PC/ COMPUTING

mac muscle

Let's say this plainly: Apple's Macintosh is a

lot better than any PC compatible for preparing

documents with the "desktop publishing look"

office users demand from high-end word
processors.

And again: The superiority of the Mac's
hardware means software developers have been
drawn to the cute little devil, with the result

that the best of the new "word publishing" pro-

grams run only on the Macintosh.

The whole idea of merging word processing

and desktop publishing really began on the Mac
with the release of Microsoft Word, Version 3.0,

then 3.01, in the summer of 1987. Sales of Word
slowed somewhat with the introduction of Ash-
tonTate's FullWrite Professional. Bought in un-

releasable, incomplete form from Ann Arbor
Softworks, FullWrite was finished and shipped

by Ashton-Tate in late May.
But FullWrite won't hold center stage for

long. Micropro president Leon Williams has

purchased another half-finished program, which
has been code named Zeus, and will include so-

phisticated drawing tools reminiscent of Adobe
Systems' Illustrator or Aldus Corp.'s FreeHand.
But it remains, at its core, a highly productive

word processing program. When it's released,

Zeus will probably wear the WordStar nametag
Micropro likes to hang on every word
processor.

Microsoft can hardly sit back and watch
these assaults on Word, its best-selling applica-

tion program, so it is about to ship Word 4.0 for

the Mac. The update lets users define and add
their own commands to its pull-down menus. A
superior interactive previewing feature supple-

ments the lifeless print preview feature of Ver-

sions 3.0 and 3.01. And a simply dazzling fea-

ture for building and inserting tables makes easy

such tricks as word wrapping within individual

columns of a chart.

Finally, Microsoft's new Quick
switch feature makes its debut in Word 4.0. Ex-
ploiting the multitasking potential of Apple's

Multifinder operating system, Quickswitch lets

users bounce back and forth among Word 4.0,

Excel 1.5, and SuperPaint 2.0, to build docu-

ments from words, numbers, and drawings.

It's hard to argue against the idea that the

Mac's graphical interface and superior programs
make it the tool of choice for sophisticated doc-

ument production. But the focus of most buyers

on PC compatibles has left the Mac a terra

incognita.

What was once a cute and limited little box
has grown up, especially in the form of the

Macintosh II, to become a fast, powerful, so-

phisticated platform for word processing and
the preparation of stylish documents. —-jf.S.
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By EDWARD TUFTE Escaping the flatland of chartjunk

^^^scribed by federal prose- yers—a chart that totaled up the extensive criminal re-

cutors as the leader of the nation's largest crime family, cords of the seven prosecution witnesses against Mr.

John Gotti was found innocent of conspiracy and rack- Gotti. The jury briefly contemplated the chart and then

eteering charges after a long trial. The jury had deliber- voted for acquittal on all charges. Such is the power of

ated for a week, reaching no decision. They then asked graphics.

to see a chart previously introduced by the defense law- The chart invites reading both horizontally and ver-

CRIMINAL ACTI\/ITY OF GOVERNMENT INFORMANTS
CRIME CARDINALE LOFARO MALQNEY POLISI SENATQRE FORONJY CURRQ

MURDER X X
ATTEMPTED MURDER X X

HEROIN POSSESSION AND SALE X X X X
COCAINE POSSESSION AND SALE X X X

MARIJUANA POSSESSION AND SALE X
GAMBLING BUSINESS X X X

ARMED ROBBERIES X X X X X
LOANSHARKING X X

KIDNAPPING X X
EXTORTION X X

ASSAULT X X X X
POSSESSION OF DANGEROUS WEAPONS X X X X X X

PERJURY X X
COUNTERFEITING X X

BANK ROBBERY X X
ARMED HIJACKING X X

STOLEN FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS X X X
TAX EVASION X X
BURGLARIES X X X X

BRIBERY X X
THEFT: AUTO, MONEY, OTHER X X X X X

BAIL JUMPING AND ESCAPE X X
INSURANCE FRAUDS X X

FORGERIES X X
PISTOL WHIPPING A PRIEST X
SEXUAL ASSAULT ON MINOR X
RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT X
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to the multivariate world of hyperspace

tically; neither direction enhances the reputations of

those testifying against Mr. Gotti and his colleagues, as

the eye detects patterns and unbroken runs of X's. Mr.

Polisi, for example, has something of a streak going.

The marks that indicate crimes committed by each wit-

ness are not modest or shy, and they dominate the

spreadsheet grid (although only 37 percent of all possi-

ble combinations are marked). Placement of particular-

ly obnoxious activities at the top (murder, drugs) and

near the bottom of the list (pistol-whipping a priest)

exploits the visual prominence of those positions.

Such displays are particularly effective and memora-
ble in situations where most information communicated
is verbal—a trial, a lecture, a business presentation.

Courtroom graphics can overcome the linear, nonre-

versible, one-dimensional sequencing of talk talk talk,

by allowing jury members to reason about an array of

data at their own pace and in their own manner. Visual

displays encourage different individual viewer styles

and rates of understanding, editing, personalizing, and
reasoning. Unlike speech, visual displays are both a wide-

band and a perceiver-controllable channel.

Note that the display—and Mr. Gotti's fate—stands

or falls on the basis of the information itself. Adding
color, or other sorts of interior decoration, or even

sending the graphic to . the chartroom of USA Today

would not help; indeed, boutique graphics "styling"

would reduce the presentation's credibility. After all, a

serious decision has to be made on the basis of the evi-

Edward Tufte wrote The Visual Display of Quantitative

Information. His new book. Envisioning Information,

will appear in 1989. His pieces for PC/Computing will

examine the art and occasional science of design, showing

strategies for the revelation of information.

dence; the display must give full attention to evidence,

not decoration. Data can only be compromised by the

dreaded chartjunk. Worse, chartjunk has often come
these days to replace information—just as Jonathan
Swift indicted 17th-century cartographers who substi-

tuted drawings of animals for geographic knowledge:

With savage pictures fill their gaps

And o'er unhabitable downs

Place elephants for want of towns.

Clearing out chartjunk and turning our focus to the

substance of the data brings out the deep and subtle

paradox of graphics: an inevitable tension between the

complexity of the world and the poverty of our meth-
ods for revealing that complexity. Even though we nav-

igate daily through a perceptual world of three spatial

dimensions and reason occasionally about still higher-

dimensional arenas with mathematical ease, the world

portrayed by our information displays is caught up in

the two-dimensional poverty of endless flatlands of pa-

per and screen. Escaping thisflatland is the major task of

envisioning information, for all the interesting worlds

(imaginary, human, physical, biological) that we seek to

understand are inevitably and happily multivariate

worlds existing in hyperspace. Not flatlands.

When the toad (Bufo americanus Le Conte) sheds its

skin during a quarterly molting, the skin leaves life's

spaceland and collapses into flatland, much like our in-

formation displays.
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All sorts of techniques for doing better than flat-

tened-out toad suits have evolved during some 500

years of information design. Since the 15th-century

Italian Renaissance, when Florentine architects per-

fected the necessary geometry, conventional techniques

of perspective have enriched representations of physi-

cal objects.

For more abstract and richer information not snugly

residing in three-space reality, several powerful tech-

niques have evolved, often nearly silently, to be found
in the workaday diagrams of those confronted with an

overwhelming quantity of data. Some recently perfect-

ed statistical graphics enrich flatland with the color dy-
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namics of rotating point clouds on a computer screen

—

a delight for exploring data from any point of view.

From the program MacSpin:

TI he classic escape from
flatland is the map of Charles Joseph Minard (1781-

1870), the French engineer, depicting the tragic fate of

Napoleon's army in Russia. Seeming to defy the pen of

PC/ COMPUTING
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the historian by its brutal eloquence, this combination

of data map and time-series plot, drawn in 1861, por-

trays the devastating losses suffered in Napoleon's Rus-

sian campaign of 1812. This is War and Peace told by a

visual Tolstoy. Beginning at the left, on the Polish-Rus-

sian border near the Niemen River, the thick band
shows the size of the army (422,000 men) when it in-

vaded Russia in June 1812. The width of the band indi-

cates the size of the army at each place on the map. In

September the army reached Moscow, already sacked

and deserted, with only 100,000 soldiers surviving.

The path of Napoleon's retreat from Moscow is de-

picted by the darker, lower band, which is linked to a

This is Wat and Peace, told by
a visual Tolstoy, an eloquent

anti-war poster.

temperature scale at the bottom of the chart. The win-

ter was bitterly cold, and many froze on the march out

of Russia. Crossing the Berezina River was a disaster,

and the army finally struggled into Poland with only

10,000 men remaining—one soldier in 42 lived.

Minard's classic tells a rich, coherent story with mul-
tivariate data. Six variables are put down onto flatland:
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size of the army (1), its location on a two-dimensional

surface (2, 3), direction of movement (4), and tempera-

ture (5) on various dates (6) during the retreat from
Moscow. This may well be among the best statistical

graphics ever drawn. Minard did the drawing because

he hated war; his map was meant as an antiwar poster.

Thus, like all good information design, it was driven by
an unyielding commitment to the content and sub-

stance, not method or technology of display.

Minard's poster combines in a single display a map, a

time-series plot, and a detailed text describing his data

sources. A similar richness of informational elements is

found in this narrative diagram from The Art of Danc-
ing, published in 1735.

Movements are depicted on a perspective map, but

in four dimensions—the flatland of floor, encoded ges-

tures in dance notation of body motion, and time se-

quence. The floor plan is linked to the airy music (two

additional dimensions—time and tone) by numbers,

with varying steps for varying sounds. The numbers

double-function (an important idea in the economy of

visual display), simultaneously sequencing step and re-

lating movement to music. Note the enlarged dance-

floor notation for the partner on our right, since he

takes a front route in switching sides. Often the redun-

dancy of bilateral symmetry consumes space that may
be better devoted to fresh information, but here the

integrated complexity of dual movements, as the danc-

ers weave and intermingle, requires symmetric repeti-

tion. This is a subtle, graceful, profoundly simple de-

sign, with straightforward intricacy, a forerunner of

modern dance and movement notation.

In excellent displays such as Napoleon's march and

the two dancers, the information itself pays no atten-

tion to those production or technological distinctions

that segregate graphs from text from pictures from
maps. It is all information, and our tools should reflect

this. Albert Biderman, writing in the Information Design

Journal, demonstrated that illustrations were once well

integrated with text in scientific manuscripts, such as

those of Leonardo da Vinci (shown here) and Sir Isaac
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We should reject once and for all

the notion that numbers are boring.

Newton, but that graphics became segregated from text

and table as printing technology developed. Biderman's

deep insight is not compromised by the sociological

jargon:

The evolution of graphic methods as an

element of the scientific enterprise has

been handicapped by their adjunctive,

segregated, and marginal position. The
exigencies of typography that moved
graphics to a segregated position in the

printed work have in the past contribut-

ed to their intellectual segregation and
marginality as well. There was a corre-

sponding organizational segregation,

with decisions on graphics often passing

out of the hands of the original analyst

and communicator into those of graphic

specialists—the commercial artists and

designers of graphic departments and

audio-visual aids shops, for example,

whose predilections and skills are usual-

ly more those of cosmeticians and mer-

chandisers than of scientific analysts

and communicators.

Remedies for these problems—lack of text-figure in-

tegration and segregation of the graphics department

from the content department—come from the personal

computer and from desktop publishing. First of all,

such systems allow users to combine different informa-

tional elements, including text, graphics, and photo-

graphs; second, they bring graphics power to the desks

of those who understand the content and substance of

the data.

Now it is obvious (although no less important for

being obvious) that we are in for a lot of awful amateur

design as a consequence of computer graphics. Also,

awful professional design: in "makeover" examples in

desktop publishing magazines, too often "After" looks

worse than "Before"!

Nonetheless, bringing the computer to design and

writing is a glorious achievement, a miracle. Nearly ev-

eryone should now be writing, drawing, and printing on

the computer. Probably the best evidence for making
the transition is that few people have gone back to the

typewriter and ruling pen once they get a competent
personal computer system. And some use language

rarely found outside religion to describe the impact of

personal computers on their lives.

At the same time, we celebrate classic graphics work,

like that of Minard, in order to learn design strategies

that effectively exploit the personal computer. Tradi-

tional design skill, care, craft, good judgment, and the

ability to see wisely are all the more to be valued in the

face of powerful—and sometimes empowering

—

technology.
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The major ongoing graphical damage inflicted by

computers is chartjunk—paraphernalia routinely added

to every display that passes by: overbusy grid lines,

garish color unrelated to the information, tarted-up

three-dimensional representations of one-dimensional

data, the debris of computer plotting, vibrating optical

art, and ghastly little cartoons.
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The dithered texture and pattern fills found in drawing

programs generate instant chartjunk, vibrating visual

activity that has nothing to do with information.

The excuse for decoration is often, "The data is

boring and we need to make it come alive." Well, if the

numbers are boring, you've got the wrong numbers.

Decoration won't save the day. Note the hidden

assumption here that the audience for graphics is

probably somewhat thick-headed, requiring a visual

trick to induce them to look at some numbers. We
should reject once and for all the quality-corrupting

doctrines that numbers are boring and that graphics are

for those with short attention spans. These doctrines

blame the victims (the data and the audience) rather

than the perpetrators. Finally, garish but data-starved

graphics reduce the credibility of presentations, for

most audiences will have a natural suspicion of hyped

graphics. Who would trust a chart that looks like a

video game?

Chartjunk does not

achieve the goals of its propagators. The overwhelming

fact of data graphics is that they stand or fall on their

content, gracefully displayed. Graphics do not become
masterpieces or even attractive or interesting by the

addition of ornamental hatching and false perspective

to a few bars. Chartjunk can turn bores into disasters,

but it can never rescue a thin data set. The best designs

(as for Napoleon in Russia) are intriguing and
curiosity-provoking, drawing the viewer into the

wonder of the information, sometimes by narrative

power, sometimes by immense detail, and sometimes by

elegant presentation of simple but interesting data. But

no information, no sense of discovery, no wonder, no

substance is ever generated by chartjunk.

When a graphic is taken over by color-fill patterns,

when all the data becomes Design Elements, when it is

all style and no information, then that graphic may be

called a duck in honor of the famous duck-shaped

roadside stand, The Big Duck (following the critique of

architectural theorists Robert Venturi, Denise Scott

Brown, and Steven Izenour). For this building, the

whole structure is itself decoration, just as in the duck

data graphic.

Many ducks grow from the addition of a fake

perspective to data. This variety of chartjunk, now in

high fashion, abounds in corporate annual reports, mass

media, and muddled academic research. A series of

exquisitely weird three-dimensional displays appearing

in the magazine American Education delighted

connoisseurs of the graphically preposterous for many
years. Here five colors report, almost by happenstance,

only five pieces of data (since the division within each

year adds up to 100 percent). Note the subtle error in

perspective construction as the top mountain fails to

flop properly onto the bottom mountain. It may well be

the worst data graphic ever to find its way into print.

Still, this is a highly competitive field, and worse

ducks may be lurking on hard disks even now.

Such ducks are false escapes from flatland, adding

pretend dimensions to impoverished data sets. They
don't work, just as this royal dining table, caught up in

flatland, fails to hold the pots and plates. The king and

queen watch in exasperation and exclaim, as their meal

slides off, "It's the way they draw these wretched

tables!" E



RELEASE 5.0

If power corrupts,

you'd better get back . . .

way back.

By PATRICK BEDARD

Near as I can tell,

computer users come in two per-

sonality types. One type sees the C:

prompt glowing on his screen and
regards it as an invitation to person-

al adventure—"Let's see what this

baby'll do.
55 The other just wants to

get his work done. Put me in the lat-

ter category.

Before you turn the page in dis-

gust (computer magazine readers

tend to be adventurers), let me say

that I'd give up shoes before relin-

quishing my three computers. I'm a

writer and consultant. It's a one-

man shop, normally open seven
days a week. Word processing put

me in business, gave me the turbo-

charged typewriter. Producing arti-

cles, ads, letters, proposals, and re-

ports quickly—and to a high

standard of appearance—keeps me
in business. Not to put too fine a

point on it, word processing

changed my life.

Notice that religious zeal? Word
processing is a full-blown miracle, I

reckon, and miracles rightly elicit

blind faith. Did you ever hear of a

writer who didn't believe his word
processing program was not just the

best one, but the only one?

Religious conviction is one thing;

business is another. The full-time

writer sitting in this chair has only

one question: Do I have the best

word processor for my business?

Gosh, maybe not, because I'm

not a WordPerfect user. Consider
the evidence. WordPerfect has be-

come the industry leader, with sales

amounting to 45 percent of the

market. Its list of registered users

runs to 1,070,000 names for DOS
machines alone (and it is now avail-

able for the Mac, Amiga, Atari,

Unix, and perhaps others). Can that

many believers be wrong?

The Last Word(Perfect)
Moreover, while leading the indus-

try with Version 4.2 (which remains

on the market), WordPerfect Corp.

has introduced an even better idea.

WordPerfect, Version 5.0, edges into

the realm of desktop publishing

with its ability to produce text in

newspaper-style columns, integrate

text and graphics, draw rules, shuf-

fle fonts in the same line without
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losing track of margins, and, finally,

fast-feed all of these creations to al-

most any laser printer you can
name.

The 5.0 name for the new pro-

gram has no technical basis. It's just

WordPerfect Corp.'s way of telling

us how much capability

has been added. This

may very well be the

most capable of all

word processors. Can
any full-time writer af-

ford to ignore it?

Lately, I've been
thinking that my soft-

ware is lagging behind

my business. My re-

ports and proposals are

circulating into more
offices these days, of-

fices I can't visit per-

sonally. Those docu-
ments have become
paper surrogates for

me, and anything that

makes them more read-

able—and, let's face it,

more impressive—will

ring my cash register.

Layout flexibility and
easy access to fonts

aren't options anymore.

They are absolute must-haves.

So I'm definitely a sales prospect

for WordPerfect 5.0, even if I have

reservations about its one-size-fits-

all-needs approach to word pro-

cessing. What you get is a whopper
of a program: 384 kilobytes of free

RAM is required (Version 4.2 needs

205K). The 5 -inch disk set arrives

on 12 floppies. You also get a com-
prehensive manual (there are more
than 500 pages when you count

"corrections" and the index), a 400-

page workbook, a Quick Reference

guide to keystrokes, and handy key-

board templates.

If you're drawn to WordPerfect

for the productivity gain 5.0 prom-
ises, your first meeting with all this

paraphernalia will summon grave

doubts. The Quick Reference list of

keystrokes runs to five columns of

relatively fine print. The templates

use color coding and still finer print

to call out four tasks for each func-

tion key, depending on whether it's

used alone or in combination with

Shift, Ctrl, or Alt (according to

WordPerfect Corp., 85 percent of

5.0's function-key combinations are

carried over from 4.2). Eleven more
non-function-key combinations are

grouped off in the template
margins.

I lost patience with the Quick
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Reference list almost immediately,

because directions for the two edit-

ing tasks a writer does most—driv-

ing the cursor around the page and
deleting stuff—are detailed on op-

posite sides of the stiff-paper page.

I had to keep turning it over.

It didn't help, either, that the

learning disk wouldn't load and the

operating disk couldn't find its own
help file (as those bumper stickers

say, "—it Happens").

The documentation fosters the il-

lusion that you can run 5.0 on a

dual-drive system, but you can't

—

at least, not up to its potential. In

the 12-disk set, the main program is

on two disks, and the Speller, The-
saurus, and Fonts/Graphics reside

on separate floppies. To use this

program without a hard drive, your

hands would be a blur of juggling

disks.

Farewell to
Typewriter-Alikes
WordPerfect is a practitioner of the

clean-screen approach. It boots up

Doc 1 Pd i

WordPerfect 5.0 allows text

and graphics to be previewed

with type sizes and fonts. As
many as 12 different charac-

ter styles can be mixed within

a document. An entire page or

facing pages may be displayed

or the user can zoom in on sec-

tions of a page, as shown in

this example of a newsletter.
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J

to a clean screen; nothing appears

but a status line in the lower right-

hand side of the screen. A newcom-
er without templates and manuals
cannot make it do anything. The
payoff for this austerity comes later.

Once you know the moves, you will

Complex images may be

imported into a WordPerfect

document and scaled, moved
or rotated (above, opposite,

and following page).

I'm completely

blown away by pre*

viewing. I think that

revealing itself in

true proportion is

Just about as
magic as word
processing itself.

spend less time going through the

menus.

Version 5.0 breaks away from the

typewriter analogy. When you boot

up the program, the page dimen-
sions are set in inches; you can easi-

ly change the measure to centime-

ters or points, or even finer

increments as small as 1/100 of an

inch if you wish. Although you have

the option of setting margins in

terms of what WordPerfect calls

"units"—the equivalent of a

"space" in Version 4.2—5.0 clearly

favors an approach that's more at-

tuned to page layouts than charac-

ter counts. Measuring margins in

terms of inches (or centimeters or

points) is a big help when you're

mixing fonts of different sizes on
the same line, since the margins
won't vary even if the type sizes do.

Typewriter-Think
On the other hand, this layout

bias is a constant annoyance for a

journalist because the editorial

world still operates on typewriter-

think. Writing assignments are usu-

ally specified in terms of the num-
ber of words in the article, or as x
lines at y characters. Although the

Speller can count words, an on-
screen tally of lines is far handier.

It's like a navigational aid, always

showing me how far

along I am in a text. Al-

though 5.0 has a line-

numbering feature, the

numbers are sup-

pressed on screen; they

appear only in print.

The requirements of

the wordsmith differ

greatly from those of
the typist, or the execu-

tive secretary, or the

word processor. While
the others simply plow
through documents,
going back only to cor-

rect typos, the word-
smith constantly re-

views, sculpts, refines.

This process is intrinsic

to the craft, and it re-

quires sharp, quick, and
accurate editing tools.

In this writer's opin-

ion, 5.0 is not a perfect

tool. Driving the cursor

around the screen is a laborious

process: one word at a time is Ctrl-

arrow, a two-handed operation, and
many other moves require two
strokes of the same hand, starting

with the Home key. Scrolling is a

nuisance too, because PgDn takes

the cursor to the next document
page rather than the next screen.

I find that a great deal of time is

wasted recovering from moves the

program makes that I didn't intend.

Say, for example, that I want to de-

lete the last word on a line and the

cursor is somewhere near the left

margin. One stroke of the End key
neatly delivers the cursor to the
right end of the line, but if the line

is short because of some quirk of

the word wrap—and there are many
such quirks caused by editing

—

then the End key brings up a word
from the next line. That means ex-

tra keystrokes to back up a word.

Sure, this isn't exactly heavy lifting,

but these things matter to a writer.

Not every task is unwieldy. Put-

ting text in bold or underline mode
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is easy enough, and printing a file

takes only two keystrokes. The de-

lete sequences are efficient, and the

undelete feature is genuinely useful,

particularly when you're making
newcomer mistakes on the

keyboard.

Still, I can't help

thinking 5.0 is jam-
packed with features

—

12 pages' worth in the

index—that are often

just neat tricks looking

for an application.

Flexibility is a virtue, I

suppose, but it has a

price: you have to wade
through all those extras

every time you have a

simple question.

Example: Because
I'm still a "typewriter

thinker," I started a

document with the

wrong margins. Mid-
way through, I tried to

reformat. No way. I

found a nice lesson on
setting different mar-
gins for the part of the

document I hadn't

written—another nifty

5.0 feature—but no
clue about how to change what was
already on the screen. Out in the

corporate world, where keystrokers

are paid by the hour, it's no big deal,

just part of the overhead. But in a

one-man shop, when the big hand
nears an hour of downtime because

the word machine won't do what
needs to be done, the Rolaids rate

goes into the red zone.

Already I hear the cries of the

WordPerfect faithful: "You idiot! I

can do that."

Brand devotees invariably re-

spond this way about their favorite

software, but their abilities never

save my time. I called WordPer-
fect's toll-free technical support

line. Of course it was busy. Again

and again it was busy. Finally, I

found the solution myself. It re-

quires deleting a set of codes from
the screen—codes that are invisible

unless you go through some fairly

obscure steps to reveal them.

Ha! Now I can reset margins too.

And, like devotees everywhere, I

feel smug as a cherry orchard ca-

nary about my expertise. But having

arrived at this position through my
own intelligence, it's all the more
obvious why companies that use

WordPerfect have classes for users.

Version 5.0 becomes far more at-

tractive if you stop thinking of it as

a word processor and approach it as

a system for generating impressive-

looking documents. You can use

fonts resident in your printer, which
are treated as base fonts, or you can

use downloadable fonts (and graph-

ics). You can get up to speed fairly

quickly using base fonts.

Formatting's Fancy Footwork
First, you have to specify what
printer you're using and which, if

any, special cartridges. For exam-
ple, my original-model Hewlett-
Packard LaserJet has the B car-

tridge, which gives Courier 12

point; Helvetica 14.4; Times Roman
10 in normal, bold, and italic; and
Times Roman 8. These fonts are

available at any time simply by
chasing through a few menus.

Another menu enables certain

text formatting features—such as

size, shadow, or double underline

—

depending on your printer's capa-

bilities. The use of these features is

somewhat tricky, again because you
have to keep sneaking the cursor
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past invisible codes.

The principles of good design de-

mand that font changes and en-

hancements be used sparingly, but

5.0 will do a splendid execution of a

grotesque design if that's what you
want. I composed a few paragraphs

the miniaturized preview pages

even though they're suppressed on
the full-size document screen. But,

truth to tell, I think that a small-

scale page revealing itself in true

proportion is just about as magic as

word processing itself.

trrow = Move; Pgffp/Dn = Scale; = Rotate; Ins = % change; Goto =

Hove; 2 Scale; 3 Rotate; 4 Invert;

To my mind, what
we should all be
after is software

that does exactly

what we need and
nothing more.

WordPerfect, Version 5.0

List Price:

Requires:

if i Short:

$495

512K RAM, DOS 2.0 or later.

The most recent upgrade of the

popular WordPerfect 4.2 word
processing program,

WordPerfect 5.0 incorporates

sophisticated formatting

features such as graphics,

predefined type styles, and
kerning. A keyboard layout

feature enables users to

redefine any key or key

combination to suit their needs.

Users of 4.2 will have to

relearn column, copy, move,

and printing commands, which

have changed from the earlier

version.

WordPerfect Corp.

1555 N. Technology Way
Orem, UT 84057

(801) 225-5000

with random font changes, includ-

ing jumps from 8-point to 14.4-

point characters in the same line. In

every case, the various sizes ap-

peared on the printed page neatly

aligned at the baseline, the line

spacing was microadjusted for

proper headroom between the tops

of the tallest characters and the line

above, and the word wrap automati-

cally filled—but didn't overfill—the

lines.

Before you print, you can check

out your creation by selecting the

View Document option on the print

menu. It shrinks the page, or facing

pages, to a size small enough to fit

on one screen. You can also zoom in

for 100- or 200-percent enlarge-

ments of any section, although
character forms are not accurate in

close-up views. I'm completely
blown away by this trick. I rational-

ize my enthusiasm by saying that

previewing saves emptying the

wastebasket so often, and it's quite

useful even for basics like headers

and footers because they appear on

25* i

Less Is More
But before making a

both-hands grab for

more word processing

"power," all of us

should think back to

that high school mathe-

matics chapter on per-

mutations and combi-
nations. Remember
that the PC keyboard

has ten function keys.

If the software does

only ten jobs, there'll be

a key for each job

—

that's easy enough to

remember—and no fin-

ger ballet to execute
them. Adding ten more
jobs will use up all the

Shift-function key
combinations. Like-

wise, the third ten will

use up all Ctrl-function

key combinations, and

the fourth will use up the Alt-func-

tion key pairs. The more tasks you
add, the more the mind chokes and
the fingers dance. Thus, basic math
says that simple jobs will become
brain-strainingly complex on ever

more "powerful" software.

To my mind, what we should all

be after instead is software that does

exactly what we need and nothing

more, because that would be the

easiest and fastest tool. Proper
desktop publishing tools are avail-

able to those who need them. The
rest of us just want our stuff to read

right. Less really is more. . . right up
to the point at which it won't cover

your needs. Then and only then is

less not enough.

Luck was with me four years ago

when I was hunting for my first

software. A friend had just complet-

ed an internal study for Time Inc.

that evaluated all available word
processors for potential company
use. Very important, this man was a

writer and editor, so he understood

the application. He told me, "There
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are only two programs you need to

know about. Xy Write is the best.

PFS: Write is the easiest, but it also

does everything you need."

He was absolutely right about

PFS: Write. I picked up the gist of it

while writing a thousand-word
piece for Esquire, and we've been

partners ever since. As software

goes it's an antique—introduced in

1983. But I've modernized, all the

way up to Version C (copyright

1985). The computer boffins allow

that, yeah, PFS: Write was a bench-

mark in its time, but they disdain it

now like training wheels on a

bicycle.

But I'm not a computer boffin.

I'm a writer, and a writer's job is ex-

actly the same now as it was in

1983. We compose, we edit, we
save, we print—and PFS: Write is

lean and elegant for those tasks.

Even tricks such as Search and Ap-
pend commands are activated with

one stroke of a function key. I've

never used the Ctrl and Alt keys.

They don't do anything.

The boffins are right about
PFS: Write being an antique. It's

crude in its handling of fonts in la-

ser printers, for example. But print-

ing is a secondary consideration.

Writers are, first and always, lan-

guage surgeons. I wrote a book last

year. It came to life just like this

sentence—one word at a time. For

the painstaking work of crafting

thought on a page, PFS: Write is a

scalpel, quick and sharp. Upgrading
to a machete is the wrong idea, even

though the tool is clearly more
powerful. E

Patrick Bedardy editor-at-large for

Car & Driver, is an advertising/mar-

keting consultant and author of Ex-
pert Driver.

tfiG hidden power

Upgrading to WordPerfect

5.0 is like having a two-year-

old at home: each day you
discover something new and

wonderful. With 5.0, if you

need to spiff up documents,

you can incorporate graph-

ics—and then change their

size, rotation, shading, or

scaling. The text will not

overwrite your new graph-

ic—that is, not unless you
want it to.

Consistency is key to

good-looking documents.
With 5.0's Style feature, you
can give a quotation a special

margin and type size in one

fell swoop. If you'd rather

have headings in Times 20

point than Helvetica 24

point—no problem. Change
the style once, and all head-
ings are automatically

adjusted.

My first laser-printed

document looked odd. The
problem was "kerning," the

letter spacing that makes a

"ti" take up less space than a

"wh" in typeset documents.

The solution was simple: I

turned the kerning on. Wan-
dering through menus to

find this option was a small

price to pay.

With WordPerfect 4.2, a

document that looks attrac-

tive using one printer might

look just awful with another.

Through a new feature

called "intelligent printing,"

5.0 will do its best to find

comparable type sizes and
styles based on the new
printer's capabilities if an ex-

act match is not available.

Academics and novelists

(would-be and otherwise)

will appreciate being able to

link chapters in separate files

into a master document. You
can automatically generate a

table of contents, index, and

consecutively numbered
pages for the entire manu-
script without creating a file

of unwieldy size. Lawyers
and writers will like the abil-

ity to compare a document
on-disk with the one being

edited; 5.0 flags insertions,

deletions, and other changes

that have been made from
one version of the document
to the next.

Word Search is just one

instance of 5.0's hidden
power. The past several ver-

sions of WordPerfect let you
search by directory for all

the files containing a certain

word. This feature was a life

saver when you forgot the

name of an important file

but not its contents. With
5.0, you can search all docu-

ments for a word, or you can

narrow the field to just sum-
maries, first pages, or docu-

ments created between par-

ticular dates. Another nicety:

you can now move as well as

copy a group of marked files.

Grumble, grumble. . . why
can't WordPerfect put its

help on the Fl key and its

cancel on the Esc key like a

normal program? The new
Keyboard Layout feature

lets you decide what effect

any key or key combination

will have. You can even de-

fine and change between
several alternate keyboards.

To get you started, 5.0 ships

with three defined layouts.

Use Keyboard Layout to

create macro libraries; as a

bonus you can easily display

a list of descriptions for the

new keys.

There is a price to pay for

all these neat tricks, howev-
er—and I don't mean the

$60 upgrade charge. The
learning curve from 4.2 to

5.0 goes beyond just master-

ing new features. Although

most of the basic editing

functions remain the same,

4.2 users will have to relearn

column, copy, and move
commands. The new key-

stroke sequences make more
sense than the ones in Ver-

sion 4.2, but still they are

different.

WordPerfect 5.0's printing

features offer the most dra-

matic new capability, but

they also require the biggest

change in mindset for 4.2 us-

ers. Commands assigned to

4.2's three printing format
keys (and a few new ones) all

appear under one key in 5.0.

Changing to a nonstandard

page size (such as a label)

can be quite tricky the first

time around.

There are several other

minor changes. WordPerfect

5.0 issues a warning before

you retrieve a file into the

middle of a document on-

screen, and it provides the

option of making menu
choices via letters as well as

by numbers.
If you are not tempted by

WordPerfect 5.0, staying with

4.2 is not a crime. If you do
choose to upgrade, don't try

to learn everything about 5.0

at once. Installing the pro-

gram and getting it to work
with the printer takes some
figuring out, but the basics

will soon feel familiar. Some
day, when you sigh, "I wish I

could do that," you will not

wish in vain.

—Judy Housman is a

Cambridge-based microcom-

puter trainer and consultant.
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Whatsblack&white
&read allover?

The new Mitsubishi®mp286L laptop personal computer.

Until now, thinking portable meant thinking compromise. In readability

Or speed. Or power. Or expandability Or all of the above.

But now the mp286L eliminates the compromises.
Its big, bright, black and white "page white" backlit 11" display is easy on

the eyes. It's readable from several feet away In virtually any light.

A powerful 80286 processor clocks in at 12MHz, and that's probably
faster than the desktop computer you're now using.

The 20MB internal hard disk and options including a math co-processor,

internal modem, extended memory, and numeric keypad, put to rest

once and for all the popular notion that you can't take it with you.

With the mp286L, you can even move up to MS OS/2™
But best of all, you don't have to compromise quality:

the mp286L is built like a Mitsubishi: built to work long

and work hard.

The mp286L is assembled in the U.S. for assured

delivery and availability Mitsubishi resellers are

experienced specialists who provide systems

support, training, and applications assistance a

you can count on. 1
Call toll-free: 1-800-556-1234 extension 25

(in California, 1-800-441-2345 extension 25) or
write: Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.,

Computer Systems Division, 991 Knox Street, Torrance/

CA 90502 for the authorized mp286L reseller nearest you.

Because the best choice in a laptop computer
is right here in black and white.

A MITSUBISHI
ELECTRONICS

MS OS/2 is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. © 1988, Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



In a single working weekend, our man in Patagonia

travels from quill pens all the way to the late twentieth century

By PAUL THEROUX

T^ere are probably bet-

ter places to write an article than at the end of a dock in

Tahiti, on a blue lagoon with two topless women lying a

few feet away, basting slowly, like ducklings, in coconut

oil, the only sounds their sighs as they stretch to change

position; and a mile out the waves dumping their white-

ness onto the reef while the island of Moorea slumbers

darkly on the horizon; and the air scented with the per-

fume of Polynesian flowers; and that other pungency,

the aroma of tanning oil heated by the sun on a wom-
an's skin.

There are probably better places to write, but I can't

think of any.

I recently had such an experience, scribbling softly

into a notebook, looking up from time to time and smil-

ing at my good fortune.

The trouble was, my pen kept slipping through my
damp, overeager fingers. I had almost everything I

wanted. The one thing I lacked was a laptop comput-

er—an object I had glimpsed in the hands of John Tra-

volta in the movie Perfect and have coveted ever since.

A laptop is the machine that has propelled the pen and

notebook into obsolescence, and much more than that,

has mingled memory and desire, crunched numbers,

sorted out one's very existence—and the damn thing

draws pictures, too. Even in the somnolent South Pa-

cific, such a contraption would turn anyone's head.

I had resisted advanced technology in writing be-

cause I enjoyed the physical sensations associated with

scribbling: the satisfactions of calligraphy, the smell of

ink, the rubber shreds of an eraser, the textures of pa-

per. Ail such sensations are lost to the person at a

computer.

But other alternatives materialized when PC/Com-
puting asked me to try various laptop computers: the

Toshiba America T1000, NEC Home Electronics Mul-
tiSpeed HD, and the Zenith TurbosPort 386.

I had never used a computer, never owned a word
processor, and most of the lingo of computing was un-

known to me. When I thought of the criteria by which I

would test a laptop, my mind went back to the sun-

drenched wooden dock in Papeete, and I wondered
what use these laptops would be in that situation. The
answer was: very useful indeed, but to varying degrees.

The Toshiba is small enough to fit into a briefcase

and leave room enough for files, papers, your lunch,

and a copy of my recent book Riding the Iron Rooster

(480 pages), because that is precisely what I had in my
briefcase. Toshiba's own carrying case accommodates a

Kodak Diconix printer, which is about the size of a

Gideon Bible, as well as the laptop itself, its cords, and

adapters.

The Toshiba is the classic laptop, a masterpiece of

miniaturization that you can use anywhere—a hotel

room, a railway compartment, a booth at a pizza joint, a

plane (though it's a tight squeeze in economy), or in-

deed at the end of a pier in Papeete.

The trouble with miniaturization is that many hu- z

mans have stubby fingers and myopic eyes, and coping |

with something very small—even though it is perfectly >

formed—is sometimes a struggle. i

The screen of the Toshiba is rather small; it is a liq- i

uid crystal display and is not very luminous. It works |

best in sunlight and is sometimes illegible in artificial |

light. The typeface has a drizzly and dwarfish appear- g

ance. The keyboard is a marvel, like those little bicycles £
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that chimpanzees ride, but try and ride one yourself.

Your fingers need to be neatly poised over this closely

packed thing, and then they go spidering onto the keys.

The contraption itself will fit on even the smallest lap,

and it is light enough to bring along on a journey on the

off chance you might want to use it. Its size and weight

are obvious virtues, but it has a greater one for me—it is

silent. It merely sits there and receives your touch and

translates it onto its flickering and wincing face. It does

so without a murmur.
The NEC is an altogether more generous item,

plumper, brighter, with a broadly spread keyboard. It

also contains a woman who is eternally and monoto-
nously drying her hair under the grid above the key-

?d take the Toshiba to Tahiti and

when I was finished writing for the

day. I would ostentatiously play

Flight Simulator for the delight of

the Polynesian maidens.

board—or at least that is how it seems to me. The whir

is constant and is obviously necessary to cool the ma-
chine. But after using the NEC for a few days, I minded
the whir less than I thought I would, and the aesthetic

satisfaction of such a lucid, quick-witted, and useful

item was compensation enough.

The NEC is heavy, though—8 pounds heavier than

the Toshiba. You would think twice before taking it on

a trip, because it is the size and shape of a briefcase and

in itself constitutes a piece of luggage. But that is also a

virtue: the NEC is hefty, solid, and intelligently ar-

ranged, with a luminosity in its lighted screen that

makes it usable in any conditions. The NEC is also far

more relaxing to use than the Toshiba, which requires

intense concentration because of its size. Like some-

thing that has evolved out of a desktop model but has

not quite arrived, the NEC belongs on a surface more
solid than someone's knees and is small only in comput-

er terms.

Speaking generally about laptops, you could say that

their vices are their virtues. Battery packs make them
totally portable, so energy is no problem. But for any-

one who travels, weight is the crucial consideration and
always has to be considered with respect to

performance.

If I had a Toshiba for the road—which I would
want—I would also want a desktop computer at home.
If I had a NEC, I think I would be torn between using it

for everything and buying something larger—big dis-

play, big keyboard—for my office. The Toshiba is the

ingeniously compressed laptop, like the Lord's Prayer

written on the head of a pin; the NEC is the in-between

machine.

Fve used both these laptops inside the house, out-

side, at the beach, and so on. The NEC squats on my

lap and performs fine. If portability is the bottom line,

there is no question that the Toshiba is the best choice.

Yet the NEC is more restful to use. When I had totally

wiped out this article by somehow sucking the text off

the floppy disk, I chose the NEC as the machine to use

in reconstructing it. But would I take the NEC to Tahi-

ti? I don't think so. I'd take the Toshiba. And when I

was finished writing for the day I would ostentatiously

play Flight Simulator on it for the delight of the Polyne-

sian maidens.

The third laptop I tried, the Zenith TurboSport 386,

is an altogether different kettle of fish.

Laptop is something of a misnomer for this large,

responsive, and greatly gifted creature. For starters,

you need two laps—one for the screen and one for the

detachable keyboard. I think you would be hard-

pressed to use the Zenith on an airplane, even in first

class, where the tray tables are slightly larger. It is 5

pounds heavier than the NEC and about three times

heavier than the Toshiba. I realize that I am discussing

this marvelous machine as though it were a side of beef,

but after all, portable computers are sold for their di-

minutiveness, and this is such a substantial piece of

merchandise that I cannot see it being carried on a trip

without considerable effort. May I quickly add that the

Zenith is the best computer I've had the pleasure of

using. I could sit at it and work until the cows come
home.

I would feel very comfortable writing a book on the

Zenith. I don't think that it is a machine for a foreign

correspondent or a travel writer, but if I was planning

an annual meeting for lawyers in the sort of place the

large law firms hold their annual meetings—places like

Bali, Ovamboland, and the picturesque crags overlook-

ing the Beagle Channel—I would order a Zenith to take

along. It is heavy, but it does everything. It has a lovely

display, a commodious keyboard, and all the functions

one could wish for. The Zenith is not in any sense an

in-between machine—it is something for a room, an of-

fice, a nonwobbling table.

^^^ne of my criteria for test-

ing these machines was their performance outdoors—in

the woods, on a picnic table, on a beach. To tell the

truth, I didn't dare take the Zenith far afield. It seemed

unthinkable to take something with such authority and
splendor to a place where there is sand and wind or

where a hermit crab might nest in it.

That is the virtue of the Toshiba; it is so tight and

compact that you can take it anywhere. But the Toshiba

also appears to be vastly inferior in function to the Ze-

nith. Comparing it with the larger machine seems rath-

er unfair, though. After all, the Zenith's equivalent in a

desktop machine might be an IBM PS/2 Model 80, but

the Toshiba, crafted for the sole reason of being porta-

ble, has no equivalent in the desktop world.

For my work, which is writing novels, I need a big,

solid machine such as the Zenith. But I am also a trav-
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eler, a writer of the sort of newspaper and magazine

pieces that end up at the bottom of canary cages and

are used to wrap fish. I make extensive notes in unlikely

places—hotels, trains, and pretty islands in the tropics.

I hate to be burdened, and I very rarely check a bag

when I travel by plane. Without hesitation, I would use

the Toshiba for traveling.

I wrote most of this piece on the Toshiba and the

NEC, switching back and forth. When I had to rewrite

it after Pd wiped out the disk, I used the NEC to do so.

The final editing, rewriting, revision, rereading, and

proofing I did on the Zenith. Obviously, like anyone

who works all day in various places, I need more than

one machine.

I found it hard at first to live in the paperless world

of computing, where an error—an erased disk, a fum-
bled command, or an unintentional deletion—was like

my heart stopping. But I am in favor of anything that

makes the process of writing easier, because even at its

best, writing involves considerable physical labor. This

exertion is mostly absent from word processing, and I

don't miss it.

One ought to feel rather freer with a computer, for at

its best it liberates the mind and allows the most ran-

dom thought to be held or for prose to exist in the

greatest fluidity. The computer display holds essences

of light—something far more fluid and changeable than
ink.

A short acquaintance with these devices produces
some extraordinary effects: the strange animation of

prose, the illuminated word-movie that ceaselessly

ramifies and is endlessly mutable. There is something
so definite, so final, so dogmatic and appalling about
ink. But light—even the light of a computer screen

—

radiates hope. Light is the ultimate liquefaction, like ink

that never dries. Writing at the speed of light is an enor-

mous compensation for having left the certainties of the
written word behind.

Laptops are irresistible, just the thing for Tahiti and,

I think, everywhere else. E

Man's best friend would
have far less appeal if the

beast had to be confined to

an area adjacent to the

hearth. So it is with your
faithful computer. But con-

sider—there's more to life

than portability.

Legibility, The worst short-

coming of laptops (or porta-

bles, as some lunchbox-sized

luggables are called) is the

display—which is usually il-

legible except under ideal

lighting conditions and at the

perfect angle. Some laptop

screens are brighter than
others, of course, but usually

at the expense of battery life.

(Remember, too, that all lap-

top displays are some varia-

tion on black and white

—

gray, green, or amber—but

never full color, although

that is coming someday.)

Usability. Not all laptops

are available with battery

packs, and what's the point

of a portable if you're tied to

an AC outlet? Those that do
have batteries can rarely op-

erate for more than a couple

of hours without recharging.

Speed. Many portables still

poke along with the decrepit

Intel 8088 chip, moseying
down the 8-bit highway at a

leisurely 4.77 MHz. A few

have "turbo" 8088s, meaning

6 or 8 MHz. Several now
feature 80286 or 80386
CPUs, but none are in the

20-MHz class.

Memory. Laptops generally

carry at least 512K or 640K
of RAM. Only a few have a

whole megabyte, and even
fewer have the 2 megabytes
and up you'll need for future

applications (OS/2, TSRs,
LIM, and so on). Moreover,

the RAM currently available

is rarely faster than a barely

adequate 100 nanoseconds.

Expandability. Some lap-

tops have one expansion slot

(in addition to slots for built-

in modems or extra RAM),
but none has the wealth of

16- and 32-bit slots that the

meanest clone boasts.

Incompatibility. Most lap-

tops now have 720K of

memory and 3V2-inch floppy

disk drives. This conforms to

neither the old standards

(360K or 1.2 megabytes of

memory, with 5 1/4-inch flop-

py disk drives) nor the new
1.44-megabyte, 3V2 -inch-

disk standards. So to ex-

change data with other ma-
chines, you'll need plenty of

cables and software.

Frangibility. Of course,

you can sometimes exchange

one of your laptop's floppy

disk bays for a hard disk, but

hard disks are notoriously

sensitive to even low-impact

jostling. And most are com-
paratively slow (the best are

in the 28-millisecond range,

taking twice the access time

of EDSI and SCSI hard
disks) and limited in capacity

to 20 or 30 megabytes, as

opposed to the 70- to 300-

megabyte fixed disks now
commonplace in desktop
computers.

High Latent Heat of
Evaporation. Also known
as shrinkage, meaning that

the little dears are easily pil-

fered. (They may also be ca-

sually lost, misplaced, or for-

gotten, but that's your fault.)

Sure, they can be insured,

but that means more paper-

work—and more expense
(typically 7 percent of the re-

placement cost, each year).

Affordability. Finally, you
might expect to pay less for

these less capable machines,

but no: for the price of a lap-

top ($750 to $7,500), your
dollars would invariably buy
you about twice the perfor-

mance in a desktop machine.

Laptops? Humbug! And yet,

when you need one, there is

no substitute.

—Steve Smith
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Toshiba T1000
List Price:

Weight

Dimensions

Display

Processor

Memory

Disk Drives

Battery

$1,199

(includes processor, 512K RAM,
3V2-inch floppy disk drive).

6.4 lbs. with battery.

2.1 by 11 by 12.2 inches (HWD).

Supertwist, 80-character-by-25-line LCD.

4.77-MHz 80C88.

512K RAM.

One 3V2-inch 720K floppy disk drive.

Nickel cadmium battery provides

up to 5 hours of operation.

Toshiba America Inc.

Information Systems Division

9740 Irvine Blvd.

Irvine, CA 92718

(714) 583-3000

List Price;

n 8 I <4, ( 1 1

!

Dimensions:

Display:

Processor:

Memory:

Disk Drives:

Battery:

$3,695

(includes processor, 640K RAM,
512K of firmware in ROM,
3 1/2-inch floppy disk drive).

14.3 lbs. with battery.

3.6 by 13.6 by 12.5 inches (HWD).

Detachable, 80-character-by-25-line

electroluminescent backlit supertwist LCD.

4.77- or 9.54-MHz switchable

NEC V-30 (8086 compatible).

640K RAM.

One 20MB hard disk (78 ms. access time)

and one 3V2- inch floppy disk drive.

Nickel cadmium battery pack provides

from 1 to 4 hours of operation.

NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc.

Computer Products Division

1255 Michael Dr.

Wood Dale, IL 60191

(312) 860-9500

Zenith TurbosPort 386
List Price:

Weight:

Dimensions:

Display:

Processor:

Memory:

Disk Drives:

Battery:

$7,999

(includes processor, 2MB RAM,
40MB hard disk,

and 3^2-inch floppy disk drive).

18 lbs. with battery.

4.75 by 13.25 by 14.74 inches (HWD).

Page-white 80-character-by-25-line

fluorescent backlit LCD.

6- or 12-MHz (switchable)

with zero-wait-state 80386 chip.

2MB, zero-wait-state RAM,
expandable to 3MB.

One S^-inch, 40MB fixed disk (28-ms. access time)

and one 3^2 -inch, 1.4MB floppy disk drive.

Nickel cadmium battery pack provides

2V2 to 3 hours of operation.

Battery recharges in 2 hours.

Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.

Glenview, IL 60025

(312) 699-4800
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weary travelers who
complain that any laptop is too

heavy on the road usually

smile when they pick up a To-

shiba T1000, which tips the

scales at 6.4 pounds. "At last,"

they sigh, "a laptop that's real-

ly a laptop."

With a 4.77-megahertz

80C88 processor, one disk

drive, and 512 kilobytes of

RAM, the SI, 199 T1000 is a

lightweight both in heft and in

processing power. But if your

mobile-computing needs boil

down to word processing and

keeping in touch with the of-

fice via modem, the T1000 is

the machine of choice. At 2.1

by 11 by 12.2 inches, it will fit

into just about any piece of

luggage.

Toshiba has managed to

squeeze an 82-key keyboard,

including ten function keys

across the top, into the dimin-

utive machine. The supertwist

LCD screen has no backlight-

ing, and its 3 lA- by 9 3/4-inch

size is unusually elongated. In

some applications, a certain

amount of "squashing" is no-

ticeable. Back in the office,

however, you can hook up the

machine to a composite or

CGA monitor and bypass the

display altogether.

The essential option for the

T1000 is the $399 768K RAM
card. The battery-powered

RAM card helps compensate

for the lack of a second disk

drive and the shortage of stan-

dard memory. You can use

128K on the card to bring ba-

sic memory up to 640K. Addi-

tional RAM can be used as ex-

panded memory or turned into

a RAMdisk, which will in-

crease battery life and free you

from the hassle of constantly

switching program and data

disks in and out of the drive.

DOS (Version 2.11, unfortu-

nately) is built in, and Bor-

land's SideKick suite of utili-

ties is also a standard feature.

Toshiba also sells a $399 in-

ternal 1,200-baud modem to

turn the T1000 into a commu-
nications tool. For people who
have been lugging around 15

pounds of hardware simply to

write memos and send them
back to the office over the

wire, a T1000 with a modem is

worth its weight in gold.

—Preston Gralla

Li:like many other midrange

laptops clustered around the

$3,500 price point, the 14.3-

pound NEC MultiSpeed HD
is the improved version of two

earlier machines that were

lacking in two vitally impor-

tant departments: display

quality and mass storage capa-

bility. Both problems have

been deftly handled in the

MultiSpeed's latest incar-

nation.

HD stands for hard disk,

and the MultiSpeed has a 20-

megabyte model that will run

for about 1 to 4 hours with av-

erage disk access before the

battery runs down. The lap-

top's other major power eater

is an excellent backlit su-

pertwist LCD screen that pre-

sents crisp blue characters on

a gray background. You can

shut down both the backlight-

ing and the hard disk at your

discretion to prolong the life

of the battery.

Processing power comes
from NEC's own CMOS V-30

chip, running at a speedy 9.54

MHz. Also included in the

$3,695 price are one micro-

floppy disk drive; 640K RAM,

128K of which can act as a

battery-backed RAMdisk; and

512K of firmware in ROM, in-

cluding a setup program, auto-

dialer, outliner, and notepad.

The MultiSpeed has won
many converts because of its

outstanding keyboard. The 85

keys have excellent tactile re-

sponse. A separate numeric

keypad is in the upper-right-

hand corner, and, best of all,

the ten full-size function keys

are in two columns on the left-

hand side.

Parallel and serial ports are

standard on the MultiSpeed.

An RGB video port lets you

bypass the LCD display when
you're using the laptop as your

desktop machine. With the

HD version, the MultiSpeed is

a leader in terms of price, per-

formance, and portability.

—P.G.

B y no stretch of the

imagination is the Turbos-

Port386 a laptop computer. It

is a high-performance, high-

priced heavyweight. The
TurbosPort is better described

as one of the smallest 80386-

based desktop machines
around, and the 386 portable

with the best display of them

all.

The unique design of the

TurbosPort evolved from the

need to keep heat-generating

components cool. A thicker-

than-usual pop-up display

panel houses the processor so

that air can circulate freely.

The main body of the machine

houses the expansion area,

and while the keyboard up
front is detachable, the short

coiled cable keeps it from
straying.

The machine is built around

a 12-MHz 80386 processor

that can be downshifted to 6

MHz. Also included in the

$7,999 price are 2MB RAM, a

40MB hard disk, and a micro-

floppy disk drive. Battery op-

eration is possible, but not for

more than 2V2 to 3 hours. The
Zenith has a detachable exter-

nal nickel cadmium battery

pack, which makes the unit

easier to carry. A 2,400-baud

modem is available for $500.

The real eye-catcher of the

TurbosPort is its marvelous

page-white display. When it

comes to display technology,

Zenith is on the cutting edge.

This display adds an extra po-

larizing layer that filters out

most of the blue light that usu-

ally seeps through: the result is

a brightness and sharpness not

seen on any other portable

display.

The keyboard is another

story. It feels far too light and
flimsy, a sensation that is par-

ticularly unacceptable for an

$8,000 machine. The Turbo-
sPort isn't as wide as classic

lunchbox machines, such as

the Compaq Portable III, so

the keyboard layout is not

nearly as complete as it should

be for a 386 machine; in fact,

the TurbosPort actually has

three fewer keys than the tiny

Toshiba T1000. The keyboard

may keep the TurbosPort
from succeeding as a tiny but

tremendously powerful desk-

top machine. —P.G.
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Installed in minutes, the Renegade 386 motherboard turns any
IBM PC, XT, AT or inexpensive clone into a powerful new computer,

lightning fast with both old software AND new OS/2 releases.

Is
this you?

You would like to have extraordinary computing

speed and power. You want number crunching ability. You

need complex CAD capabilities. Or graphics. Or multi-tasking.

And you haven't got it. (And you don't want to spend a

fortune to replace good equipment with the newest standard.)

Weep no more. You can turn yourpresent system into

the latest, high-performance system that will equal or exceed

the best ofthe new computers.

Renegade 386:
A new heart and brain for your computer.

Renegade Technologies offers designers, engineers,

architects, and computer-dependent businesses a simple and

reliable alternative to obsolescence. Or the unreasonable

expense ofa new system.

Simply replace the "motherboard" ofyour present sys-

tem with a Renegade 386™ motherboard.

It takes a screwdriver and less than 20 minutes. And
costs but $1695.

That's thousands ofdollars less than a new IBM System/2

Model 80.

But it gives you more thanjust the latest industry stan-

dard. You can run your old software on it. Probably anything

you now use on yourXT or AT. Big Blue can't do that.

You can use your present 16-bit peripherals. (Ifyou've

looked at PC "add-on" cards, you already know your old equip-

ment would be useless.)

But with Renegade 386™ you'll have to find some other

excuse to throw away your current modem, network card,

EGA or disk controller

cards.

The Renegade 386™

board comes with an iron-

clad oneyear limited

warranty. It uses genuine

U.S. made Intel 386 chips

and is designed and manu-

Multi-taskuith Lotus 1-2-3and
factured in the U.S.A.

other applications running side-by- by Hauppauge Computer

side on the Microsoft Windows/386 Works. Hauppauge is a

desktop. major developer ofsoftware

support for Microsoft and IBM products, and is producer of

the highly respected Hauppauge 8087 or 80287 highspeed

math coprocessors. Over 50,000 have been sold.

Major computer magazine reviews in the last year have

hailed our Hauppauge-made board as a major breakthrough

in a high speed, high power, high performance upgrade

product.

Not an accelerator card. Not a "turbo" gimmick.

Renegade 386 gives you a full-featured

new computer.

Thanks to Renegade's 80386 microprocessor your com-

puter will now boast a 32-bit data path—and a clock speed of

16 MHz with zero wait state access. Up to 8 expansion slots

are provided depending on your computer configuration.

Your "new" computer also will now have 1 Megabyte
of 100ns RAM. This is not a naked board. And it also includes

a 32-bit high-speed RAM expansion slot which you can popu-

late with up to 15Mbytes ofsystem memory.



In practical terms that simply means that programs like

Lotus 1-2-3 or new products like Foxbase 386, and almost any-

thing else, mil runfaster than anythingyou have ever seen.

Which is a minor problem for some folks who are playing

computer games on company time. Renegade 386™ may run

them at speeds far too fast for human reactions.

The world is not perfect.

Otherwise Renegade
386™ is perfectly com-

patible with products

like AutoCAD, Aldus

PageMaker, Microsoft Win-

dows, Ventura Publisher,

the Novell Network and siz-

zlers like Paradox 386. We
haven't yet found a popular

program we can't run

with it.

Power hungry? Equip Renegade 386™ with

even more RAM—without speed loss.

Add up to 15 Mbytes ofsystem memory with Renegade™
expansion modules that plug right into your Renegade 386™

32-bit expansion slot. And run with no loss ofspeed

—something no IBM or Compaq model can match.

There's a lot ofconfusion in computer claims, but the

fact is that with zero wait state, our 16 MHz is effectively the

same as those highly touted machines running at 20 MHz
with one wait state.

So plug in Renegade™ expansion modules in 2-and

4-Megabyte increments and run Windows 386 applications at

the speed God intended.

Faster, easierpresentationgraphics

with newestsoftware releases.

$1695
The Renegade 386m motherboard. Next

generationperformancefor SSthousands less.

m
V'-rmwm

30 DAY TRIAL OFFER
AND OUR

NO-RISKGUARANTEE
We understand perfectly that you have no reason

to believe anything you read. Including this ad. (We
read too.)

So we invite you to evaluate the Renegade 386™

yourself. Call and order one. We'll send it with detailed,

clear instructions. Use it in yourown system, on your
own work, for 30 days. Tiy it for brilliant presentation

graphics, make massive and instant spreadsheet recal-

culation, run huge memory-hungry CAD programs.

Wring it out—on anything your software is up to.

But don't stop there. Challenge your best com-
puter technician. Or a consultant whose opinion you
value. Ask them to compare Renegade 386™ dollar for

dollar, and feature for feature, with the best on the

market.

After 30 days, ifit isnt for you, for any reason,

well take it back and write you a check immediately
foryour full purchase price.

The risk is all ours. But we urge you not to wait.

RAM chip prices are going up every day due to world-

wide chip shortages. We can guarantee this current

price only ifyou order now.

Call toll-free today. You have nothing

to lose but yesterday's computer system.

1-800-426-2189

IxEliESauE
TECHNOLOGIES
Redmond, Washington USA (206)885-5700

IBM PC, AT, XT, Personal System/2, Microsoft Windows 386, Foxbase 386,

Paradox 386, PageMaker, 1-2-3, Novell Network, Ventura Publisher, EGA, Intel,

Hauppauge, Compaq and other brands and products are trademarks or

registered trademarks of their respective holders.

CIRCLE NO. 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



with 640K memory; dual disk

drives, long-life battery and
back-lit screen.

History does repeat itself.

Spark proves it. For more
information contact us at

One Meca Way Norcross,

GA 30093 (404) 564-5555.

Dflra/UE

It'sbeen 33 years sinceyou
could get a deal like this.

CIRCLE NO. 122 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Datavue and Spark are trademarks of Datavue Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of

International Business Machines Corporation. Price is subject to change without notice.

It's small, dependable and
very affordable But this time,

it's called Spark™ the incre-

dible laptop computer
from Datavue"

This 9 lb.

machine runs

at 9.54 MHz
and is

packed full of features. Like

384K ofmemory, 3.5 " micro-

drive, super-twisted crystal

LCD screen, IBM®
compatibility, and

a built-in handle.

Other models
are also available
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Will the PC replace the

palette in painters 7 studios?

For some of the art

world's most respected

citizens, it already has.

By GEORGE DAMON LEVY

Merging art and sci-

ence: Computer scien-

tist Ivan Sutherland

(right) demonstrates

Sketchpad, the first

interactive graphics

system, In 1963.

Today, fine artist David

Em (far right) has more

capable tools to work

with at his post at the

California Institute of

Technology's let Pro-

pulsion Laboratory.
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A rtists quest after a perfect way to translate

artistic vision into sight and sound. In the

past, the medium might have been a new
pigment or stylus. Today, increasingly, it

is the computer. An exhibition at the IBM
Gallery of Science and Art in New York,

"Computers and Art," showcased works
of computer-assisted artists and under-

scored the increasing acceptance of com-
puters within the fine arts community.

Acceptance has been a long time com-
ing. In the beginning, many artists regard-

ed the computer with suspicion. In Digital

Visions (Abrams, New York), Cynthia

Goodman, curator of the "Computers and

Art" exhibit, writes that musicians made
an easier transition from analog to digital

formats. Lejaren A. Hiller, for example,

first programmed an electronic musical

composition, Illiac Suite, in 1957.

But before the advent of the personal

computer, computer technology was inac-

cessible to most artists and an awkward,
inadequate tool for expressing ideas and
images graphically. In 1962, Ivan Suther-

land created a graphics system called

Sketchpad, an impressive development for

its day, but hopelessly primitive. Its out-

put was little more than stick figures.

Even as technology improved, there

was no rush to embrace computers. "The
enormous mainframes," writes Goodman,
"occupied entire rooms and required a

large staff to maintain them. Their set-

tings did not appeal to most artists, who
understandably preferred the comfort of

their studios to sterile laboratories and the

seemingly labyrinthine procedures that

often accompanied admittance to sophis-

ticated computer systems."

The PC was the turning point. When
personal computers arrived in the late

1970s, processing power and high-quality

video displays came within reach. Sud-
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It's like there's a vanishing point at which art and science merge—and we're standing

smack at the center of that point.



Robin Cook directed Road
to Point Reyes (1986), a

collaborative "one-frame

movie." It took six pro-

grammer/artists to create

the different effects.

Each effect, from rainbows

to ripples in puddles, had

to be built separately,

then composited to form

the completed work.



Where does science leave off and art begin? Does it matter?

««. *

AARON is the name of the

program British painter

Howard Cohen created to

generate the line drawing

for Untitled {1985) on a

MicroVAX II. Cohen added
watercolor later. Top and

bottom photos show
AARON at work.

denly, artists could equip their studios with

easy-to-use computers of enormous capabili-

ty—computers that made the creative pro-

cess easier, not more complex.

S ince then, artists

have found more and more uses for the new
technology. "For some," writes Goodman,
"the computer is merely a tool that facilitates

design decisions; for others, the artwork it-

self assumes the form of direct computer
output; still others think of computer output

as the point of departure for further elabora-

tion and execution in an entirely different

medium." (Painters, for example, use com-
puter-generated images as "blueprints."

They work out an idea on their terminal,

project it onto canvas—and then paint the

canvas by hand.)

Some artists still shun the computer for

philosophical reasons. Others cite ongoing

technical limitations. No one, for example,

has found a method of transferring the literal

image from the luminous video display to pa-

per or canvas. But as computers become sim-

pler and more capable, resistance is wearing

down. Says Darcy Gerbarg, a well-known

computer artist who teaches at New York's

School of Visual Arts, "This is not a physical

medium, so it can keep pace with your
thoughts. Artists are fascinated by the cre-

ative potential that they can unleash in

themselves with these tools."

Contemporary graphics programs are a

key. They incorporate advanced technology

but seem more like traditional tools. The
menus that appear on the PC screen present

an easy-to-understand image of a "paint-

brush" cursor and shield the user from need-

ing to know about screen pixels and memory
bytes. The programs respond to drawing mo-
tions and menu selections instantaneously.

It's no-wait paint: a few keystrokes or mouse
clicks make lines and colors appear.

The computer encourages these new com-
puter artists to think more freely and play

what-if games with no risks. It allows each

artist to change an image as quickly as his

thoughts—and change it back again. If the

artists share anything, it is their questioning

minds and impatient dreams in search ofnew
technology.

George Damon Levy is a senior editor of PC/
Computing.
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Changing the Fractal

Dimension (1983), by

Richard F. Voss, uses

fractal geometry to cre-

ate an ultrarealistic tab-

leau. Fractals are based

on the principle of "self-

similarity," that a large

form is composed of

smaller, nearly identical

shapes. The technique

permits unprecedented

detail and is in vogue for

representing natural phe

nomena. Differences in

the landscapes at right

are due to changes in the

fractal dimension of the

program.



uddenly it occurred to us, Why be restricted to reality?

fmfm

Nancy Burson used an

IBM PC to create Unti-

tiedUS (1985-86), a

composite of a Cezanne

rendering of Mont Sainte

Victoire and van Gogh's

The Huth Factories. A
stiii frame (above) from

James Biinn's film,

Mimas Day (1981),

shows effect of "bump
mapping." Blinn, a lead-

ing computer scientist,

devised the technique in

1976 to permit applica-

tion of texture to

computer-generated

surfaces. (Prior to bump
mapping, computers

produced only smooth-

surfaced images.) Trans-

jovian Pipeline (above

right) is a 1979 David Em

work, Schooled as a fine

artist, Em began experi-

menting with computers

in the mid-1970s. Later

he worked at Cal Tech's

Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory, where he merged
Biinn's programs with

his own. The Art of David

Em (Abrams, Inc., 1988)

is the first book about a
painter who uses a com-

puter as his principal

medium. A frame from

Ocean (below right), a

1986 film by Yoichiro

Kawaguchi. Kawaguchi

is one of the few whose
formal training is in com-

puter graphics filmmak-

ing as art form.
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This is no-wait paint: eye-popping color at the click of a mo





how to install a floppy drive

the
problem: You need to exchange files be-

tween your older desktop PC and a laptop or

one of today's PS/2 machines. Your PC uses

SV^-inch floppy disks and the other comput-

er uses 3V2-inch floppies. A simple solution:

install a S^-inch drive in your desktop PC.

Exchanging files becomes a snap.

Perhaps the only reason more people don't

install their own 3^2 -inch drives is a lack of faith

—

both in their own abilities and in the ruggedness of

the PC. But with a little patience, and by following

our advice, the job can be done in a few minutes.

The first step is to buy the drive or drives to install

in your computer. With a dual-floppy PC you'll need

just a single 3 1/2-inch drive to replace one of your old

drives. If you have an XT with a hard disk, you'll

want both a 3V2-inch drive and a half-height 5Va-

inch drive, so both will fit in the single drive bay that

will be available when you remove the standard flop-

py disk drive.

You may want to take the latter approach with

your PC, too. It will free a whole drive bay for possi-

ble use with a hard disk. And the new drive will re-

place the one part of your PC that's most likely to

fail with age.

Four of your best choices are 3V2-inch drives

made by Chinon, Sony, Teac, and Toshiba. Match-
ing 5 ¥4-inch drives are available for each.

You'll want to be careful when you order because

3V2-inch floppy drives are narrower and shorter than

their 5 ¥4 -inch counterparts, and they use different

connectors. To make the drive fit and plug in, you'll

need a mounting kit with adapter brackets. Most
drives include one at no charge, and some even offer

a choice of colors—PC black or AT beige.

Two capacities of 3V2-inch drives are available

—

720 kilobyte and 1.44 megabyte. Although more de-

sirable, the bigger drives are more expensive and

may impose an additional penalty. They won't work

in your PC or XT without the help of a new drive

controller. Two possible replacement controllers in-

clude Western Digital's WD-1002-FOX floppy disk

drive controller and the DataTech Enterprises DTK
Mini/Micro FDC, a Taiwanese clone card that's

widely available for about $75 retail.

You may also need software, depending on the op-

erating system you have. DOS 3.3 supports both

720K and 1.44MB drives. DOS 3.2 supports only

720K drives. Earlier versions of DOS will require

special driver software, which is usually included

with the disk drive. To avoid surprises, check to be

sure before you buy.

Switch off and disconnect all cables from your PC, then

remove the five screws holding the top of its case. You'll find

one screw in each corner of the rear panel and the fifth in the

center near the top. Slide the cover forward and off, raising

the front slightly at the end of its path to clear the front of

the chassis.

Remove one of your old drives. IBM PC and XT floppy disk

drives are held in place solely by two screws on one side of

each drive. Once you remove these screws, unplug the ca-

bles from the drives you want to replace, and pull them

straight out through the front of the chassis.

Next, prepare your drives. Most floppy disk drives are

sold with termination resistors installed, but it's required

only on Drive A:. Remove it from your B: drive.

The termination resistor looks like an ordinary integrated

circuit. Sometimes it's just a sliver of plastic 1 inch long, */2

inch high, and less than 1 inch thick. In any case, it's usually

the only chip on the board mounted in a socket, typically

rear-mounted near the ribbon cable connector. Simply pry

off the termination resistor from the drive you want to make
drive &:.
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A 3V2-inch drive makes file transfer simpler.

Here's the way to do it yourself. By WINN L. ROSCH

You may also have to adjust drive select jumpers or

switches. You can identify the drive selects by their labels

—

D50, DS1, and so on. Some drives start counting with DSO,

some with DS1. Set all floppy disk drives in your system to

the second position—DS1 on drives that start with DSO or

DS2 on drives that start with DS1.

Now slide your new drives into the chassis. If you're put-

ting a single half-height drive in a bay, it must go in the bot-

tom of the bay with a blank panel above. If you use adapter

brackets, install only the bracket on the side of the drive

that will be inaccessible.

Attach one of the white connectors from the power supply

to each drive. Next, connect the ribbon cable that runs to the

controller. Drive A: gets the connector located near the

twist in the cable. The connector in the middle of the cable

goes to drive B:. The remaining end goes to the controller.

Note that proper installation requires that the side of the

cable with a red (sometimes blue) stripe goes to the side of

the connector on the drive that has the number 1 or 2 next to

it, nearest the slot cut between two of the fingerlike gold

contacts on the drive.

After your drives are loosely installed in your computer
chassis and all the cables have been attached, slip the re-

maining mounting bracket between the stack of drives and
the side of the drive bay, then screw the bracket to the top

drive. Line up the holes in the chassis, bracket, and bottom

drive, and screw it in place.

est your installation before you slide the cov-

er back on your computer. Then try to read a

directory from your new drive, referring to it

as the B: drive.

If that doesn't work, you may have to in-

clude the entry DEVICE-DRIVER.SYS in

your system's CONFIG.SYS file (and copy
the file DRIVER.SYS to all of your boot

disks). Even if the instructions that came with your
drive don't mention adding this entry, it won't hurt

to try it. Once you do, your new drive may react as

drive C: (in PCs without hard disks) or as drive D:
(in XTs and PCs with hard disks).

Slide the cover back on, screw it in place, and
you're done. The entire installation shouldn't take

more than half an hour, and you'll save many times

that with the convenience of making direct disk-to-

disk file transfers.

Which disk capacity is right for you? Most lap-

tops, including the IBM Convertible, use 720K flop-

py drives. All Micro Channel PS/2s use 1.44MB
drives. Since 720K drives can be $10 to $30 cheaper

than their larger-capacity counterparts, they may
seem like the better buy. In fact, a 1.44MB floppy

drive can do everything a 720K drive can do, plus

store more. That makes bigger better.

A 720K drive cannot read or write 1.44MB disks,

but a 1.44MB drive can read and write 720K disks.

Moreover, a 1.44MB drive makes a better backup
system for your hard disk. On a pennies-per-mega-

byte basis, media for the larger-capacity drive are

more economical.

In down-to-earth terms, the 720K drive's day is

over. It's a dinosaur in miniature. In the long run,

you'll be happier with the greater capacity, compati-

bility, and convenience of a 1.44MB drive. E
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It's the single most

popular and successful

software package

ever written and

its days are numbered.

The countdown has

begun to a rational,

affordable successor.

By JOHN DVORAK

Â̂ks Bruce stomped on the

accelerator of his brand new red Ferrari Testarossa, he

heard a news bulletin over the radio:

"Attention. . .this just in. . .DOS is dead," blurted the

disc jockey. Just then, the cellular car phone rang. A voice

on the other end screamed at Bruce: "Sellyour stock in Mi-
crosoft! DOS is dead!"

Bruce gasped and shook his head in disbelief. Only last

week he'd learned that the fabled operating system wasn't

pronounced "dohs, " as he and his friends had pronounced
it over the pastfew years. "Gee, you learn something new
and it goes for naught, " he lamented.

—from Palmer Quinlin's unpublished

novel Silicon Blues

If there is an issue in personal computing that domi-
nates the conversation in 1988, this is it: Is DOS dead?

The issue is never argued logically, since few of the

participants are without a vested interest, either in the

demise of DOS—the operating system licensed to IBM
(as PC-DOS) by its publisher, Microsoft (which sup-

plies MS-DOS to other customers)—or in its continued

§ existence.

| In 1982, one year after the announcement of the 16-

g bit IBM PC, a popular microcomputer magazine inter-

> viewed 15 industry figures for a story headlined "Is 8-

| bit Dead?" Without exception, the responses were
q nothing more than reflections of vested interests. It was
> amusing that 13 of those interviewed said 8-bit was get-

Si ting better every day—the sky was the limit. Only two

I felt differently: Bill Gates, the chairman of Microsoft
° Corp., and Tony Gold, founding publisher of PC
1 Magazine.

Today, much of the software written specifically for

3 MS-DOS won't run under anything but DOS. This in-

| eludes any DOS-specific memory-resident (TSR) utili-

| ty or program. It's no coincidence that Borland Inter-

| national's head honcho, Philippe Kahn, for example,

d eschews the notion that Microsoft's new and much-

talked-about operating system, OS/2, will achieve any
popularity. Kahn, after all, sells SideKick, a TSR pro-

gram that makes no sense in an OS/2 environment.
At the same time, we see that many of the most-vocal

proponents of OS/2 have just finished a book outlining

OS/2 and its wonders. It's like Jimmy Swaggart endors-

ing Motel Six. We can expect no objectivity from these

folks, period.

But we have to take sides for a moment when we ask

if DOS will live forever. Can it?

No way.

This is regardless of the fact that MS-DOS is the

single most popular and successful software package
ever written for any computer. There are more than 14

million copies in use. Other very successful products
such as Lotus 1-2-3 or dBASE III need DOS, as does
every other popular PC software product. The success

of such programs pales in comparison with that of

DOS. I think we can rest assured that every reader of
these words will be dead before the last MS-DOS com-
puter is abandoned.

So how can we talk about the death of DOS? Well,

just because it's still in use doesn't mean it's still hot. In
fact, that doesn't even mean it was ever hot. Let's face

it, DOS was the only game in town.

There has never been much pressure to improve
DOS; it has remained virtually unchanged since the re-

lease of Version 2.0. A few patches and features were
added with Version 3.0, but the major flaws and draw-
backs remain. DOS may already be dead, but it's been a

long wait for the coroner.

Let's take a quick look at the background of DOS. It

was born when IBM was shopping around for an oper-

ating system for its new computer, the IBM PC. At the

time, the dominant "serious" operating system for per-

sonal computers (of the non-Apple variety) was CP/M,
from Digital Research. CP/M was developed as a com-
mon interface and operating system for computers that
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used the 8080, 8085, and Z-80 microprocessors. It al-

lowed users to install a variety of displays and disk sys-

tems and actually make them work well together, a not-

so-common situation in the 1970s. CP/M was easy to

use and appealed to the growing band of small-comput-

er users. It was the odds-on favorite to be the operating

system for any IBM offering.

Many assumed IBM would choose a Z-80 chip for its

new machine. But Exxon owned Zilog, the manufactur-

er of the Z-80 chip, and Exxon spent too much time

rattling its sword, threatening to destroy IBM in the

growing office-automation market. This did not make
IBM feel comfortable about relying on Exxon for chip

At first it wasn't clear that

DOS (or the personal computer,

for that matter) would succeed.

It did. Now, to understand the

possible demise of DOS, we
have to understand the reasons

for its success. Success

is spelled L-O-T-U-S.

supplies. So IBM turned to Intel Corp. and the 8088

chip.

When IBM rolled out a 16-bit computer with CP/M-
incompatible software and a new operating system, ob-

servers were startled. The big surprise was the operat-

ing system, then called PC-DOS. Microsoft had
hurriedly bought the rights to a CP/M clone developed

by Seattle Computer Products and sold it to IBM as

PC-DOS, and eventually to clone makers as MS-DOS.
To the user, the clone seemed almost identical to CP/
M except that it ran on the 8086 and 8088 chips.

At first, it wasn't clear that the new operating system

(or the computer, for that matter) would succeed. To
understand the possible demise of DOS, we have to

understand the reasons for its success. Success is

spelled L-O-T-U-S.
Lotus 1-2-3 turned the PC into the darling of the

business user. Lotus 1-2-3 did for the PC what VisiCalc

did for the Apple II: it gave the computer a raison

d'etre. Since Lotus 1-2-3 ran under DOS and not under

the other two operating systems available for the PC
(CP/M-86 and the 8-bit Z-80 system), they soon disap-

peared. Once the software bandwagon turned toward

MS-DOS, it was all over for CP/M, the 8-bit Z-80,

CP/M-86, VisiCalc itself, and scores of little software

development companies.

This kind of scenario is the key and must be repeated

if something new is to emerge. There must be a signifi-

cant reason to change.

The current alternatives to DOS do not have a part-

ner with the lure of Lotus 1-2-3 to initiate a major

change. OS/2 is the most talked-about new operating

system. Experts will tell you its design is based on solid

operating-system principles that should make it a fabu-

lous product. But as far as the user is concerned, what
does OS/2 really do besides load a program and run it?

We already have that capability in MS-DOS. Why
should we pay $400 more for the same privilege?

Well, OS/2 can also run two or more programs at

once. This multitasking, while lacking in DOS, can now
be done with an add-on product called VM/386 from

IGC in Santa Clara, California, and even with Win-

dows/386 from Microsoft. Providing, of course, that the

user has an expensive 80386-based computer.

A particular advantage of VM/386 is that it runs

multiple programs the user already owns. No special

programs or additional purchases are needed. But none

of the programs can be larger than 640 kilobytes—

a

limit that continues to plague the MS-DOS world.

OS/2 obliterates the 640K barrier. But so do newer

expanded- and extended-memory schemes, such as the

jointly developed LIM 4.0 (from Lotus, Intel, and Mi-
crosoft), which still works with the old DOS and the old

programs. But all of these schemes are still DOS patch-

es that might create havoc with some software. Many
programs are sloppy and don't run properly in patched

systems.

While OS/2 supposedly eliminates many of these

problems, it requires software designed specifically for

OS/2. And developers moan about how hard it is to

write programs for OS/2.

o muck things up further,

developers have made it clear that OS/2-compatible

software will cost more than DOS software. OS/2 also

requires an 80286-based machine (as a minimum), and

it runs well only on an 80386. More and more, OS/2

—

as good as it may be—begins to look less like software

and more like a cog in a complex marketing scheme
designed to sell upgrades, add-ons, and expensive new
versions of old programs.

The other alternatives to MS-DOS are far worse. At

least OS/2 can pretend to be DOS and run a DOS pro-

gram the old-fashioned way—as a single task. More-
over, the commands in OS/2 are almost all identical to
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MS-DOS commands. But the alternatives to OS/2 and

DOS are earmarked by outrageous incompatibilities

and incredible difficulty of use.

Unix is the most-mentioned alternative. Ever since

its invention in 1969 as a hardware-independent oper-

ating system, Unix has been pitched by programmers as

the greatest thing to hit the computer business since the

invention of the keyboard. Real-world users have not

been so enthusiastic. Unix was designed by program-
mers for programmers; its unavailing interface and
dopey commands reek of arrogant elitism.

To make Unix acceptable to end users, computer

manufacturers have to design complex shells that shield

the user from the Unix kernel. In essence, the user talks

to the shell and the shell talks to Unix. The shell takes

plain-English commands or creates menus through
which users must plod as the only means of instructing

the machine.

The problem is that people seem to dislike shells.

IBM's venture into the shell concept, a dud called Top-

View, forever destroyed the notion that shells are what
people want. It turns out to be easier to execute, say,

WordPerfect by typing WP at the C: prompt than to

scroll through hundreds of programs to find WordPer-

fect, highlight it on a menu, and then execute it with

some peculiar command. Too much work.

Then there's the so-called graphical interface. Peo-

ple can't stop talking about it. If we are to believe the

majority of professional pundits and industry visionar-

ies, we have to accept the possibility that the next oper-

ating system will have, as an inherent element, an icon-

based user interface similar to the one used by the

Macintosh. Some cynics have dubbed it the WIMP in-

terface—for Windows, Icons, Mouse, and Pull-down

menus.

The advantage is that, if done properly, this ap-

proach gives all applications a similar "feel" and com-
mand structure. The user can quickly learn a new ap-

plication without having to read volumes of boring

documentation. For most applications, the idea works.

But for the most-complex programs, such as AutoCAD,
it becomes a hindrance as the menus get too long and
complicated.

IBM, in conjunction with Microsoft, wants to imple-

ment a "common graphical interface" that uses as its

starting point the OS/2 Presentation Manager—a com-
plex (and, doubtless, costly) addition to OS/2 that gives

the screen a Macintosh look. IBM wants a common
user interface so all the applications have a sameness.

For example, you always hit function key Fl when you
need help. The grand plan is called SAA (Systems Ap-
plication Architecture). The commonality is to work its

It's sometimes said that if you copy
from one person, you're plagiarizing,

but if you copy from a lot of people,

you're doing research. In this sense,

OS/2 is the most researched operating

system ever created, developed through
a joint effort by IBM Corp. and Micro-
soft Corp. as a successor to DOS. It

combines software technologies devel-

oped at both companies with features of

operating systems for minicomputers
and mainframes.

OS/2 runs on personal computers
built around the Intel 80286 or 80386
microprocessors. This includes the

IBM PC AT and compatibles and the

IBM PS/2 Model 50 and higher. OS/2
uses the "protected-mode" operation of

the 80286 chip to expand memory from
1 to 16 megabytes and for fast, efficient

multitasking.

Three major components make up
OS/2. At the center of the operating

system (hidden from the user) is the

OS/2 "kernel." It is responsible for

maintaining files, managing several pro-

grams that may be running simulta-

neously, and allowing these programs to

communicate.

Users of OS/2 will see the operating

system as a windowing environment
called the Presentation Manager—the

second major component of OS/2. The
Presentation Manager extends the mul-
titasking capabilities of the kernel in or-

der to allow several programs to run si-

multaneously on the same screen, each

program occupying its own window.
Programs running under the Presenta-

tion Manager have a consistent user in-

terface that makes the programs easier

to learn and use.

The third major component of OS/2
is the Graphics Programming Interface

(GPI), a powerful graphics system.

OS/2 programs use graphics as readily

as DOS programs use plain old text.

The promise of OS/2 is programs
that are more powerful and easier to

use. Right now, OS/2 is mostly in the

hands of programmers. The applica-

tions that really take advantage ofOS/2
should begin to appear in 1990 and con-

tinue for the entire decade.

—Charles Petzold
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way right up through IBM's mainframe programs.

The irony is that while this has already been done by

Apple (and proven effective), it may now be passe.

With the release of HyperCard for the Macintosh,

much of the application-to-application commonality

has gone out the window in favor of point-and-click

software buttons that appear all over the screen. SAA
may already be too little, too late, and out of touch with

current thinking by the time we first see it: DOS enthu-

siasts will sit back and laugh.

Many users question the need for a graphical and

common interface in the first place. Lots of users like a

simple command-line interface. It's not that difficult to

master, and it's the most efficient interface of all. You
simply tell the machine what you want. These users

also argue that it doesn't take a genius to master differ-

ent commands for different software, and that few peo-

ple use more than three or four packages anyway.

So now you're asking what we need as the next-gen-

eration operating system? What's my ideal DOS? JD-
DOS, ifyou please. I'd like to see MS-DOS recoded for

speed and an ability to move beyond the 640K bound-
ary. What about multitasking? It isn't important if the

machine is fast. How many things do you really need to

do at the same time?

So now you're asking what
we need as the next

generation operating system?
What's my idea! DOS? JD-DOS,
if you please. I'd like to see
DOS recoded for speed and
an ability to move beyond the

640K-byte boundary. Plus

multitasking capability.

Plenty, it seems. People insist on hanging faxes and
digital voice mailboxes and slow scanners on their ma-
chines, and I expect even-more-sluggish devices to ap-

pear in the future. So we need some multitasking capa-

bility. The machines now have the power to handle it. I

also think a graphical interface might be nice as an op-

tion.

Basically, I've described OS/2. The difference is that

OS/2 requires a megabyte (or two) of RAM and costs

hundreds of dollars to buy. If it used a smaller code size

and it ran old software in a multitasking mode and it

sold for $50, then you'd have JD-DOS.
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As it now stands, OS/2 faces an uphill battle. The
failure of TopView, Windows, Unix, and the long-for-

gotten CP/M-86 and UCSD p-System shows the stay-

ing power of plain-vanilla MS-DOS. Fans cite the 14

million installed PCs as a Rock of Gibraltar forever

maintaining the viability ofMS-DOS. Of course, some-
thing similar was said about the Model T.

Â̂Ls for the other also-rans

and dubious alternatives, their chances of success are

nil. The only other challengers are Wendin-DOS, a

home-brew MS-DOS-compatible operating system

with low profile and not much else; MOS-386, an oper-

ating system that isn't as compatible as it should be;

THEOS, a totally incompatible operating system with

nothing to offer that can't be matched or beaten by
Xenix; Xenix, a Unix clone that shows no performance

or appeal; and finally, a CP/M-86 offshoot, GEM, the

enigma of all PC operating systems, finally relegated to

running as a task under DOS. That's about it—not

much to brag about.

One thing for sure: Microsoft wants somehow to

move everyone into OS/2. And Microsoft may improve

the code, modify the program, and give it away free to

accomplish this goal. Until then, there is no reason to

move to OS/2 or anything else. Without a compelling

reason to change, nobody will change.

On the other hand, people don't like to be stuck in a

dead end, and DOS is a dead end whether we like to

admit it or not. Most systems are running with too

many memory-resident programs and flaky device driv-

ers, making it harder and harder to use new software

without worrying about strange crashes. I have to rear-

range programs listed in my CONFIG.SYS file to get

many of them to work together. In this regard, DOS
and its limitations are hurting the software industry.

Too many software packages simply don't run on ev-

eryone's system, and DOS is much to blame for this.

Worse, the newest software requires more and more
memory—which puts increased pressure on the 640K
barrier, regardless of makeshift patches that expand us-

able memory.
For these reasons alone, it's apparent that the days of

DOS are numbered. If DOS is being kept alive as a

patched-up and bloated living-dead zombie, it's be-

cause of the alternatives—there are none.

John Dvorak, industry analyst, is a frequent contributor to

PC Magazine, the San Francisco Examiner and
MacUser.
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FINALLY, A REAL MAINFRAME PRINT SPOOLER
FOR YOUR IBM PC OR COMPATIBLE

If you spend part of your PC
time running applications. Part
of it printing. And a lot of time
waiting . .

.

Imagine a program that prints

up to 10,000pages while you run
applications.

PrintQ does that. And more.

It's the first really complete
print spooling subsystem for

your PC. And your biggest time
saver ever!

HOW PrintQ WORKS
Run your application programs
as usual, but instead of stop-

ping after the print command,
keep right on computing!
PrintQ intercepts the docu-
ments bound for the printer,

spools them to disk, then prints
them according to your com-
mands.

NOT COPY
PROTECTED

For users of IBM,
PC, AT, XT, PCjr and
most IBM compatibles.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Corporate Licensing Available
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"Pop up " status display lets you monitor and
control document printing at any time.

WITH PrintQ YOU CAN . .

.

• Re-start printing from any page.
• View documents on screen with
or without printing.

• Print up to 255 copies auto-
matically.

• Save reports for reprinting.
• Minimize form changes. PrintQ
groups similar documents.

• Print in order of priority.

• Simplify forms alignment.
• Work while printer is down.
• Copy reports to ASCII files.

• Control from within a batch file.

• Use any printer (including laser).

• No program modifications re-

quired.

. . . AND MUCH MORE.

Using PrintQ could become
very addicting, and users may
never want to go back to ordin-

ary printing again."

- PC Week

FULLY GUARANTEED
Use PrintQ. If you're not con-
vinced PrintQ saves time, in-

creases productivity and en-

hances printer function, return
it within 30 days for a full re-

fund.

Order now and you'll receive
the PrintQ disk, complete easy
to understand documentation,
and the Quick Start Card which
will have you reaping the bene-
fits of PrintQ in seconds.

Call toll-free or mail
the coupon to order now.

1-800-346-7638
In New Jersey Call

201-584-8466
Same day shipping
on phone orders

CIRCLE NO. 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ris Software Directions, Inc. 1572 Sussex Turnpike, Randolph, NJ 07869

"VT Ij1C[ Rush me PrintQ for just $89, which includes postage and handling (Canada —X MidO • add $10; Foreign— add $20). If I 'm not convinced PrintQ saves time, increase-
es productivity and enhances printer function, I '11 return it within 30 days for a full refund.
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an EHaggeratefl

The first instruction in the gypsy

cookbook for making chicken soup is

supposedly: "1. Steal a chicken." The
first instruction for millions of PC users

thinking about using OS/2 is: "L Sell

your system and buy an AT or a Per-

sonal System/2."

OK, if you want to be picky about it,

an alternative is to purchase a plug-in

286 card (or a whole new motherboard),

three megs of pricey RAM, and a fancy

new color display.

So let's say you decide to shell out

the money for the right hardware, then

plunk down a few hundred bucks more

for OS/2 itself. What do you have then?

For the next year or two, a beefier sys-

tem, but not much else.

IBM: But don't you want to be pio-

neers? When DOS was first introduced,

the joke was that you could always

identify the pioneers, since they were

the ones with arrows in their backs.

IBM: Oh, no. That's so... low-tech. We'll

use bullets instead.

Some users salivate over the prospect

of executing all their applications si-

multaneously, switching instantly

among them, and running the whole

thing from a smart, flexible, intuitive

interface.

But even if you do have an AT or

PS/2, you'll run into problems. First,

you'll have to buy OS/2 versions of

your favorite software, then stuff even

more RAM into your system to handle

the increasingly bloated program code.

Second, if companies like IBM and Mi-

crosoft are designing the interface, do

you really think it has much chance of

being even halfway smart, flexible, and

intuitive?

And finally, do you really need all the

claptrap and gimmickry? For most us-

ers, investing right now in OS/2 is like

buying a stereo system with hundreds

of buttons on it that say things like

"Low-Pass Asymmetrical Negative

Phase Modulation Woofer Boost De-

feat" when all they want to do is play

their scratchy old LPs.

Several years from now, when even

the grubbiest clones all come with 386s

and commodity-cheap 4-meg RAM
chips, and Intel announces a processor

codesigned by Seymour Cray that has

B m 1 5 G

to be dunked in a tank of liquid nitro-

gen so it doesn't melt your chassis, and

software vendors finally figure out how
multitasking can help the average user,

everyone will give up DOS.
But these days, most users work on

just one project at a time. If they have

to export data from a decent spread-

sheet into a decent word processor, they

can do it. And if they need to pop up an

appointment book, or a calculator, or a

memo pad, DOS will let them. Several

existing DOS programs already allow

background communications. And if

you haven't learned to save your work

to disk periodically, and your system

freezes and takes a day's work with it,

consider it an expensive lesson.

Sure, DOS could be more elegant. It

could provide a better way than TYPE
or MORE commands to see what's in a

file. It should allow more than 1 1 char-

acters in a filename, and should prevent

stupid mistakes like letting the COPY
command wipe out a 100,000-byte file

with a 10-byte file you've mistakenly

given the same name. But that's what

programs like PC/Computing's DIR-
MAGIC are for.

In its place, IBM put a hefty and ut-

terly incomprehensible hodgepodge of

mumbo-jumbo on hot topics like using

the "Latin America Convertible" key-

board or the "Portugal Enhanced PC."

Just switching to OS/2 isn't going to

help the typical user one iota. A better

bet is to read the more-helpful books

and magazine articles on mastering the

poorly documented features of the

powerful DOS operating system they

already use.

If you want to work more produc-

tively, you should also upgrade to the

most recent edition of DOS; Version

3.3 adds important enhancements to

many of the 2.1 commands and pro-

vides a slate of terrific new features.

And don't forget about getting your

hands on some of the power-packed

DOS utilities like DIRMAGIC, or

Charles Petzold's SWEEP, that provide

many of the functions DOS forgot. And
software is becoming more sophisticat-

ed (read: usable) by the minute.

— Paul Somerson

PCI COMPUTING



How toBuy
theRight
Monitor.

Let's cut through the hype and
misinformation about large-screen

monitors for desktop publishing.

We've put together a set of tough
questions to ask your dealer. Here
are a few of them:

How fast can it update
the screen?

Moving text or graphics
around on a large-screen monitor
means updating one million or

more pixels. That can take forever
on some monitors. Insist on a high-

speed, built-in graphics coproces-

sor, like the Viking 1 controller

board. Speed equals productivity!

zooming. A 19-inch monitor is

required for real page layout,

especially for facing pages. We
even offer a 24-inch monitor! The
Viking 2400— for the ultimate in

page layout productivity.

How WYSIWYG is it?

Eliminate guesswork. Your

What's it compatible with?
Protect your investment. Make

sure your monitor can work on a
variety of computers and software.
The Viking 1 works with the
IBM PC, PS/2, Mac SE, and
Macintosh EL And with Aldus
PageMaker, Ventura Publisher,

Windows 2.0, WordPerfect, Lotus
1-2-3 and most word processing
and CAD/CAM programs. Now
that's compatibility!

How big is the
screen?

A 15-inch or 17-

inch monitor shows you
only part of a page.
You'll quickly get frus-

trated scrolling and

moniTERm
5740 GREEN CIRCLE DRIVE
MINNETONKA, MN 55343

(612) 935-4151

FAX #(61 2) 933-5701

TELEX #753626

Publisher and Aldus PageMaker.
Moniterm is the only monitor
company that bundles Fontware
with every monitor. Free.

What are the ergonomics?
Avoid screens that can cause

headaches and eyestrain. Check for

fuzzy fonts and screen reflections.

(We offer optional non-glare filters.)

Check for flicker (caused by "inter-

lacing" and refresh rate lower
than 63 Hz). Moniterm offers high
refresh, super-crisp non-glare
monitors. That's comfort!

To get the complete story-
including simple monitor tests you
can perform—write or call for your
free copy of our
"How To Buy
the Right Mon-
itor" booklet.

screen fonts should exactly match
your printer's fonts. Bitstreanf

Fontware™ creates match-
ing screen and printer fonts
for use with Ventura
CIRCLE NO. 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

BITSTREAM*
FONTWARE™

STANDARD
FONT

Yes! Send me a free copy of HOW TO BUY
THE RIGHT MONITOR. I am interested

in monochrome 19" monochrome 24"
color 19" gray scale 19" monitors

)

for desktop publishing!

Name

Title

Company

Please Check:

IBM User

I |
Apple User

No. of micro-
computers

IBM Reseller

Apple Reseller

Address

City, State, Zip

Telephone



FOR A COMPUTEI
LOOK TO FIVES!

ZERO DEFECT

FIVESTAR computers will consistently out-perform

your most demanding expectations, providing

solutions for all your computing needs. When you
boot up your FIVESTAR system, you'll discover

performance-orientation and advanced capabilities that

offer a price/value relationship unmatched in the industry.

SOLUTIONS BUILT ON QUALITY AND SERVICE.

FIVESTAR has built one of the

most advanced facilities in the

U.S., staffed with highly skilled

technicians and R&D specialists.

Every system is fully tested and

certified with a 48-hour burn-in

before shipment. FIVESTAR's
team of knowledgeable direct marketing consultants will

help you select the best system for your

business needs. And once you've

made your purchase, FIVESTAR's
toll-free 800 service number will

provide quick and easy access to any ^c*

support you may need. You can count

on FIVESTAR to solve most problems in

a matter of minutes over the telephone.

FREE ON-SITE SERVICE, AND MORE.
Every FIVESTAR computer system

(CPU, disk drives, monitor and keyboard)

comes with a FREE annual on-site

service contract that completely covers all

parts and labor. Most on-site service calls

are made in less than 24 hours; and, together with the

FIVESTAR Warranty, you receive the most comprehensive

service policy available on the market today.

INTRODUCING FIVESTAR LEASING.

FIVESTAR leasing offers 100% financing on any system

purchased. You will benefit from having a low monthly

fixed payment, while enjoying the full use of your leased

equipment. You also have the flexibility of upgrading your

system, without penalty, at any point during the lease term.

IT ALL ADDS UP TO THE FIVESTAR ADVANTAGE.
When you buy from FIVESTAR, you buy with the confidence

that you're paying for quality technology and manufacturing.

From a powerful single system to a multi-user

environment, FIVESTAR offers the ability

to perform with spectacular success

through even the most intensive

multi-tasking and networking

applications.

Call FIVESTAR Computers
today and put the FIVESTAR
advantage to work for you.
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FIVESTAR XL/10 FIVESTAR 286/10
• NEC™ V20 CPU

Operating at 4.77 or 10MHz
640KB MEMORY
4. 1 MHz THROUGHPUT
360KB FLOPPY DRIVE
REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
SERIAL/PARALLEL/GAME PORTS
EIGHT EXPANSION SLOTS
ENHANCED 101 KEY KEYBOARD
ONE YEAR ON-SITE SERVICE

ONE YEAR
ON-SITE
SERVICE

1 GUARANTEE
HARD 12" MONO 14" COLOR 14" EGA
DRIVE COMBO COMBO COMBO

20MB $1295 $1495 $1695

40MB $1495 $1695 $1895

INTEL™ 80286 CPU
Operating at 6 or 10MHz
with zero wait states

640KB MEMORY
13.3MHz THROUGHPUT
1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
SERIAL/PARALLEL/GAME PORTS
EIGHT EXPANSION SLOTS
200WT POWER SUPPLY
ENHANCED 101 KEY KEYBOARD
ONE YEAR ON-SITE SERVICE

HARD
DRIVE

12" MONO
COMBO

14" EGA
COMBO

14" VGA
COMBO

20MB $1795 $2195 $2495

40MB $1995 $2395 $2695

80MB $2495 $2895 $3195

EVERY FIVESTAR
SYSTEM INCLUDES AN

ENHANCED 101 KEYBOARD.
The FIVESTAR enhanced 101

keyboard is ergonomically designed to

fight fatigue and to support continued data

entry speed, while maintaining a consistent

tactile feel. It is compatible with any standard PC,

XT and AT interface. And, like all FIVESTAR
systems, is protected by FIVESTAR's one year warranty

and nationwide on-site service.

ORDEK HY PHONE: We accept VISA. M/C. Amex. COO. Cash or Cashier s Check and approved Corporate and
University Purchase Orders. All prices are subject to change and quantities may be limited. We reserve the rifjhl to

substitute equivalent items.
NEC and INTEL are trademarks of their respective companies
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FIVESTAR 386/20
• INTEL 80386 CPU

Operating at 6 or 20MHz
with zero wait states ^

1MB 32-BIT MEMORY
64KB CACHE MEMORY
30MHz THROUGHPUT
1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
SERIAL/PARALLEL/GAME PORTS
EIGHT EXPANSION SLOTS
250WT POWER SUPPLY
ENHANCED 101 KEY KEYBOARD
ONE YEAR ON-SITE SERVICE

HARD
DRIVE

12" MONO
COMBO

14" EGA
COMBO

14" VGA
COMBO

40MB $4295 $4695 $4995

80MB $4795 $5195 $5495

160MB $6095 $6495 $6795
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Member of the FIVESTAR fileserver series.

FIVESTAR FS286
INTEL 80286 CPU

Operating at 6 or 10MHz
640KB MEMORY
10MHz THROUGHPUT
1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
TWELVE EXPANSION SLOTS
238WT POWER SUPPLY
REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORTS
ENHANCED 101 KEY KEYBOARD
ONE YEAR ON-SITE SERVICE

Member of the FIVESTAR fileserver series.

FIVESTAR FS386
• INTEL 80386 CPU

Operating at 6 or 20MHz ^
with zero wait states

• 2MB 32-BIT MEMORY \
• 26MHz THROUGHPUT
• 1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
• TWELVE EXPANSION SLOTS
• 238WT POWER SUPPLY
• REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
• SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORTS
• ENHANCED 101 KEY KEYBOARD
• ONE YEAR ON-SITE SERVICE

HARD
DRIVE

12" MONO
COMBO

14" EGA
COMBO

14" VGA HARD

COMBO DR,VE
12" MONO
COMBO

14" EGA
COMBO

14" VGA
COMBO

40MB $2195 $2595 $2895 40MB $4695 $5095 $5395

80MB $2695 $3095 $3395 80MB $5195 $5595 $5895

160MB $3995 $4395 $4695 160MB $6495 $6895 $7195

v-

FIVESTAR, selling thousands of computer systems

nationwide, is a company you can talk to with confidence,

providing products you can count on for years to come.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-752-5555
In Texas (214) 242-7000 FAX # (214) 242-5689

Hours: M-F 8-6 CST

Solutions Built on Quality

FIVESTAR
COMPUTERS

MS*

CIRCLE NO. 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



I norice used to be one reason

for not buying a laser printer. Now it's not really an ob-

stacle. When laser printers were introduced four years

ago, they cost $3,500 and up. The original Hewlett-

Packard LaserJet retailed for $3,495. Today's HP La-

serJet Series II printer, one of the LaserJet's descen-

dants, has a list price of $2,695 (it costs about $1,000

less if purchased from a discounter), with more fea-

tures, a higher page-per-minute (ppm) print speed, a

smaller footprint, and easier operation.

Although the LaserJet Series II printer is far and

away the current standard for low-cost laser printers,

you can now buy a number of other good-quality laser

printers for less than $2,500 list price and $1,500 street

ey deliver the same stunning grannies as

more expensive models. But these printers

are as fast, as quiet, and cost much less.

price (from mail-order houses and retail outfits).

Dot matrix printers (which generally sacrifice print

quality for speed) start at less than $200, but if they are

built for heavy use and produce reasonably good print,

they can cost from $500 to $1,200—and up to about

$2,000 if they're speed demons.

Low-end letter quality printers also retail for only a

few hundred dollars. So you could buy both a letter

quality and a dot matrix machine and spend under

$1,000—less than the street price of the least expensive

laser printer. But you wouldn't get the laser's combina-

tion of quiet operation, speed, print quality, ability to

print different fonts, and stunning graphics.

For not much more you can have all that—from a

growing number of high-quality, low-cost laser print-

ers, including the four reviewed here: the C. Itoh Jet-

Setter II, the Okidata Laserline 6, the Ricoh PC Laser

6000, and the standard by which all the others are mea-
sured, the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II. All but

the HP list for under $2,500, and all, including the HP,
are generally available for up to 40 percent off list price.

Laser printers aren't always the best solution; they

can't print on continuous forms

and don't handle ordinary adhe-

sive labels well. The printers re-

viewed are designed to work
with standard application soft-

ware; they print reports, work-

sheets, correspondence, and so

forth, but aren't suitable for

heavy desktop publishing because of memory limita-

tions and the fact that they do not support PostScript

(Aldus's powerful page description language).

Here's what the four printers offer and how they per-

formed on our tests.

Bruce Brown is a principal of Soft Industries Corp., a

Southington, Connecticut, computer consulting firm. •
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T
he C. Itoh JetSet-

ter II ($2,195) combines some of

the best and worst features and per-

formance of the machines tested.

It is the slowest, noisiest printer

but produced the blackest black in

the box-printing test.

The printer emulates the HP La-

serJet Series II, with six fonts and

24 symbol sets, including the IBM
graphics character set. But its

method of changing print attributes

(such as boldface) is the most awk-

ward of all. You can choose wheth-

er to have the paper come out face

up or face down, but you can't print

envelopes.

Setting up the JetSetter II is sim-

ple. You drop an OPC (optical pho-

toconductor) developer unit into

the machine, and fill the toner tray.

The paper tray attaches easily. Add
paper, hook up the printer to a

computer and you're ready to go.

The JetSetter II is the most ex-

pensive of the four printers to use,

costing about 2 cents more per page

than the HP LaserJet Series II. It is

also noisy.

Changing settings requires con-

siderable know-how and effort.

The printer's control panel is simi-

lar to that of the original HP Laser-

Jet; two buttons change on-/off-

line status and perform a form feed

or produce a test print. A single-

character LED window gives sim-

ple error messages; two indicator

lights warn you when the paper and

the toner are out. On the plus side,

using the simple dial on the back to

adjust print density and the switch

to set paper length is easy.

While programmers will have
few problems controlling the Jet-

Setter II, others may find it cum-
bersome to set up its escape se-

quence. One interesting function is

the printer's ability to store up to 32

macros in memory at one time (in

this case, a macro is a combination

of printer settings that you can in-

voke with a simple escape code).

If you want to use more than the

six fonts, you can download optional

fonts or access them from font car-

tridges. In addition to turning in the

best performance on the box-print-

ing test, the JetSetter II produced

crisp, dark print on the fonts test.

Slow and loud, the JetSetter II

nevertheless prints well. But since it

can't print envelopes, you should

leave it on the shelf.

C. Itoh JetSetter II

List Price: $2,195

Other Costs: Toner, $69 for box of four containers, one every 1,250 pages (one box
every 5,000 sheets); OPC Belt Cartridge, $169, every 5,000 pages.

Per-sheet cost for

50,000 sheets: Supplies, $0.0456; printer and supplies, $0.0895.

Per-sheet cost
over design life of

180,000 sheets: $0.0578.

Emulations: HP LaserJet Series II, Epson FX-80, and Diablo 630.

Resident Fonts: Courier Medium, Courier Bold, and a 16.6-characters-per-inch Line
Printer Medium font (both portrait and landscape); plus 24 symbol sets

including the IBM graphics character set.

Memory: 512K RAM, expandable to 2MB for $495.

Speed Test Results: 4.7059 ppm.

Print Density*: Lightest, 1.47; darkest, 1.53.

*The results ot our box-printing test, as measured by a densitometer, which
assesses density of black on a logarithmic scale of (white) to 2 (black). The
human eye can detect differences of 0.1.

C. Itoh Electronics Inc.

2505 McCabe Way
Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 660-1421
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Okidata Laserline 6

List Price:

Other Costs:

Per-sheet cost for

50,000 sheets:

Per-sheet cost over
design life of

180,000 sheets:

Emulations:

Resident Fonts:

Memory:
Speed Test Results:

Print Density*:

$2,145

Toner, $29 every 1,500 sheets; cleaner magazine, $89 every 10,000 sheets;

OPC drum kit, $199 every 20,000 pages.

Supplies, $0.0309; printer and supplies, $0.0738.

$0.0457.

Diablo 630, Qume Sprint 5, Epson MX-80 with GrafTrax Plus, IBM
Graphics Printer, and NEC 3550, 5510, and 7710 printers.

15 fonts, including Courier, Courier Bold, Times Roman, Line Printer,

and Helvetica in various styles and orientations.

256K; a $399 option increases it to 640K.

5.7971 ppm.

Lightest, 1.40; darkest, 1.48.

*The results of our box-printing test, as measured by a densitometer, which
assesses density of black on a logarithmic scale of (white) to 2 (black). The
human eye can detect differences of 0.1.

Okidata Corp.
532 Fellowship Rd.
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
(800) 654-3282

$2,145, the

Okidata Laserline 6 deliver a lot for

a relatively low price. Its limited

memory makes it better for stan-

dard printing than desktop publish-

ing, but it has 15 resident fonts.

The printer's inner workings are

the same as those of the Ricoh PC
Laser 6000. The Okidata's Person-

ality Modules are the major feature

that sets it apart from Ricoh's
offering.

Personality Modules are car-

tridges that determine both the La-
serline 6's standard printer emula-

tion and its communications
interface. The model reviewed
came with the HP LaserJet Plus

Personality Module and a parallel

interface—probably the most popu-
lar combination. Although the

printer is not available with both

serial and parallel interfaces on the

same machine, it's still suitable for

most purposes.

The Laserline 6's control panel

has five buttons and a single-digit

LED display. While you can send

control codes via complicated es-

cape codes from your computer,

the easier method is to use printer

control software like LaserControl,

2l program that's normally a $150
option but comes free with the HP
LaserJet Plus Personality Module.

LaserControl, which runs either

as a standalone program or as a pop-

up utility, adds printer emulations

including Diablo 630, Qume Sprint

5, Epson MX-80 with GrafTrax
Plus, IBM Graphics Printer, and the

NEC 3550, 5510, and 7710 printers.

It also makes it easy to define, save,

and invoke style sheets for specific

applications. The printers paper tray

lacks an adjustable paper width
guide for the tray bed, but there is a

width guide for the manual feed

mechanism. You cannot print more
than one envelope at a time.

The 15 resident fonts all print

clearly. The Laserline 6's box-
printing test looked somewhat bet-

ter than the Ricoh's sample—more
consistently dark. But it was not as

good as that produced by the C.

Itoh, the clear winner on that test.

Printer memory is the Laserline

6's weak spot. Currently, you can-

not add memory above 640K—

a

limitation that rules out using this

printer for serious desktop publish-

ing. Nonetheless, the Laserline 6 is

a good value.
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^^ie Ricoh PC La-

ser 6000 is a $2,495 printer rated at

6 ppm. It comes standard with Dia-

blo 630 emulation, eight resident

fonts, and serial and parallel

interfaces.

Setting up the Ricoh is easy and
fast, taking only about 20 minutes.

Once you've unpacked the unit,

you add a toner cartridge and OPC
magazine. The toner cartridge uses

a small crank to roll up the toner

release seal, an easier method than

pulling paper and plastic strips as

many other models require. Then
attach the paper tray, load paper,

and start it.

The 150-sheet paper tray has a

paper release lever and paper width

adjustments. You can feed sheets

manually without removing the

tray. The paper path is adjustable

for either face-up, reverse-order

sheets or face-down, collated-order

sheets. Feeding envelopes either in

a stack or manually, one at a time, is

easy and works without jamming.

Setting printing parameters via

the control panel is awkward at

first. You can set character sets,

print area, embedded codes, bit

mapping, interface and controls,

emulations, print orientation, auto

wrapping, line height, character

pitch, and fonts—all via two-char-

acter alphanumeric codes. The set-

tings can apply for one session only

or become the power-on defaults.

The clearly written user's man-
ual has drawings to guide you in

setting up and maintaining the

printer. A quick reference card

summarizes the control panel con-

figuration and settings.

In addition to the standard Dia-

blo 630 emulation, credit card-sized

emulation cards slip into a slot in the

printer. Proprietary font cartridges

are also available at $250 each.

The resident fonts produce
good-looking type. Print quality on
the box-printing test was marginal,

though, with the black looking

washed out toward the lower right-

hand corner.

The Ricoh PC Laser 6000 is easy

to set up and use, and performs re-

spectably, but it's no great bargain.

The limited emulation makes the

additional $99 for another emula-

tion card almost a necessity—un-

less you plan to use the PC Laser

6000 only as a replacement for a

letter quality printer.

List Price: $2,495

Other Costs: Toner, $29, approximately every 1,500 sheets; cleaner magazine, $89, every
10,000 sheets; OPC cartridge (comes with new cleaner magazine as well),

$199, every 20,000 sheets.

Per-sheet cost for

50,000 sheets: Supplies, $0.0313; printer and supplies, $0.0812.

Per-sheet cost over
design life of

180,000 sheets: $0.0481.

Emulations: Standard, Diablo 630; optional $199 emulation cards, HP LaserJet Plus,

Epson FX, and IBM Proprinter.

Resident Fonts: Courier 10, Prestige Elite 12, Letter Gothic 15, and Century PS, all

available in both landscape and portrait modes.

Memory: 1MB, expandable to 2MB in 512K increments ($249 per 512K).

Speed Test Results: 5.8537 ppm.

Print Density*: Lightest, 1.26; darkest, 1.48.

*The results of our box-printing test, as measured by a densitometer, which
assesses density of black on a logarithmic scale of (white) to 2 (black). The
human eye can detect differences of 0.1.

Ricoh Corp.

3001 Orchard Pkwy.
San Jose, CA 95134

(408) 432-8800
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Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II T
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List Price:

Other Costs:

Per-sheet cost for

50,000 sheets:

Per-sheet cost over
design life of

300,000 sheets:

Emulations:

Resident Fonts:

Memory:
Speed Test Results:

Print Density*:

$2,695

Toner cartridge, $125, every 4,000 sheets.

Supplies, $0.0313; printer and supplies, $0.0832.

$0.0399.

None.

Courier, Courier Bold, and Line printer (both portrait and landscape).

512K standard, expandable to 4.5MB.

7.4534 ppm.

Lightest, 1.23; darkest, 1.37.

*The results of our box-printing test, as measured by a densitometer, which

assesses density of black on a logarithmic scale of (white) to 2 (black). The
human eye can detect differences of 0.1.

Hewlett-Packard Co.

3000 Hanover St.

Palo Alto, CA 94304

(800) 752-0900

he Hewlett-Pack-

ard LaserJet Series II printer is the

current standard for laser printers,

with the best combination of fea-

tures and performance. Of the

printers tested, the LaserJet costs

more to buy ($2,695) but less to use.

The LaserJet is not the easiest ma-
chine to operate, though, and it does

not emulate any other printers. But

service is more widely available for

this machine, and you can buy it for

up to $1,000 off list price.

The LaserJet Series II uses an 8

ppm-rated Canon laser engine with

a 300,000-sheet design life. The pa-

per tray holds 200 sheets, and paper

output can be either face up or face

down.

Unless you buy special optional

paper trays, you have to feed the

LaserJet Series II legal-sized paper

and envelopes one at a time. Enve-
lopes feed in just fine; the guide

keeps them straight.

Standard fonts include Courier,

Courier Bold, and Line Printer.

Two slots can hold optional font

cartridges, and more companies sell

downloadable soft fonts for this

machine than for any other.

The LaserJet Series II printer is

the easiest of the four printers to set

up. There's only one piece, the ton-

er cartridge, to put in the unit.

The Getting Started manual cov-

ers setting up and configuring the

printer. The User's Manual covers

programming the unit. So far, so

good, but the disappointment is

that the HP LaserJet Series III

printer command set will never win

a prize for ease of use.

As for noise level, the printer is

so quiet at rest that you wonder if

it's on. Even when printing, it's qui-

et—even for a laser.

Front panel controls include

eight pressure-sensitive buttons
and a 16-character LCD display.

Menu selections let you choose be-

tween resident features. While not

a simple system, it's about as easy

as laser printers get.

All resident fonts print clearly.

The box-printing test produced
consistent output, but not as dark

as that of the C. Itoh, and the HP
boxes showed horizontal lines.

The HP LaserJet Series II is a

terrific buy. Its reliability, price,

performance, and wide support by
application software and third-par-

ty companies can't be beat. E
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what to loDkFor

Here are some factors and features to keep in mind when you

shop for a laser printer.

Price
The printers are usually sold at hefty discounts, particularly

the Hewlett-Packard and the Okidata. Check around for the

best price.

Speed
The higher the speed the better, but real-life speeds are

somewhat lower than manufacturers' ratings.

HP Compatibility
To take full advantage of a laser, you need to be able to work
with lots of fonts and lots of software. Since the best-seller

and the agreed standard is the HP LaserJet Series II printer,

compatibility with that unit is a plus. There are several types

of HP compatibility including command, downloadable font,

and font cartridge compatibility; the more the better.

Printer Emulation
A laser's ability to act like other printers is another plus. The
most standard printer emulations are the Epson FX-80 and

the IBM Proprinter dot matrix printers and the Diablo 630

letter quality printer. A printer that was HP LaserJet Series

Il-compatible and could emulate these other printers would
be eminently usable. Some printers have extra-cost "person-

ality modules" or emulation cards.

Fonts
Font counts usually include both portrait (up and down) and
landscape (sideways) versions of the same fonts, as well as

different pitches, boldface, and italics. Extra fonts are avail-

able from font cartridges, cards, or chips and downloaded by

software. The more fonts the better.

Memory
You'll need at least 512K memory. Memory in a laser printer

stores optional font descriptions and serves as a page buffer

when you send pages to the printer. Go for as much standard

memory as possible. Adding memory later is expensive.

Paper Feed
The greater the capacity of the paper tray the better. A
straight-through paper path has less chance of jamming than

a curved path. Collated face-down output order is a time

savef, but printers that can do it both ways, often by sliding a

mechanical lever, often let you handle thicker paper stock.

Try to get a separate envelope feed or adjustable guides that

can accommodate envelopes.

Toner and Supplies
The easiest (and cleanest) printers to work with are those that

have all replaceable supplies in a single toner cartridge. Also,

look for a machine that doesn't require frequent toner

changes.

Design Life and Duty Cycle
A printer's design life is its average expected life expectancy.

Duty cycle, the number of copies per month, is often more
important. Look for a long design life and hope to get many
times more.

dGSHjBt: the

gambit

There's no doubt about it: Sooner or

later everybody will have a laser printer.

But for many of us the high price still

means "later." So what to do 'til our la-

sers come?
Spend a lot less money and get a

Hewlett-Packard DeskJet.

The DeskJet is an ink jet printer, but

forget everything you think you know
about ink jets—the low print quality,

the need for special paper, smears, fogs,

and streaks. The DeskJet is a class act.

Its built-in Courier typeface is as

good as that of a daisywheel printer,

and with plug-in font cartridges it can

do Times Roman or Helvetica almost as

well as a laser. It is capable of resolution

that matches lasers, 300 dots per inch.

The quality difference comes down to

what paper you use—the DeskJet's liq-

uid ink doesn't stay put as well as laser

toner, so on cheaper, rougher paper
stock the characters tend to fuzz out.

It doesn't do PostScript, and its font

cartridges aren't interchangeable with

Hewlett-Packard's LaserJet. But for

$995 list (less at street prices), the small

size of the unit, its quiet operation and
most of all the quality of its output

make it a here-and-now alternative to

the lasers' sweet by-and-by.—David Dejean
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HEN
The author of A BriefHistory

of Time remains one of the

brightest minds of our time.

Without the personal

computer, we'd never know. By CHARLES FOX



HAWKING
high-backed electric

wheelchair disappearing under a stone arch leading

from the quadrangle of Gonville and Caius, Cambridge,
was the first glimpse I had of Stephen Hawking, the 46-

year-old British physicist described by his publisher as

being "widely regarded as the most brilliant theoretical

physicist since Einstein."

I followed through narrow, empty corridors and only

caught up with the chair outside the freight elevator, in

time to hear the electronic, synthesized voice say "Yes"

to the young nurse facing him. They disappeared into

the freight elevator. The rest of us waited our turn.

We came out into a reception room. It was carpeted

in green, the walls were oak paneled, the far windows
overlooked the summer-green University garden.

Hawking's electric wheelchair whined as it went into

still another room. Again we followed.

This ancient room was hung with portraits of Eliza-

bethan alumni of the college. Its wood floor was "set

with chairs for the conference. The atmosphere was
hushed.

Hawking backed his chair up slightly to let mine
pass. I went down the center aisle. I still had not

glimpsed his face, but only got the impression of a

slight, slumped figure.

Electronic media journalists were setting up, testing

light and sound levels, whispering. Print journalists sat

with notebooks poised.

When all was ready, the whine of Hawking's wheel-

chair came once more as he rolled slowly to the head of

the class. He turned to face us with a squelch of tires.

He was a small figure, staring out at us through large,

brown-rimmed spectacles on a narrow face. He wore a

jacket and tie. His arms were crossed before him, his

left hand operating the joystick of his wheelchair, his

right the hand-switch for the computer and voice syn-

thesizer. His legs, in slate-gray slacks, were flopped to

one side. He gave us an inanimate smile. It seemed to

cut across his face like the cut of a woodsman's axe.

"Can you hear me?" his electronic voice asked, in an

American accent.

"Yes," we answered.

Charles Fox, novelist and journalist, is a contributor to

such magazines as Harper's Bazaar and Automobile. Fox

also works from a wheelchair.

I studied the oil portrait of a woman wearing a ruff,

and wondered at the other events that had occurred in

this room. None like this, I guaranteed myself.

"Ladies and gentlemen," the voice went on, "this

may be the first time you have been addressed by some-
one using a computer. I hope you will agree my voice is

clear and easy to understand. The only trouble is my
American accent, but the company is working on a Brit-

ish version . . . .

"

He went on to explain about his disease and how he
lost his voice. Then he said that the synthesizer he was
using was by far the best he had heard, and that he was
pleased his book had aroused interest. He hoped it

might show that disabled people can achieve success

with the right help and equipment.

"But I'm a scientist...not a pop star," he said. "I have
some very exciting research on baby universes, and by
holding this press conference and answering questions,

I hope to get a bit of time for my research."

He opened the floor for questions.

An unidentified man asked, "You deal with complex
ideas—do you feel you are able to put them down
completely?"

The silence lasted several minutes, interrupted only

by the clicking of his computer. We sat once more as if

in church. Without warning, the metallic voice
interrupted.

"I think I can do that just as well as anyone else. I

can write equations on a program called TeX (see side-

bar). I write equations in words and the program trans-

lates them into symbols."

"Professor," asked another questioner, "how long do
you expect to carry on, and what do you expect to be
able to achieve in that time?"

Hawking began quietly squeezing the switch in his

hand to generate his response. A middle-aged, blond
woman seated behind me whispered to me that her

name was Judy Fella and that she had been Professor

Hawking's personal assistant since 1975.

As Hawking stared at the screen mounted on the arm
of his wheelchair, Fella said that his condition had not

really changed that much. He usually got a bad cold ev-

ery January that worried her sick. In 1985 he had
caught pneumonia while traveling in Switzerland, and
it cost him his voice. After that, Fella whispered, he had
nurses looking after him around the clock and she be-
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came their supervisor.

Fella used to translate for him. She was one of the

last who could understand him. One of his students

would feed him lunch, and a nurse would come only to

put him to bed and get him up.

"Before he lost his voice," Fella whispered, as the

professor prepared his answer, "he depended more on
us. When he lost his voice, he thought it was going to be

the end of something .... In fact, it's become a whole
new era for him.

"But we don't see him as much. He's more indepen-

dent now that he can speak for himself, and his nurses

feed him."

Hawking answered, "For the past 25 years, I have

lived with the possibility of an early death. But I'm still

here. I don't look too far ahead."

Another questioner asked, "In your own view, where

does science end and religious faith start?"

I asked Fella, "All this nursing must cost a lot. Who
funds the professor?"

"Well, some Americans have done it for a long time,"

she whispered. "Ask him—don't be afraid to ask him
anything. He's just an ordinary person, you know. He
gets up about eight o'clock, if he's not off somewhere.

Then he'll have a bath, have his breakfast, get on his

wheelchair, and go to his office. It's only about a quar-

ter of a mile down the street from his house. I suppose

it takes him about an hour to get up and to go to bed."

'Does he get tired in the afternoon?" I whispered.

'I can usually tell when he does," Fella said. "He
gets very pale. He looks in good form today, though,

doesn't he?"

"Does he have much physiotherapy?"

Fella nodded. "He can move certain limbs, but he is

very weak. You'd better ask him about that.

"You see, I never see him as being this wonderful

"When he lost

his voice, he

thought it was
going to be the end

of something . .

.

In fact, it's

become a whole

new era for him/'

brain. To me he's just Stephen.

"He's just got this wonderful, wonderful sense of hu-

mor. In all the years and all the difficulties he's been
through I've never, never, never once heard him com-
plain. That's what I admire him for. Not his work, be-

cause I don't understand a thing about black holes."

Hawking's monotone electronic voice gave the ques-

tioner his answer, "I don't think there is a dividing line.

They're both trying to explain the universe, but religion

is based on revelation, while science is based on obser-

vation. Since I have not had any revelations, I have to

rely on science."

"Do you think your cosmology," a German journalist

asked, "will help in the resolution of such problems as

the nature of God or the origin of the universe? Or do
you think these things will always remain a mystery?

And if you have a philosophy, how do you define it?

Idealistic, maybe?"
A smile fell upon Hawking's face, resting there a mo-

ment or two before he began to twitch his finger, select-

ing and spelling out words for the computer to utter.

Behind me, Fella whispered, "I had to type a lot of

boring papers for him. He taught me how to use a word
processor."

Wee began writing his book
together about four years ago," she said. "I told him,

'Just write it so I can understand it and you'll be alright.

Everybody will understand it then.' " She giggled.

Hawking's synthesized voice interrupted: "The phi-

losophers got left behind in these questions. I see no
reason why science should not be able to explain how
the universe began."

Someone posed another question about mankind and

the origin of the universe, but I was unable to catch it.

Fella had begun telling me about Hawking's children.

"There's Robert, the eldest. He's studying math at

Cambridge. Then there's Lucy. She's 17. She's abso-

lutely super. She's studying for her A levels here in

Cambridge. Then there's Timmy. He's eight, I think."

She was still talking about his children when the

voice intoned: "There are people working on these

questions. We are making remarkable progress towards

understanding the universe. That is why I wrote my
book, to explain these incredible discoveries to the gen-

eral public."

A woman asked, "How do you feel about being com-
pared with Einstein?"

I whispered to Fella, "Can you give me an example
of one of his jokes?"

She grinned and said, "No comment."
In the silence, the electronic journalists were tiptoe-

ing to the front to get close-ups of Hawking.
"Is he a religious man?"
She shrugged. "You'll have to ask him that yourself,"

she whispered. "He'll tell you that 'God doesn't play

dice with the universe.
5 "

This was Einstein's phrase, to explain why he reject-

ed quantum theory, which allows for randomness in the

behavior of subatomic particles. Considering Hawk-
ing's familiarity with quantum theory, I had assumed
his answer would be the opposite of Einstein's.

The electronic voice broke in, "It's media hype. Tin a

bit smarter than most, but not exceptional."

There were no more questions. The conference had
lasted exactly 45 minutes.

"Let's take some tea," Hawking said from the corner

of the room.

We decamped to the tea room. I encountered Hawk-
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ing face to face, chair to chair. I introduced myself.

"I haven't had time to write answers to your ques-

tions," he told me. "Let's take some tea."

We wheeled our separate ways.

I was beginning to wonder if Hawking, despite all the

adversity he had come through, was still no more than a

hard-nosed, mathematical physicist.

He had agreed to meet with me the following after-

noon at the Department of Applied Mathematics and

Theoretical Physics on Silver Street. I would then have

my chance, perhaps, to decide.

I first learned of Hawking years ago when I read

about his work investigating black holes in space. There

were photographs of him looking tousled and gaunt, his

large eyes optimistic despite the fact that he was

doomed.
I remember the gist of his words. They travel with

me ever after: "Since I can't talk very well anymore or

write much, I have tried to concentrate my thinking

more. I sometimes go into the bathroom and turn out

the light to escape the world and think."

He was making a virtue out of his disability. I liked

that. Having a disability myself, I was inspired, when I

had been afraid.

Hawking clearly made his home in the universe, un-

afraid to go anywhere, think anything. I was deter-

mined to allow his principle of economy to shape my
work. I carried his word in me across the years as things

became more difficult.

I heard no more of him, and assumed he was dead,

since his disease, ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

known in America as Lou Gehrig's disease), is usually

fatal within five years.

But this May the editors ofPC/Computing asked me
to go to Cambridge and interview Hawking.

He was now 46, holder of Sir Isaac Newton's chair as

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge Uni-

versity. He had described his just-published book, A
BriefHistory of Time—From the Big Bang to Black Holes,

as a "popular book about space and time."

I t would not be an easy sto-

ry. I know nothing about Hawking's field, the interview

was scheduled to take place only 48 hours before the

deadline, and Hawking can no longer speak.

Three years ago he got pneumonia, the dread of ev-

ery quadriplegic with the will to live. He was saved by a

tracheotomy, at the expense of his voice.

Hawking is one of a handful of people searching for

the Grand Unification, a theory linking relativity and

quantum mechanics—a theory Einstein sought for

years in vain.

Tim Ferris, a respected cosmology watcher, says of

Hawking, "Even if he didn't have ALS, he would be

one of the greatest theoretical physicists of our time,"

acknowledging the mystique of Hawking's disease. As

with any fatal, slow-acting disease, its progress has a

subtle fascination for both sufferer and onlooker.

Hawking was 21 years old and a graduate student at

Oxford University when he was diagnosed. He had

been a cavalier student, and now with a prognosis of

two years of life remaining, he took to drink.

"There didn't seem much point to going on," he says

in his book.

Love saved him.

"... two years later ... I was not much worse," he

continues. "In fact, things were going rather well for me
and I had gotten engaged to a very nice girl, Jane Wilde.

But in order to get married, I needed to get a job, and in

The new Einstein?

The electronic

voice broke in.

"It's media hype/'

said Hawking.
"I'm a bit smarter

than most, but

not exceptional."

order to get a job I needed to get a Ph.D."

Professor Dennis Sciama was Hawking's Ph.D. su-

pervisor. "I didn't need to guide him," Sciama says.

"He was pretty independent from the beginning."

Sciama recalls how Hawking joked that Cambridge
would accept him only if he got a first (highest honors)

at Oxford and that he was sure to get one if Oxford got

tired of him acting the cavalier.

Once when Sciama returned to the laboratory after

dinner, he turned on the light and discovered Hawking,

who was having difficulty walking, waiting for help, in

the dark, at the head of the stairs. Hawking had been

there an hour or two, but was quite unperturbed.

The difficulties imposed by Hawking's disease hold

implications that go beyond walking down stairs.

Sciama notes, "To do high-level physics, you have to

do complicated mathematical calculations. If you can't

even write, it presents problems.

"Hawking's mechanical difficulties have led him, on

the whole, to try and solve problems of an overall kind,

problems that don't need extremely detailed calcula-

tions that he must either get a student to do or carry in

his head.

"His book is a good example of the way he has al-

lowed his disability to compress his thinking. It has a

very succinct style. It's all there, not a word wasted.

Just as in his theoretical work."

After Hawking earned his Ph.D., he began to work
with Oxford physicist Roger Penrose.

"When I first met Stephen, in 1965, I didn't know
there was anything wrong with him," Penrose says. "He
was a very affable and quick-witted man."

Penrose had shown that a star collapsing under its

own gravity is trapped in a region whose surface of en-

try shrinks to zero size, zero volume. So the density of

matter and the curvature of space-time become infinite.
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thoughts into words
How can a man run a computer when
he has lost all but the barely perceptible

movement of a finger? Tapping out
Morse code on a switch?

Stephen Hawking uses the switch but

not the Morse code. The switch oper-

ates the Words+ Equalizer program
from California-based Words + Inc.,

which opens the universe of PCs to the

brilliant physicist via "bimodal scan-

ning of a two-dimensional menu."
That may sound like a theory Hawk-

ing left out ofA Brief History of Time
because it involved too many formulas.

But it's actually an elegant way for him
to choose the words and commands he
needs to speak through a synthesizer,

run a word processor, or play chess.

Think of the way you choose items

from the single column of a program
menu. Now, add more columns and
imagine the computer scanning the

menu for you, and you'll understand

how Hawking talks and works.

Ordinary programs let you choose a

menu item by pressing an arrow key,

which moves a selection bar on the

screen. When your choice is highlight-

ed, yoi; press the Enter key.

The Equalizer program moves the se-

lection bar for you. All you have to do is

click a switch when the menu you want

is highlighted. The switch can be acti-

vated by pressing it with a finger (like

Hawking does) or, using Words+ 's in-

frared switch, with as little as the blink

of an eye (see illustration).

You're halfway there. Equalizer pre-

sents a menu of word choices the same
way a spreadsheet presents numbers

—

in two dimensions, with choices identi-

fied by row and column. The software

scans the rows by moving a horizontal

highlight bar repeatedly from the top

row to the bottom.

To choose a particular option, you
begin by clicking the switch when the

screenwide selection bar highlights it

(along with the other options in the

row). The horizontal bar changes to a

vertical bar, and the top-to-bottom scan

becomes left-to-right. Now all you have

to do is press the switch when your
choice is highlighted again by the col-

umn-selection bar.

Equalizer is actually a touch more
complicated—and powerful—than
that. Before you choose row and col-

umn, you must choose between two 2-

dimensional menus. The bottom one
lists the 36 most common words in the

English language, which account for 40

percent of all spoken English, according

to Walt Woltosz, who wrote Equalizer.

The top menu contains some com-
mands and punctuation, but mostly the

letters of the alphabet, which index the

rest of the software's vocabulary.
Choosing T, for example, brings up a

screenful of the most common words
that begin with T, and the row-by-col-

umn scan begins again.

When a word is chosen, Equalizer

presents the six words it thinks you're

most likely to want next. The sugges-

tions are based on the last six times you
used the base word. (That approach
works because the words you pair de-

pend more on the subject you're dis-

cussing than on word counts of all the

discussions you've ever had.)

Walt Woltosz, who wrote Equalizer,

says the program's 2,000-word vocabu-
lary, supplemented by up to 600 words
the user can add, is enough even for an
incredible intellect like Hawking.

Woltosz has already expanded and
customized the vocabulary for Hawk-
ing. Some letters have to be grouped to

get all 26 to fit their section of Equaliz-

er's main menu screen. In the standard

version, one grouping is P and Q. Since

P comes first, words beginning with Q
were relegated to the far rows and col-

umns, an inconvenience for Hawking,
who frequently uses the words quark

and quantum. So, Woltosz combined Q
with R on Hawking's main menu, which
put the Q words first.

For Hawking's academic writing,

which requires Greek characters and
special symbols that Equalizer cannot
handle, Hawking uses a keyboard emu-
lation program from Words+ , which
presents the keys of a standard PC key-

board using the same scan method.
Hawking is exceptionally quick on

the switch and can compose 15 to 20
words a minute with Equalizer. He can
save his writing to a file or send it to the

Speech Plus synthesizer mounted on
the back of his wheelchair. His only

complaint is that the synthesizer has an
American accent.

On the other hand, Hawking proba- $
bly won't switch even when British Te- |
lecom finishes its synthesizer with a «j

proper British clip. When Speech Plus §
gave him its latest upgrade, Hawking £

objected.
g

That wasn't his voice, Hawking said, S

and he wanted his old voice back. k

— Kevin Strehlo d

Datavue 25 display

Hand switch

Volume control

Graphic equalizer

Speaker

Power supply

Datavue 25 keyboard

Datavue 25 computer

Wheelchair

joystick

Battery

(Speech Plus synthesizer

is mounted out of view)
Wheelchair motor
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1. The selector highlights the top half of the

screen at the beginning of the scan cycle. If Hawk-
ing wishes to choose a command, or if he wishes

to see a list of words beginning with a particular

letter, he must click now. He waits.
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2. The selector shifts to the list of the 36 most
common words in spoken English on the bottom of

the screen. Hawking clicks now, because he wants

to choose "like" from the list.

can with
will go

TALKING

how
or

Ser

3. With the bottom half of the screen selected, the

selector shrinks to highlight just a row at a time

and begins to march down. Hawking 's eyes are

watching "like," and he clicks when the selector

reaches it.
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4. Hawking continues to watch "like" as the

selector, now highlighting only a word at a time,

moves from left to right. When it reaches "like,"

he clicks. He has built the first word of a sentence,

and the software presents the six words he is

most likely to want next.

In other words, there is a singularity in the region of
space-time known as a black hole.

"Hawking approved of my theory," Penrose says,
" and we then wrote a paper together. I understood him
perfectly when he spoke to me technically, but then
he'd say something else and I wouldn't understand at

all. So I'd get him to write it out and it would be a

joke—the point by then completely lost."

Their work together extrapolated singularity to the

big bang theory, showing that the universe began from
a single point.

"We used Einstein's classical theory of relativity,"

Penrose says.

H awking, alone, then took
this work and showed that particles at the event hori-

zon, or mouth, of a black hole might emit what became
known as Hawking's radiation. Hawking thus combined
relativity and quantum mechanics in a major step to-

ward the fabled Grand Unification theory.

"We shouldn't get too carried away with him being

closer than anyone to discovering the Unifying Princi-

ple," Penrose says. "It's a matter of opinion at the mo-
ment. He has some interesting ideas; so do some other

people."

Sciama says Hawking would disavow any compari-
son with Einstein. "He's certainly great, but if you for-

get about the disability, there are others alive who are

his equal or arguably better."

As Hawking's work progressed, so did his disease.

But the basic research on quantum mechanics done by
earlier theoretical physicists such as Niels Bohr and
Werner Heisenberg is paying off, making possible the

microchip and minicomputer that allows Hawking to

stay in touch with the world, as he increasingly be-
comes a prisoner of his own nervous system.

The time had come to talk with Hawking himself.

The department of Applied Mathematics and Theo-
retical Physics at Gonville and Caius is a dreary, box-
like building. Hawking has his own ramped entrance

and a small office off the common room.
One wall was hung with blackboards, formulas

chalked on them. On the opposite wall were three long

shelves of books like Three Hundred Years of Gravity.

Against these leaned a photograph of Einstein and of
Hawking's wife and children, a framed Gary Larson
cartoon depicting Hawking, a black-and-white photo-
graph of Hawking with Soviet dissident Andrei Sakha-
rov, and, on the back of the office door, a color poster

of Marilyn Monroe.
On Hawking's desk was an IBM PC with a color

monitor. Hawking wheeled his chair into place behind
the desk, and his nurse put the control in his hand.
Our photographer, Red Saunders, started to shoot.

Hawking was impatient. His computer clicked. The
metallic voice said, "I thought this interview was going
to be about computers, not God."

I was thrown.

I asked him what his views were on the current use of
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the personal computer.

The silence was disturbed by the clicking of his com-

puter and the flash and whir of Red's camera. We were

all uncomfortable.

Hawking's answer was that we needed a lightweight

computer, rechargeable, with 12-hour batteries. And
cheap.

I asked him what he saw in the future for the person-

al computer. He said he needed more disk space and

memory. He then demonstrated his synthesizer, playing

for us the different voices.

He asked Red, "Are the photographs finished?" Red
was sweating.

I tried to lighten things by saying that chess master

Bobby Fisher had complained that the trouble with

playing chess against computers was that they didn't

know when to resign. I asked Hawking whether cos-

mologists had any such complaint.

He ignored the question.

"The reason I agreed to meet with you," he said,

"was because I thought it would help other disabled

people."

I told him I had formed quite an attachment to my
computer. I said I felt nude without it and tended to

anthropomorphize it.

He said, "I'm never away from my computer. If I

were, I wouldn't be able to communicate. Computers

are just machines."

I decided to ask him anyway. I said, "Given that

mind is the principal tool with which you work, what is

its nature?"

I waited as his computer clicked.

At last the voice said, "What is mind? How could we
tell if a computer has a mind?"

"Is mind not that with which we think?"

"I thought that was the brain."

His computer
clicked. The
metallic voice

said, "I thought

this interview

was going to be

about computers,

\ not God/'

"The brain is what's left when the current is turned

off," I said.

The smile appeared on his face. It was impossible to

tell what lay behind it. He began to cough through the

tube in his throat. He was slumped down in his chair.

The voice said, "Can I have a lift?"

His nurse, who was sitting on the floor behind the

desk reading a novel, came to him, and he asked if we'd

leave the room.

Saunders and I went out into the common room and

had tea. The room, though not crowded, was abuzz

with talk of physics. Hawking eventually appeared, and

wheeled over to join some friends.

When I rejoined Hawking in his office, Red had tak-

en his gear and left. Hawking's secretary, Sue Masey,

came in and handed us an advance copy of the June 13

issue ofNewsweek with Hawking's picture on the cover.

The headline read "Master of the Universe."

His book had made the best-seller list, and he was

the flavor of the week. An editor from Bantam Books

called from New York, and a long conversation ensued.

When it was over I asked, "What is the nature of

reality?"

Hle was slumped in his

chair, head lolled to one side, thin legs crossed. I drew

my chair up beside his and watched his words appear

on the screen, one by one. "People have wasted a lot of

time on that question with rather little result."

"Do you play hunches?"

His words clicked out, "All the time."

"Don't these hunches arise out of a concept of reality

based on your experience of it?"

"What I do is make mathematical models. These

models exist in our lives. It doesn't make any sense to

ask if they are real, because there is no way you can test

that."

"So the essential sustenance for you is the rigor of

your discipline?"

"No."
"But when people try and question you in areas out-

side your discipline, it seems you guide them back in."

"I occupy myself with meaningful questions. I don't

think 'What is the nature of reality?' is one."

"Then, does understanding the theories of theoreti-

cal physics require a shift of perception? Is that what

makes them difficult to understand?"

"Understanding new models of reality often requires

a shift of view. Scientists are no better than anyone else

at adopting a new point of view. It gets more difficult as

you get older."

"You say in your book that Newton was worried

about the lack of absolute space because it did not ac-

cord with his idea of an absolute God. I've wondered if

anything similar troubles you?"

"I like the idea of a self-contained universe, but may-

be that's just my anti-religious prejudice."

I thought of the papal persecution of Galileo Galilei,

the anti-Semitic persecution of Einstein—of all the fear

passed off as religion that has encumbered the thinking

of such people. I said, "Your use of the word anti sur-

prises me, because in talking to people around you I see

you are a compassionate man."

"Are they incompatible?" he asked. "I feel that com-
passionate individuals embrace what they will. I don't

think that affects whether you believe in a personal

God."
"Does belief in a God external to ourselves create a

duality from which understanding a unified universe is
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impossible? " I asked.

"If belief in the universe is governed by scientific

laws, you don't believe in a God that intervenes." He
stood behind the scientific principle, not, I perceived,

as a man who believes one thing rather than another,

but as a man who stands behind a tree to shield himself

from being shot.

"What is the relationship," I asked him, "between

who you are and what you do?"

He answered, "One is who one is because of what

one does."

I thanked him for his time and for the inspiration he

had been and then congratulated him on having written

a good book. His nurse put his thumbprint on the fly-

leaf of my copy.

We said goodbye. I left him there, behind his desk,

behind his computer, beside his nurse.

The common room was empty now. Outside, it was

dusk and light rain had begun to fall as we went along

the narrow streets of Cambridge.

I felt a certain regret leaving him. He had written,

"The progress of the human race in understanding the

universe has established a small corner of order in an

increasingly disordered universe." Into this increasing

disorder we regretfully went.

Hawking's words stayed with me.

"One is what one is because of what one does."

I asked him the

relationship

between who he is

and what he does.

He answered,

"One is who one is

because of what
one does"

I thought on the manner in which he is, which is of

greater significance than what he does—for undoubt-

edly it is more difficult to be as Hawking is than to

think as he does. E
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HOw TO MAKE
COUNTING SOFTWARE

By KATE AMBROSE BROWN

oou won't want to fire your
CPA firm, but today's easy-to-use accounting software

can help you cut costs while keeping the books straight.

Better yet, management stands to accumulate real gains

from the reports generated by accounting programs.
The best of today's accounting software makes it

easy to handle general ledger, accounts receivable and
payable, inventory, payroll, and more via the PC. Many
of the programs also let you generate valuable re-

ports—both formal and ad hoc—to help you run your
shop at the level of your strongest competitors.

You don't have to assign a CPA or a computer ex-

pert, nor be one yourself, to use an accounting package.

And where you once had to spend thousands, now a

couple of hundred dollars buys a high-quality program.

Accounting software can make handling the books
easier than ever. But you'll need to do some planning to

select a package that fits your needs, and you'll proba-

bly have to make minor changes in your existing ac-

counting routine as you convert to a computerized
system.

To begin with, make sure you have the right hard-

ware: at least a 10-megabyte hard disk.

When shopping for a package, give the vendors as

much information about your needs as you can. Ask
your accountant to submit a list of accounting depart-

ment needs, while you supply the management report-

ing needs.

Some accounting packages are sold as complete inte-

grated systems that include various combinations of
general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable,

invoicing, payroll, inventory, fixed assets, and job cost

modules. Others are sold module by module. If you buy
a modular package, make sure that you can automati-

cally transfer data among modules.

Convert the system one module at a time. It's a good
idea to start with the general ledger and then add ac-

counts payable, followed by accounts receivable and
other functions. Run the computerized accounting sys-

tems parallel with your manual system for at least three

months.
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The program you select must be able to handle the

types of accounts you maintain and the format of your
vendor and customer information. If the chart of ac-

counts requires subdivisions to track job

codes within departments and the pack-

age you're considering doesn't allow

them, look somewhere else.

Make sure your package can import

and export data and produce the reports

you need. Most accounting programs of-

fer standard balance sheets, income
statements, trial balances, aging reports,

customer and vendor listings, and other

reports. But report formats are often

predefined; the information may not be
in a format that suits your company.

If you want to create custom reports,

the program must be able to transfer

data to a spreadsheet or a programmable
database. The spreadsheet analysis will

come in handy for forecasting too. The
better packages let you output selected

data to a spreadsheet or database, but

lower-priced packages may require an

extra utility program to export part of a file.

Other important features are an automatic interface

among modules, as well as the ability to handle partial

transactions. An accounting package should let you
maintain adequate historical information on customer
and vendor transactions, edit data easily, accommodate
recurring entries, retrieve information for any range of
dates or periods, and monitor budgets and cash flow. In

addition, it should give you control totals and control

reports, so you can check whether information has been
entered correctly.

Although experience at a Big Eight accounting firm

is not essential, some training time is. Most programs
shorten the learning curve with tutorials and sample
data files.

At $49.95, Intuit Software's Quicken may be all the

accounting software you need. A slick program that
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8/21/88 Through 10/ 4/88
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Despite the fact that it's easy to use and low-

priced, Quicken gives you a variety off manage-
ment reports.
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You don't need a CPA to use an
accounting package. Today, a

couple of hundred dollars buys
a high-quality program.

started out as an automated checkbook and check writ-

er, it also does many of the things "real" accounting

packages do—automatic budget, income, and expense

reports (both on-screen and printed), 1-2-3 data trans-

fer, complete tax and payroll record-keeping, fast loca-

tion of transactions, multiple categorizations, and
transaction splitting—with less effort.

O
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LIST

GRAPH

REPORT

VEMDOR NAME
VENDOR-ADDRESS-

1

UEMDOR-ADDRESS-2

UENDOR-ADDRESS-3
POSTAL-CODE
TELEPHONE

INUO ICE-NUMBER

INUO ICE-DATE

FED- ID-NUMBER
TRANS-TYPE

CURRENT-BALANCE

omnand: TRANSFER TO LOTUS FILE MYFILE.wks

Instructions: Select the fields you uish to transfer

to complete the selection.
Press the 1

END' key

1 Fl Help

With the help of the optional PDQ II module,

Peachtree Complete II can export selected data

to 1-2-3 spreadsheets.

he main drawback of

Quicken is that, like your checkbook, it's a single-entry

program. Double-entry programs, like the others men-
tioned here, enter each of your transactions in at least

two places, which balance each other out. So when a

cash-based business pays a bill, double-entry programs

debit the expense account and credit the cash account.

For a double-entry package that's adept at exporting

to a spreadsheet, try Peachtree Complete II: The Business

Accounting System with the Peachtree Data Query II

{PDQ II) report writing/file export option.

Especially if you have some accounting experience,

this capable program will impress you. The recent price

cut from $4,800 to $199, as well as significant improve-

ments in this version, make the Peachtree package even

more impressive.

Tutorials supported by real-world sample data show
you how to use the integrated modules, which include

general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable,

invoicing, inventory, payroll, fixed assets, and job

costing.

Peachtree Complete II uses windows and pop-up
menus. Help screens are available, but they could be

more extensive. You can choose the pe-

riod and range of accounts, customers,

vendors, and so forth that you want to

include in a report. To troubleshoot data

entry, you can use optional control re-

ports and audit trails.

With more than 450 reports to choose

from, the program's reporting is ade-

quate. But you'll need PDQ II , a sepa-

rate $199 package, to transfer data to a

spreadsheet program for creating addi-

tional, custom reports.

With a minimum of 640 Kilobytes,

you can run PDQ II as a memory-resi-

dent utility. It lets you transfer a specific

part of a specific file to, say, a Lotus 1-2-

3 file. PDQ II shows you an on-screen

view of the file, from which you can

choose the fields you want to transfer.

The Options menu lets you narrow

your conditions. You can select, for ex-

ample, customers who have a balance of more than

$50,000. You won't need to write Boolean equations to

do the search; it's all menu-driven, and only the data

you need is output to the file. You simply load the file

into a Lotus spreadsheet, using 1-2-3's File/Import

function.

Once you've established a procedure, you can store it

more P
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in PDQ II and run it again as needed. In fact, PDQ
comes with dozens of predefined procedures. Two of

the most popular are Sales Analysis by Customer and

Sales Analysis by Product.

Attention, 1-2-3 users: some packages offer only

plain ASCII file output, which you'll have to fiddle

with in 1-2-3 before you can use it. Look for a package

that can accept unconverted 1-2-3 data formats.

Manusoft's $199.95 Ready to Run Accountingfor Lo-

tus 1-2-3, a good entry-level package, comprises a set of

1-2-3 templates. It stores data in standard 1-2-3 files

that you can access just as you would any other spread-

sheet file.

Advanced spreadsheet users can write their own pro-

grams in the 1-2-3 macro language, accessing or even

inputting Ready to Run Accounting data. You can build

an extensively customized system around the program's

standard functions.

Micro Associates
5 Mica (which runs

from $495 to about $5,000, depending

on options selected) is one of the few
packages with a bona fide set of built-in

management exception reports. These
reports spare you routine details and tell

you only about problems (such as over-

due bills greater than a certain amount
or past a certain date).

Some packages that produce great

management reports—such as

Q.W.Page Associates' $995 NewViews—
may seem alien to bookkeepers. New-
Views is a must-see, though, if you're

willing to work at designing your own
setup.

Don't be fooled by Dac-Easy Account-
ing's low price of $99.95. The Dac Soft-

ware program offers more than you'd

think, integrating general ledger, ac-

counts receivable, accounts payable, billing, inventory,

purchase order, and forecasting. This powerful package

also has fine reporting capabilities. For an additional

$99.95, you can add the excellent payroll module.
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250000.
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750000.

500000.
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Dac-Easy Accounting users can easily produce

graphs from selected data in the accounting

database.

Q̂(^r ou're ready to run Dac-
Easy Accounting after it automatically installs itself, in 5

minutes flat. The package includes a predefined chart

of accounts, and you can also create your own. During
the setup procedure, Dac-Easy prompts you for the es-

timated number of customers, vendors, products or ser-

vices, and invoices per day to establish the appropriate

file sizes. The program's extensive inventory capabili-

ties accommodate average cost, standard cost, and last

purchase price calculations.

Graph Mate, an optional Dac-Easy utility ($198 along

with Dac-Easy), offers a handy way to enhance your

reports. It can produce graphs—even 3-D stacked bar

charts—from current data each time you run a report.

And Graph Mate makes your work even easier: it will

record keystroke sequences so that you can use just one
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command to create graphs.

Bedford Software Corp.'s Integrated Accounting of-

fers integrated general ledger, accounts payable, ac-

counts receivable, payroll, inventory, and job cost mod-
ules, all for $249. Installing and using the menu-driven

program is easy.

^^^^ntegrated Accounting is less

comprehensive than many sophisticated accounting

packages. It maintains only limited customer and ven-

dor information and can't handle discounts. The maxi-

mum number of customers, vendors, employees, and
inventory items is 999 each. But you can produce auto-

matic income statements instantly, for any period.

More-ambitious managers may want a package with

documented source code—which is not as daunting as

you might think. Many packages are now written in

high-level database languages, and a number of tools

are available to help you program them. A popular pro-

gram written in dBASE III PLUS is SBT Database Ac-

counting Library (from $395 to about $3,000, from
SBT). You can modify it progressively to fit your needs,

on your own or with the help of a dBASE programmer.

SBT has been widely adapted to meet the needs of spe-

cific industries, and a "vertical" version that suits your

company may be available; check with SBT before you
spend time and money having a program written from
scratch.

For a superb set of reports, consider TLB's Solomon
III. Starting at $890, it's not for beginners, but its re-

ports are something to shoot for.

Kate Ambrose Brown is a consultant and writer based in

New York City.

Dac-Easy Accounting,
Version 3.0

NewViews

Ust
Requires:

In Short:

$99.95; with Graph Mate, $198.

512K RAM, two disk drives,

DOS 2.0 or later.

This budget-priced accounting
program has a full set of
features and, true to its name, is

easy to use. Graph Mate graphs
data in Dac-Easy's reports.

Dac Software Inc.

17950 Preston Rd., #800
Dallas, TX 75252
(800) 992-7779

(214) 248-0205

List Price:

Requires:

In Short:

$995

512K RAM, hard disk.

This one-module-does-all
accounting package may confuse
bookkeepers. It requires more
effort to learn and use, but its

adherents—accounting
pioneers—swear by it.

Q.W.Page Associates Inc.

1 St. Clair Ave. W., 8th Floor

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M4V 2Z5
(416) 923-4567

Ready to Run Accounting
For Lotus 1-2-3
List Price:

Requires:

In Short:

$199.95

384K RAM, two disk drives

(hard disk recommended), Lotus
1-2-3.

The best-known spreadsheet-

based accounting package, this

program is written entirely in 1-

2-3 macros.

Manusoft Corp.
8570 W. Washington Blvd.

Culver City, CA 90232
(213) 559-1561

Integrated Accounting,
Version 3.23
Ust Price:

In Short:

Mica
Ust Price:

Requires:

In Short:

$249

384K RAM, two disk drives,

DOS 2.0 or later.

Economical and "all-in-one,"

this accounting program is a

double-entry package with help

screens and a tutorial. But it

maintains limited customer and
vendor information and can't

handle discounts.

Bedford Software Corp.
15311 NE 90th
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 883-0074

$495 to around $5,000,

depending on options.

384K RAM, hard disk.

A mid-level modular accounting
program, Mica stands out from
the rest with its management
exception reports.

Micro Associates
2349 Memorial Blvd.

Port Arthur, TX 77640
(409) 983-2051

Peachtree Complete II:

The Business Accounting
System, Version 4.21
List Price:

Requires:

In Short:

$199; Peachtree Data Query II

{PDQ II), $199.

384K RAM, 10MB hard disk,

DOS 2.0 or later.

With a remarkable number of

features at a low price, this

modular accounting program
gets a boost from PDQ II,

which transfers data to a

spreadsheet.

Peachtree Software
4355 Shakleford Rd.
Norcross, GA 30093
(800) 247-3224

(404) 564-5800

Quicken
List Price:

In Short:

SBT Database
Accounting Library
List Price:

Requires:

In Short:

$395 to around $3,000,
depending on options.

512K RAM, hard disk.

This serious modular system,

written in dBASE III PLUS
(and soon to be in dBASE IV),

is one of the most customizable

accounting packages available,

with numerous versions for

specific industries.

SBT Corp.
One Harbor Dr., #300
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 331-9900

Solomon III, Version 5.0

$49.95; custom report/

spreadsheet output utility,

$19.95; tax adviser utility,

$29.95.

256K RAM, one floppy disk

drive.

This easy-to-use single-entry

accounting program started out
as a simple automated checkbook,
but now does much more.

Intuit Software
540 University Ave.

Palo Alto, CA
(415) 322-0573

List Price:

Requires:

In Short:

$890 to around $7,000,

depending on options.

512K RAM, hard disk.

With sophisticated reporting

capabilities, this high-end
modular accounting package is

for sophisticated users. The
latest version is easier to use,

thanks to a new menu-driven
interface.

TLB
RO. Box 414
Findlay, OH 45839
(419) 424-0422
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ONE STOP
DESKTOP

PUBLISHING SOLUTION
Most are followers, few are leaders.

The Crystal Series is the leader in desktop publishing

solutions.

Only Taxan offers a complete system of technically

advanced DTP peripherals combined in a single

publishing answer: The Crystal Series, a true turnkey

solution for creating brochures, flyers and newsletters.

Taken individually each component of the Crystal Series

will stand quality, price and performance comparison

with anything available today.

The 19" Crystal View ultra-high resolution monitor

offers true WYSIWYG display and has twice been voted

Editor's Choice of PC Magazine.

The Crystal Scan image and text scanner offers OCR
that automatically scans text in 250 different typestyles

and Eyestar Plus™ that superbly scans halftone images

in 64 gray levels.

The Crystal Jet page printer produces fast, high quality

text and graphics for Xerox Ventura™ and Pagemaker™.
It also offers 9 printer emulations for support of all

existing software.

As the one stop solution, the Crystal Series stands at the front.

Complete customer satisfaction, support and on-site service is guaranteed by one

company — TAXAN.

If you want to shed some light on the many facets of DTP, there is only one call to

make, one turnkey solution, one stop — The Crystal Series. Call Taxan today for more

information or a demonstration.

T&XAIM
DESKTOP PUBLISHING DIVISION:

TAXAN USA CORPORATION
18005 COURTNEY CT.
CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA 91748
USA
(818) 810-1291

r

r
Xerox Ventura Publisher is the registered trademark of Xerox Corp Pagemaker is the registered trademark ot Aldus Corp. Eyestar Plus is the registered trademark ot Microtek International Inc.
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reat Moments in

By STEPHEN BANKER

Computing is not all

perfectly serried rows of ones and zeros. There is the

occasional faux pas. Take the case of Geraldine Ferraro

and the accidental rabbis

Or the coding error that convinced millions of TV
viewers in Quebec that a revolutionary shift in their

government had taken hold. . .

.

Or the typo that almost started World War III.

The first two incidents were merely embarrassing;

the third bordered on terrifying. But they do have

something in common. They were computer errors.

And all computer errors—be they large or small, silly or

outrageous, frightening or (in rare cases) an improve-

ment on an intended design—can be traced to one in-

herently unreliable part of the system: us.

Hey, anybody can make a mistake.

Thank You, Dear Rabbi
Let's start with the politician and the clergy.

A few weeks after the 1984 election, two letters from

Democratic vice-presidential candidate Geraldine Fer-

raro arrived at the Cincinnati home of Mae Bellman

and her son, Dennis Rogers.

Ferraro was writing to offer thanks for their contri-

butions to the ticket. It was the sort of follow-up note

that politicians routinely send out in the wake of a cam-
paign. But what gave Mrs. Bellman and her son pause

were the remarkable salutations: "Dear Rabbi Bell-

man," "Dear Colonel Rogers."

"I've been a Catholic all my life," said Mrs. Bellman,

"and Dennis isn't in the Army."
It didn't take long before Bob Guillette, data pro-

cessing manager of the Democratic National Commit-
tee in Washington, realized that the problem extended

far beyond Cincinnati.

"We went back and looked at our dumps of the

tapes," recalls Guillette, "and sure enough, it was visible:

Rabbi, Rabbi, Rabbi, We said, 'Uh-oh, can't have that

many rabbis. Maybe some, but not that many.'

"

Stephen Banker, a former columnistfor Popular Comput-
ing has published in Smithsonian, PC Week, Computer-
World, and Science Digest He writes frequently about

new technology.

The best

of the worst

The problem, perplexing as it seemed, was simple at

its core. The DNC's direct-mail software listed 50 titles,

with Mr. and Mrs. at the top of the list. When an opera-

tor inadvertently hit an extra key, the worksheet was
skewed one character to the right. Everything thereafter

built on the original mistake, so that what should have

been, for example, 01,02,03 became x0,10,20,3y, with

"x" the accidental key and "y" the correct but misplaced

beginning of a new code. Thus Mrs. became Rabbi, Mr.
became Colonel, and so on.

When mistakes like this occur, we blame the mechani-

cal side of the equation. "But all the computer does,"

says Larry Smarr, director of the Center for Supercom-
puting Applications at the University of Illinois, "is take

cues and execute them one by one. It has no way of

knowing if what it receives is a sensible instruction."

Can't we install some sort of fail-safe device?

Wouldn't more and better programming save us from-

. . . well, us}

"One would have to have a higher computer check-

ing the instructions," says Smarr, "and a higher one,

and on and on. It's an infinite regress. Who's going to

watch the watchers?"

Underdog Power in Quebec
The problem is that even glitches can seem convincing

when they are expressed via computer.

In the 1981 provincial election in Quebec, the struggle

was between the Parti Quebecois (PQ) and the Liberals,

with a few splinter groups nominally in the contest. But

lo, on election night the computer at a Montreal TV
station spewed out the news that one of the splinter

groups, the Union Nationale, was in a neck-and-neck

contest with the PQ, while the obscure Marxist-Leninist

Party (with only a few hundred registrants) had actually

taken a seat in parliament.

Did the commentators say, "Merde alors, ce n
y
est pas

gaP^ No. On the basis of the printout, they patronizing-

ly referred to the "so-called experts who had written

off the Union Nationale," and of the Marxist-Leninists

they declared, "The people have spoken."

In the end, the Reds got nowhere and the Union
Nationale tallied the predicted 4 percent of the vote.

The bug proved to be a confusion between the alpha-
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Dorothy,

Pay no attention to that

man behind the screen.

I am the great and powerful

Wizard of Oz.
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betical order of the ridings (voting districts) and the

order of the top vote-getters. It was a goof only an in-

animate object could make. But the experts believed

the absurd declarations of the machine—and acted on
them. Such is the authority of the computer.

Slightly Off Target
Even the computers used to guide the billion-dollar war
machines of the superpowers are not immune to errors.

In January 1985 an unarmed Soviet cruise missile

streaked out of Siberia into Norwegian skies, and thence

to a touchdown in Lapland's Lake Inari, where the

pieces were recovered by Finnish authorities. There was
only silence on the subject from Moscow, but Western

experts said the missile had bolted 180 degrees off

course, likely because of a programming error. The un-

answered question was what might have happened had

the missile been armed. But that's the Russians. It could

never happen to us, right?

Military Mishaps at Home
A U.S. Senate study showed that in the first half of

1980 our frontline NORAD missile defense registered

ten false alarms a day. What caused them? Flocks of

birds, off-course aircraft, atmospheric anomalies,

screen glitches, and a few Soviet test firings.

"I'm more worried," says Yale sociologist Charles

Perrow, "about an accidental war than a deliberate one

between the superpowers."

In his book Normal Accidents, Perrow reviews how a

training tape, mischanneled to the main system, sailed

past the computer checks and triggered an alert in No-
vember 1979 at NORAD's Colorado headquarters. Two
more alarms a few months later were caused by a defec-

tive 46-cent microchip.

Not all military computer mishaps whisper

of doomsday. A bug in a preproduction F- 16

navigational aid tried to flip the

aircraft upside down every time

it crossed the equator.

In the pub-

licity sur-

rounding
the Penta-

gon's 1985 cancellation of the Sergeant York antiaircraft

cannon, the computer-as-weapon angle was overlooked.

This was an example of a device based on microchips

and run by software. When the American and British

gathered at Fort Bliss, Texas, to review the prototype of

the Defense Department's billion-dollar investment,

they got an eyeful.

As soon as the mechanism was switched on, the turret

whirled about, aiming the barrel at the reviewing stand.

There ensued a rapid redeployment of generals. After

on-site adjustments, the York doggedly pointed at the

ground. Subsequently its radar locked onto a latrine,

mistaking the ceiling fan for a helicopter blade.

It all boils down to this: Our computers are as perfect

as we are.

So the next time you snuggle up in bed, entrusting

the planet to machines that never sleep and can't possi-

bly err, remember this: Computers are

just like everybody else.

And anyone can make
a mistake. E

w



VGAGraphics

Without the PS/2 Price.

$395.05

Now it's easy and inexpensive to up-

grade your PCs, XT®s, AT®s and 386s

to IBM®'s PS/2 graphics standard-VGA.
The Tecmar VGA™ adapter is a half-size

card offering full IBM VGA compati
bility and more—More Resolutions,

More Speed, More Value!

Uncompromising Com-
patibility. Tecmar 's unrelenting

commitment to compatibility with

all VGA software—today and
tomorrow—has made us one of the

very first manufacturers to offer both
register-level and BIOS compatibilities

with IBM's own VGA chip set.

The result is proven, tested compatibil-

ity with VGA applications other cards

fail, including such acid tests as Microsoft®

Word 4.0, Windows/386 (including

virtual mode) and the OS/2™ DOS
compatibility box—even when running
Lotus 1-2-3® graphs! Of course, it's also

compatible with all previous standards—
«: Truevision* Inc. image courtesy of Truevision Inc. VGA conversion by Rix Softworks.

EGA,CGA, MDA and
Hercules®

Super-High
Resolution.

In addition to

all the standard

VGA modes and
resolutions, in-

cluding 320x200
in 256 colors,

Tecmar VGA
offers a crisp and vibrant 800x600 reso-

lution in 16 colors with drivers included

for Windows, AutoCAD® Ventura
Publisher™ PageMaker™ and others.

And, for spreadsheets and terminal

emulation, Tecmar 's VGA provides
132-column text.

Increased Performance and
Speed—With ExceptionalValue.
Tecmar 's unique VGA TurboBIOS

makes screen operations up to 50

percent faster than IBM's own PS/2

mother-board-based VGA. You'll see

a noticeable, surprising difference even
in common screen uses like scrolling.

And all this Tecmar high performance
is available at a remarkably low price.

We're Shipping Now! So, get

PS/2 graphics today on your PC, XT or

AT with Tecmar VGA. Call us at (800)

624-8560 for more information. Or
write to Tecmar, Inc., 6225 Cochran
Road, Solon, Ohio 44139-3377.

TEGVMR

Tecmar VGA is a trademark of Tecmar. Inc.: IBM. XT. AT. PS/2. Microsoft
Word. OS/2. Windows/386. Lotus 1-2-3. Hercules. AutoCAD. Ventura
Publisher and PageMaker are trademarks or registered trademarks of their

respective companies. ©Copyright Tecmar. Inc.. a subsidiary of Rexon. Inc..

1988. All rights reserved.
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GlGctrDnic mail gdhibs oroQG
. . . but it still has a lot of growing up to do

By DAVID DEJEAN

||lundreds of thousands

more Americans learned about electronic mail this year.

They learned the good news: that e-mail could bring

a convenience, accuracy, and immediacy to communi-
cation that no other medium can match.

And they learned the bad news: even though there

are more users today than there were a year ago, the

person they want most to communicate with right this

minute probably isn't reachable by electronic mail.

Most often, they learned this when their PCs were con-

nected to a local area network (LAN) at work.

The Electronic Mail Association says there are 4.25

million users of business e-mail systems. The associa-

tion also says there are 1.75 million users of "public"

e-mail systems. The difference between private and

public systems is fundamental.

Private electronic-mail services use a mini or main-

frame computer as a host, or they use systems distribut-

ed on a LAN. The large computer companies sell

e-mail systems as part of their office-automation pack-

ages: Office comes from Wang Laboratories, PROFS
(Professional Office System) from IBM, All-in- 1 from

Digital Equipment Corp. The leading vendors of LAN
software sell e-mail packages for their systems. And
several office-automation software houses offer standa-

lone e-mail systems—like Higgins Mail from Conetic

Systems, cc:Mail from PCC Systems, and The Coordi-

nator from Action Technologies.

Public e-mail systems, on the other hand, are not

software packages, but dial-up services, accessible via

modem from anywhere in the country. Subscribers can

trade messages with each other. The profit motive is a

factor in public systems. Some, like MCI Mail, charge

according to the length of the message. Others base

their charges on some combination of connect time and

quantity of data stored; the on-line information services

that also offer electronic mail, such as CompuServe and

The Source, fall into this category.

The growth of e-mail, whether public or private, has

been accompanied by an increasing seriousness of pur-

pose. Corporations' private e-mail systems may once

have been used primarily for reminders of meetings and

cheery invitations to the departmental softball games,

but no more. Business takes the value of communica-

tion seriously and is using e-mail as a building block in

systems that speed the flow of critical information: or-

ders and sales data, training materials, price lists, and
inventory. Here are a few examples.

• Chrysler Corp. has connected its internal e-mail

system (PROFS) to a private-label system from GE In-

formation Services, which also operates the public GE-
nie system. Chrysler opened its system to field person-

nel, regional offices, and its 6,500 dealers. The system

carries messages and bulletins and also collects data for

the company's mainframe computers.

• American Sterilizer in Erie, Pennsylvania, installed

cc:Mail software in its local area networks to comple-

ment its host-based PROFS. The LAN-based system

supplanted the IBM service and grew to link 650 users

in Pennsylvania, facilities in Alabama and Canada, and

1 1 regional sales offices. The system has been extended

to 45 vendors to implement a Just-In-Time inventory

program.

• The Anglican Church used an international e-mail

system developed by Unison Communications to link

those attending an international conference to their

home countries. The Lambeth Conference—held in

Canterbury, England, from July 16 to August 7 for

bishops of the worldwide Anglican communions—was
served by IAIN, the Inter-Anglican Information Net-

work. The church hopes to use IAIN to link its national

divisions, many of which are in Third World countries.

Electronic-mail systems are spreading beyond the
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based or LAN-based e-mail systems, but there are a

couple of barriers to the technology's further

development.

One is technical. It's relatively easy to send plain text

from one computer to another over the telephone wires.

But other kinds of computer information are tougher:

binary files, such as graphics or Lotus 1-2-3 spread-

sheets, may contain nontext characters the e-mail sys-

tem itself uses for control functions. If the system can't

tell content from command, it can't function.

There are solutions. Lotus offers Express, an e-mail

management program that works with MCI Mail. Ex-
press users can transfer Lotus worksheets on MCI and
can also take advantage of the program's automated

mail handling.

A second problem is that organizations are looking

for ways to speed the movement of information that

gets put into forms—invoices, order forms, bills of lad-

ing. This effort goes under the name "electronic data

interchange" (EDI). For EDI to be effective, it de-

mands a broader reach for e-mail—beyond internal

systems or even carefully connected small groups, and
out into the big, wide
world.

This is the biggest chal-

lenge for e-mail: linking

all the various "islands of

communication," in the

words of Michael Cavan-
agh, executive director of

the Electronic Mail Asso-

ciation in Washington,
D.C.

"Internal systems are

spreading like wildfire in

corporate America," Ca-

vanagh says. "That's the

first step. For the short

term, Company X can

have its suppliers and
venture partners hook
onto a system and ex-

change information
conveniently."

A universal electronic-

mail system—the inter-

connection of those large

islands of communication

with a public system—is

an effort for the longer

term. Cavanagh is confi-

dent that it will happen
soon.

"Down the road, you
move toward the ubiquity

people would like to

have," he says. "The tele-

phone industry took 40 or

50 years to gain ubiquity.

The computer industry is

certainly moving at a

greater pace than that."

Meanwhile, e-mail users are learning the advantages

of electronic communication: the ease of sending elec-

tronic carbon copies, the end of telephone tag, the con-

venience of being able to retrieve information. But as

they raise their heads to look beyond their own islands

of communication, they find that reaching other islands

is easier said than done.

Too connect all the islands,

e-mail needs uniform addressing, says Catharine Vin-

son, chief operating officer of Unison Telecommunica-
tions Service in Cincinnati, developer of the Anglicans'

information system. She hopes to see a national e-mail

system—but, she adds quickly, not one run by the

government.

"People don't want to talk to systems," Vinson says.

"They want to talk to people.

"There are universal addressing schemes that work.

Why can't I just send e-mail to you at your telephone

corporate use:

American Business Dials In

David Hindawi has thought a great

deal about electronic mail. It's his

business: he's president of Software

Ventures, and his company's major

product is Microphone, a widely used

telecommunications program for the

Macintosh.

He thinks the separation between

corporate electronic mail (whether on

mainframe or LAN systems) and ex-

ternal public systems is a problem that

needs solving if e-mail is going to be

widely adopted.

"People are getting tired of having

to carry different tools in their hip

pockets—MCI is one tool, a LAN is

another," Hindawi said. "They want

to have one tool to address all of

that."

The problem he sees is that e-mail

users have to deal with multiple sys-

tems—and remember multiple proce-

dures—to do one thing: communicate.

Why should an e-mail user have to

go into one system to read his local

network messages, then dial a tele-

phone number and log on to a differ-

ent system to read mail from farther

afield?

Why couldn't a mail system log on
to the user's public e-mail system,

pick up waiting messages, and forward

them to the local-system mailbox?

That part seems simple enough. But

Hindawi doesn't stop there.

"I have my account on a LAN sys-

tem," he said. "But I fly to New York.

So I call up my local system and tell it

to send all my messages to MCI."
The result must sound like nirvana

to any e-mail user with multiple ac-

counts: all his mail in one place, and

always the most convenient, accessible

place.

We're still several miles from nirva-

na, of course. And Hindawi has

thought about the hurdles that must

be cleared in order to get there.

Hindawi says two things are holding

back the explosive growth of electron-

ic mail: first, the software at the user

end isn't as good as it could be. (Ad-

mittedly, he has a vested interest

here—his company's Microphone soft-

ware has programming capabilities of-

ten used to create simplified telecom-

munications routines for computer
novices.) Second, he says, electronic-

mail technology isn't as good as it

could be.

It certainly isn't as good as his vi-

sion of the future. But in the world of

e-mail, few things are.

—David Dejean
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SPEND200 SECONDS
WITHAN IZE USER.
When a new kind of software is released, some explaining needs to be done.

In the case of IZE, a quick demonstration is the best explanation.

Picture an executive opening her IZE and requesting an outline of letters re-

sponding to inquiries for

information written to

contacts in California.

Tress Fl for help. M8 for other functions Tress fl for help. MS for other functions

rheir mill ml |i trio* prepared

16Hf krgunrJ i (form* till* rr«<

Pa 1 Ln 1 Col 16 9:84 am. 1 Jul 1388

INSERT

L

Hi Ln 1 Col 2< 3:M am, 1 Jul 1988

0:00:05 With IZE open, a request is made.

b*uur ct request inforMtion domestic product

Outline of " "

1 . Ca request r

A. InforMtion

1 Domestic

« . Product

(1) Specif icttioas (26)

(2) Eu«lu«tion Ub>

k. Price (18)

c. Financial Hi)
2. (others) (19)

B. Proposal

1. Research U6>
2. Business (9)

3. (others) <18>

C. Employment Ufa)

D. Credit (12)

E. International (<>

r. (others) (27)

0:00:17 In seconds, IZE organizes the facts.

TEXT: ca product evaluation request domestic InforMtion chins custom process)'

Expanded Group "c<i request i itf ormat. ion domestic product'

I. Product

fl . Spec i f teat ions *

1. Technical

a . Brochure ^

(1) Inquiry

(a> Software

(2) (others) (7)

2. (others) (7)

B. Evaluation

1. Chips

a, Custom process ina

It I Adtius

(2) Replacement meecheiii r

(3) Sanchez

(4) Ingersa 1 1

(5) (others! (7)

Memory (4)

Fq 1 Ln 5 Col 12 Textbase. LETTERS 9-64 am. 1 Jul 1988 Pa 1 Ln 13 Col 26

0:00:24 An outline appears to scrutinize.

Press n far helm, fl6 for other functions

Mr Richard fldkins, Uice President

Applications and Designs, Ltd.

1376 North Main

Mountain Uieu, CA 94CH3

Bea r Mr . Ad k i ns

:

Thanks so much for your request concerning our custom processing chips. Our

recent merger has made this area of business quite significant for us. I

hope that our new capabilities will become significant to you as well.

The brochure 1 am enclosing details not only our accomplishments, services,

and manufacturing facilities but several current areas of research you My
find interesting

I'll give you a call in a feu days Meanwhile, if you should have questions

or requests, please feel free to phone me

Sincerely

INSERT

L

Pi 1 Ln 1 Col 1 | KEYS: brochure c* request inforMt»| 9:85 am. 1 Jul 1988

PWeli rzfave Hie lease flletjyr. P9W* F7lryse FBIktrk HSe.rch : tkm

Terthase: LETTERS

FollxtLnk F71r

9:M am. 1 Jul 1988

0:01:01 The facts arefound ready to revise.

0:00:35 The outline expands to sharpen focus.

Press fl for kelp, F18 for other functions

lis. Jean Martin, Uice President

ftatoMtic Services Group

2SB5 Central Plaza

Santa Monica, CA 98481

tear Ms. Martin:

Thanks so much for your request concerning our custom processing chips. Our

recent merger has made this area of business quite significant for us. 1

hope that our new capabilities will become significant to you as well.

The brochure 1 am enclosing details not only our accomplishments, services,

and manufacturing facilities but several current areas of research you My
find interesting.

I'll be in Mountain view for meetings with a new customer the week of the

15th. I'd be delighted to fly down to meet with you and share some recent

developments specific to the product you described in your letter. I'll

call in a few days to check your calendar. Meanwhile, if you should have

J INSERT

L

Pq 1 Ln 1 Col 1 I KEYS: brochure ca request inforMt«| 9:87 am, 1 Jul 1988

HHelp fiSave F3»elease F4Keywrd r5Heu F7»ruse FBBktrk FSSearch Fiopteiw

0:03:20A new, customized letter is ready to print.

the question answered. Returning to the customized letter,

look, prints it, and moves on.

If these 3 minutes and 20 seconds of productivity

are something you'd like to see more of, dorit waste
time before taking the next step.

Visit a dealer for a longer demonstration or phone
us at 608-273-6000 and realize the power of IZE.

IZE MAKES INFORMATION MANAGEABLE.

Based on the request, her

complete collection of

letters is searched. IZE finds

190 information response

letters to addressees in

California.

From the IZE outline,

our executive can quickly

find what she needs. An
in-depth outline guides her
to precisely what she is

looking for. One keystroke

presents the letter she was
seeking. Its now simple, us-

ing IZE word processing

teatures, to customize the

letter she found for the

current task.

A call brings a request

for some sales projections.

IZE will find them fast even
in other applications.

The executive simply

hot links directly from IZE
to a spreadsheet document.
The figures are found and
the executive gives it a final

persaff IZE
C -r,..-, rt.

r Vision

© 1988 Persoft, Inc. All Rights Reserved. IZE and Persoft are registered trademarks of Persoft, Inc. 465 Science Drive,

Madison, Wl 53711 U.S.A. Specifications subject to change without notice. Patents Pending.
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Electronic-mail services are almost easier to

use than they are to define. The companies

named in this selective list offer a wide range

of services. They fall into several groups (and

some fall into more than one).

At one end of the spectrum are the services

aimed at individual users: CompuServe, Quan-

tum, The Source, and others. These offer e-mail

without many frills as part of a supermarket of

services: bulletin boards and on-line "chat"

functions, special-interest groups for products

of various manufacturers, information and

transaction services that range from the Asso-

ciated Press news wire to home banking to

hunting for bargains in an "electronic mall."

Public e-mail services—among which MCI

Mail, Telemail, AT&T Mail, and EasyLink are

the best-known—offer mailbox service for mes-

sages and text files as their basic product

Then they elaborate on it, offering mailing lists

that send a single message to many mailboxes,

hard-copy services that turn an electronic mes-

sage into print for delivery via surface mail or

courier, and e-mail-to-Telex connections (and in

some cases Telex-to-e-mail). In some services,

graphic elements—say, signatures or company

logos—can be "registered" and incorporated

into hard-copy documents.

"Private-laber services create and manage a

closed user group with access to a menu of

customized functions. These can include e-mail

and bulletin boards, database retrieval and in-

formation services, automated forms prepara-

tion and electronic document interchange (EDI),

and links to companies' internal host-based or

LAN-based e-mail systems.

AT&T Mail (800) MAIL-672

CompuServe (800) 848-8199

DASystems Inc. (intersystem transfer services

for subscribers) (408) 559-7434

Diakom (private-label e-mail services)

(800)435-7342

Electronic Mail Association ... (202) 293-7808

GE Information Services (GEnie and Business

Talk information and e-mail services, private-label

e-mail) (800) 638-9636

Graphnet Inc. (private-label e-mail, mailing

services) (800) 336-3729

iNet Company of America (INET) (e-mail,

conferencing, database retrieval)

(800) 322-4638

Maxcom Corp. (e-mail and information services,

MAXTALK e-mail-to-voicemai! conversion)

(617) 890-8822

McDonnell Douglas Applied Communication

Systems Co. (private-label e-mail and host-based

services) (800) 435-8880
MCI International (MCI Mail)

(800) 333-6200

National E-Mail Registry (directory assistance for

e-mail users) (800) 843-6088

Quantum Computer Services Inc. (public and

private e-mail, bulletin-board and information

services) (800) 782-2278

The Source (800) 368-3549

Telenet Communications Corp. (Telemail)

(800) TELENET
Unison Telecommunications Service

(800) 334-6122

Western Union Corp. (EasyLink)

(800) 527-5184

number? Everybody knows their phone number."
While Vinson's vision of people sending e-mail with-

out worrying about which system they're on is a long-

term goal, a couple of existing services point in the right

direction—the National E-Mail Registry and DASnet.
The National E-Mail Registry is a database retrieval

service for users of e-mail. A user must sign up with the
service—which lists her e-mail, Telex, and facsimile

addresses in the directory. Once registered, she can
make a long-distance call to search the database for the
addresses of other users. Successful searches cost 50
cents; there is a credit-card billing system for individ-

uals and a flat annual fee for corporations.

I mm mm m mThe E-Mail Registry and

DASnet—hardly lasting

solutions to the challenge

of making e-mail a universal

communications medium.

here are currently about
23,000 names and addresses in the E-Mail Registry, ac-

cording to its president, Ken Steele. Obviously, the ser-

vice would be more valuable if the electronic-mail sys-

tems would make their customer databases available to

it. They have been reluctant, says Steele, but the E-
Mail Registry is pursuing them.

DASnet has already won the approval of 21 e-mail

system operators. DASnet handles the intersystem

transfer of electronic-mail systems on four continents.

Most of the major public e-mail systems are included.

DASnet is a subscriber

service like the E-Mail
Registry. Some e-mail sys-

tems have written their

own software for easy ac-

cess to DASnet—and han-
dle billing as well, making
intersystem exchanges as

easy as possible for their

users. For users of other

systems, DASnet will bill

directly (via e-mail, natu-

rally) once a month. DAS-
net offers e-mail-to-U.S.-

mail and e-mail-to-facsimile services, and companies
can connect their internal mail systems directly to

DASnet.
While these services may be useful, even necessary,

in the short term, the E-Mail Registry and DASnet are

hardly lasting solutions to the challenge of making e-

mail a universal communications medium. That de-

pends on some major developments—in standards for

electronic-mail formats and in digital transmission
technology to link e-mail systems.

A standard has been put forward to make sure the

message sent from one e-mail system can be received by
another. Called X.400, it was prepared by the Interna-

tional Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Commit-
tee of the United Nations. Most U.S. hardware and
software makers have endorsed the standard. But for

many reasons, universal adoption of X.400 is a long
way off.

"I've been five years waiting for X.400," Vinson says,

"and I'll probably wait another 15. There are problems
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"We've got to stop

meeting like this!'

PutJTFax In¥>urPC
Instead ofwalking back and forth to the fax machine, and waiting around, you can send and receive

fax messages at your desk.

JTFax™ -$395
WithJT Fax in your PC, you
can send and receive facsimile

messages, including signature and
letterhead.

EDITOR'S
CHOICE

JTFax Portable-$495
JT Fax Portable slips into your

pocket and plugs into anyMSDOS
machine's serial port to let you fax from

t1 /B_ t
wherever you are.

CallTo Order
To find out why the award-winning

JT Fax has been receiving such high praise,

call us at (404) 564^5566.

INFOWORLD
PRODUCT OFTHE YEAR

QUADRAM'^^m* An Intelligent Systems Company

Quadram logo and JT Fax are trademarks ofQuadram
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with compatibility; there are many flavors of X.400. All

the e-mail systems' software will have to be rewritten

to conform to the standard."

In particular, she says, the "message transfer agent,"

software that handles the conversion of messages from
one system format to another, is a big investment for

many e-mail system operators. Some of the bigger sys-

tems have already made that effort: Dialcom and Te-
lenet offer X.400 services, and MCI has promised to

deliver X.400 capabilities this year.

The development of physical interconnections
among e-mail systems is just as crucial as the develop-
ment of a standard. If public electronic mail is to be-
come as ubiquitous as the telephone, it will have to

have a public data-transmission service at least as elab-

orate as the telephone system provides.

Such services are already going on-line. Data Ameri-
ca, a new company headquartered in Vienna, Virginia,

is creating what its management calls the next-genera-
tion data-communications network and services
company.

In June the company unveiled a national fiber-optic

network with extremely high capacity and high operat-

ing speed. The system is dedicated as a packet-switched

network, the state-of-the-art solution for handling high

volumes of digital data.

The architects of the Data America network are an
all-star team of alumni from such networking and elec-

tronic-mail companies as Telenet, MCI, Tymnet, and
The Source. They see their network as more than just

the delivery system of the future, says Jim Southworth,
Data America's vice president for special projects.
They envision services such as packetized voice trans-

mission, which would require extremely high transmis-
sion speeds, and graphics embedded in text files, which
would necessitate a network control system able to han-
dle binary files.

"We have the platform," Southworth said. "This is

for more than just e-mail. It is super-high-speed, super-
flexible, and adaptable—and that's not redundant. The
network will adapt intelligently to the kind and loading
of the traffic it's carrying. And it has a high degree of
flexibility on the input side in terms of what's plugging
into it."

How will we know when electronic mail has finally

arrived? Catharine Vinson has a ready answer. "When
we start to get junk e-mail. And I'm already seeing

some." f]

David Dejean is a senior editor at PC/Computing
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There's only one right accounting system for small

business . . . One-Write Plus® It's the only accounting

system based on the manual pegboard system used
by millions of small businesses. One-Write Plus oper-

ates the same way you do and is easy to use. If you

can write a check, you know how to use this system.
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A cynic describes the

computer as a machine
that lets you make mis-

takes faster than you ever

could before. In this jaun-

diced light, a hard disk is a

storage device that lets

you lose far more data
than you ever dreamed
possible.

There's no denying the

putting-all-your-eggs-in-

one-basket quality of a

hard disk. But the conve-

nience and speed out-

weigh the increased risk.

Former users of floppy-

disk-based systems, if

asked to give up their

hard disks, would just as

soon swap their copiers

for carbon paper.

Because today's hard
disks are remarkably reli-

able, the chances of a seri-

ous problem are blessedly

small. But because the in-

creased capacity of hard

disks has dramatically in-

creased the significance of

a failure, two types of se-

curity programs have
evolved to ensure the

safety of files on your
hard disk: backup and re-

covery.

Backup programs sim-

plify the chore of copying

files from hard disk to dis-

kettes or other storage

media, such as tape car-

tridges. Recovery pro-

grams retrieve a file that

was inadvertently erased

or even restore the con-

tents of an entire hard
disk inadvertently refor-

matted.

When used diligently,

backup programs reduce

the consequences of a

hard disk failure from ca-

tastrophe to inconve-
nience. Recovery pro-

grams can relieve the

dismay that comes when
you realize you didn't

mean to erase that file, or

the stark terror that ac-

companies the realization

that you just formatted
your hard disk instead of

the diskette in drive A:.

The consequences of a

failure—yours or the ma-
chine's—depend on how
often you back up your

disk; thus, ease of use is

more than just a cosmetic

feature of backup pro-

grams. The less they re-

quire of you, the more
frequently you're apt to

back up your data and the

less you'll lose if your
hard disk fails.

Common Operations
All backup programs in-

clude several common
functions. The simplest

but most time-consuming

By VAN WOLVERTON
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function is

a full back-

up—trans-

ferring ev-

ery file

from the

hard disk to diskettes. De-
pending on the capacity

of your hard disk and dis-

kettes, this takes 10 or 15

minutes and requires 10

to 40 diskettes. Fortunate-

ly, an occasional full

backup will suffice.

A partial backup trans-

fers to diskettes only files

that have been changed.

In most cases, this process

takes just a minute or two,

because you don't need to

back up your program
files or any data files

—

such as word processing

documents or spread-

sheets—that haven't

changed. Depending on
which program you use, a

partial backup transfers

files that have changed
since either the last partial

or the last full backup.

Some programs require a

separate disk for each par-

tial backup, while others

let you add partial back-

ups to existing backup
diskettes.

A full restore transfers

all files from your full-

backup diskettes to a hard

disk, reconstructing the

jCOREfAst Uersion 2.8 SN BB8844528 Tuesday, June 7, 1988

Backup type : F i le-by-f i le

Diskette capacity..: 1.3MB (HD)

£2 C: A:

:
f3 Ves

f4 \*.«

ji Press to save as pre-defined backup

j Press to begin backup Press to exit

1 Press to change active window Press for help at any tine

(C) Copyright CORE International, Inc. 1985-88

The Corefast menu takes a

windows-like approach.

directory structure if nec-

essary. You can restore

the files to the same hard

disk or, if the original

hard disk has failed, to a

different one.

A partial restore trans-

fers some of your backup
files from diskettes to the

hard disk. This can range

from a single file to all

files in one or more direc-

tories. In most cases,

when restoring a file you

can rename it, assign it to

a different directory, or

copy it to a different disk.

Most programs show
you an estimate of how
long the backup will take

and how many diskettes it

will require. This can be

reassuring (the times are

usually short) and useful

(it lets you stock up on
diskettes before you
begin).

You can simplify your

daily partial

backup by
putting the

backup
program in

a batch file.

You could

call the file

DONE or

BYE; at the

end of the

day, you
would run

the program by typing the

filename at the DOS
prompt instead of having

to make menu selections

all the way through.

Other Features
These common opera-
tions are all you need to

protect your hard disk,

but some backup pro-

grams are laden with oth-

er features. Some features

are simple—for instance,

formatting a backup dis-

kette. Others are more
elaborate. A visual file

manager, for example,
displays the names of di-

rectories and files and lets

you copy, rename, or de-

lete a file or series of files

by simply highlighting the

filename with the cursor

and pressing a function

key.

Some backup programs

let you create a script file

Fastback's Basic menu
makes it easy to choose the

type of backup.

FASTBACK PLUS
Restore Options

Hard Disk
Choose Fi les

Destination

that contains all the in-

structions that would oth-

erwise require several

menu selections and
typed entries. You can
then tell the program to

take its instructions from

this file, and you avoid

having to work through

the menu each time.

The more-elaborate
backup programs include

on-line help, available at

the press of a key. If oper-

ation of the program is

fairly intuitive and the on-

line help is put together

well, you may never need

to refer to the manual af-

ter the first quick run-

through.

Generally, the more
features a program has,

the longer it takes to

learn. The more a pro-

gram tries to do, the more
restrictions it imposes and
the more you have to re-

member. This can dis-

courage you from using a

backup program at all; it

ought to be so simple and
quick that you aren't

tempted to skip it. So
don't

choose a

program
solely on
the basis of

the number
of options.

2-4-88

**U, FIRST LETTER: Select Hen
ENTER: Next Lower Menu

ESC: Previous Menu

Fi: Help
User Leuel: Beginner
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Common Sequence
You follow a similar se-

quence of events with ev-

ery backup program.
First, install the program.

This can range from
copying a few files to run-

ning a special installation

program that asks ques-

tions, creates directories,

copies files, and modifies

some files on your fixed

disk.

Next, make a full back-

up of your hard disk. Be-

fore starting, make sure

you have enough dis-

kettes; most backup pro-

grams recommend that

you have enough to hold

about IV2 times the

amount of data to be
backed up. (You should

probably figure on at least

two boxes.) After the full

backup, label each of your

diskettes—some programs
come with special labels

—

and store them in a safe

place.

At the end of the first

day you use your system

after the full backup,
make a partial backup to

protect the

files you
have
changed.
Depending
on the

backup

program you use, you may
be able to identify new or

changed files you don't

want to back up regularly

(such as those with the

extension BAK created by
many word processing
programs).

After an interval of a

week to two months, de-

pending on which pro-

gram you use and how
many partial backup dis-

kettes you want to accu-

mulate, make another full

backup and recycle the

diskettes from your partial

backups.

Follow a strategy. De-
cide how often you're go-

ing to do a full backup,

and stick with your sched-

ule (some programs force

you to back up your files

at a predetermined inter-

val). Set aside the dis-

kettes you're going to use

for daily backups, label

them, and use them for

nothing else. Store your

backup diskettes in a safe

place; to be doubly sure,

keep them separate from

other diskettes, perhaps in

Speed is oversold.

A few exird

seconds in daily

backup don't

matter.

another room or building.

Too Much Help?
Most backup programs
have similar features.

Many, for example, try to

automate installation by
copying files, creating di-

rectories, and modifying

some special files in the

root directory. Such help

is often a mixed blessing.

Some copy their files into

the root directory of your
hard disk, which should

be kept as clear of files as

possible. Others add com-
mands at the end of the

file named AUTOEX-
EC.BAT.

If your AUTOEXEC-
.BAT previously ended
with a command that

starts a program (such as a

word processor or spread-

sheet) or displays a menu,
DOS may not even see

the added commands un-

til you end the program or

menu system (which
could be
never). If

the backup
program
puts a Path

command
at the end

of AUTOEXEC.BAT
that names the directory

that was created for the

backup files, this wipes
out any command path
you may have defined
earlier. Most backup pro-

grams use tricks to trans-

fer files from your hard

disk to backup diskettes

much faster than DOS
can.

There's a can-you-top-

this flavor to much of the

advertising in this market,

with several companies
claiming to have the fast-

est backup program, but

all the programs reviewed

here are fast enough to do
the job. In fact, speed is

oversold; a few extra sec-

onds in daily backup (and

even a minute or two in a

full backup) doesn't mat-

ter nearly as much as con-

venience or reliability.

Most programs let you
choose whether to back
up all files (a full backup)

or just the files that have

changed since the last

backup. Some also let you
specify directories, sets of

files (using wildcard char-

acters), or even individual

files. Some let you back

up files that haven't been
backed up for a certain

number of days. And
some programs let you

Select Files By Date

Exclude files created before: caci&i:^

Exclude files created after: 12-31-99

ESC, ENTER: Exit
DEL , BACKSP : Erase character

-"-tiJAB: Position
CIRL-BACKSP: Erase field

Fastback's Advanced Menu
offers more choices for selecting

files, such as by date.
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WHYARE PEOPLE
CHANGINGFROM$500 PROJECT

MANAGEMENT PACKAGES
TO $99INSTAP1AN?

The Project Planning and Presentation System
that works the way you think.

iil've used Superproject Plus&
Harvard II. InstaPlan is clearly

superiorJ

9

Tim Malagon, President, Project

Information Services Corporation.

An AirTight 30 Day Guarantee.Try out
InstaPlan for 30 days. See how much more
effective it makes you. Ifyou're not

completely satisfied, we'll cheerfully refund

your money

HMy work at Chase Manhattan is

more organized andmyplanning
more effective. InstaPlan helps
presentmy ideas. 99

Douglas Price, Vice President,

Chase Manhattan

InstaPlan helps you organize your

project in natural "top down" outline

form. First you establish objectives

and costs.Then define activities.

Assign time, people and present

results in a professional graphic form.

iiBrown and Caldwellhas been
usingInstaPlanforseveralmonths.
Wehave decided to adoptitnation-

wideforour 160projectmanagers.
We believe it can improve our ability

to win contracts and to successfully

manage them in today's competitive

market99
Richard Aberley, President, Brown &
Caldwell Consulting Engineers.

InstaPlan makes your work easier.

Expense graphs. Schedule tables. Cus-

tomized Gantt charts showing schedule
connections in page or wall size.With
InstaPlan presentation graphics, people

can quickly see responsibilities and
deadlines.

iUlike the ability to track the

actuals ofwhen tasks are
completed.99
Larry Fortune, Director; Product Design

and Development, Fife Corporation.

InstaPlan's Tracker option lets you
compare status and progress against

your plan.With it, you'll spottiming,

workload and budget problems before

they occur.

Harvard Total Project Manager is a trademark ofSoftware Publishing Corp

Superproject Plus is a trademark ofComputer Associates.

CIRCLE NO. 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Taco Sauce Rollout

GANTT UIEU

12-83-87 1987 Feb
19 26 2 9

H«r Apr 1987
16 23 2 9 16 23 38 6 13 28 27

Product Development

Market Research
- Conduct Survey
- Conduct Focus Groups
- Develop Buyer Profile

. Market Test

Select Test City

Establish Resellers

ange Test Stores
- Sign Dealer Contracts
- Train Salespeople
- Stock Product

- Conduct Test

Key Market Introduction
- Contract with Distributors
- Sales Training

InstaPlan Basic System

• 600 Activity capacity (640K RAM)
• 1 1 level outline ofactivities (WBS)
• Duration or man-hour estimates

• Unlimited schedule connections
• 1 1 level resource outline

• Individual calendars per person
• Resource levelling and smoothing
• Focus selects activities for screen or print

• 7 View, color control, many reports/charts

• Presentation Gantt Diagram shows schedule

connections in page or wall sized format

• Data transfer to l-2-37dBase IIP

• Context sensitive onscreen help
• Users manual with tutorial

Tracker Option

• Allows you to freeze baseline plan

• Input actual schedule and resources used
• Variance mode ofGantt, Spreadsheet, Loading

views show detail change from baseline plan

• Variance and performance charts and reports

Fully 70% ofthe InstaPlan users we
surveyed have tried the competition.

So ifyou're dissatisfied with the pro-
gram you're using now, we invite you
to find out why so many people are

switching. And ifyou're new to project

planning software, it makes sense to start

with the best.

At $99, InstaPlan proves
that high-power doesn't

have to carry a high-

power price tag.

"

$99. ORDERTODAY. NO RISK.

800-852-7526.
Recommended Configuration: IBM PC/XT/AT or compat-

ible, 640K RAM (512K minimum), Hard Disk or Dual Floppy

Printers Supported: IBM Proprinter & Graphics Printer,

Epson FX/MX/RX/LQ,*Okidata PlugTi Play 92/3. Microline

192/3, 292/3* Toshiba 351* and HP Laserjet Plus

*(72 x 120dpi, B/W).

fInstaPlan

Card#

,
Mill Valley, CA 94941 (415) 389- 14 14InstaPlan Corporation, 655 Redwood Highway,

Send me InstaPlan. $99 5 {A " Disk

Send InstaPlan with tracking option. $169 2>W Disk

Add $6.00 shipping and handling. $10 Canada. $20 International.

California Residents, add 6% Sales Tax.

Send me more information on InstaPlan.

Check enclosed DVisa MasterCard American Express

Expires:

Signature

Name

Company

Address Phone

State Zip

Not copy protected.Site licensing available, jt
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hard dish

You tell yourself it won't happen. But it will.

One day you are going to drop a dictionary on
your desk. Or lightning will strike. Or someone
down the street will plug in a new walk-in freezer,

sucking up every spare electron for miles around.

And the read/write heads of your hard disk are

going to fall out of their delicate Bernoullian or-

bit, slam into the disk platter, and carve a shal-

low—but completely fatal—furrow right through

the final, spell-checked draft

of the 64-page report you're

supposed to review with

the chairman that afternoon.

What do you do? Un-
doubtedly you're going to

cast aspersions on the dubi-

ous parentage of the drive.

Then, if you've been a good
scout, you're going to pull

out the backups you made
yesterday, calmly borrow a

machine down the hall, and

print out the report.

You didn't back up your files yesterday?

The current generation of hard disks is just re-

liable enough to lull you into a sense of compla-

cency. Why spend several hundred dollars on a

tape unit and then go through the agony of wait-

ing endlessly for it to offload your files?

And forget about using floppy disks; even at a

puny 15 minutes per session, you'll lose a full day

every month just backing up. Having not yet ex-

perienced a head crash, most people just don't

bother.

There is a way to quit tempting fate, however,

and it's almost painless. Large computer systems

commonly have redundant hard disks, or two

disks holding the same data. If one crashes, the

operators just switch to the second drive.

Copying files from one hard disk to another is

fast, taking seconds instead of minutes. Although

a good tape backup unit will copy 40 megabytes

of files from a hard disk faster than another disk

can, disk-to-disk transfer is much faster for mak-

ing a daily backup, when only a small number of

files is changed each day. You can also use the

second hard disk to store files you won't be using

for a while.

Now get ready for some really good news: a

40MB internal hard disk will set you back only

about $400, the same amount as one of the slower

DC2000 tape cartridge backup units costs. You
won't need a new disk controller because the one
you have will most likely handle two hard disks.

There's no arcane, proprietary backup software

to buy or learn: you can stick a simple DOS com-
mand into a batch file so that, when you finish for

the day, your computer automatically backs up
every file you've changed.

Creating a redundant double-disk backup sys-

tem is simple. When you order your machine, just

ask for two hard drives instead of one. You'll

probably want to consider half-height hard drives

so that you can squeeze both into a single, full-

height drive bay, leaving the second bay open for

one SVi-inch and one 3Vi-inch floppy drive.

Half-height drives are available with capacities

ranging well beyond 100MB. The Rodime RO
5130R holds 133MB; the Microscience HH-120
holds 122MB. Speed, once an issue with half-

height drives, is no longer a problem. Most easily

meet the specifications for an AT-class drive;

they can find any byte on the disk in less than 40
milliseconds. Half-height drives using the high-

speed ESDI (enhanced small drive interface) and
SCSI (small computer systems interface) formats

are also available.

If you shop for price alone, the best bargains

are in the 40MB range. My choice, based only on
price, would be a pair of Seagate ST251 half-

height hard drives. Each will hold 40MB and can
be found for as little as $399.

If you already have a machine or don't have a

vacant drive bay, you can install a second hard

drive in an expansion slot using a hard disk card,

which combines a disk controller and a 316-inch

hard drive on a removable expansion card.

The Plus Development Hardcard 40 and the

Rodime R-Card 45 are the top name-brand con-

tenders. Mail-order shoppers will find that

house-brand systems start at about $300 for a

20MB drive.

A redundant disk isn't fail-safe. If a tsunami-

sized pulse of juice gets through your surge pro-

tector before it fries, two disks are as vulnerable

as one. If there's a fire in the office, or if your

computer is stolen, the second drive will suffer

the same fate as the first.

This is where the drive-on-a-card really shines.

The cards can be popped in and out of your com-
puter as if they were gigantic floppy disks or tape

cartridges. Slide one into the machine to make
your backup, then pop it in the fire safe or carry it

home with you at night. A growing number of

software salesmen carry hard disk cards instead of

dragging a demo machine around with them. At

the client's office, they drop the card into any

available machine and run their demos.

The best widely available backup software

comes free with the most recent version of PC-
DOS: it's the XCopy command. Once your sec-

ond disk is formatted, duplicate the files of your

primary hard drive by typing

XCOPY C:*.*D:/S

This will duplicate your files and preserve your

subdirectory structure.

At the end of each working day—or more of-

ten, if you like—you can update your backup disk

by using the /A and /S options to update only

those files that have changed since your last

backup:

XCOPY C:*.*D:/S/A

Put that instruction in a batch file called BYE
along with a head-parking utility, and you'll have

the perfect way to shut down your system. When
you walk away, you'll have the serenity of know-
ing that the heads of your hard drive are safely

tucked away, where they can't bounce onto the

disk platter when the office cleaning staff shoves

a cart into the back of your computer. And just in

case disaster strikes, you'll have a full set of cur-

rent files. — Winn L. Rosch
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The softw

behind the

hard copy

are Their diversity is remarkable;
their loyalty, intense. Every
day, the list grows longer.

Every day, the accolades pour in.

From publishers, writers, lawyers,

managers, technicians—and
especially software reviewers

—

XyWrite III Plus is universally

acclaimed as the preeminent word processor available today.

Listen to the praise:

Crisp. Powerful. In a class by itself/'

Customer support is friendly, forthright, patient."

Every document in (PC Magazine) is edited using the fastest,

most powerful word processor on the market: XyWrite III Plu

"A fine flexible tool; it lives up to its promotion and reviews/

''XyWrite III Plus is perfection."

Feature-laden. Flexible. Powerful and responsive. Discover for

yourselfwhy so many publications, corporations, and profes-

sional writers depend on XyWrite III Plus.

For more information or the name of a dealer near you, write:
XYQUEST, Inc., 44 Manning Road, Billerica MA 01821 . XyWrite.
Or call 617-671-0888. For peoplewhowrite.

» T
I

I

" 1

I

• J

MAGAZINE
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

Software

#1 RATED ADVANCED
WORD PROCESSOR, 1988
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$325 GREAT IBM SOFTWARE $3«
IBM/Compatible Public Domain and Shareware Programs •Thousands Available from the NSL Library
Latest Updates • Fully Tested • Best Programs per Catagory • More Programs per Disk • Fast Delivery

Limited Offer 2 FREE DISKS Limited Offer

PRINTING

FORM FIT! (114) Easily fill out any
pre-printed form on any printer.

EZ-FORMS & FORMGEN (119) Two
programs to create custom forms.

ON-SIDE (121) New! Print sideways
with custom fonts. Menu-driven.

CITYDESK (123) Desktop pub-
lishing for 2 column newsletters.

MR. LABEL (124) Most versatile &
powerful label printing program.

GRAB PLUS (127) Grabs names and
addresses from letters and
automatically prints envelopes.

IMAGEPRINT (128) Letter quality

printing on a 9 pin dot matrix.

BANNER MAKER (130) Create signs
and banners with multiple fonts.

COLUMNAR PRINTING UTILITY
(133) Prints proportionally justified

text files in 1 to 3 columns.

GAMES

NINJA (201) New! Commercial
quality karate arcade game.
Superb graphics. Requires CGA.

3-D CHESS (205) Superb 3-D game.
Loaded with options. Use with any
graphics card.

PC-RAILROAD (210) Trains run on
ready-made routes or design your
own. You have total control. CGA.

CARD GAMES (214) Draw Poker,

Hearts, Canasta and Bridge.

ARCADE GAMES #2 (217) Reflex

Point and Striker. Requires CGA.
FAVORITE GAMES (221) Pango,
Qbert, Frogger, Packman,
3-Demon, Bouncing Babies.
Requires CGA.

CLASSIC GAMES (222) Pinball,

Breakout, Flightmare, Ratmaze,
Space Commander. Needs CGA.

ADVENTURE GAMES (228) Sam
Spade and Castle Adventure.

GAMBLING GAMES (229) Black-

jack, Poker, Roulette, Craps. CGA.
BOARD GAMES (230) Monopoly and

Risk. Requires CGA.
EGA ARCADE GAMES #1 (251)

Aldo, Ega-Breakout, Egaroids.

EGA ARCADE GAMES #2 (252)

Snarfs and Ega-Star Trek.

EGA BOARD GAMES #1 (253) Ega-
Risk and Mahjong.

EGA BOARD GAMES #2 (254)

Othello and Sorry.

PROGRAMMING

A86 and D86 (1403-1404) (2 disks)

Finest macro assembler & debug-
ger. Lightening fast. Rave reviews.

EBL & OPAL (1407) Two fantastic

batch language processors. Super-
charge your batch files.

STRUCTURED BASIC (1411) Pre-

processor writes better Basic
programs.

ADVBAS (1413) The best Basic
programming aid. Advanced func-

tion library, windows, etc.

TECHNOJOCKS (1416) Great Turbo
Pasal function library and toolkit.

MODULA-2 TUTORIAL (1418-1419)

(2 disks) Learn to program with this

improvement on Pascal.

MODULA-2 (1420-1421) (2 disks)

Comply programming package.
From the author of Pascal.

UTILITIES

BAKER'S DOZEN (406) Powerful
package of 14 utilities from Jim
Button. Top rated reviews.

FLU-SHOT + (411) New! Effective

protection against virus programs.

ON-CALL (418) New! Commercial
quality. Memory resident program
manager with popup windows.

NSL MASTER SERIES #1 (426) Most
powerful tools, including resque
lost data from memory.

NSL MASTER SERIES #2 (427) Most
powerful tools, including powerful
task-switching.

NSL MASTER SERIES #3 (428) Most
powerful tools, including 4-screen
windowed cut and paste.

CGA SIMULATOR (433) Run most
CGA programs on Hercules/ com-
patible monochrome cards.

HARD DISK UTILITIES (437) Very
useful set of hard disk utilities.

EGA FONTS (441) More than 50
fonts to make your EGA shine.

MASTER KEY (450) Like Norton
Utilities with hard disk unformat.

CATDISK (452) Easy, menu-driven
disk cataloging system.

STACKEY (461) Ingenious! Enables
batch files to perform any function.

MINUS and DESKTOP

HOMEBASE (601-602) (2 disks)

Desktop organizer puts Sidekick to

shame. PC-Magazine software pick

of the year.

PRO-MENU (704) Run DOS and all

programs from menus. Has
automatic custom menu maker.

OVERVIEW (706) New! Easy, power-
ful DOS command shell with pull

down menus. Our favorite.

WORD PROCESSING

PC-WRITE 2.71 (810-811) (2 disks)

Top rated w/spell checker.

MINDREADER (813) Incredible! New
word processor uses Artificial

Intelligence to complete words and
phrases. It learns your style.

GALAXY (816) Fast, powerful word
processor. Easy to learn and use.

QEDIT (820) Best text editor. Ultra-

fast with pull down menus.

SPREADSHEET

AS EASY AS (902) Great Lotus 123
clone. Latest with 256x1024 grid.

Does almost every Lotus function.

QUBECALC (903) Unique, powerful
3-D spreadsheet. View your data as
never before.

LOTUS TEMPLATES (907) Ready to

run. Requires Lotus 123.

LOTUS MACROS (908) Saves loads
of time. Requires Lotus 123.

DATABASE

FILE EXPRESS 4.xx (1002-1003) (2

disks) Easy, powerful database. PC-
Magazine said it "performs like a
thorough-bred racehorse."

WAMPUM (1006-1007) (2 disks)

Superb, full featured dBASE III

clone. Requires 51 2K, hard disk.

PC-FILE + 2.0 (1009-1011) (3 disks)

New version. Jim Button's rela-

tional database masterpiece.

INSTANT RECALL (1017) Ram-resi
dent, free-form database. Cut-and-

past, on-board word processor,

much more.

DYNABASE (1021) Performs dBASE
Ill/Ill -I- functions 20 times faster.

GRAPHICS

RELIGION

WORD WORKER (1201-1202) (2

disks) Bible search, reference

program.

KING JAMES BIBLE (1204-1211) (8

disks) Entire Old and New
Testaments on disk.

BIBLEQ (1215) Educational Bible quiz

game. Many options.

EDUCATION
TUTOR (302) Complete interactive

DOS and computer tutorial.

EASY DOS (305) Two great programs
make using DOS very easy.

PC-FASTYPE (311) The very best

interactive typing instructor.

Requires CGA or EGA.

TURBO LESSONS (323) 17 lesson

Turbo Pascal tutorial.

BASIC TUTOR (329) Three pro-

grams to learn basic programming.
PC-QUIZZER (334) Create com-

puterized lessons on any subject.

THE PRESIDENTS (341-342) (2

disks) Super biography & quiz

system on all the U.S. Presidents.

ORDER FORM
Select 2 FREE DISKS at no extra charge when you order 3 or more disks at $3.25 each.

CIRCLE DISK NOS. OR SEND ORDER ON SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Number of disks x $3.25 each =

California residents add 6.5% sales tax =

Shipping and handling = $3.25

3.5" disks - add $1 ea. (also applies to 2 free disks) =

Total =

No credit cards please - Mail check or money order to:

National Software Labs
13376 Washington Bl. #7 Los Angeles, CA 90066 (213) 827-7889

Call or write for free catalog PC-1

HI-RES RAINBOW (1601) Great
color paint program. Needs CGA.

GRASP (1605) Create and run
fabulous graphic demo programs.
Any graphics card.

PC-KEY DRAW (1608-1609) (2 disks)

Powerful drawing/CAD program
with clip art. Requires CGA.
FINGER PAINT (1620) Like PC-Paint

brush. Requires graphics card.

COMMUNICATIONS

PROCOMM PLUS (1702-1703) (2

disks) Newest. All features, menu-
driven. Top rated.

BOYAN-D3 (1705-1706) (2 disks)
Easiest full featured communica-
tions program. Top rated.

HOUSEHOLD

VEHICLE MGMT. SYSTEM (1806)
Predicts auto repairs, tracks mpg.

GARDENER'S ASSISTANT (1809)
Plan your garden in every detail.

VIDEO TAPE LIBRARY (1811)
Catalogs your video tape library.

Menu-driven.

HOME MANAGER (1813) New! Menu-
driven household activities mgr.

Needs 2 floppies or hard disk.

SHOPPERS ASSISTANT (1816) Easy
grocery shopping and coupon filer.

COMPUTER CHEF (1817-1818) (2

disks) Complete cooking program.
Loaded with recipes.

BUSINESS & FINANCE

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING (1902)
Complete A/P, A/R, G/L, Payroll.

FLODRAW (1904-1905) (2 disks) Total

flowcharting system. Need 320K.

PC-MAIL (1911-1912) (2 disks) Easy,

powerful mail list manager. Menu-
driven.

SOLVE-IT! (1919) Over 20 menu-driven
financial calculations.

EXPRESS CHECK (1922) New! Great
check book mgr. Menu-driven, prints

checks and reports.

TICKLEX (1926) Most powerful Tickler-

Calendar-Scheduler for one person
or entire office.

ASSET ORGANIZATION (1927) Com-
plete personal asset manager.

CONTACT (1930) Tracks important

contacts. Autodial, mail-merge, mail-

ing labels, much more.

EASY PROJECT (1932) Total project

manager. Gantt charts, reports.

MISCELLANEOUS

PIANOMAN 4.0 (2202) Play and com-
pose music. New update is better

than ever. Very powerful.

SCICALC (2304) 250 menu-driven
math & physical tools with unit con-
versions. Need CGA or EGA.

XXXPERT (2501) Integrated expert

system (Al). No size limit, English

language rules, very fast.

WORLD (2600) Stunning! Feature-

packed world map with zoom.
Needs CGA or EGA.

ASTROLOGY 9.4 (2701) Complete,
accurate chart calculation.
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7JUN88 Intelligent Backup l:ilp

Drive = C Backup Level Selection

Backup Processing Level =—

>

UPDATED CONSOLIDAT

estimated backup nimites: 34 1

backup uoluMes required: 16 1

directories to process: 74 9

files to backup: 1185 33

characters to backup: 21817777 593126

percent of data to process: 97.8 2.6

Intelligent Backup gives an

automatic estimate for all

three types of backup.

Highlight window is suggested backup level

25 of the total 25 backup volumes in the pool are free

Press <Enter> to confirn backup level.

Press A- -> to select alternate level.

Press <ESCape> to return to The Backup Process screen.

specify that you want to

save every file changed
since the last full backup,

rather than since the last

partial backup; this con-

solidates all your partial-

backup diskettes and lets

you reuse them without

doing another full backup.

Although these capabil-

ities give you more con-

trol, they also make a

backup program harder to

learn and use. It all de-

pends on what you want.

If your goal is to make
daily backups quick and

painless, you probably
don't need anything more
complex than a command
like "back up all the files

that changed today,"
which any program offers.

On the other hand, if

you're dealing with thou-

sands of files on a large

hard disk or if your com-
puter is part of a local

area network, you may
need more flexibility.

Handling Large Disks
DOS can't handle a hard

disk larger than 32 mega-
bytes, so larger disks must

be partitioned into sepa-

rate disks (or volumes) of

32 megabytes or less, each

with its own drive letter.

To back up a large disk,

you imitate DOS and

back up
each parti-

tion sepa-

rately,

treating

each one as

a separate drive.

All of this sounds com-
plicated and time-con-
suming, but it isn't

—

that's the whole point of

these programs. Backup
usually takes from 30
minutes to an hour to in-

stall and set up, then 2 or

3 minutes a day, plus 10

or 15 minutes every two

or four weeks. That's

about the cheapest insur-

ance you can buy.

Here's a look at five

popular backup programs:

Corefast, Fastback Plus, In-

telligent Backup, PC-Full-

Bak, and TakeTwo Man-
ager. Each is available on

5V4- and 3V2-inch

diskettes.

Corefast
Corefast will do just about

anything you could ever

want in the way of back-

up. Corefast may not be

the easiest program to use,

but Core International

has gone to great lengths

to make all this power ac-

cessible. The menus are

straightforward, and the

on-line help is good.

Installation is fairly

simple: You run a pro-

gram called INSTALL
and answer a few ques-

tions. INSTALL modifies

AUTOEXEC.BAT (on

drive C:, no matter what
hard disk you specify for

installation) by putting

statements at the begin-

ning and the end; the Path

command at the end is

added to any command
path you have defined.

The program warns you
that some of the com-
mands might not be in the

right place, but you're the

one who has to solve the

problem (with the help of

the alternatives presented

on the screen). The pro-

gram adds no files to the

root directory; instead, it

creates a directory named
COREFAST and puts all

the files there.

Despite its wealth of

options, you can install

Corefast and start your
first full backup in 30
minutes or less. Using a

visual file manager, you
can control which files are

backed up, specifying any

level of de-

tail you
want.

Corefast

is powerful,
^^^^^^M fast, and
complete. If you need to-

tal control over the back-

up process, and a good vi-

sual file manager, Corefast

will do the job.

Fastback Plus
In Fastback Plus, a prod-

uct of Fifth Generation
Systems, installation is

automated. The program
prompts you through the

process, asking questions

and notifying you of pro-

gress. It puts no files in

the root directory, and it

asks you whether to modi-
fy AUTOEXEC.BAT and
CONFIG.SYS; if you re-

spond affirmatively, it

puts two commands at the

end of AUTOEXEC-
.BAT, with the same con-

sequences as described for

Corefast.

Fastback Plus also offers

the same degree of back-

up control as Corefast

does, but it is much easier

to learn and use. In part,

this is due to its lack of a

visual file manager and its

interface, which is easier

to follow. The drop-down
menus are logical and well
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DisketteDriue FixedDisk Path Subdir Incr Est inate Log Quit
mi the backup uith options as shoun

The PC-Fullback menu is

Spartan, but does the job.

organized. You can
choose Beginner, Experi-

enced, or Advanced
menus, depending on how
many options you want.

The outstanding on-
line help includes expla-

nations of concepts as

well as ofmenu choices. If

you guess that FBIN-
STAL is the installation

program, it's no trick to

work all the way through
your first full backup
without looking at the

manual.

Intelligent Backup
In Sterling Software Co.'s

Intelligent Backup, the in-

stallation program (IN-
STALL) takes a creative

approach to messing with

your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file: it displays the con-

tents of AUTOEXEC-
.BAT with line numbers
and lets you choose where
to add the necessary com-
mands. It then puts two
files in your root directory

and leads you directly to

the first full backup.

The user interface is

clear

enOUgh, IM"™*** Manager 2.82

and it in-

cludes a vi-

sual file

help is ade-

quate; it ex-

plains

menu
choices but

leaves defi-

nitions of concepts and
functions to the manual.

Another oddity: the

menus, the on-line help,

and the manual use the

word volume to refer to a

disk and the phrase mount
a volume to mean "insert a

diskette." This terminolo-

gy from the world of

mainframe computers is

out of place in a PC prod-

uct, especially one that

should do its best to ap-

pear warm, friendly, and
easy to use.

Another intimidating

factor is the way Intelli-

gent Backup numbers dis-

kettes and tries to force

you to use them in a cer-

tain way. The intention is

good (an orderly, fool-

proof way to track backup
diskettes), and you can
override the system. But

the uncertainty if you
misplace a backup dis-

PC-FullBak (tn) Version 2.60

Copyright 1986-1988 UestLake Data Corp
(512) 328-1041

Serial Nunber FUL-2 .60-0000034380
P.O. Box 1711

Austin, Texas 78767

manager.
The on-line

f i lename attribute class freq nod bkdup

FOR-UOLF <DIR> 5-14-86 7:18P REG

RUBICON
PERS
ANAGRAM COM 2926
CONUERTD EXE 34944
EPSONFX PRD 2722

EPSONMX PRD 1208

EPSONMXG PRD 1558

GRAFTRAX PRD 1546

HIGHFREQ CHP 5888

HVPH DAT 24872
LOOKUP COM 3560
MA INDICT CMP 212352
MARKFIX COM 6932
MU HLP 58732
MU INI 102

MU PGM 200224

9-12-87

5-14-86

5-14-86
5-14-86
3-21-86
3-21-86
3-21-86

3-21-86
5-14-86

5-14-86
5-14-86
5-14-86
5-14-86
5-14-86
3-13-88
5-14-86

12:35P
7:l8p

6:47p
6:48p
12:08p
12:B8p
12:00p
12:00P
6:48p
6:47p
6:47P
6:48p
6:48p
6:47P
10:03P
6:47p

kette or want to do some-
thing not provided for

could prevent effective

use of the program.

Intelligent Backup re-

quires more effort to learn

than some of the other
programs, but it offers as

much flexibility as you
could ever need, including

the ability to back up
disks on a local area net-

work.

PC-FullBak
Westlake Data Corp.'s

PC-FullBak doesn't do
much—it just backs up
hard disks—but it does
this quickly and with min-

imal fuss.

Installation is simple:

copy one file from the dis-

tribution diskette to what-

ever directory you want.

The user interface is

Spartan: no pop-up or

drop-down menus here,

just a hori-

zontal

menu a la

Lotus 1-2-3

or VisiCalc,

and no on-

line help.

The 28-

page man-
ual has no
index and
just a few
screen il-

lustrations; the program
hardly needs much more
than that.

Using PC-FullBak is

just about as simple as in-

stalling it. The program
figures out what sort of

Corefast,
Version 2.00

List
Price: $149

Requires: 256K RAM,
DOS 2.0 or later.

It Sh i I Corefast is a fast,

powerful program
that gives you
considerable control

over the backup
process. It comes
with a visual file

manager and is

available on both
5 lA- and 3V2-inch

diskettes.

CHANGE

Core International Inc.

7171 N. Federal Hwy.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(407) 997-6033

TakeTwo Manager includes

a visual file manager which is used

to control the backup process.

Shou Dir(Doun) Next Dip
Shou Parent Dir(Up) Prev Dir

footnote field
Quit
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system and disk drives

you're using, so all you
really need to do is move
the cursor to the Backup

choice on the menu, press

Return, and put in your

diskettes. Make a couple

of menu selections, and
you're ready to back up all

files that have changed
since the last backup. You
don't have much more
control than that; in most

cases, you don't need
much more.

TakeTwo Manager
Installation of United
Software Security's Take-

Two Manager is fairly

simple, especially if you
pay attention to the man-
ual. But the current ver-

sion of TakeTwo Manager
puts all its files in the root

directory; the manual says

A back up prog ram
does what most
fad diets only

promise: it makes
m asm l» m was

daily discipline

almost painless.

you can copy them to any

other directory, but in the

meantime, you're stuck

with the clutter. (Report-

edly, this aspect is being

changed for Version

2.03.) Installation leads

directly to the first full

backup.

The user interface is

adequate. TakeTwo Man-
ager includes a visual file

manager, which seems as

important a part of the

program as the backup it-

self, and you use it to con-

trol every aspect of how
often a file should be
backed up. This informa-

tion is always displayed,

which makes for a some-

what cluttered screen.

Fastback Plus,
Version 1.01

List
Price: $189

Requires: 448K RAM,
DOS 2.1 or later.

In Short: Fastback Plus is both
ultrasophisticated

and easy to learn,

offering logical drop-
down menus at three

levels and outstanding

on-line help. It is

available on both

5 lA- and 3V2-inch

diskettes.

Fifth Generation
Systems Inc.

1322 Bell Ave., #1A
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 259-0541

(800) 225-2775

Intelligent Backup

List
Price: $149.95

Requires: 380K RAM,
DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: Intelligent Backup
offers ample flexibility,

including the ability

to back up disks on a

local area network.

It comes with a visual

file manager and is

available on both
5 lA- and 3V2-inch
diskettes.

PC-FullBak

List
Price: $59.95 (5V4 disk);

$69.95 (3
1/2 disk).

Requires: 128K RAM (640K
recommended),
1 floppy disk drive,

hard disk,

DOS 2.0 or later.

PC-FullBak stands

out for simplicity

and value. It backs
up hard disks quickly
and efficiently

without a lot of fuss.

Sterling Software Co.
Software Labs Division

202 E. Airport Dr. #280
San Bernadino, CA 92408
(714) 889-0226

Westlake Data Corp.
P.O. Box 1711

Austin, TX 78767
(512) 474-4666

TakeTwo Manager,
Version 2.02

List
Price: $139

Requires: 178K RAM,
DOS 2.1 or later.

In Short: TakeTwo Manager
includes a visual file

manager that lets

the user control every

aspect of the backup
process. Restoring
files to a hard disk

other than the one
they came from can
be complicated. The
program is available

on both 5V4- and
3^2 -inch diskettes.

United Software
Security Inc.

8133 Leesburg Pike,

#800
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 556-0007
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Put The
World
At Your

Fingertips!

PC GLOBE
The remarkable new program

that gives you an Instant Profile

of 177 different countries

Enhance Educational Programs

Obtain Instant Data For Marketing

Plan Vacations or Business Trips

With 100s of colorful maps and an
extensive database for 177 coun-
tries, PC-GLOBE offers information
on topics ranging from demograph-
ics, economics, and health statis-

tics to climate, language, and
tourist sites. Incl. 6 disks, and runs
on color IBM® PC/XT/AT/PS2 or
compatibles with min. 265K, 2
floppy drives or a hard disk. Also
available in 3Y2" format.

$59. 95
ONLY
Registered owners are entitled to

special pricing on annual
updates.

ORDER NOW
1«800'255»2789

(ORDERS ONLY)

OR contact your local dealer. For

additional information call CSI.

Demo Disk $3

IComwell Systems, Inc.

[RO. Box 41852
Phoenix, AZ 85080
602-894-6866
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On-line help explains
menu choices. With Take-

Two Manager, it is com-
plicated to restore files to

a hard disk other than the

one the files came from

—

or to a different partition

on the same hard disk.

A couple of irritants:

The program doesn't dis-

card accumulated key-
strokes when you're
scrolling through the list

of files, which means it

beeps at you up to 15

times when you crash into

the top or bottom of the

list. And you can't use the

left and right arrow keys

to move through the list

of directories and subdir-

ectories; you must use U
and D (for Up and
Down), which means that

you're constantly shifting

from the numeric keypad
to the main keyboard.

Do Your Part
Backing up your hard disk

is a lot like losing weight:

you know you should do
it, but it requires daily dis-

cipline and is easy to put

off when you're busy or

tired or stressed out. A
backup program does
what most fad diets only

promise: it makes daily

discipline almost painless.

You still have to shuffle a

few diskettes, but the job

For simplicity and
value, try

PC-FullBak; it's

priced like a

Hyundai and runs

like a BMW.

is quick, and a full backup
takes less than a quarter

of an hour.

Any of the backup pro-

grams described here will

work, but a couple stand

out.

For simplicity and val-

ue, you just can't beat PC-
FullBak: it's a snap to in-

stall and easy to learn, and
it does its job quickly and
cleanly. PC-FullBak is

priced like a Hyundai but

runs like a BMW.
If you want more-pre-

cise control over what
files are backed up and
how often, together with a

gorgeous user interface

and superlative on-line

help, then pick up Fast-

back Plus. If there's a bell

or whistle it doesn't have,

chances are you don't

need it.

And back up your files

every day. After you buy
one of these programs,
you will have run out of

excuses. E

Van Wolverton, a Mon-
tana-based writer, is author

of the best-selling books

DOS:Running MS-DOS
and Supercharging MS-
DOS.
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The Cure for

MacEnvy.

For years PC users have been conditioned to think of

their computers in certain terms. Dependable. Versa-

tile. Dull. To get superior graphics, some claimed that

you need a different type of computer altogether.

They said their computer was everything the PC

wasn't. Easy to use. Graphically exciting. Fun. PC

owners were, well, green with MacEnvy.

Enter Micrografx.

With the Micrografx family of applications, you don't

have to trade in your PC. Micrografx software turns

your computer into a complete graphics studio for

desktop design, publishing, and presentations.

Allow us to illustrate.

a basic drawing program. And Micrografx software

supports hundreds of printers like HP's LaserJet™

and PaintJet.™ All PostScript™ devices, too.

And there's more. Micrografx ClipArt™ libraries

contain volumes of professionally designed symbols

and illustrations. Micrografx Convert™ translates

between the PIC and DXF file formats.

So take a bite out of the argument that PCs can't do
superior graphics, and get the cure for MacEnvy. Ask
your dealer for a demonstration or call us for more
information.

Micrografx. The picture of success.

Micrografx Designer lets you go from rough concept

to finished art, giving you the power to bring your

ideas to life. Micrografx Graph Plus™ is packed with

easy-to-use charting features for the business user.

Micrografx Draw™ gives you control and simplicity in
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MICROGRAFX
1820 N. Greenville Ave. • Richardson, TX 75081

214/234-1769 • 800/272-3729

Telex 650309-3890 • FAX 2142342410
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TIhe air in the

kitchen was thick with things un-

said. The three of them sat at the

table, nursing hot drinks. Alan and

Susan sipped coffee. Justin slumped
over his mug of spiced tea. He
didn't look at his mother and step-

father. And they bit back all the

things they wanted to shout at him.

All the fearful, angry, loving things

parents feel for a child who has put

himself in harm's way.

Alan placed his cup on the table

with exaggerated care. "Well," he

said, "at least you had a helmet."

Justin raised his mug. As he
drank, he flashed Alan a look of raw
anger. But as quickly as it came, it

was gone. When he lowered his

mug, his features were once again

expressionless. Not blank, exactly.

But controlled, in a way a 17-year-

old's shouldn't be.

"Yeah," Justin said. His voice

was as controlled as his expression.

But he radiated bottled fury, as he

had for the last two years. Ever
since Alan had come into his life.

z
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A father's I; ist chance

to reach

troubled st

uttoa

friend call

FlCTIC

Steven L.

epson is a

id "Mac"

n By

Thompson

Silence enveloped them again. Out-
side, the night was quiet.

"You should get some sleep, Jus-

tin," Susan said. Alan glanced at

her. The strain told in her eyes.

"Okay," Justin said. He rested his

forearms on the table, cradling the

mug, staring into it. Alan wanted to

put his arm around Justin's shoul-

ders and say, hey, no problem. The
Honda doesn't matter. You matter.

But he couldn't do it. Any more
than Justin could let him do it.

Justin straightened up. He smiled

the phoniest smile imaginable.
"Catch a few zees. Good idea,

mom." He hobbled to the kitchen

doorway and left the room.
Much later, Alan and Susan lay

sleepless in bed, not touching, just

lying still and separate, recalling the

awful moments. The call from the

emergency room, telling Susan that

her only child was unconscious, the

victim of a motorcycle crash. The
police, telling Alan at the hospital

that Justin was obviously driving

under the influence. But that be-



Long after the competition

is dead and gone . .

.

CH Products
1

Joysticks

are Alive unci ICickin
Our joysticks outlast the competition up to 100 times.

How did we achieve such incredible longevity? By be-

ing obsessed with quality and precision for more than a

quarter of a century. By designing and building joysticks

to the strictest standards in the industry.

Enjoy the enhanced accuracy and range of our second

generation MACH II and MACH III joysticks with

many new and exciting features. Or test fly your favor-

ite aircraft with our FlightStick and thrill to the feel of

the most accurate and realistic controller in the market

today. Our Gamecard III plus is the only game adapter

that provides three switch selections to function proper-

ly with all joystick valves and speed selection jumpers

to improve speed and performance with high speed com-
puters.

Whether you're into games, graphics or education,

CH Products' joysticks are your logical choice. They
will be around long after the others have failed.

See your dealer today.

For credit orders, call:

USA 1-800-624-5804; CA 1-800-262-2004.

For more information, call: (619) 744-8546.
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plus products
A Joystick Technologies, Inc. Company

A Division of Joystick Technologies, Inc.
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cause he'd injured only himself,

they wouldn't charge him. The end-

less waiting, while the ER staff

worked on him, finally pronouncing

him miraculously unhurt except for

bruises and cuts. And Justin him-

self. Unwilling to tell them
anything.

"That damned bike,
55 Susan said,

staring at the ceiling. "If only you

hadn't given him that motorcycle."

Alan rubbed his eyes. They felt

like gritty marbles. "Yes. Well, I

did."

"Yes, you did," she replied. Bitter-

ness hissed through the words. Alan

turned on his side and looked at her.

In the semidarkness, her features

were invisible. But her tension

wired the room.

"Hey," he said. "Remember, it

was Latimer's idea. Right?"

She said nothing.

"Listen. We talked about this

enough before we got it. Latimer

claimed Justin had to express him-
self through something he chose

himself. That was the Honda. Come
on. You agreed to it then. Do you
think now it was wrong, just be-

cause he had a spill?"

A pause. "I was desperate," she

said. "I still am." She paused again.

"He's so unhappy."

"He's unhappy? What about us?

We're not exactly having a ball, are

we?"
She didn't answer. She didn't

have to. Alan knew the answer. It

wasn't working. Alan had entered

the relationship knowing that deal-

ing with Justin would be difficult.

Susan had made that clear in telling

him about her short second mar-

riage. Justin had hated Gene. Susan

didn't know why. Nobody knew
why, exactly. All anybody really

knew was that Justin's biological fa-

ther was somehow at the root of it.

And he was long gone, divorced

from Susan and completely uninter-

ested in his son.

The therapists agreed that Justin

suffered from his father's rejection.

They didn't agree on what to do

about it. Susan and Alan had tried

everything. Including Dr. Latimer's

theory. But the Honda hadn't

worked any better than the other

schemes. Justin remained hostile to

Alan. And his enmity was slowly

poisoning the marriage.

Alan was determined not to let it

happen, but he was an engineer, not

a psychologist. He was also a man
whose own first marriage had crum-
bled for reasons he still did not un-

derstand. His guts twisted with the

thought of what might befall them
all if he couldn't somehow reach

Justin. Susan loved her son. Alan

knew she loved him, too. But he

also knew that if she had to choose

between him and Justin, she would
choose her son. Again.

He reached out to stroke Susan's

hair, but she turned away. He
groped for the right

words, but before he could

find them, exhaustion

overpowered her. She was
asleep.

Alan couldn't relax. He
slipped out of bed, put on
his robe, and went quietly

down the hall to his study.

The study was jammed
with books and the sup-

port gear needed for his

machine. He closed the

door and eased himself

into the ergonomic chair

that faced his computer.

The AT clone seemed to power up
by itself as his hands followed the

routine.

The computer whirred, chirped,

buzzed, and muttered. He stared

through the amber monitor as it

flashed various familiar messages at

him. Its shell program asked him
what he wanted to do. The idea

processor seemed to appear almost

as quickly as he selected it from the

menu.

Most of the time, he used the

processor as a means of untangling

the often conflicting priorities of

the projects he worked on. The pro-

jects were complex, and so were the

conflicts. The software's job was to

clarify the clashes. It was basically a

list-comparison program. He called

it Socrates.

He hadn't used Socrates on the

problem of Justin before. It had
seemed unnecessary—until tonight.

Socrates asked him to state the

problem. The cursor flashed at him
while he thought.

"What we have here," he typed,

"is a failure to communicate."

Alan frowned at the single line of

glowing amber type on the screen.

He began, finally, to make a list un-

der the heading "Failure to Com-
municate." He split the screen, giv-

ing the left-hand side the subhead

Alan" and the right-hand side

Justin." The object would be to list

random data about himself and Jus-

tin as it occurred to him.

He lost himself in the process.

Hours passed, but he was unaware
of them, as always, when he was in

symbiosis with a computer. When
he had finished entering all the de-

scriptors he could think of, he be-

"He's unhappy

"Whatabo

didn't answer. S

He knew if it ct

between him and

choose her

?" Alan replied,

ut us?" She

he didn't have to.

ime to a choice

Justin, she would

son. Again.

gan to arrange them. In a few mo-
ments, he had a lengthy file

describing himself and Justin, term
for term. There were fewer areas of
commonality than he'd thought.

He scrolled down to the "recrea-

tion" category. Justin's idea of a

good time was either to go some-
where on his bike and hang out, or

to get wasted with his buddies and
crank up the music on the CD play-

er until the walls warped, some-
times even accompanying the CD
with his Mac, wired into an amp big

enough to

—

His Mac. Alan sat up and stared

at the screen. He had completely

forgotten Justin's Macintosh. Like
most of his pals, Justin had a power-
ful computer. To them it was de ri-

gueur, like a Walkman or a private

phone line.

Something about Justin's private

telephone line gnawed at Alan. He
sought the reason on the screen.

The cursor still pulsed on the capi-

tal M of Macintosh. The name of
the computer rolled around his

mind, firing memories and images.
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No program
requirec

Run time-F

IBM/PC Compatibles,
Tandy 1000,384k.

Price: $39.95

Then, slowly, the words and im-

ages coalesced. A plan began to

emerge. As he watched it play out in

his mind, his pulse quickened. Its

appeal was obvious. But though it

held the promise of a solution, it

was still a gamble with high stakes.

He forced himself to be as coldly

analytical about it as about any pro-

fessional project. He organized the

key elements and let Soc-

rates help him arrange the

pros and cons.

The comparison pin-

pointed the many traps

that lay hidden like mines.

Each could derail the plan

and leave him in an even

more awkward position

with Justin. But the real

threat lay at the end. Even
if the plan led precisely to

the conclusion he wanted,

there was the possibility

that the result would shat-

ter any chance he and Jus-

tin might have to share something

besides an address in the suburbs.

And that potential chilled him, be-

cause it might precipitate the mar-
riage meltdown he was trying to

stop.

He stood up and paced back and

forth in the small study. Occasion-

ally, he stopped and stared at the

computer screen. But it never

changed. And time was running out.

None of the psychologists, psychia-

trists, or family counselors had been
able to find a way to break the chain

of misery in which Justin's problem
entangled them. Alan knew that

now it was up to him to help Justin

out of his inner prison. The plan of-

fered a chance. And it was all he

had.

Alan sat down again and faced

Socrates. He forced his fears aside

and began to refine the details. The
neighbors' dog barked at the dawn
before he was through. But when
Alan switched off the PC, he al-

lowed himself to hope.

When Susan awoke, still dis-

traught, he shared his hope, but not

the entire plan. He knew she would
distrust its complexity. He distrust-

ed it himself. But by the time Alan

left for work, she had agreed that he

would proceed with it. In return, he

agreed that the Honda would not be

replaced with another bike, and that

Justin would be restricted to occa-

sional use of their second car.

It was midafternoon before Alan
got a break from a marathon meet-
ing that plodded through lunch. He
spent the next few hours shopping.

Well after rush hour had plugged

the roads, he headed home.
When he arrived, he saw that their

His Mac. Alan I

forgotten Justin'

name of the com

his mind firing

images. A plan t

lad completely

Macintosh. The

uter rolled around

memories and

egan to emerge.

Toyota was gone. Susan met him in

the kitchen.

"Justin take the Toyota?" he
asked.

"Yes. I told him about the

Honda. He wasn't happy, but I

think he expected it."

"Ah. Well, I've got something

here that might make him feel bet-

ter. Is he coming home for dinner?
55

"He promised. By seven-thirty.
55

The atmosphere at dinner was
strained. Alan asked how Justin felt.

He grunted. Alan asked whether the

word had gotten around school that

he 5d crashed. He grunted. Alan
gave up, until Justin laid down his

fork and said he was going

downstairs.

"Hold it,
55 Alan said.

Justin looked at him. He waited.

"I got something for you today.

Sort of a replacement for your bike,

in a way. The package is over
there.

55

Justin looked into the living room
and saw the small boxes. He walked
slowly over to them, as if expecting

a booby trap.

He sat down and examined them,

box by box. Then he stood up,

gathered them, and glanced back in

Alan's direction. "Thanks, 55 he
mumbled.

"It
5

s a modem, 55 Alan said. "For

Available throughRadio Shack's
Express Order Program and through

TECHBYTE (USA)
217 South Union St., Burlington VT

1-800 361-4993
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your Mac. And software. Along
with a subscription to an electronic

mailbox service. It's all ready. I

even got your user ID set up. You
just plug it in, dial up, log on, and
go."

"Yeah," Justin said. Then he
went downstairs.

Alan saw little of Justin during

the next week. Justin faced not only

the problem of mobility, but mid-
terms, and Alan was yoked to his of-

fice. Their home life consisted of

brief encounters and little dis-

course. But he knew the boy was us-

ing the modem.
Alan judged that it was time to

act when he overheard Justin telling

a pal that he didn't want to join

them for cruising because he was
logged in to a game he didn't want
to miss. The next day at lunch, Alan

closed his office door and punched
up his computer's communications
program. Like the other senior en-

gineers, he enjoyed the privilege of

a private PC.
He logged on to his e-mail ser-

vice, checked his mailbox, and then

called up Justin's ID. Because he
was a power user of the service,

he'd been able to get Justin's box
cheaply and to ask for a memory as

large as his own box's—one mega-
byte, sufficient not just for book-

length messages, but also for big

data and program dumps. More-
over, he'd set up a second mailbox

for himself, specifically for Justin's

use.

The service allowed a user to

greet callers with a customized mes-

sage. Alan grinned as Justin's ap-

peared on his screen.

"This is Blade. If you got some-
thing to say, do it now."

Alan's grin widened at the

swagger of it, so different from Jus-

tin's home persona.

"Dear Blade: This is a random
call. I got your ID from a worm
runner. I'm looking for people who
like to play tough games. If you're

tough enough, let me know and
we'll play." He signed it, "Gan-
dalf," and added his user ID.

He didn't check his "Gandalf

'

mailbox for two days. When he did,

he found a message.

"Gandalf: So you got a hot game?
I'm your man. Ready and waiting.

Blade."

A shock raced through Alan as he
read the lines. Justin's words were
so cocky, so glib, and so unlike any-

thing he had ever shared with Alan.

For a long while, Alan simply stared

at them. Then he called up the

Mystery of the Tomb and trans-

ferred it to Blade's mailbox. He
signed off feeling as if he had em-
barked on a great and dangerous

adventure.

For a week there was nothing in

Gandalfs mailbox. But Justin dis-

appeared every night into his room.
He rarely asked to borrow the
Toyota. As Susan and Alan had
their nightly discussion in bed, Su-
san said she hoped it meant he was
studying for his midterms. Some
part of Alan hoped so, too. But a

larger part hoped Justin was trying

to solve the Mystery of the Tomb.
Yet the days passed, and no mes-
sage appeared in his Gandalf
mailbox.

The urgency of his work almost

made Alan forget about the game.
But after an exhausting day spent

locked in meetings with clients, he
remembered to call up the mailbox.

A message awaited him.

"Gandalf: This game can't be
won. Over and out. Blade."

Alan smiled. He sympathized
with Justin. It had taken him and
his colleagues days to solve the

mystery. He'd hoped the game
would lead to this. He quickly key-

boarded his reply.

"Dear Blade: You're wrong. The
game can be won. I told you the

game was only for the smartest and
toughest. If you want the solution,

let me know. Gandalf."

At home that night, Justin didn't

even bother with dinner. He stayed

in his room, which throbbed with

rock music. Alan knew he was run-

ning the solution. He felt a twinge

of jealousy for Gandalf emerging.

But the first thing he did the next

morning was check his mailbox.

Sure enough, Blade had left him a

note.

"Okay. So you had a tough game.

Try this one. Nobody finds the Lost

Mine of Zark. Blade."

Alan immediately called up the

game and spent the entire morning
locked in combat with it. By noon

Available throughRadio Shack's

Express Order Program and through
TECHBYTE (USA)

217 South Union St., Burlington VT
1-800 361-4993
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he found the lost mine and trium-

phantly slapped the solution into

Blade's file.

Blade's reply the following day
was all Alan hoped for. He admitted

Gandalf had solved the problem
and asked him how he'd managed it.

Alan composed his response with

great care, ending with the casually

stated suggestion that since they

both enjoyed the same games, they

might want to engage in a real-time

rap session soon.

When Blade failed to respond,

not only the next day but for the

following week, Alan wondered if

he'd pushed too far, too fast. Justin

had suddenly started spending a lot

of time out with his friends again.

On Saturday, Justin took the

Toyota and brought it back after

midnight with a crunched fender

and a speeding ticket, neither of

which he would discuss when he

awoke at three the following after-

noon. That night, Susan told Alan
she hoped he was making some pro-

gress with his plan. He didn't know
what to tell her.

Alan couldn't take the time to

check Gandalfs mailbox until late

Monday afternoon, and when he
did, he expected it to be empty
again. But there was a note from
Blade, agreeing that they should do
a real-time connect. He suggested

Wednesday night and included his

home phone number.
Alan sent his reply, keyed in his

office modem number,
and set the time for nine

o'clock. He felt like a man
walking a tightrope. He
knew the slightest misstep

could end everything.

Wednesday seemed to a
arrive in minutes. Alan
had arranged to work late,

as he often did. His com-
munications software
auto-answered when
Blade logged on.

As Gandalf, Alan re-

plied to Blade with a

greeting and a query, so

that the boy wouldn't have to initi-

ate the conversation. He asked what
kind of computer Blade used, and
that directed them into the safest

conversational territory—equip-
ment. Alan carefully refrained from

asking about Blade's personal life.

It seemed to Alan that only a few
minutes had passed when Blade
said that he had to go. Alan yearned
for the conversation to continue,

but he knew he couldn't push too

hard. Gandalf agreed. When Blade

said they should connect again
soon, Alan swallowed and forced

himself to slow his reply. Blade
dropped off-line and Alan contin-

ued to stare at the screen. He saved

the conversation to his disk and re-

read it. The lump came to his throat

again.

The next morning, the deadline

for a major proposal drove all else

from Alan's mind. It was after four

o'clock before he checked Gandalfs

box.

A terse message from Blade asked

if they could connect that Sunday
evening. Alan suddenly remem-
bered he'd promised Susan that he
would be home Sunday night, come
hell or high water. She wanted to

cook a "real" dinner. A family din-

ner. He pondered the conflict and
realized he could connect from his

home PC by using the auto-forward

feature of his comm software. That
way, Justin wouldn't know he was
dialing through to his own home.
The Toyota was home when Alan

arrived, but Justin was gone. He
didn't show up again until late Sat-

urday night. He explained nothing,

grabbed a batch of CDs, and disap-

peared again. In the few minutes he

Alan felt like

«

tightrope. That

him she hoped

some progres

He didn't know

man walking

night, Susan told

he was making

5 with his plan,

what to tell her.

was in the house, Susan managed to

extract his promise that he'd be
there for dinner the next evening.

He made it, barely. Throughout
dinner he was silent, except for

monosyllabic answers to specific

Available throughRadio Shack's
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questions. Soon enough it was over

and he was gone, back to his room.
The floor began to pulse with heavy
metal rock.

Alan started to gather the dishes,

but Susan waved him away, obvi-

ously upset by the dinner's failure

to bring them all together. Helpless,

Alan went to his study, powered up
his PC, and waited.

It took forever for the appointed

time to arrive. But almost to the

second, Blade's call was forwarded
from Alan's office. Alan had figured

he might have to coax Justin into

the conversation. But the opposite

happened; Alan watched, surprised,

as Blade's words skittered across the

screen, much faster than before. He
wanted to know about Gandalf.

Alan replied cautiously. Then he
encouraged Blade to talk about
himself. It wasn't easy, at first. But
Justin warmed up and soon had re-

vealed a lot. He'd even admitted his

age. Alan knew that was no small

matter for a teenager. He took it as

a signal and asked about Blade's

family.

The cursor flashed at him for a

long heartbeat. Then Blade
dropped off-line.

CALLER DISCONNECT,
Alan's software told him. He just

looked at it, dumbfounded. He re-

read the last lines and cursed him-
self for miscalculating. Justin obvi-

ously wasn't ready for intimate
details yet. He rested his hands on
the base of the keyboard and won-
dered what to do next.

Before he decided, the comput-
er's internal modem beeped and
sent out its shrill greeting. His
screen cleared itself, and CON-
NECT 1200 appeared on it. This
time, the words came more slowly.

Gandalf? U there?

Here. We got disconnected.

I did it. Hard to explain.

Explain what?

Me. Family.

Same here.

Really?

Really. Lots of problems.

Ever get you down?
All the time.

Me too. Nobody cares but my
friends.

Folks don't?

Okay mom. Old man never listens.

Neither does mine.

Yours real?

What?
Real father. Not stepfather?

Yes. Yours?

No. Step.

Bad?

Semi.

How?
Mr. Straight.

All work, no play?

Got it. Down on everything. Major
bummer.
Tough guy?

Gives me things.

Maybe he can't connect.

No way. Cares about THINGS &
work. Not about ME.
U sure?

Wants me to GO AWAY. Does
NOT give a DAMN.
The words jolted Alan. He real-

ized that this was it, the reason he'd

become Gandalf. But now that he
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your keyboard
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Laser printers are expen-
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one. Answer: let them all

share the same laser. The
same goes for other peripherals.The

Buffalo" SX™ does it all, and costs

far less than the extra printer you

won't have to buy!

Saves time like aLAN
Day in, day out, the Buffalo

SX turns wasted hours into

productive hours. No more
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cables, swapping disks, throwing
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get on with the next job. Input and
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The most practical connection
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Printby menu
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takes just 11Kand works with text

and VGA graphics displays like

Ventura Publisher.®

Hook almost anything

to anything

PCs, Macs, minis and
mainframes can share

printers and exchange data

with communications software.

stored in order, and computers

are freed up. People can go on to

another job as the box spoon-feeds

A 1,200 CPS printer?

That's what a computer

thinks it's hooked to when
it downloads data into the

big buffer. Print jobs are

BUFFALO SX BQXX
Price: $525 $595

Total Ports: 10 8

Cost/Port: $52.50 $74.38

Max. Output Ports: 8 6

Max. Input Ports: 7 6

Max. Serial Ports: 5 (4 In or Out) 4 (In or Out)

Max. Parallel Ports: 5 (3 In or Out) 4 (2 In, 2 Out)

Max. Buffer: 1 Mb 512K

Software Upgrades: FREE user installable $50 factory installed

Unltd. Toil-Free Support? Yes No
Money-Back Guarantee? 45 days No

data to the printers. Capacities

range from 256K to 1 Mb— plenty

for desktop publishing and big

CAD drawings.

Instant installation

Just plug in the cables

and run the menu-driven
installation software. The

SX has ten ports— 5 serial

and 5 parallel. Conversion is auto-

matic. Connect 7 computers to

3 peripherals. Or 2 computers to 8
peripherals. Or any combination

between. Printers can be 400 feet

or more away.

Expands as you grow

SXs work together to make
a large network. Reconfigure

the ports or plug in more
memory later if you change

your equipment. For fewer machines,

use smaller Buffalo boxes, starting

around $200. They all work together,

so you'll never outgrow your

investment.

Proven customer satisfaction

More than 300,000 boxes
are in use worldwide.
Our customers are happy

because we make sure

they're satisfied. Question? We
answer it on our unlimited toll-free

support line. Problem? We fix it

free under a generous one-year

limited warranty. Want to send it

back? Within 45 days you can, for

a full refund.

$100 software bonus

With your order, we'll send
free programs to speed
up your system: HyperDisk™

disk caching; HyperKey™
keyboard enhancer; and PhntBoostef

for 1-2-3f They're yours to keep,

even if you return the box.

BUFFALO

Call now and talk to a person with the technical background to help solve

your connectivity problems.

(800) 345-2356
Buffalo Products, 2805 19th Street SE, Salem, OR 97302 (503) 585-3414

Buffalo is a registered trademark and SX is a trademark of Melco, Inc. PrintBooster is a trademark of Buffalo Products. HyperKey and HyperDisk are trademarks of Hyperware. Ventura Publisher is a registered trademark

of Ventura Software. 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development. ©1988 Buffalo Products.
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was here, he didn't want to carry

out the plan. He was too comfort-

able as Gandalf. He scanned the

lines on the monitor and fought

A strange vertigo

fixed on the curs

move across the

Justin's reply

their slender th

gripped him as he

or. He willed it to

screen, to record

\ to keep alive

read of contact.

confusion. This was a contingency

that neither he nor Socrates had
foreseen. He knew he could go on
as Gandalf, gently extracting Jus-

tin's feelings. But it made him
ashamed, somehow. And he had not

foreseen that either.

Alan had done many hard things

in his life. He had seen death; he
had suffered physical and emotional

pain. But nothing he had
ever done was as hard as

making himself type the

words he knew had to

come next. He knew the

stakes, and he knew how
many ways Justin might
react. But every confi-

dence Justin shared with

Gandalf would make it

that much harder for him
to share them with Alan.

He had to act. Now.
His hands felt as if they

belonged to someone else

as he made them work.

You're wrong, Justin," they typed,

I DO care about YOU. I want to

listen. Will you talk?"

Alan dropped his leaden hands
and stared at the screen. His mouth
was dry, his palms were wet, his

heart thudded like a laboring en-

gine. A strange vertigo gripped him
as he fixed on the flashing cursor at

the end of his line.

Finally, after a minute or more, it

skipped one space. Then another.

And stopped.

He willed it to move across the

screen, to record Justin's reply, to

keep alive their slender thread of

contact.

But it did not move. Not for one
minute. Not for five. Alan sat alone

in his little study, barely breathing,

falling through the endless space

behind the monitor, living and dy-

ing with each flash of the cursor.

And still nothing moved, on the

screen or on either side of it.

Until, at last, the door behind
him began to open.

y

Stephen L, Thompson, co-author of

Wild Blue, contributes to a wide
range ofpublications, including Cycle

World and the Washington Post.

MAIL ORDER MADE EASY . .

.

AFFORDABLE! !

!

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE - 1-800-255-7809
BUSINESS

BUSINESS FORM TOOL $58.95
COPY II PC 21.95
DAC EASY ACCOUNTING 58.95
EIGHT IN ONE 36.95
FIRST CHOICE 84.95
FIRST PUBLISHER 58.95
GENERIC CADD 58.95
LAP LINK PLUS 84.95
Q& A3 196.95
OUATTRO CALL
RIGHT WRITER 58.95
TWIN (123 CLONE) 58.95
SIDEKICK PLUS 124.95
WINDOWS 63.95

PERSONAL
DAC EASY LIGHT ACCT 44.95
TURBO C 62.95
TURBO PASCAL 62.95
MANAGING YOUR MONEY 127 95

ENTERTAINMENT
4x4 OFF ROAD RACING $25 95
ANCIENT ART OF WAR 27 95
BUSINESS ADVANTAGE 29.95
CALIFORNIA GAMES 25 95
CHESSMASTER 2000 27 95
CHUCK YEAGER FLIGHT TRAINER 25.95
GUNSHIP 29.95
KINGS QUEST I. II & III 29 95
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 25.95
POLICE QUEST 29 95
TETRIS 22.95
TEST DRIVE 25.95

HARDWARE
CH PROD. MACH III JOYSTICK 34.95
COPY II PC OPTION BOARD 82 95
SEAGATE HARD DRIVES CALL
SHARP 4501 LAPTOP CALL
SHARP 4502 LAPTOP CALL
SHARP 4521 LAPTOP CALL

EDUCATION
DESIGNASAURUS $25.95
LEARNING DOS 34.95
MATHBLASTER PLUS 26.95
READER RABB)T 25 95
SPELLGRABBER 25 95
TRAINING FOR DBASE III 46 95
TRAINING FOR LOTUS 123 46 25
TYPE!! 29.95
TYPING TUTOR IV 29 95
WHERE IN THE
EUROPE IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO 27 95
USA IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO 27 95
WORLD IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO 26 95
WORD ATTACK 25.95

CREATIVE
CERTIFICATE MAKER 25 95
DELUXE PAINT II 62 95
NEWSMASTER II 48 95
PC PAINTBRUSH PLUS 77 95
PRINT MAGIC 34 95

CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED!!!

SOFTWARE WHOLESALERS
153 LINCOLN AVE., BARRINGTON, Rl 02806
Rl RESIDENTS CALL 401-245-1410
'PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE*

*WE WILL NOT CHARGE YOUR CARD UNTIL ORDER IS SHIPPED*

OUR GUARANTEE
• WE WILL SHIP IN STOCK ITEMS WITHIN

24 HOURS
• COMPARE OUR SHIPPING COSTS
WE SHIP FOR LESS!!!

• NO SURCHARGE FOR VISA OR M/C
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LaserJetBreakthrough
Get Four LaserJetPlus/Series II Fonts

for just $99^

Glyphix fonts work with Microsoft Word, WordPerfect,

WordStar 2000, PageMaker, Ventura Publisher and more.

Choose from a menu of size and style

options and get great looking results.

Glyphix fonts offer 6 to 60 pt. type,

14 bold weights, condensed,

expanded, screened, patterned,

shaded type and more.

Glyphix
The Smart Choice.

Compare & Save Glyphix HP Bitstream

Fonts to 60 point Yes No Yes

Degrees of bold 14 2 2

Patterned fonts Yes No No

Expand & condense Yes No No I

300 DPI density Yes Yes Yes |

Typefaces per disk 4 2 1

j

Price $99^ $200 $190

BASICS SANS SERIF
Roman Avanti

Helvette Gillies
Rockland Olivia

Chancebr Galaxy

BOOK FIXED
Garamet Courier
Basque Prestige
Palatine Letter Gothic

Centrum Line Draw

DECORATIVE
Coop

Beget
C \\v\

BASICS II HRoman Italic

Amertype
CieCity
Optimis

Glyphix fonts require an IBM PC,

XT, AT, PS/2 or compatible with

64K RAM; a hard disk drive;

LaserJet Plus, Series II or

compatible printer, MS-DOS 2.0

or later.

See Glyphix quality for

yourself. Our demo disk prints

our newsletter and samples

of all fonts on your printer.

Send $5.00 check or money order.

Post Office Box 5773

Wilmington, De 19808

ORDERTOLL FREE

800-237-9383
IN DELAWARE CALL (302) 429-8434

Name
Glyphix font disks contain

four complete faces.

Basic Set- $99-95

Book Faces— $99-95

Decorative— $99.95

Basics II- $99.95

San Serif- $99-95

Fixed Fonts- $99-95

Glyphix Font Managers

are required for use with:

MS Word- $79-95

WordPerfect- $79-95

Company

Address

StCity

Zip

Include $5.00 shipping and handling with your order.

Add $2.50 for second item and each additional item.

All Swfte products come with a 30 day, money back guarantee.

Tel. ( )

MasterCard)VISA
v_x_7
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An inside lookat

The more you look into 386 compatibles, the more
you realize that well thought-out design innovations

(that really work) are few and far between.

That's why our engineers set out to design the

GV-386. They realized they could unlock more of the

chip's potential, if only they could speed up data retrieval,

without affecting system reliability

INNER POWER
Here's how they did it: a high-speed RAM cache

circuit—a full 64K of superfast

memory-that puts your most fre-

quently accessed data right at your

fingertips. If you're ever involved in

processing complex databases, long

spreadsheets, or detailed engineer-

ing drawings, you'll see the value of

this innovation in a second. ..literally

Best of all, the cache circuit

actually makes the GV-386 more reli-

able than other high-speed machines,

by sparing integrated circuits from

harsh overloading.

Our BBS is on-line 24 hours.

Call The Soft Stop at 9/8-2 52-9! 37.

Prices subject to change.

GV-386

Specifications

Available with 16MHz
or 20MHz CPU
Zero Wait States

64K Cache (keyboard

enabled)

IMBRAMon-board,
expandable to 4MB
Socketed for 80287 or

80387

I/O Bus runs at 8MHz for

hardware compatibility

Six 1 6-bit slots; TWo 8-bit

slots

Price: 20MHz systems start

at $2,750; 16MHz systems

as low as $2,375

QUALITY THROUGHOUT
Of course, our most important criterion when

designing our super compatible wasn't speed-it was
quality. T^ke a look inside the GV-386 and you'll see it

everywhere; from the highest quality components avail-

able to the intelligent use of special CMOS RAM to store
system set-up information. On the outside, the fit and
finish of the GV-386 would make Big Blue green. Even the
user's manual has impressed users and reviewers alike.

We'd like to tell you more about
what went into the GV-386. Give us a

call and we'll give you the whole story.

We'll also tell you about our exclusive

30-Day Compatibility Guarantee, our
full One-Year Warranty and our toll-

free support service.

The GV-386 from PC Designs.

With design innovations this

advanced, at this price, it's an
open and shut case.

Designs
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Call us now at 1-800-32-BIT PC
(800-322-4872)

2500 N. Hemlock Circle, Broken Arrow, OK 74012

* 918-251-5550(Fax: 918-251-7057)

19 Rector Street, Suite 2705, New York, NY 10006

* 212-514-7280 (Fax: 212-797-3973)



ALMOST FREE SOFTWARE • By NELSON FO
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hareware and

public domain software are great ways

to beat the cost of expensive application

software. This is the first in a series of

columns that will focus on the best and

most interesting of these programs,

which you can copy legally from other

users, user groups, or electronic bulletin

boards or obtain from commercial dis-

tributors who charge a minimal price

per disk (see the sidebar "Where to

Find Qubecalc").

One of the real gems of the genre is

FormalSoft's Qubecalc, a shareware

program that adds a "third dimension"

to spreadsheet analysis.

Traditional spreadsheet programs or-

ganize data in columns and rows, as in

an accounting ledger. They're useful

for handling two-dimensional data like

that found in expense reports and prof-

it-and-loss statements. With a certain

amount of fiddling—using macros and

look-up tables—you can make tradi-

tional spreadsheets

perform financial ac-

robatics worthy of

Harry and Leona
Helmsley's best tax

accountants.

Yet your view of

the data spreadsheets

contain is limited to

two dimensions, and

rearranging the data

can be awkward. For

example, building a

spreadsheet to record

details from the pay

stubs of a group of

employees is simple.

But when the time

comes to fill out

quarterly tax reports,

extracting monthly
totals and tax

amounts for each em-
ployee may mean

1 $ ft
t

i Pa »'-

j? VA

it & r
»» #

'i '*l 'i 8 :
:
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DOMAIN OF THE FREE,
AND THE ALMOST FREE
Public domain software is free

for the talcing—whether by
copying a friend's disk or by

downloading it from an on-line

bulletin board. Shareware, is al-

most but not quite freeware.

It dates back to 1082, when
Andrew Fiuegeiman began mar-

keting his PC-Talk communica-

tions program in a novel way.

He gave away the disks and
asked users who liked the pro-

grams to send him a modest fee.

You can obtain shareware from

authorized user groups, down-

load it from bulletin boards or

information services, and find it

in shareware libraries.

constructing a

whole new
spreadsheet,

writing dozens
of new formulas,

or building a da-

tabase. Qubecalc

helps by display-

ing data in a

third dimension

called "pages."

A Qubecalc

worksheet con-

sists of a data

"cube" of up to 64 col-

umns, 64 rows, and 64

pages. Using the payroll example

given above, the columns are gross pay,

FICA, FIT, and net pay. The rows are

employee names. Each week's payroll

data would be carried on one page (see

Figure 1).

So far, Qubecalc resembles a standard

spreadsheet. But Qubecalc also allows

you to view the data

from six perspectives

(the number of faces

on a cube). If you ro-

tate the cube to the

left, the columns
(payroll data) become
pages. If you rotate it

upward, what were
rows (names) become
pages, and what were

pages (time periods)

become rows, while

the columns still hold

the payroll data.

Is this facility as

useful as it is initially

confusing? Absolute-

ly. Stay with us

through the illustra-

tions (below).

First, let's change

the view from head-

on (perspective A)

V
S % $ :

I
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and look at the

data from the

perspective of

the right side of

the cube (per-

spective B). The
columns are now
pages. Page 1

displays the

gross pay col-

umn for each

employee for

each week of the

quarter. Page 2

shows the FICA col-

umns, page 3 shows FIT,

and page 4 shows net pay.

If we look at the cube from the bot-

tom instead (perspective F), we see that

A three-dimensional

spread-sheet that

lets you view data

from several per-

spectives, Qubecalc

is easier than it

sounds.

the pages carry the information con-

tained in the rows of perspective A. So,

page 1 shows the row with the totals for

each week. Page 2 shows all the payroll

numbers for Dave, page 3 the numbers

for Carl, and so on.

Perspectives C, D, and E are the op-

posite sides of the imaginary cube from

perspectives F, A, and B, respectively.

Logically, looking through from one

side to the other—from C to F—you'd

see the same data, but in reverse order.

For example, looking from the back

side of the cube, you'd see columns 1

through 5 on side A numbered 5

through 1 on side D. Instead of display-

ing the data this way, Qubecalc changes
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SHARE CREDITS

FOR INSTANT ACTION
USING your HARD DISK

ALL PC USERS
NEED

HARD DISK MADE EASY
The Key to Using a Hard Disk

CONTENTS:

What a Hard Disk Is

How to Set-up a Hard Disk Computer

Using a Hard Disk

Summary of Commands
Miscellaneous Pointers

Set-up for Easier Operation

Special Items & Short Cuts

Speeding up Disk Operation

Substitute Commands

—

Virtual Directories

Quick Reference Card

FOR MS-DOS

THE
EASYKEY
COMPANY

P.O. Box 1758

Murphys, CA 95247

(209) 728-3169

Ship .

Name

Books to.

Address

City St. Zip-

Price per Book: U.S. Funds Only

U.S. & Mexico: $15.25 4th class, $16.25
airmail. Canada: $17.50 air. Other Coun-
tries: $20 air.

Send Check or Money Order Only

HARD DISK
MADE EASY

THE KEY TO USING A
HARD DISK

THE
EASYKI
COMPANY

P. O. Box 1758
Murphys, CA 95247 PCC 8/88

the rows into columns and columns into

rows. Although swapping rows and col-

umns might come in handy, clearly A,
B, and F are the most useful
perspectives.

Any data that must be recorded over
time in the same format is a good candi-
date for Qubecalc—such as financial

Where public

domain software is

free for the copying,

shareware is almost
free.

statements (including consolidations),

stock market statistics, or a baseball
team's individual player statistics by
game. If, for example, you were to enter

the high, low, and closing stock prices

plus volumes traded for a list of stocks

every day in perspective A, by switching

to B you could view the closing price of
every stock on your list for the last 64
days. Changing to the F perspective
would show you the high, low, closing,

and volume data for one stock for the
last 64 days.

WHERE TO FIND QUBECALC
Recommended Qubecalc Shareware
Registration Fee $69.95
Qubecalc is available on CompuServe
(Data Library IBMSW Applications Li-

brary, QUBE3.ARC) and from user
groups. You can also get it directly

from the developer, Formal Soft. Send
$5 to cover shipping and handling,
and FormalSoft will send you an un-
registered copy of Qubecalc, plus In-

staCalc (a pop-up spreadsheet pro-
gram) to try. The full registration
price of Qubecalc is $69.95, plus $5
shipping and handling.
Qubecalc
FormalSoft
P.O. Box 1913
Sandy, UT 84091-1913
(801) 565-0971

Shareware Price: $5
Registration Price: $69.95, plus $5
shipping and handling.

Requires: 256K RAM, two disk drives,
DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: A gem of a shareware pro-
gram that adds a third dimension
to spreadsheet analysis.

Page 5: Photograph, top, by J.R. Eyerman, Life ©1952,
1980, Time Inc.

Page 60: Photograph by J.R. Eyerman, Life ©1952, 1980,

Time Inc.

Page 88: Chart from Edward R. Tufte, Envisioning Informa-

tion, Graphics Press, 1989.

Page 89: Both illustrations from Mary C. Dickerson, The
Frog Book: North American Toads and Frogs (New York,

1906).

Pages 90-91: Top from Edward R. Tufte, The Visual Display

of Quantitative Information, Graphics Press, 1983.

Page 92: Illustration, top, from Edward R. Tufte, Envisioning

Information, Graphics Press, 1 989; bottom, from Leonardo
da Vinci, Codex Urbinas Latinusizzo as found in Leonardo
da Vinci, Treatise On Painting, Vol. 2, Princeton University

Press, 1956.

Page 93: Illustration, upper left, from Edward R. Tufte, The
Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Graphics Press,

1983; photograph, lower left, from Peter Blake, God's Own
Junkyard, (New York, 1964, 1979); lower right, by Harvey,

from The Bulletin, Sydney, Australia. Reprinted from E.H.

Gombrich, The Image and the Eye, ©1982 by Phaidon

Press Ltd., Oxford. Used with permission of Phaidon Press

Ltd. and Cornell University Press.

Page 111: Photograph, left, reprinted with permission of

Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T., Lexington, Massachusetts; right,

©David Em from The Art of David Em, Harry N. Abrams,

1988.

Pages 112-113: ©1986 by Pixar.

Page 114: Center, from Collection Robert and Deborah
Hendel, NY.

Page 115: ©1988, Richard F. Voos/IBM Research

Page 1 16: Top, from Digital Visions: Computers And Art by
Cynthia Goodman, Harry N. Abrams; bottom, photo courte-

sy Holly Solomon Gallery.

Page 117: Top, from The Art of David Em, Harry N. Abrams,

1 988; bottom from Digital Visions: Computers And Art by

Cynthia Goodman, Harry N. Abrams, 1987.

Pages 118-119: ©Howard Hodgekin

Haven't You
Heard the News?

You don't have to buy the whole newsstand to get
copies of your latest article or review. Order

customized reprints from Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.
and let potential clients read all about it.

*

To find out how you can have your article

or review reprinted, contact Jennifer Locke

—

Reprints Manager; Ziff-Davis Publishing Company,
One Park Ave. , New York, NY 10016, 212-503-5447.

"Minimum quantity 500 teprints.
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ight Great Reasons To Use NewsMaster II

Powerful new features

NewsMaster M's new lay-

out, graphics and printing

abilities allow even more

versatile and useful

designs.

Easy to use
The mouse-less icon menu
takes you from mode to

mode quickly and easily.

Text and graphics are in-

tegrated automatically

with no fuss.

Beautiful results

Well-rendered, imaginative

graphics and fonts, printed

in high-quality mode, create

professional looking output.

Expandable
Our Art Galleries (available

separately) contain more
eye-catching, one-of-a-

kind graphics that are

easily used with News-
Master II.

Ask your dealer for

NewsMaster II today.

Or call us at

:

1-800-443-0100, ext.238

Unison World
Easily the best.

± New!

"Screen capture"

grabs a screen

image from other

programs (Lotus 1
-

2 3. PC Paintbrush,

etc.) and formats it

as a NewsMaster
graphic.

2 New!

Multiple printing

modes, from draft

to high-quality

smoothed, give the

highest resolution

output available on
your printer.

5
Over 250 pieces of

eye-catching,

original art and 30
imaginative fonts

are included.

3 New!

Tab key makes
creating columns
and tables easy.

6
You can choose
from 1 to 1

columns per page.

4 New!

Variable margins

create columns of

different sizes.

Vertical, horizontal,

and box lines can
be any width and
filled with any of 30
patterns.

8
$99.95 is the

suggested retail

price 1
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Your free ticket

toThe Source:
Subscribe to The Source before October 15, 1988.

Save $29.95 and receive a $15 usage credit.

Send the coupon below or call

The Source right now. We'll waive our
standard $29.95 registration fee and give
you up to 2% hours of free online time
to get started.

The Source is the best place to start

learning about online communications.
Along with your usage credit, our step-by-

step tutorial shows you how to

use The Source without paying
a penny in online charges. It's

the only online service that

doesn't make you pay a
to learn. j

Soon you'll be zip-

ping through a collec-

tion of the world's

most popular informa-
tion databases and

r

'
•* j^Sl^SiS^^SiL^'iy hm w** * w warn

* 'iferno^jx»0li{lre$miice
a^perknaroun$ii^caa have,

easy-to-use electronic communication
services. Like an investor services package
with automated portfolio management.
Instant access to news from AP, UPI,
USA Today and The Washington Post.
Grolier's full-text, online encyclopedia.
Special Interest Groups. Electronic mail.
Free software. Airline fares and schedules.

And much more.
All at very competitive

online charges*
But you have to act now.

This offer ends October 15,

1988. To get your free regis-

tration and $15 usage credit,

call 1-800-336-3366** and
give our representative this

claim number, 78KV250.
Or mail the coupon below.

WWJWKT^l mmm • •*

SEND NO MONEY.
To subscribe to The Source
just mail this coupon. Or call

The Source toll-free at

1-800-336-3366 and give

our representative this claim

xnumber, 78KV250.

INFORMATION NETWORK

The most powerful resource any personal computer can have.
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Bill my SourcePak Manual
(if ordered) and all charges
on my account (including

$10 subscription fee) to:

Visa MasterCard
DiscoverSM

American Express

n

\

/

i_

Yes, I want to subscribe to The Source and
take advantage of your free registration offer

and $15 usage credit.

Also send me the SourcePak User's Manual
(shown) at a special reduced rate of $12.95
(plus $3.50 postage and handling*). Regularly
$21 .95-Save over 40%!

MAIL TO: The Source, 1616 Anderson Rd.,
McLean, VA 22102

Offer expires October 15, 1988.

*Subscribers to The Source are assessed a $10 subscription fee each month.
This fee is credited toward your first $10 in online charges. $15 credit applies
toward usage charges and subscription fees. When your credit is exhausted,

Credit card #
(must be provided)

Expiration date
Name

/

Address
City

Mother's maiden name
State Zip

PC type_
Phone (day)

(for password verification!

(evening).

you will begin paying per-minute rates.

**In Virginia, or outside U.S. call 1-703-821-6666.

fAirmail charges outside the U. S. will be added to your bill.

DiscoverSM is a service mark of Discover Card Services, Inc.

The Source® is a registered service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporation. 1988 Source Telecomputing Corporation.
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE • By WILLIAM MACHRONE
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he number on

everyone's lips is 1992. Throughout

Europe, pulses are quickening as the

countdown begins. That's the date the

trade barriers come down all across Eu-

rope and the Common Market fulfills

its promise to become one huge free-

trade area. And nowhere is the anticipa-

tion greater than in the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany.
It would be typically American, how-

ever, to characterize West Germany as

a single entity. Despite the

bonds of language and

Kultur, Germany is many
places, each with its own
personality.

They call it Silicon Ba-

varia. The one-time prov-

ince of cuckoo clocks and

lederhosen is Germany's

latest high-tech haven.

The Eurotech firms are

moving south into the ring

around Munich, lured by

open spaces, Alpine views,

a large, well-educated la-

bor pool, and a more relaxed pace. "Re-

laxed," of course, is a relative term in

Germany. The memo paper in my Mu-
nich hotel room admonishes, Verzetteln

Sie sich nicht ("Don't fritter away your

time"). But the people are more open,

affable, and, well, happy here.

Bavaria has a lot to be happy about

these days. Its industrial base has never

been stronger. Unemployment is low,

and the region is poised for the coming

economic revolution. Munich is the

tech-educational and research capital

of Europe. Electronics giant Siemens

makes its headquarters here, as does

BMW, not to mention numerous other

PC / COMPUTING

high-tech firms.

Regional pride is high, too. People

advertise their Bavarianness in subtle

ways: leather oak leaves stitched into

the lapels of a teenager's oversized jack-

et, loden-green accents on a business-

man's suit, a thick braid at the nape of a

modishly dressed woman's neck.

The year of the coming union is al-

ready as fraught with meaning in Eu-

rope as 1776 is for Americans. It signi-

fies an economic rebirth, the time when
the nine Common Market

countries will relinquish

many national preroga-

tives in the interest of

moving goods and money
virtually without restric-

tion. In so doing, they

hope to create the single

largest consumer market

in the free world: 380 million people,

with a $4.75 trillion combined GNP

—

twice as big as Japan's and marginally

larger than the U.S.'s. It won't be easy.

Language barriers remain, even after

Silicon Bavaria is

Europe's latest high-

tech haven for computer
and communications

systems developers.

decades of polyglot living. Nationalism,

too, will be slow to fall, even under the

economic pressure of truly free mar-

kets.

In Silicon Bavaria, however, the

seeds of change have already been

sown. Munich is Europe's focal point

for ISDN (Integrated Services Digital

Network), bringing the digitization of

the phone system. Europe is years

ahead of the U.S. in ISDN implemen-

tation and expects to have 85,000 com-

mercial customers on ISDN by 1990.

The Bundespost, Germany's federal

post office, also has an ironclad monop-

oly on telephone, telegraph, and data

transmission. Monopolies can be effi-

cient at getting big jobs (such as ISDN)
done, but some are accusing them of

shortsightedness. ISDN is less than ide-

al for some forms of high-speed wide-

area networking, yet no alternatives will

be offered. Multinational companies

with their own sophisticated networks

would prefer not to be constrained by

policies and politics. The European

PTTs (post/telephone/telegraph de-

partments) traditionally exercise abso-
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lute control over data crossing the bor-
ders. Open borders mean open data
paths. It will take new equipment and
new attitudes to make the new openness
happen.

Computers will play a special role in

the opening of the borders. Europe has
been icon-aware for years. Internation-
al symbols adorn roadways, public
places, shipping containers, and in-

structions of all types. Computer sys-

tems are based on language, and lan-

guage stops at the border. The market is

ripe for the graphical user interface, be-

cause images are independent of lan-

guage. This may be America's most im-
portant export to the new Europe.

There are fewer computer manufac-
turers here. And fewer still are as adven-
turous as their counterparts in the U.S.
The European computer manufacturers
that do exist tend to sell best in their

own countries. IBM, Compaq, Apple,
and Dell do well here, but at a price.

Part of the cost of doing business in Eu-
rope today is setting up duplicate distri-

bution organizations in each country.

Europeans have traditionally taken a

dim view of American companies who
treat Europe as a single market, or even
those treating Ireland and Britain as an
extension of their U.S. market. Suc-
cessful companies have local nationals

running their offices. They pay careful

attention to the styling, packaging, and
documentation of their products. Euro-
pean date conventions, for example, are

important for software, as are idiomatic

translations of everything from packag-
ing to on-line help.

After 1992, distribution will be more
streamlined. It will be easier to do busi-

ness with Europe when trade barriers

fall. If nationalistic markets get sub-
merged in the larger pan-European
market, however, there will be good in-

centives for more Euroclone PCs. Eu-
ropeans admire the pioneering spirit of

fast-moving, innovative companies like

Dell. As continentalism replaces nation-

alism, Europeans will create a new
breed of European heroes. The Com-
mon Market may come to regard U.S.-
built machines as detrimental to the
pan-European economy. Thus, Ameri-
can manufacturers may have to make
and market machines in Europe.

For hundreds of years the crucifixes

atop Munich's cathedrals have domi-
nated its skyline. Today, a new cruci-

form shape, the tower crane is an icon
of prosperity.

A new Renaissance awaits a united
Europe. The last one defined mankind's
place in the universe: God ruled the
heavens, man ruled the earth. The next
one will define Germany's position in

Europe's new role in the world econo-
my: first among equals. E

William Machrone is editor and publisher

of PC Magazine.

Point-And-Shoot

PC-FULLBAK

Hard-Disk Backup Easy as

Shooting Fish in a Barrel!

WESTLAKE
3CORP

MEM/ 1 Now for OS/2! Point-And-Shoot PC-FullBak
I¥L if . is now available for your OS/2 system.

CAQT| Point-And-Shoot PC-FullBak is the fastest

IHO I . backup utility- period! Run it on your IBM
PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 30, 50, 60, 80, OS/2 or true hardware
compatible at up to 20 mhz!

0||W|P| p| Just use the light-bar menu to select

Oil? II LL. and mark the directories, subdirecto-
ries, and individual files you want to back up! Back up
data all over your hard-disk with a single command!

RFI IAPI F! Point-And-Shoot PC-FullBak keeps
ALLIHDLL- your data safe-but don't take our
word for it: "The product has never failed to give me a
reliable RESTORE."- Jim Seymour, Micro Business

AD A DR A IM 1 With Point-And-Shoot
UnlYUMI ll ! PC-FullBak, you'll never have

to talk about the data that got away. And at only $129.95,
it's a bargain! Available at quality software retailers or
from us at: (512) 328-1041. Your satisfaction is guaran-
teed -or we'll refund your money! And that's no fish story.

AWARD-WINNING

SOFTWARE!
The award-winning family of

products from Westlake Data

Corp. has received

PC Magazine's

Editor's Choice Award
and has been

nominated for

P.O. Box 1711, Austin, TX 78767 Telephone: (512) 328-1041
PS/2 and OS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc.

MAGAZINE
FCHTOR-S

PC Magazine's Technical

Excellence Award.
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Now The Magic of Fast Information is a

Hold Everything!™ An Amazing RAM-
Resident Personal Information

Manager New from Dac! Everybody

needs to remember people, places,

things and events. And discarding an im-

portant phone number, misplacing a

folder, or losing a business card can cost

you time and money. Now you can

throw away those scraps of paper, rid

your desk of the clutter and give your

memory a rest. Hold Everything! is a

remarkable personal information

manager that will revolutionize the way

you organize your home or business.

Hold Everything! lets you store data and

then magically transforms it into mean-

ingful records in the blink of an eye.

Easy to install. Fun to use. Designed for

home or office. This RAM-resident

program allows you to immediately recall

information in just a couple of key-

strokes. Dazzle your friends and impress

your colleagues and clients with "tip of

the tongue" information.

"Thank youfor inventing this prod-

uct! It has not only made us more
productive, but more profitable!"

writes Alan Weinkrantz, Consultant.

Minutes after installation, you can begin

to enter data by using the predefined

format fields or create your own. Setting

up multiple files and organizing each

differently is limited only by your

imagination. Be amazed with

the use of hot keys

for instant access

to your data.

CIRCLE NO. 121 ON READER SERVICE

"Dynamite! It may be the best

softwareprogram I have ever

used. For anyone in a people
oriented business or profes
sion, it is an absolute must. "

FrankJ.Johns
Director, HighFlight Ltd., Inc.

Hold Everything! lets you be in control of

the things that need remembering!

"Fast and convenient. It has good
report capabilities, can chum out

mailing lists, and easily switches

between separate data bases, " wrote
Computer Software News.

Hold Everything! allows for custom re-

porting with printing and screen-viewing

capability. Custom labeling and enve-

lopes are a snap, because enhancing

your professional image is at your

fingertips.

Now The Magic of Hold Everything!™

and DacEasy™ Word Combined! Easily

transfer any or all of your files from Hold

Everything! into DacEasy Word to

generate form letters with the Mail List

DacEasy

Manager feature. Hold Everything!

automatically creates the mail list file for

easy mail merge processing. And, you'll

find DacEasy Word the perfect partner

for your business or personal use.

Recognized for its simple installation and

remarkable features, Word is one of the

most intuitive word processors on the

market today! You'll be amazed at its

simplicity and fast performance featuring

pull-down menus, context-sensitive help,

dictionary, multiple windows, plus so

much more.

"Like its number-crunching sibling

(DacEasy Accounting), DacEasy
Word doesn 't skimp onfeatures.

"

Chicago Tribune

Hold Everything! and Word — two

outstanding DacEasy programs with

incomparable value and quality. To-

gether, a one-of-a-kind productivity

package, that's hard to beat!

To order DacEasy™ Hold Everything! by mail send

$99.95, DacEasy™ Word $49-95 to Dac Software, Inc.

(address below). (Plus $7.50 shipping/Tx residents add sales

tax/$ 17.50 shipping outside the U.S.)

1

Insilco

Call 1-800-992-7779 Dac Software
(In Canada, Call 519-747-9633) 17950 Preston Road • Suite 800 • DaUas, TX 75252

DOS 2. 1 or la.cr. Minimum 256K memory won «w» «H,K floppy or» ^

^

P^^^r^Z^^nt,rlZL B.„L '« Machine, Inc. DacEasy and Mold r,,ry.hlntf arc crademark, of

££££££ zzxzzx r» *3^*r~ «»». * ... .~. ... **.~—
.

,
,
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»P0P up inside your word processor

'Grab an address off fhe screen

ILook up zip codes

(Print sideways

ICreate mailing lists

IPrint labels

bul MadF^oftwar^
iHttf

^ thG IBM<8> PC
'
XT

'
AT/ PS/2 and comPat'bles. Supports most printers including LaserJets

$49.00. Available through dealers, or direct from Paul Mace Software Inc., 400 Williamson Way, Ashland OR 97520
To order: (800) 523-0258 (VISA, MasterCard, C.O.D.). © 1988 Raul Mace Software'
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ONLINE WITH THE WORLD • By PETER H. LEWIS

o or the sake of

argument, imagine I am totally out-

raged by a defective widget made by the

American Widget Works in Ludd,

Texas.

I intend to give those Luddites a

piece of my mind, and I don't want to

lose this elevated state of paroxysm by

fumbling through a phone book, look-

ing for the area code, guessing which

godforsaken, snake-infested region of

Texas the company might be hiding in,

calling Directory Assistance, digging

frantically for a pencil, scribbling the

number, dialing it, getting a busy signal,

dialing it again, getting the wrong num-

ber, redialing Directory Assistance, and

finally getting through to the rude re-

ceptionist who hangs up on me.

So instead, I reach for my keyboard,

tap Alt-Fl, and—pop!—I'm in Hot

Line Two, the most useful memory-resi-

dent program I can recall.

Hot Line Two, a $99 program from

General Information of Kirkland,

Washington, is an electronic national

telephone book with 10,000 major list-

ings and addresses, a private phone di-

rectory that can double as a simple da-

tabase, and an auto-dialer. It actually

enhances the value of my telephone,

and for someone who spends as much

time on the phone as I do or for anyone

who must make more than a handful of

calls a day, it is, in fact, Required Soft-

ware. Dial M for marvelous.

Instead of repeatedly redialing a busy

number, I can instruct Hot Line Two to

dial it for me every 100 seconds, while I

continue to word process. If there's no

answer within 45 seconds, the program

hangs up. It also turns my computer

keyboard into a numeric keypad for

quick dialing should I need it. And I can

assign frequently dialed numbers to sin-

gle function keys.

Hot Line Two does have its weak-

nesses, of course. For example, it can-

not think up a clever rejoinder to a rude

secretary. On the other hand, it can

make her life miserable by automatical-

ly redialing her number every 30 sec-

onds for the rest of her life.

General Information has figured out

a way to compress The National Direc-

tory ofAddresses and Telephone Numbers,

which is rather formidable in traditional

telephone-book form, onto a single

floppy disk. The numbers and address-

es are for large companies, government

offices, hotel and airline reservations

features such as cursor dial, which can

seek a telephone number from the mid-

dle of a word processing document and

then dial it automatically. It also ac-

cepts numbers "dialed" from the com-

puter keypad, and it can assign fre-

quently called numbers to designated

keys, such as Alt-B for "Bookie," which

probably saves a few microseconds.

It is as an information source,

though, that Hot Line Two really lights

up. Ma Bell learned long ago that any

Hot Line Two is not only fast;

its directories are a bargain source of

information for the information age.

lines, law firms, banks, computer com-

panies, trade associations, and other

organizations.

When moved to a hard disk, the na-

tional directory eats 1.2 megabytes of

RAM. For those who lack that amount

of space or who have a floppy-only sys-

tem, Hot Line Two includes a diet ver-

sion that consists of 5,000 entries (with-

out addresses).

I also use Hot Line Two as a personal

super Rolodex, storing, in a separate di-

rectory, the names, numbers, addresses,

and related factoids that I need on a

routine basis. I haven't yet hit a limit on

how large the supplemental directory

can be without a degradation of speed.

If I do, Hot Line Two permits the cre-

ation of additional subdirectories, al-

though only two can be active at once.

As databases go, Hot Line Two is

rather feeble. To compensate, it works

tightly with dBASE and Lotus 1-2-3

files, grabbing numbers and informa-

tion as needed, and it can, in turn, ex-

port information into mail-merge or

other programs to create mailing lists

and invoices.

As auto-dialers go, it is snazzy; it has

stooge can build a cheap telephone and

offer gateways to the long lines, but Di-

rectory Assistance is precious stuff.

General Information offers, for

$49.95 apiece, specialized supplemental

directories of roughly 6,000 to 9,000

listings each: one for computer and

high-technology companies, one for the

travel industry, and one for advertising

and public relations. How much would

you pay for all the names and numbers

in your area of interest? Ma Bell often

charges 50 cents a number through Di-

rectory Assistance. You'll have to put

your own value on your time, but for

most people faster is better. Hot Line

Two is not only fast; it's a bargain

source of information in the informa-

tion age. E

Hot Line Two
List Price: $99.00; specialized directories,

$49.95 each.

Requires: 84K RAM, one disk drive (hard

disk recommended), DOS 2.0 or

later.

General Information Inc.

401 Parkplace, #305

Kirkland, WA 98033

(206) 828-4777
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Purchase one of the following titles from your local dealer.

(TETRiS)

Soko-Ban
Action Strategy Game.
IBM, Apple H. and C-64

PT-109

Torpedo Boat

Simulation Macintosh
Falcon

The F-16 Fighter Simulation IBM/

Tandy 1000 and Macintosh

Tetris

The Soviet Challenge IBM. Apple ll/IIGS.

Macintosh, Macintosh II, and C-64

Dondra

Animated Graphics

Adventure. Apple ll/IIGS and C-64

Solitaire Royale

Collection of Solitaire games IBM/Tandy 1000,

Macintosh, and Macintosh II

GETunit rni__.
Receive one of the following titles from Spectrum HoloByte.

Lunar Explorer

Lunar Landing Vehicle Simulation Apple
Graphics/Paint Program IBM

Wilderness

Survival Simulation IBM
and Apple II

Intrigue

Mystery Thriller

Apple II and C-64

Orbiter

Space Shuttle Simulation IBM and Macintosh

TellStar

Astronomy Program IBM, Apple

and Macintosh

IT'S THE BEST DEAL AROUND! Buy one of Spectrum HoloByte's hottest titles from from your local retailer; mail it along with proofs of purchase and $4 (oer free

7^^T:Zr&! °Ct 31 im "d We '" V0U an°,her Pr°dUCt pr°dUC,) for Shl^ and handlln
9 »« P^duct isu^SSStioct atof your choice absolutely FREE!

YOUR CHOICES TO PURCHASE ARE: FALCON,
TETRIS, PT-109, SOKO-BAN, SOLITAIRE ROYALE,
OR DONDRA.

Here's how it works. To redeem your free software

simply complete either the coupon in this ad or one

A Division of SPHERE, INC.

2061 Challenger Drive • Alameda, CA 94501

All software products are trademarks of or licensed to Spectrum HoloByte. Hardware
products are trademarks of their respective holders.

CIRCLE NO. 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

415-522-0107. Tell us what product you wish to buy
and which product you want FREE. We accept either

Visa or MasterCard.

YOUR FREE PRODUCT CHOICES ARE: ORBITER
INTRIGUE, LUNAR EXPLORER, TELLSTAR,
WILDERNESS, OR ART STUDIO.

Mail-In

Coupon

Please send my free software to the following address. Enclosed are required proofs of purchase (specified below) and $4 (U S funds) per free product for shiooina andhandling. Check or money order should be made payable to Spectrum HoloByte.
' P pmauct TOr snipping and

Name

Address

VISA MasterCard

City

My free software choice

Signature
.

State

Computer format I wish to receive

Exp. Date

Zip

TaXaTedTS W *" "** » 53,65 ^ the^«- « the actua, UPC
Mail to: Spectrum HoloByte. BUY 1. GET 1 FREE. 2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda. CA 94501. Only valid requests postmarked by Nov. 1. 1988. will be honored. Allow 3-6 weeks for



GAMES COMPUTERS PLAY • By MICHAEL KNEPPER

ike many of the newly

computer-literate, I have a

computer, but I don't know
that much about it. Oh, I

know what it means to boot

a disk, what RAM and

ROM stand for, how to

work a modem, and how to

use a word processing pro-

gram. But until recently I'd

never played a game on the

computer—not even a sin-

gle set of Pong.

My fun muscles are un-

wearied by hours of white-

knuckled joystick-clutching,

so who better to review

computer games? At least,

that's how the editors of

BMX Bike Racing; is

just one game in

California Games 1 he

other six arcade-style

games let you experi-

ence the sunny Cali-

fornia play-style. Yc u

can skateboard, surf,

roller skate, play foot

bag, and sail a frisbee.

The graphics are good,

and from one to eight

players can play.

PC/Computing explained it

to me. But before getting

into review mode, a word
about objectivity. Make that

four words: I don't have

any. I picked these particu-

lar games because I really

liked their subjects, with the

exception of baseball. Base-

ball I only like pretty much,

but I reckoned there are a

bunch of people who like

baseball and might enjoy

playing it electronically. I

chose the building-blocks

game because the guy who
sold me the other games ac-

tually got flushed when he

talked about it. "Awesome,"

he said with emotion.

First, a basic truth: the

instructions for computer

games are written by people

who think you and I know

as much about this stuff as

One nerd means
you probably

wouldn't be embar-

rassed to admit to

playing this game
in cocktail party

conversation.

they do. We don't, and that

can make figuring out how
to operate a game an exer-

cise in frustration, which, in

turn, can significantly re-

duce the fun quotient. That
brings us to the three crite-

ria I consider of prime im-

portance in reviewing a

computer game: Is the in-

struction book easy to un-

derstand? Is the game rela-

tively easy to operate? And,

is it fun? I've ranked the

games in each of these areas

using the nerd quotient.

The fewer nerds, the bet-

ter. One nerd means you
probably wouldn't be em-
barrassed to admit to play-

ing this game in cocktail

party conversation. Three

nerds means you probably

would. Five nerds means

it's so dumb, it will bore

you into a stupor and/or

you'd be embarrassed to tell

your spouse you're playing

the game.
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Better Dead than Red?

"etris could be a dis-

ease. Or an insecticide. It

isn't. It's The Soviet Chal-
lenge, brought to us by
Spectrum HoloByte. Sounds
exciting, nyet? Is it Russkies

massing on the East Ger-
man border with NATO set

to repel? Red Storm Rising

on your CRT? No. It's

much better than that. The
"challenge" is to make solid

layers out of little geometric
forms that fall from the top
of your screen. The more
solid layers you create, the

higher the score. But here's

the really good part: you
use the keypad or a joystick

to move or rotate the forms
as they descend so they fit

together, leaving no empty
spaces. You can vary the

descent speed and the

height of the "floor" to

change the degree of diffi-

culty. With such excite-

ment, who needs tanks?

Why "Soviet Challenge"?

The game was invented by
a researcher at the Comput-
er Centre (Academy Soft)

of the Academy of Scien-

tists in Moscow and pro-

grammed by a student at

Moscow University. A plot,

no doubt, to keep our com-
puter guys occupied so our
research falters, our de-

fenses crumble, and then

you-know-what.

The game is easy to get

running, simple to operate,

challenging, and stupid.

Is it Russkies massing
on the East German
border with NATO set

to repel? Red Storm
Rising on your CRT?
No, it's Tetris: The
Soviet Challenge. The
challenge is to make
solid layers out of little

geometric forms that

fall from the top of your

screen. The more solid

layers, the higher your

score.

Tetris: The Soviet
Challenge

List Price:

Requires:

Instructions:

Ease of
Operation:

Fun to Play:

$34.95

256K RAM; CGA, EGA, or
Hercules graphics card.

5 nerds

5 nerds

5 nerds

Spectrum HoloByte
2061 Challenger Dr.

Alameda, CA 94501

(415) 522-0107
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Fastball

oaseball is 150 years

old, and after the first 5

minutes with the instruc-

tions, I was convinced it

would take me at least that

long to figure out Electron-

ic Arts' Earl Weaver Base-

ball. Here's just a sample of

what the program can do:

Throw forkballs, screw-

balls, and brushbacks. Pull,

bunt, or hit to the opposite

field. Pick off runners.

Steal. Field and throw to a

specific base. Create cus-

tomized lineups of players.

Start a pitcher warming up

in the bullpen to replace a

pitcher who's getting tired.

Trade players. Shift the de-

fense. Keep stats.

The only things missing

from this game are scratch-

ing, spitting, and a simple

one-two-three tutorial: how
to pitch, how to hit, how to

throw. These basics could

be followed by the more
complicated details.

I found the reference

card and the instruction

manual so impenetrable on

first reading that I gave up
and called the company.

This is an important

point to remember. You can

: 1
U i s i t
Home

Oil

t 1

call the companies that

make computer games, ad-

mit to any level of frustra-

tion and/or ineptitude, and

some nice person will help

you. Although I let the

baseball people know I was
reviewing for a magazine, I

got the same courteous and

helpful response from an-

other outfit when I present-

ed myself as an ordinary

civilian.

After talking to the com-
pany and spending a few

hours with the manual, I re-

alized that everything you

need to know is, in fact,

there. The challenge is to

find it. The frustration po-

tential here is very high.

When the rigmarole of

selecting the lineups is com-
pleted—I won't get into the

many possibilities—and play

is underway, you get a split

The only things missing from Earl Weaver

Baseball are scratching, spitting, and a

tutorial on how to pitch, hit, and throw. It's

a game for serious baseball fans.

screen: two-thirds of the

screen shows the diamond
with the defense in place,

and the remaining third

shows the pitcher and the

batter. In a typical game,

you control the home team

and "Earl" (the computer)

manages the visitors. When
you're on defense, you con-

trol the pitcher while Earl

controls the batter. And
vice versa when you're up.

The players on the field

are necessarily small and

the action is sometimes dif-

ficult to follow. The graphic

depiction of the pitcher and
batter is superb, however,

and their actions are

smooth.

Although this game can

be enjoyed at a surface lev-

el, it's really for serious

baseball fans who want to

get deeply involved in game
strategy and the strengths

and weaknesses of the indi-

vidual players.

PC/ COMPUTING

Earl Weaver Baseball

List Price:

Requires:

Instructions:

Ease of
Operation:

Fun to Play:

$39.95

256K RAM, WKGE or EGA
graphics, DOS 2.1 or later.

5 nerds

3 nerds

3 nerds

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Dr.

San Mateo, CA 94404

(415) 571-7171
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FUN!

Arcade Maniacs

f you've spent any
time at the local arcade

testing your hand-eye coor-

dination, you may like Cali-

fornia Games from Epyx.

This easy-to-understand

and easy-to-play game is

really six arcade-style

games: Skateboarding, Foot
Bag (Hacky Sack), Surfing,

Roller Skating, BMX Bike

Racing, and Flying Disk

(Frisbee). One to eight peo-
ple can play one or all of

the activities. The program
keeps track of each player's

score per event and overall.

The graphics are good
and the contests simple.

However, because the game
takes place in a "half pipe,"

I never got the hang of

Skateboarding and can't

talk about kick turns, hand
plants, or aerial turns. Al-

though you can control the

action with the keyboard or

keypad—depending on your

computer

—

California

Skateboarding in California Games takes place in a "half pipe." You can experience the
thrill of kick turns, hand plants, and aerial turns without having to keep an orthopedist on
retainer. Hand-eye coordination is all you need.

Games really works best

with a joystick. (But see the

game instructions. And
good luck!)

The Foot Bag game is

plenty dumb, the Surfing

game a little better. Roller

Skating and BMX Bike

Racing are completely un-
sophisticated. Flying Disk is

my personal favorite. You
have this guy fling a Fris-

bee, and this babe way out

in the field catches it (or

should, if you want to score

points). The most fun can
be had by waiting until the

last minute so she has to

make a diving catch.

Instructions:

;
." aSrffi

.
in,: -

' fcf

List Price: $39.95

Requires: 512K RAM, CGA or EGA
graphics.

1 nerd

1 nerd

4 nerds

Epyx
600 Galveston Dr.

Redwood City, CA 94063

(415) 366-0606

Operation:

Fun to Play:

PC / COMPUTING



HieGreatestF III

Spreads
Numbers Up is here. It's a memory-

resident spreadsheet that's available at the

touch of a key. You can make quick calcula-

tions, or get often-needed formulas or

tables in an instant. Then plug them in

wherever you need them.

Numbers Up™ extends the

utility ofyour favorite software.

Since Numbers Up is always in the

background, you can jump right to it for

figures. Then cut and paste them into

any application. You can even move

information transparently between

any two programs using its powerful

AI technology. Whether it's a word

processor, database, or another

spreadsheet, Numbers Up knows the

difference between them. So there's

no reformatting, no tabs to insert, or

fields to move.

The most powerful spread-

sheetyou can buy for only 12K.

Incredibly compact, Numbers Up

only occupies 12K of memory! Thus leavin

maximum amount of memory possible
"

applications. Saves you something else

Up
tin Memory

It's only $79 95! But it contains

all the essential features you've

come to expect from more

costly spreadsheets. Along

with some unique, added

capabilities like variable cell/

column widths, powerful key-

board macros, a "find" command,

and more.

Access Lotus™ data no matter
where you are.

Numbers Up is everything Lotus

users have been waiting for. It reads

and writes files in the same format as

Lotus 1-2-3® (all versions). So facts and

figures you create in either program are

fully interchangeable. You can view a

Lotus worksheet through Numbers Up

-while you are working on another

in Lotus. Then cut and paste the

data from one into the other. All

without changing programs.

It's incredible, fast, and easy!

To see it in action, call us toll-

free at 1-800-221-9884 and ask for

the Mindscape dealer nearest you.

Itere if* !.<•• swuom C»JttttUt.MS M i «*» «H it**'

Evm i.

Jul K.

mi

B F

iff hl Ut Ott-tes

SUM SK,&3
J2M7I 81,09 $33,421

t&,M taja 5i3,iw ai.m

537, C3 $34,234 5T!.»6 m,%i
52J>57 S24,»4 525, «7 5J$,K»

$43,312 $41,421

ttSMN $2,251.44
$182,514 $1,537.71

it**- w
min u

More data means quicker decisions. Numbers Up is

fully compatible with Lotus 1-2-3. Now view and use

information from one or more Lotus worksheets.

Words and numbers speak louder than words alone.

Moving figures back and forth is now as simple as

cut-and-paste. Microsoft Word shown above.

Numbers Up lets you vary the size of each individual

cell or range of cells— giving you the power to design

the form you want your data in right on screen.

NumbersUp
Thp mmnanion snreadsheet that nuts JLThe companion spreadsheet that puts

numbers where you need them

Number Up requires an IBM* PC (or 100% amipauble) with a minimum of 256K and a single disk drive. See your dealer or write, Mindscape Inc., 3444 Dundee, Rd, Northbrook, IL 60062. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Lotus and

1-2-3- are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. Microsoft* is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
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FUN!
Crazy Ivan men t cm

ou surpendei*

n
Soldiers, knights, bar-

barians, enemy flags,

fights to the death—
it's The Ancient Art of

War. If you're ready to

claim your place in the

annals of military his-

tory, you can change

the makeup of the

squads of soldiers,

create battlefields,

and write campaigns.

Old Soldiers

hat's it like to go to

war with the man who
wrote the book?"

"What's it like to meet
Napoleon at your own
Waterloo?"

"Are you smart enough,
quick enough, and innova-

tive enough to claim your
place in the annals of mili-

tary legend?"

Those questions and
more, which appear on the

package containing The An-
cient Art of War from Bro-
derbund Software, made the

game irresistible.

For me, the answers
were: intimidating, frustrat-

ing, and no.

I was really cranked to

play this game. Soldiers,

knights, barbarians, enemy
flags, fights to the death.

Let me at it. But first, read

the reference card. Then
read the instruction manual.

Then call the company.
Actually, I called the

company because I couldn't

make the most important

command of all—Move

—

work. It turned out that the

cursor had to be positioned

very carefully on the squad
of soldiers before they

could be moved. Simple.

But if one doesn't figure it

out for oneself, one is very

stuck.

I also took the opportuni-

ty to chat up the lad on the

other end. He helpfully ex-

plained some points I

hadn't understood, such as

how to make the rivers

deeper and swifter, the

mountains higher, and so

forth. All of that, and much
more, is in the instruction

manual, which, although

well written, is confusing in

places.

The game is easy to play

but also complex and so-

phisticated. Like Earl

Weaver Baseball, it lets you
have simple kill-the-baddies

fun with surface-level bat-

tles or dig deeper to change
the makeup of the squads
of soliders, create battle-

fields, and write campaigns.

You can learn the condition

of the enemy and its

strengths and weaknesses.

You can even teach your
squads new tactics.

There are no sweeping
Technicolor panoramas
filled with realistic-looking

soldiers locked in mortal

combat a la Spartacus. The
graphics are simple and
mostly two-dimensional.

Tiny little archers shoot

tiny little arrows; tiny little

barbarians hack at tiny little

knights. And when an engage-

ment is over, tinv little bodies

are lying all over the place.

The Ancient Art
of War

List Price:

Requires:

Instructions:

Ease of
Operation:

Fun to Play:

$44.95

128K RAM.
3 nerds

2 nerds

2 nerds

Broderbund
Software Inc.

17 Paul Dr.

San Rafael

CA 94903

(800) 527-6263

(415) 492-3500
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IT'S STARTLING

...how much the world of computing has changed in just the

last few years.

AND YOU'VE CHANGED TOO.

You've become more involved, more demanding, more curious about

what you can do with your computer—more confused about how
to buy or upgrade, ana more aware of how hard, and rewarding,

it can be to master it all.

join us

That's where PC Computing comes in. In these fast-moving times you

need a magazine to help you keep up with the breakneck pace. One
that respects your intelligence and your time. One that's breezy, smart,

and a pleasure to read. We promise to show you how easy it is to

become a true power user—and of course, well help you find the

absolute best products for your particular needs.

Mm

Sign on for the future with PC Computing. You'll SAVE 63% OFF the

$35.40 newsstand price—and get a full year (12 exciting issues)

for just $12.97. That's even less than our reaular

subscription rate of $19.94. So send in the attached card today.

For faster service call 1-800-525-0643



FUN!
Pigskin Preview

© ow much fun is NFL
Challenge} Lots. More fun

than Earl Weaver Baseball

and The Ancient Art of War
put together.

How much does NFL
Challenge cost? Lots. More
than Earl and The Ancient

Art of War put together.

But never mind. This

game is great. To quote

from my notes, taken dur-

ing an epic struggle between
the Jets and the Cardinals,

in which the Jets threw in-

terceptions whenever they

weren't being stopped on
the 10 and the Cardinals

actually penetrated the Jets'

20-yard line (is this game

realistic or what?): "Easy to

figure out and operate. So-

phisticated enough to keep
your interest, but not so

complicated as to

intimidate."

The instruction manual is

well written and easy to un-
derstand. Within five min-
utes, I had the Jets and the

Cards banging heads.

First you pick the NFL
teams you want to play in

the game. If playing by
yourself, you coach one and
the computer coaches the

other. If there are two play-

ers, both coach.

The basic screen shows
the entire field with the ball

position marked. You select

plays from an extensive

menu with the help of of-

fensive and defensive play-

books. When the play is se-

lected, the screen changes

to show the teams on the

line of scrimmage—O for

offense, X for defense.

When the ball snapped,

both teams follow the pre-

scribed play, which is then

repeated in slow motion.

Die-hard football fans may want to intercept The NFL Challenge. The basic screen
shows the entire field with the ball's position marked. When you select a play from the
menu, the screen shows the teams on the line of scrimmage. The ball is snapped, the
play begins. You even get a replay of the action in "slo mo

NFL Challenge
List Price:

Requires:

Instructions:

Ease of
Operation:

Fun to Play:

$99.95

256K RAM with DOS 2.0 or 2.1,

320K with DOS 3.0 or later or

MS-DOS.

1 nerd

1 nerd

1 nerd

XOR Corp.

5421 Opportunity Ct.

Minnetonka, MN 55343

(612) 938-0005

However, the program
generates its own variations,

so you may call a pass play

only to see your quarter-

back choose to run (yes,

you can yank him from the

game). Passes are frequently

dropped, sometimes inter-

cepted. Penalties are called

and players are injured.

You can substitute play-

ers with special skills and
send in special teams. After

the two-minute warning,

the offense automatically

runs for the sidelines and

the quarterback takes more
chances with his passes. B
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ONLY

«2.99
Per Disk FREEWVRE

Public Domain and Shareware Software for IBM and Compatibles, DOS 2.1 or higher

Programs and Utilities to meet all your computing needs

ADULTS ONLY
ADULTS ONLY / 1 (147) - German adult

animated graphics. CGA req.

STRIP POKER (148) - Pick your oppo-

nent. CGA required.

X RATED PRINTMASTER (149) - X-

Rated graphics for Printmaster Plus.

X-RATED PRINTSHOP (150) - X-Rated

graphics for Printshop.

BAD-BAD (289) - Naughty adventure

game. CGA required.

ASTRO [bleep] (297) - Dirty arcade

game. CGA required.

NASTY GIRL (436) - The name says it

all... CGA required.

MAXINE (497) - Must see to believe....

CGA required. EGA suggested.

X RATED COLOR SHOW (496) - Some

lovely ladies. CGA required, EGA better.

BUSINESS
EZ FORMS Rev. D15 (66) - Menu driv-

en forms generator, misc. skeleton forms.

EASY FORMS EXEC V2.0 (532) - Con-

tains more features not found in #66.

EASY PROJECT VI.2 (440) - Complete

oroject management system Excellent.

PRO PC-ACCT V3.0 (526) - Integrated

G/L. A/R&A/R Mneu-driven. help.

SEAS VI.3 (270) - Small Business Ac-

counting SystemMenu-driven, best avail.

REAL ESTATE ANALYST (83) - Menu
driven, mortgages, interest, etc.

CK - CHECKBOOK V3.1 (79) - Full fea-

tured checkbook program with reports.

BIDS N QUOTESV0 .9 (463) - Prepares

cost estimates & proposals. Does labor,

material sub-contractor costs, etc.

BUSINESS LETTERS (303 8: 304) - (2

disk set) 650 business letters to fit all

your needs. Edit w/ any word processor.

MR. BILL V3.2 (311 ft 312) - (2 disk

set) Time & billing package; costs, credits,

reports, audit trail, etc.

PC-PAYROLL V2.3 (464) - Menu driv-

en payroll system; 100 employees or less.

RENTAL PROPERTY (318) - Keeps

track of rental activity. Menu driven.

SLICWORKS (321) - Framework clone.

Integrated database, spreadsheet, word

processor, & communications.

PARTS INVENTORY CONTROL (479) -

Tracks inventory of a parts & service

business; qtv. ordered, supplier, etc.

DOCKETMINDER V1.2 (448) - Main-

tain docket for lawyer or law firm.

FINANCE MANAGER V4.0 (77) - Ac-

counting package for business or person-

al finances. Double entry system.

SOAR V1.92 (449 ft 450) - (2 disk set)

Accounts receivable program. Handles a

variety of services or products.

CARD TRACK V2.0 (487) - Manage
your credit cards & loans. Plan what-ifs.

EXPRESSGRAPH (457) - Business

graphing program. 10 formats.

COMMUNICATIONS
RBBS BULLETIN BOARD V15.1 (290 -

292) - (3 disk set) Turn your computer

into a RBBS. Industry standard.

G QMODEM V3.1 (293 ft 294) - (2 disk

set) Full featured modem program. 200

number dialing directory, etc.

PROCOMM V2.42 (53 ft 54) (2 disk

set) Menu driven modem program, excel-

lent documentation; still one of the best.

BOYAN VD3 - (467) - Modem program

that has received great reviews by all.

DATABASE
FILE EXPRESS V4.14 (33 ft 34) - (2

disk set) Menu driven, easy to use data-

base for beginners to experienced.

WAMPUM V3.1B (37 ft 38) - (2 disk

set) Menu driven dBase III clone, supports

functions of dBase. Knowledge of dBase

suggested. Latest update.

PC-FILE + V2.0 (493 - 495)- (3 disk

set) Full-featured database; help screens,

menus, macros. One of the best

DBASE HI UTILITIES (349) - Contains

utilities for household inventory, C lan-

guage & Desktop, etc. dBase III req.

dGENERATE VI. (511) - Screen &
source code generator by Tom Rettig.

dBase III required.

EDUCATION
COMPOSER (3) - Create, save. edit,

play, & print your music. Nice...

LETTERFALL VI. 1 (119) - Improve

your touch typing skills; 16 levels.

BEGINNING SPANISH (121) - Teaches

vocabulary, phrases, etc. Basic required.

THE WORLD 3D (127) - Display maps

of the world. CGA required.

FUNNELS ft BUCKETS V 2.0 (130) -

Great learning game; add, subtract, multi-

ply. & divide. Ages 5-10.
ERYN'S ABC'S (131) - Teaches alpha-

bet & numbers. Computerized Etch-a-

Sketch. Ages 2 - 6. Basic required.

MATH-WHIZ (188) - Teaches various

math operations. Ages 5 and up. You

choose the level. Basic required.

AMY'S FIRST PRIMER (133)- Alpha-

bet, numbers, counting, shapes, match-

ing, etc. Ages 4 - 8. CGA & Basic req.

SAN MATEO EDUCATION (136) -

Teaches math, chemistry & geography.

Ages 8-16. CGA required.

SPELLING BEE (138) - Grades 1-12.

CGA & Basic required.

POLYGLOT V6.01 (139) - Vocabulary

builder. Grades 7 - college. Excellent.

ANIMAL MATH/MOSAIC (181) -Count

objects & graphic learning tool. Ages 4 &
up . CGA required.

EGA PROGRAMS
EGA RISK (216) - The game of world

domination. Superb graphics.

EGA UTILITIES/ 1 (260) - EGA demos,

change fonts & size of letters, etc.

GAMES
SLEUTH V4.1 (89) - Murder mystery

game similar to the board game *CLUE".

BLACKJACK (95) - Advanced black-

jack game with tutor, multiple players.

Best one vet. CGA or Hercules.

MONOPOLY V6.7 (106) - Just like the

board game, 2 to 4 plavers. CGA req.

DUNGEONS ft DRAGONS Vl.l (205)

The Classic Game. Can you survive?

LAS VEGAS (116) - Craps. Roullete.

Poker. & more. CGA req., Basic on some.

3D CHESS VI.01 (215) - Excellent

chess game. Switch between 2D & 3D.

SAM SPADE VI.OA (226) - Great de

tective game. Mazegame; creates mazes.

SOLITAIRE (211) - 4 different games.

Nice graphics. CGA required.

SUPER PINBALL (212) - 5 different

games. CGA required.

WORDPLAY (367) - Wheel of Fortune

clone. You provide the prizes. CGA req.

HANGMAN (91] - 2 versions of the ever

popular game & learning tool.

DIGITAL LEAGUE BASEBALL (344) -

Pick your team & players. Nice graphics.

MINIATURE GOLF (505) - 18 hole golf

course with graphics.

BRAIN TEASERS Vol 1.00 (500) -

Teasers in over 25 different categories.

GRAPHICS
FINGERPAINT V2.0 (282) - Paint pro-

gram; 6 fonts. 81 sizes . Use for desktop

publishing, slide-show & cartoon playing.

CGA. EGA. or Hercules. Excellent....

LIGHTING PRESS (266) - Printmaster

Plus clone, flyers, greeting cards, etc.

FLOWCHARTER VI.93 (482) - Pro-

duces flowcharts using simple commands,

translates into actual symbols.

CITY DESK V6.0 (197) - Desktop pub-

lisher with graphics capability.

PRINTMASTER GRAPHICS (319) - 3 li-

braries of graphics for Printmaster Plus.

Requires Printmaster Plus.

PRINTSHOP GRAPHICS (320) - 3 more

libraries of graphics for Printshop.

Requires Printshop.

PC-KEY-DRAW V3.33 (534-536) - (3

disk set) - Combination CAD & paint pro-

gram for power & flexibility. Does draw-

ing, paint, multiple fonts, animation, etc.

DANCAD 3D V2.0B (424 ft 425) - (2

disk set) Advanced 2D/3D drafting pro-

gram. Stereoscopic 3D wire frame anima-

tion. EGA. CGA. Hercules. 640k req.

EGA TROPICAL FISH (427) - An aquar-

ium on your computer screen. EGA re-

quired. Also contains CGA fish program.

LANGUAGE
TURBO "C" TUTOR (489 ft 490) - (2

disk set) 14 lesson tutorial ; learn to pro-

gram in "C language.

"C" LANGUAGE V2.1 (299 ft 300) - (2

disk set) Complete programming environ-

ment. Source, compiler, samples.

WINDOW BOSS (322) - State-of-the-art

screen handling techniques for "C lan-

guage. Pop -up windows, menus, etc.

TURBO PASCAL TUTOR (20) - 17 les-

son tutorial with samples, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS
STRESS ft SHRINK (74) - Stress -

stress test. Shrink - personality analysis.

HORSERACING (343) - Handicapping

for thoroughbreds.

FAMILY TIES VI.15 (154) - A genealo-

gy program for the amateur or pro.

ASTROLOGY V9.5 (284) - Read your

own chart from stars, moon, etc.

FASTBUCKS (191) - Menu-driven

home finance package. Easy to use.

BIORHYTHM (194) - Galculate & print

your own monthly charts.

MINI COUPCAT (410) - Coupon mgmt.

svstem for cataloging & organizing.

MEALMATE (332) - Nutritional data-

base for meal planning.

HEALTH RISK (331) - Diagnose your

own ailments.

AIRPLANES (398) - Print paper air-

planes, fold-em and let 'em fly. Basic req.

RECIPES V1.0 (445) - Over 125 reci-

pes, adjust serving sizes from 1-99.

LITTLE BLACK BOOK (441) - Creates

pocket sized address book. Prints mini-

alphabetized pages.

TIMESAVER (442) - Create daily/

monthly calendar of appointments.

PRINTER UTILITIES

3 LQ V2.1 (509) - Produces high quality

text on dot matrix printers. Multiple fonts

with print spooler.

LASERJET FONTS/I (327) - 30 +

downloadable fonts for Laserjet Plus /II.

LASERJET FONTS / O (471 ft 472) - (2

disk set) More downloadable fonts for HP
Laserjet Plus/ II. Helvetica. Script, etc.

LASERJET FONTS /UTILITIES (328) -

Contains 'Pamphlet' (sideways printing) &
misc. other utilities & fonts.

PRINTPRO VI.2 (468) - Change printer

operation from within ANY application at

ANY time.

SPREADSHEET
PC CALC + V 1.0 (537-539) - (3 disk

set) - Complete Spreadsheet program. Ex-

cellent.. .Buttonware.

3 LOTUS LEARNING SYSTEM (458) - Be-

ginning tutor for Lotus 123.

LOTUS 123 PROGRAMS (28 - 32) - (5

disk set) Contains applications and utili-

ties. Requires Lotus 123 program.

LOTUS DESKTOP (507 ft 508) - Menu-

driven. Uses macro capabilities of Lotus.

Memos, phone, etc. Req. Lotus.

LOTUS 123 TUTOR (177) - Beginning

tutorial for Lotus 123.' Various work-

sheets. Requires Lotus 123.

AS EASY AS V3.0 (302) - Lotus clone.

52 column sheet, graphing, supports

functions of 123. "WKS" files, etc.

UTILITIES
DISK COMMANDO V2.0 (218 ft 219)

- (2 disk set) Norton Advanced Utilities

clone. Too many features to list.

SIM-CGA (220) - Great for most pro-

grams that need color (CGA) to run. For

Hercules monochrome monitors.

DOS HELP (255) - Help screen for

DOS commands, functions & batch files

at your fingertips. For DOS 3.XX.

DOS TUTORIAL V4.2 (256) - Menu

driven, learn to use your computer.

BEGINNERS (257) - The basics of us-

ing most public domain software.

LIST V6.2A (274) - Best utility for

viewing documentation or any ASCII file.

DESKMATES VI.01 (278) - Sidekick

like utility plus more features.

AUTOMENU V4.01 (280) - Access

programs, batch files, commands, etc.

STILL RIVER SHELL V2.36 (369) -

Excellent directory & file mgmt. utility.

FLASHBAK VI.56 (217) - Menu driv-

en hard drive backup system.

BATCH TUTOR (223) - Make your

computing easier & foolproof.

WORD PROCESSING
SIDEWRTTER (6) - 'Sideways' print-

ing; great for spreadsheets.

RELIANCE MAILING LEST V2.0 (161) -

Easy to use. menu-driven, labels, mail-

merge, etc. 32.000 names maximum.
PC^WRITE V2.71 (9 ft 10) - (2 disk

set) Full featured word processor; all the

features of the expensive one's.

LETTERHEAD (69) - Create and print

your own letterhead on letters and enve-

lopes. IBM /Epson comp. printer req.

GALAXY V2.3 [11) - Easy to use

word processor; menus & quick key-

board commands. Lots of features.

PC TYPE + (373 - 375) - (3 disk set) A
powerful word processor with full screen

editing, mail merge. 100.000 word dic-

tionary, on-screen help. etc. Buttonware.

ORDER FORM

Please print disk numbers

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY ST ZIP

PHONE

(

# of 5.25* disks** @ $2.99 =

Calif. Res. Sales Tax (6.5%) =

Shipping & Handling = 2£Q
Orders shipped UPS Ground

TOTAL = S ========
NOTE: 2 disk sets are 2 <§ 82.99 etc.

Mail order form & check or money order to:

California FREEWARE
1466 Springline Dr. Dept CC

Palmdale. CA 93550

(805) 273-0300
Call or write for free catalog containing

over 500 disks of quality software.

Hours: M-F 9am - 5pm PST
3.5' media - $3.99 ea.

All COD orders placed before 1pm PST

sent same day. COD charges apply.

Sony, ao Credit Card Orders.

VISIT our Panorama City office at

14536 Rosooe Blvd. Suite 301

PCC888 J
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Why Kill Yourself
Searching Eor Files?

With FileBank M

,
the revolutionary new "no-search" program for PC's, you'll find any document in seconds" No

matter what it was named, or when it was stored. No codes. No indexes. No kidding. Finally, a far more sensible way to
store and retrieve files than with those endless alphabetical directory lists, or having to searchfor documents

The FileBank™ Electronic File Cabinets automatically generate totally graphic file cabinets, drawers and folders -
not just symbols or icons. Drawers that actually open on your screen you label by client, project, accounting periods
areas of operation - instant organization for everything you do.

And FileBank™ cabinets are memory-resident - they "pop up" for instant access to any file - from your word
processor, spreadsheet, database, or with just about any other program that runs on an IBM or compatible PC, XT, AT,
or PS/2. At the same time, FileBank™ takes care of the complex commands and procedures of the PC's operating

'

system, drastically reducing the time and expense of computer training. And eliminating the hassles of using a PC

1. Just pop up an

electronic fileroom 2. select a file cabinet 3. and open a drawer!

You'll find your files - right where they belong - every time! With electronic file

folders and even folders within folders, when and where you need them to organize
your documents more completely.

Copying, moving or

archiving files becomes
a simple, visual transfer

from drawer to drawer
- even between hard
disks and diskettes!

We think you'll agree that managing files is easier, faster, and much, much better with
Electronic File Cabinets than sorting or searching through all kinds of unrelated
documents, thrown together by traditional PC filing systems. FileBank™ will help you be
a lot more productive, with far less stress, by working smarter, not harder.
And, after all, isn't that what PC's are for?

FileBank SUPPORT station software
Electronic File Cabinets
The "no-search" solution.

Post Office Box 8282 'Aspen, Colorado 81612 • (303) 925-6040

GALL TOLL FREE: 1 800 INASPEN
Suggested List Price: $149 INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL - ONLY $99!
Call toll-free for more information, or to place an order. Free demo disk on request. Free Telephone Support: 1 800 462-7736

30-day money-back guarantee. Order by check or money order. Visa, MasterCard, COD, or purchase order. Please add $5 shipping andhandling m U.S., $8 for Canada, $15 for all others. Colorado residents add 3% tax. Specify 5V4 or 3V2 diskette format.
Licensing available for hardware and software manufacturers. Dealer, VAR fif consultant inquiries welcome
Requires PC-DOS or MS-DOS 3.0 or higher, 384K total system memory Not required anymore: DOS training!
IBM, PC XT, AT, PS/2 and PC DOS are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark ofMicrosoft Corp. FILEBANK is a licensed trademark of and SUPPORT STATION is a trademark of Support Station Software
Copyrights 1988 Support Station Software, Aspen, Colorado USA
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UNRAVELING THE MYSTERIES • By VAN WOLVERTON

o ven advanced
PC users can be puzzled by DOS. The
operating system may seem like a mys-
terious collage of technical arcana, re-

sponding only to a few cryptic com-
mands—which you must type
perfectly—and revealing only the iden-
tity of the drive it's logged into, saying
simply C: >

.

At its heart, however, DOS is a sim-
ple program that links the user and the

computer. It contains a number of tools

that can make your system more power-
ful and easier to use. In this column, the
first of a series, we will explore one of
DOS's chief tools—a file called
AUTOEXEC.BAT.
AUTOEXEC.BAT is an ordinary

text file. This file contains a collection

of commands, and DOS automatically

executes these commands when you
boot up your system. Any program or
command you regularly run when you
start your system is a candidate for in-

clusion in your personal AUTOEX-
EC.BAT file.

The types of programs and com-
mands you may want to include in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT are the following:

• Memory-resident programs like

SideKick or ProKey.
• A disk cache program like

Lightning.

• A data compression program like

SQZ/Plus.

• The FASTOPEN command that

speeds disk operations.

• Disk manager or shell programs
like ldir or Direc-Tree.

By filing these programs in AU-
TOEXEC.BAT, you don't have to has-
sle with entering the commands each
time you start or restart your computer.
In addition, through the batch file, you
can change the DOS prompt to some-
thing more informative. You can also

use the batch file to tell DOS in which
directory you want to keep your
programs.

A typical AUTOEXEC.BAT file

might contain these commands:

PROMPT $P$G

PATH C:\PROGRAMS

FASTOPEN

SK

CD WORK

LOTUS

The instructions in this file tell DOS
to make the system program display the
current disk and pathname as the
prompt (the $P indicates the current
path; the $G, the prompt or greater-
than sign). The file's instructions also

ask DOS to load programs from a sub-
directory called PROGRAMS on drive

C:—no matter which drive or subdirec-
tory you're currently logged into. In ad-
dition, they tell DOS to run the FAST-
OPEN command; to load SideKick; to

change the currently logged directory
to WORK; and finally, to enter the
Lotus 1-2-3 program.

One problem you might encounter
with computers built with pre-AT tech-
nology is that AUTOEXEC.BAT auto-
matically prevents DOS from asking
you to enter the time and date. (AT and
PS/2 computers know the time and
date from their internal clocks.) How-
ever, you can make AUTOEXEC.BAT
query you by adding the commands
DATE and TIME to the file.

Starting Out Easy
You can create or change AUTOEX-
EC.BAT by using a text editor (like

EDLIN, which is included on one of
your DOS distribution disks). You can
also use a word processor that lets you

save text "files" without using format-
ting codes. Microsoft Word calls this not
formatted^ while WordStar calls it non-
document mode.
You don't have to have an editor, or a

special word processor, however. The
simplest way available to create an AU-
TOEXEC.BAT file is to use the COPY
command to enter text directly from
the keyboard to the batch file.

To begin experimenting with AU-
TOEXEC.BAT, build a file that can
serve as a framework for later explora-
tion. Copy the system disk to a new
floppy disk and type the following in-

structions at the DOS prompt:

COPY CON A : AUTOEXEC . BAT

PROMPT Hello from PC/Computing

DATE

TIME

"Z

You have just told DOS that you
wish to COPY the file called Con
(which is your keyboard) to a file called

It may take a few
tries to get the right

commands for your
AUTOEXEC.BAT,
but the satisfaction

of being in control

of your system is

worth it.

AUTOEXEC.BAT; to make the
prompt read, "Hello from PC/Comput-
ing"; and to list the date and time.

Finally, with Ctrl-Z, you told DOS to

clear the screen.
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FOR RETAILERS
ONLY:
BECAUSE
YOU SELL

ONE OF
THESE...

YOU SHOULD
SELL THIS...

Bring PC MAGAZINE, the

"silent salesman," into your

store and provide your cus-

tomers with clearly written com-
parative reviews of the hardware

and software you carry!

Knowledgeable PC users turn

to PC MAGAZINE 22 times a
year for in-depth evaluations

conducted by PC Labs, the pub-

lishing industry's only indepen-
dent product tester.

Increase the sale of your

inventory and earn additional

profits with PC MAGAZINE. For

more information on how you
can sell the profit leader, call

(212) 503-5380 or write:

Carol Benedetto

—

Retail Sales &
Marketing Manager
Ziff-Davis Publishing Company
One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

DOS

KeyMailer
Easy to use mail list management
software for large and small busi-

nesses. Prepares professional

mailing labels, personalized
correspondence and doubles as a

database too.

KeyChart
A complete presentation graphics

package for business, education

and scientific applications.

Creates a wide variety of charts

from your favorite spreadsheet or

database program.

KeyLibrarian
All in one library reference

manager and report/bibliography

generating system. Keeps your

journals, books, magazines,
newspapers and articles in biblio-

graphic order.

SoftKey
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC .

FOR MORE INFO OR TO ORDER

1-800-263-5800
IN CANADA (416) 598-5033
908 Niagara Palls Blvd., North Tbnawanda,

NY 14120-2060 U.S.A.

Circle 184 on Reader Service Card

To test these commands, boot your

system with the new floppy disk, and

see if it acts as usual but gives the new

prompt: Hello from PC/Computing.

You can check the contents of the file

by typing "type autoexec.bat". DOS
should display the four commands you

typed a moment ago.

Using the COPY command and your

favorite word processor, you can add

other commands and program names to

make DOS do your bidding automati-

cally—every time you boot your sys-

tem. Just type "copy autoexec.bat

+ con". The plus sign tells DOS to

combine the two files into one. DOS
displays the names of the two files it's

going to combine (AUTOEXEC.BAT
and Con), then waits for you to type the

contents of Con. Type the command

you want to add, then press Ctrl-Z to

clear the screen and to end the COPY
command.

If you've written a program in GW-
BASIC that you'd like it to execute,

simply include the name of the program

with any series of DOS commands that

you've selected. And remember that

unless you add time and date prompts

to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file, DOS
will automatically bypass these.

It may take you a few tries to get the

right mix of commands for your AU-
TOEXEC.BAT file, but the satisfaction

of being in control of (rather than con-

The underlying

operating systems

of a PC may seem
like a mysterious

collage of technical

arcana, responding

only to a few cryp-

tic, perfectly typed

commands.

trolled by) your system is worth it.

In future issues, this column will dis-

cuss, with other aspects of your operat-

ing system, everything from the Power

On Self Test to the three special pro-

grams that get the juices flowing

through your machine. (PC-DOS calls

these programs IBMBIO.COM, IBM-
SYS.COM, and COMMAND.COM,
but the names vary in MS-DOS.) E
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LAN
Dependable UPS systems from American Power Conversion

support the new UPS monitoring functions of :

Novell's SFT Level 2 NetWare"

3 Corn's 3S/400 server

# Banyan's VINES
M

Here's the American Power Conversion Advantage:

# Systems allow automatic, secure network shutdown during extended power outages.

# No supervisor intervention is required.

# Ideal for file servers which are sometimes unattended or attended by untrained personnel

f Complete power protection from blackouts, sags, noise, and surges.

A broad range of UPS products covers all networking requirements:

330 XT Low cost UPS protection for network workstations

For AT type servers, 3 Com servers, and CAD workstations

For SFT Level 2 and VINES file servers

For large file servers with multiple hard drives

For multiple PC's or very long backup power duration.

International models available. Inquire about our UPS application handbook.

450 AT
520 ES
800 RT
1200 VX

American Power Conversion

2 Columbia Street # P.O. Box 3723 I Peace Dale, Rl 02883 # Tel. (401) 789-5735
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Beautifully Simply
Simple Beautiful

Consider this: How many Pixie menu
selections does it take to create a complete
bar chart - with annotation, axes, title, and
legend? Just one.

How many menu
selections are needed
to change the bar

values? Add to the

title? Change the

axis scaling? Add
more bars? Would
you believe... none.

Zenographics introduces Pixie, a

new charting and drawing program
with the simplest, most obvious user

interface yet devised for presentation

graphics.

In technical terms, it's called direct

manipulation. To you, it means instant

learning - and because it's so visual,

Pixie is one program you'll never forget how to use.

Based on Microsoft® Windows, we think Pixie is the best
example yet, in any software category, of the power of the
graphical user interface.

Deep down, you know why you invest in

graphics: you want to look good. You want
to impress, to entertain, to inform, to sell.

Pixie can make you look good. Just

because it's simple doesn't mean it

isn't beautiful - great color, shaded
backgrounds, clean typefaces, drop
shadows, 3-D effects, and more.

Take a look at the slide on
the left. Does it look like it

could be created by a

graphics amateur? In 10

minutes? With a $195
graphics package?

Thousands of Pixie users

are making this very

image: it's Lesson 3 (just

six pages) in the Pixie

manual!

COMPUTER GRAPHICS MARKET
WORLDWIDE

mmercial/lndustrial by App

44%

CAD/CAM/CAE

I
Other

Pixie is Zenographics'

newest winner. It connects
beautifully with our flagship product Mirage - the PC-
based tool of choice for graphics professionals. Through
Mirage, Pixie gains access to the best and most complete
output device drivers, and to the artistic expertise of
thousands of Mirage power-users worldwide.

Pixi* (untitled)

Pixie

Harvard

Graphics

Freelance

Plus

Graphical user

interface?

Yes

(MS Windows)
No No

User interface

technique

Direct

manipulation

Fill-in

forms

Fill-in

forms

Editing preserved

if chart changes?

Yes No No

Screen Fonts Windows,

Bitstream,

Mirage

Helv,

1 hardware

font

Stick

Maximum colors

per image

16 million

(Windows limit)

16 12

Compatible with

professional

systems?

Yes

(Mirage)

No No

Price $195 $495 $495

ilc £dit uuout G^llfiy Style Colors sii>«

S Ell
Welcome to Pixie

Ourform

Zenographics

For dealer locations or

product information, call

(800) FON-PIXIE
(800) 366-7494

For credit card orders, call

(800) 222-9409
Theirform

CIRCLE NO. 126 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
19752 MacArthur Blvd. • Irvine, California 92715 • (714) 851-6352 • TLX 883006 (zeno ud)

See us at Siggraph Booth 258 See lis flt MfirWnrlH R/^fV. ^oo



ARTS AND LETTERS • By ANNE STUDABAKER

he CD-ROMs
are coming—at last—and one of the
first information products available in

the compact disk read-only memory
format for computer search and retriev-

al is, naturally enough, a library of in-

formation about computers.
Introduced in May by Ziff Commu-

nications Co. and Lotus Development
Corp., Computer Library is a clip file of
articles from computer periodicals

—

but in the kind of volume only a CD-
ROM disk can provide. The disk con-
tains the full text of 19,000 articles from
ten computer-industry journals, includ-

ing Byte, Digital Review, Info World, PC
Magazine, and PC Week. In addition, it

has abstracts of 43,000 articles from
more than 120 other periodicals, in-

cluding The New York Times, The Wall
Street Computer Review, Communica-
tionsWeek, and Online Today.

Computer Library is a tool for re-

search by journalists, PC coordinators,

management information systems
(MIS) directors, and marketing manag-
ers. The $695 subscription price in-

cludes the first CD disk, documenta-
tion, and an updated disk every month
for 12 months.

Access to such volumes of informa-
tion requires power. On the hardware
side, that means an IBM PC/XT, PC
AT, or compatible; a CD-ROM drive
(Ziff offers a Sony player for an addi-
tional $635); DOS 3.1 or later; at least

300 kilobytes of RAM; and 500K of
available space on a hard drive.

On the software side, Computer Li-
brary comes with the muscle it needs to

effectively search more than 40,000
items.

The search software offers Browse,
Query, Copy, Maintenance, Info, and
Exit options. To start a search, simply
type "Q" for query and hit Enter.

To research the DOS-versus-OS/2
debate, for example, you frame the que-
ry by typing "DOS and alternatives"

and hitting Enter.

The cursor disappears and a window
pops up. The library has 15,873 refer-

ences to "DOS" in its memory, 880 ref-

erences to "alternatives," and 176 doc-
uments in which the two are linked.

The curious can escape from the
query by hitting "B" and can browse
through the 176 documents by pressing
a cursor key—each reference to DOS
and alternatives is highlighted. And if

176 items prove too many to review (it

CD-ROM products in the financial-in-

formation area, including OneSource.
BlueFish includes some very powerful
capabilities for searching large full-text

databases, including proximity searches
using "within," "without," and
"andp"—an operator that looks for two
search terms in the same paragraph.

Computer Library is about as compat-
ible a product as exists in the still-in-

compatible world of CD-ROM. The li-

brary disks and Sony Model 6100 CD-

The Computer Library is a clip file of
articles from computer periodicals but in a
volume only a CD can provide.

is a lot), simply escape back to the main
menu to edit the query.

The original query is retrieved by
typing "Q" once again, followed by
"F2". With the word "obsolete" added,
the library yields only six documents
that contain all three of the words we
specified.

Browsing through the six articles is

quick and easy; a variety of keys—ar-

rows, PgUp, PgDn, Plus, and Minus-
move the display from line to line, page
to page, article to article.

Saving an article is as easy as copying
a file. The F10 key brings up a menu of
file-management functions: Log, Que-
ry, Setting, Mark, Goto, Attachment,
Copy, and Exit. From the list of docu-
ments on the screen, one is marked and
a file name and drive specified. "Copy"
writes the article to a text file on mag-
netic disk. From there it can be worked
on with a word processing program

—

included in a document, edited, and
printed out.

The search software is the BlueFish
product from Lotus Development
Corp., which has developed its own

ROM drive are compatible with the
High Sierra standard subscribed to by a

number of hardware makers and CD-
ROM publishers, including Microsoft,
which offers The Microsoft Bookshelf.

Computer Library is a useful, usable
research tool, but a library it is not. It

lacks that particular musty, dusty smell
of piles of old journals that any re-

searcher associates with the acquisition
of knowledge. And maybe the first disk
should come with a sign to put on top of
the user's computer: "QUIET,
PLEASE." f]

Computer Library
List Price;

Requires:

$695 per year.

At least 300K RAM and
500K available space on hard
disk drive, CD-ROM drive,
DOS 3.1 or later.

In Short: This CD-ROM package is

easy to use and provides
computer information from
more than 130 periodicals.

Ziff Communications Co.
One Park Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 503-4400
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NFL FOOTBALL
Predict the Winners!
Point Spreads & Final Scores!

Fast and Easy-to-Use!

SCORECAST MAKES YOU
THE EXPERT!

'Theprogram has obviously been designed by someone
whose head is seriously intofootball statistics .

. . Other

software vendorsshould takea hintfrom Scorecasfs design

and try to make their user interface as intuitively

appropriate. " —PC Week

"Scorecast is worth more than 500 inspired hunches .

.

.

Afun, easy and quick way to analyze thousands ofteam

statistics andproject realistic scores. Once you enter the

currentyear and understand how to select thefunctions,

you can put the users manual away. " —PC World

FEATURES:
Database, graphics, printouts and predictions.

23 on-screen barcharts for every game.

Preloaded with over 50,000 statistics. 1983 to present season.

Ready to run! Includes current season's schedule.

Use it year after year.

Finetunes itself throughout the season for optimum performance.

Scorecast uses tested formulas and hundreds ofcalculations to forecast

final scores, winners and point spreads.

Considers passing, rushing, turnovers, scoring efficiency and

dozens of other competitive factors.

Weighs schedule difficulty, recent game performance, home

fieldadvantage, common opponents and more!

Scorecast is written in machine code which gives a level ot

responsiveness rarely in programs of any kind!

On-screen or hardcopy printouts of team performance, ranking sheets

and point spread listings.

NEW FEATURES FOR VERSION II:

Uses your system's available memory to load up to 10 seasons of

week by week game statistics.

Super Bowl preview: Forecast all remaining games ol the season to

predict final team standings and Super Bowfgame.

Modify Scorecasfs standard formulas and test your own prediction

theories

Print a detail sheet for any game. All "stats" for both teams on a single

printout.

Power ratings" for each team.

EASYTO UPDATE FROMYOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER

.

SSl0NjJEcASTlNG

MAKES

OR YOU CAN UPDATE BY MODEM:
Datafiles are updated every Tuesday night for the previous week's

eames pre-season through the Super Bowlfrom General Electric' s GEnie

Sr Computer Sports World (CSW).
. „M u a a

The file takes less than five minutes to download at 1200 baud and

includes the entire season-to-date "stats." With both GEnie and CSW
you are only charged for your time on line, there are no additional

charges for the data file, or long distance charges.

$64.95START THE SEASON RIGHT!
REQUEST SCORECAST TODAY!

Complete program with four years "stats" and manual (not copy

protected). Add on $3.00 for shipping and handling.

To order by VISA or Mastercard, call Toll- Free:

1-800-223-6596, or 1-818-335-7007 in California

Dealers, call Navarre-. 1-800-328-4827, extension 1765
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(ffC-IlfaTuS Cowboys Sack-yds lost
Return yds
Passes
Punts
Funbles-lost

Update 11UI Analyze HTTDTDI Forecast [QJ Penal ties-yds

NFC-C Detroit Lions
NFC-C Green Bay Packers

III
iiiii

Score
First downs
Rushes-yds

/ Passiny-yds
Sack-yds los

H
18-5

13
7-4

12
13-24-
6-39.

2-
10-96

*
19

45-157
219

12-18-0
3-46.9

3-1
19-75

[LhleaaLock, [Uhllpdate Stats, [Spacebarl=Analyze, M or [Enterl^Forecast

The built-in database puts detailed "stats"for even'

preseason, regular and post-season game .
. . right

at yourfingertips.

5CDHECR5T Pro Football
Forecasting Systew

•Analysis

rHon jS Los t

^Vd^mer
Pts/Yd H

Tradewind Software
As of... 85-86 It hoae—

i

NFC-C Chicago Bears
NFC-E New York Giants
AFC-H Denver Broncos
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RADEWIND
OFTWARE
111 North Glendora Ave., Suite 243

lendora. California 91740

Runs on IBM PC or

compatible, 128kB of Ram,

1 disk drive, DOS 2.0 or

higher Mono or color

(graphics adapter not

required.) Printer optional.

[lave: 24
Avy pts per yane
Scored: 22 Cave: 24

Avy pts per wane
Scored: 24 Gave: 19
Avy pts per wane

NVJ Offense

Cle Offense

NVJ Defense Canes: 16

Cle Defense Canes: 16

[sM?Wr!ffiTC<^eTectajiaXjsT^ "eysl select and unselect gane types

[ Spacebar! =De tails [PUPre-gane [Tl=TrtnJ [M=Bank EXlOff/Def

2 j on-screen barcharts/ Theysize-up everyimportant
competitive anglefor every game.
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"if I had a computer this

letter could he much neater
and aii the spelling and
punctuation would lie

ara Walker,

13, lives in New York City.

Her experience with compu-
ters, besides her father's office

PC, has been in school with
classroom Apples.

Kids . .
.
this is your page in PC/Computing. Not just for you, but also by you. Send us your submis-

sion for this department (size limit: one SVz" x 11 page) to: KIDS Department, PC/Computing
Magazine, 80 Blanchard Rd., Burlington, Mass. 01803. Iff we publish your letter, we'll send you a
check ffor $25—so make sure you include your complete home address and your telephone number.
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1 800 328-4473 US 1 818 705-1895

1 800 231-6603 CA

VARE J
) 5W00

SOFTWARE
ALDUS
Pagemaker 3.0

AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS
Design Cad

Design Cad 3D

ASMTON TATE
Multimate II

Dbase III Plus

Rapidfile

Framework II

Chartmaster

Master Graphics

ASK SAM SYSTEM
Ask Sam
AUTODESK
Autosketch Enhanced

BANNER BLUE
Org Plus

BLOC DEVELOPMENT
Formtool W/Greatest Hits

BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES
Boeing Graphics (3D Color)

BORLAND
Turbo Database Toolbox

Turbo Graphix

The Developer's Library

Turbo Lightning

Reflex

Superkey
Turbo Prolog

Turbo Basic

Turbo C
Sidekick

Sidekick Plus

Eureka

Quattro

Paradox V 2.0

Turbo Pascal 4.0

Turbo Tutor 4

BOURBAK1
1 Dir PLUS
BREAKTHROUGH
Timeline V 3

Timeline Graphics

BRODERBUND
Print Shop
Memory Mate

BUTTONWARE
PC File +
CENTRAL POINT
Copy II PC

Copy II PC Option Brd Dlx

PC Tools Deluxe

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
Supercalc IV

Superproject Expert

ACCPAC BPI

Silverado

CONCENTRIC DATA SYSTEMS
R & R Relational Report

CONSUMER SOFTWARE
Duet

CORE INTERNATIONAL
Corefast

DAC
Easy Accounting 2

Easy Payroll 2

Bonus Pack

DELTA TECHNOLOGY
Direct Access

DIGITAL MARKETING
Grammatik II

DIGITAL RESEARCH
Gem Desktop

Gem Draw' PI us

Gem 1st Word Plus

Gem Word Chart

Presentation Team
Desktop Publisher

DIGITALK
Smalltalk V
Smalltalk V 286
EXECUTIVE SYSTEMS
X Tree

X Tree Pro

FIFTH GENERATION
Fast back

Fastback Plus

FOX SOFTWARE
Foxbase Flus

Foxbase Multi-user

Foxbase Runtime Unlimited

FUNK SOFTWARE
Sideways

165.00
165 00

289.00
409.00
199.00
429.00
229.00
309.00

255.00

65.00

65.00

65.00

219.00

65.00

65.00
235.00
65.00

90.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
59.00
129.00

99.00
149.00
429.00
65.00
45.00

55.00

359.00
119.00

39.00

45.00

45.00

29 00

115.00

45.00

299 00

459.00
295.00
99 00

115.00

55.00

99.00

59 00

40.00

109.00

55.00

59.00

32.00
179.00
125 00
119 00

295.00
185 00

79 00

149 00

39.00

69 00

82.00

105 00

215 00

299 00

279 00

40.00

ADVANTAGES
• Orders placed before 3 p.m. (PST) shipped

same day

• We welcome corporate accounts

• Free technical support

• Immediate replacement of defective goods

• Bulk discounts

• One million dollar inventory

GENERIC SOFTWARE
Generic Cad

Dot Plot

Auto Convert

Auto Dimension

3D Solid Modeling/Rendering

HAYES
Smartcom III

IBM
Dis playwnte IV

DOS 3 3

LATTICE
Lattice C Compiler

LEADING EDGE
Word Processor W/Spell/Merge

Word Processor V 1 5

LIFETREE
Total Word
LIVING VI DEOTEXT
Grandview

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT
Symphony V 2

Manuscript

Lotus 1-2-3

Hal

Freelance Plus

Graphwriter II

Metro

MATHSOFT
Mathcad 2.0

MAXTHINK
Max Think

MECA
Managing Your Money 4.0

MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
Carbon Copy Plus

MICROGRAFX
Designer

MICROLOGIC
Tornado W/Library

MICROPRO
Wordstar Professional 5

Wordstar 2000 Plus

MICRORIM
Rbase for Dos

MICROSOFT
Pageview

Quick C

Word
Quickbasic

C Compiler

Fortran Compiler

Cobol Compiler

Macro Assembler

Learning DOS
Flight Simulator

Excel

Windows 386

PC Works
MICROSTUF
Crosstalk XVI

Crosstalk Mark 4

MIGENT
Ability Plus

NANTUCKET
Clipper

NASHOBA
Nutshell Plus

NEW ENGLAND SOFTWARE
Graph-ln-The-Box

NORTH EDGE SOFTWARE
Timeslips III

PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Info

VP Planner

VP Planner Plus

PATTON A PATTON
Flowcharting II Plus

PAUL MACE
Mace Utilities

PC SUPPORT GROUP
Lightning

Lucid 3D V 2.0

PEACHTREE
Complete Accounting ll

PERSOFT
Smarterm 240

Referee

PETER NORTON COMPUTING
Norton Utilities

Norton Utilities Advanced

Norton Commander
POLYTRON
Polywindows Desk Plus

Polyboost II

59 00

29.00

29 00

29.00

185.00

165.00

299.00
95.00

245.00

65.00
99 00

265.00

169.00

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

239.00

49.00

125.00

119.00

479.00

79.00

259.00
245.00

509.00

39.00

69.00

239.00
69.00

309.00
309.00
469.00
105.00
39.00
39.00

329.00
145.00
145.00

99.00
129 00

145.00

399.00

169.00

55.00

119.00

69.00

59.00
99.00

155.00

59.00

59.00

89 00

165.00

209.00
45.00

55 00
79 00

39.00

49.00

45 00

• Immediate shipment on purchase orders

from qualified institutions (schools and

universities included).

• No hidden charges.

TERMS:
All prices subject to change without notice.

We do not guarantee compatibility. No sur-

charge for VISA or MasterCard . 2% surcharge

65.00
95.00

CALL

75.00

59.00

379.00

79.00
32.00

39 00

42.00
42.00

42.00

119.00

60 00

49.00

65.00

119.00
140.00

65.00

95.00
389.00
319.00

219.00

90.00

55.00

65 00

95.00

32.00

22.00

55.00

189.00

89 00

65.00

249.00

349.00
75 00

195.00

299 00
125 00

65.00

115.00
345.00

519.00

PRIME SOLUTIONS
Disk Technician

Disk Technician Plus

QUAID SOFTWARE
Copywrite/Zerodisk

QUARTERDECK
Desqview 2.01

RIGHTSOFT
Rightwriter

SCITOR
Project Scheduler Network

SIMON * SCHUSTER
New World Writer

Typing Tutor IV

SOFTCLONE
Mirror II

SOFTLOGIC SOLUTIONS
Disk Optimizer

Cubit

Double DOS

@ Liberty

Magic Mirror

SOFTWARE MASTER
Flash 5.6

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS First Publisher

Professional Write

PFS Professional File

PFS Professional Plan

PFS First Choice

Harvard Total Project II

Harvard Graphics

SYMANTEC
Q & A 3.0

TRAVELLING SOFTWARE
Laplink Plus

TURNER HALL
Note-It-Plus

SQZ Plus

Cambridge Spreadsheet Analyst

UNISON WORLD
Print master Plus

Art Gallery I & II &IN (Each)

Newsmaster II

WALLSOFT
The Documentor

dFlow

WISEWARE
Prime Time

WORD PERFECT CORPORATION
Word Perfect 5.0

Word Perfect Network Server

Word Perfect Network Add-On

Plan Perfect

Data Perfect

Word Perfect Executive

Word Perfect Library

WORD TECH
DBXL Diamond
Quicksilver lamond

XEROX
Ventura Publisher 1 1

HARDWARE
ARRAY TECHNOLOGIES (ATI)

EgaWonder 189.00

AST RESEARCH
Premium 286 Model 140 Computer 3049.00

Premium 286 Model 80 Computer 1999.00

Advantage Premium 512K 335.00

Six Pack Plus 384K 269.00

Six Pack Premium 256K 219.00

Rampage AT 51 2K 439.00

AST 5251 /II Enhanced 579.00

Hot Shot 286 395.00

ATD ZUCKER
Monographics Short Card 79.00

Memory Expansion 384K 175.00

Modular I/O Bare P/S/Clock 75.00

Clock Board Standalone 35.00

1200 Baud Internal Modem 85.00

CITIZEN
120D 159.00

MSP 40 349.00

MSP 15E 369.00

MSP 50 449.00

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
P1 5 Power Director 99.00

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
IRMA 3278 759.00

EVEREX
EV 1800 8MHZ AT System 875.00

EV 1800 10MHZ AT System 1149.00

Evercom II 1200 Modem 129.00

Evercom III 2400 Int Modem 225.00

American Express. No returns without RA#.

Short shipments must be notified within 48

hours. 15% restocking fee on non-defective

goods: $3.
r CO D. charge. Shipping $4.50

per item, less on bulk orders. ($8.50 Blue La-

bel.) (Higher for some hardware items.)

Call for prices for any item not included in

this price list.

RAM 3000 EMS Expansion

FIFTH GENERATION
Logical Connection 256K

HAYES
Smartmodem 1200

Smartmodem 1200B W/Software

Smartmodem 2400

Smartmodem 2400B W/Software

HERCULES
Hercules Monochrome Plus

HEWLETT PACKARD
Laserjet II

Fonts for Laserjet \\

INTEL
Above Board PC 64K

Above Board 286 W/512K
8087-3 (5MHZ)
8087-2 (8 MHZ)
80287 (6 MHZ)
80827 (8 MHZ)
80287 (10 MHZ)
INTERNATIONAL BATTERY
AT Replacement Battery

AST Six Pack Battery

IRWIN MAGNETICS
120 XT 20MB Internal

125 AT 20 MB Internal

KENSINGTON
Master pi ece

Masterpiece Plus

Masterpiece Remote
LOGITECH
Logimouse C7
Logimouse Hi Rez

Logimouse C7 + Paintbrush

Logimouse W/Cad/Paint
Publisher Mouse
MICROSOFT
BUS Mouse W/Pamtbrush
BUS Mouse W/Windows
Serial Mouse W/Pamtbrush
Serial Mouse W/Wmdows
MICROSPEED
Fast 88

MIGENT
Pocket Modem
MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC Mouse BUS Plus

PC Mouse Serial Plus

NEC HOME ELECTRONICS
Multisync II

Multisync Plus

NEC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P 760 Printer

P 660
P 2200 80 COL
OK IDATA
Microline 182 Plus

Microlme 192 Plus

Microline 193 Plus

Microline 292 W/lnterface

Microline 293 W /! nterface

Laserlme 6

PARADISE
Autoswitch 480
Modular Graphics Card

VGA Plus

PLUS DEVELOPMENT
Hardcard 20 MB
Hardcard 40 MB
POLAROID
Polaroid Palette

Polaroid Palette Plus

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Practical Modem 1200 Internal

Practical Modem 1200 SA
Practical Modem 2400 INT

Practical Modem 2400 SA
SAMSUNG
Amber Monitor

SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY
ST 251 40MB No Controller

ST 225 20MB W/Cont rol ler

ST 238 30M B W/Controller

ST 4038 30MB For AT

SUMMAGRAPH ICS

Summasketch 1201 Plus

TOUCHBASE
Worldport 2400 Modem
Worldport 1200 Modem
TOSHIBA
T 1000 Laptop

T 3100-20 Laptop

P321 Pnntr

P341 E SL

P351 Model 2

11900

399 00

325 00

325.00
489 00

489.00

199 00

1849 00
CALL

269 00

369 00

119.00
175 00

199 00

299 00

349 00

27.50

3.50

349.00

349.00

89.00

109 00

115 00

79.00

99 00

95.00
139 00

129 00

115.00

155.00

115.00
155 00

79 00

115.00

99.00

99.00

629.00

1015 00

679.00
499 00

389 00

269 00

375 00

509 00

509 00

669.00

1539 00

169.00

129 00

259 00

599 00

749.00

1499.00
2399 00

99 00

119 00

165 00

199 00

85.00

439.00
299.00

349.00
529 00

419 00

279 00

159 00

1059.00
3699 00

549 00

759 00

1109 00

Order desk & technical support open:

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday-Friday

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday (PST)

P O. BOX 1 588
6934 Canby St. Suite #109-110

Reseda, CA 91335

Wc welcome International Orders and

Corporate Accounts.

Telex 292415COMPU UR/Fax 818-705-4885

1 818 705-1895 US 1 800 231-6603 CA 1 800 328-4473 US
CIRCLE NO. 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PCs IN THE PROFESSIONS • By THOMAS PAGE

^^^p^ ime was, ar-

chitect rolled up his sleeves, sharpened

his pencils, sat down at a drafting table,

and made a building.

Now, personal computers are taking

the practice of architecture from the In-

dustrial Age into the Information Age.

Tactile joys—pencil on paper, sheets

spread across large desks, erasers and

T-squares and parallel bars—are being

replaced by a softly lighted terminal

and mouse. These days, when an archi-

tect makes a mistake he doesn't erase it,

he deletes it.

The romantic image may be fading.

But ifwe define architecture as the abil-

ity to simulate a conception of a build-

ing in model form, then the more real

the simulation, the more effective the

construction process and the more
faithful the building to its design. And
that's where computers—from main-

frames to personals—all shine.

As PCs become less expensive and

their technology more sophisticated,

the smaller machines are becoming the

building blocks of the profession.

IBM PCs dominate the business side

of architecture; the Apple Macintosh,

the graphic presentation side. Accep-

tance of both is now widespread in ap-

plications as diverse as accounting,

specifications, project management and

scheduling, and, in the last year or two,

marketing and all forms of report

writing.

Personal computers are putting ar-

chitectural competition on a more even

plane. A small company that uses its

PCs in the right way can be as effective

The exteriors shown here are

part of an architectural

proposal for the headquarters

of Edison Brothers Stores.

The computer animation is

by David Munson of

HOK Architects.

in creating proposals, designs, and

drawings as a large firm with a

mainframe.

Computer-assisted design (CAD)
opens up new worlds of creativity in de-

sign and in testing options. It endlessly

and effortlessly replicates details, pro-

tecting the geometry of intricate de-

signs. Right now, most firms focus their

CAD capability on production, churn-

ing out the paperwork needed for con-

struction document packages. But as

PC-based CAD becomes less expen-

sive, more available, and increasingly

reliable, PCs will be used more and

more for design.

The rise of laser-printer service cen-

ters that can handle large documents

gives additional impetus to PCs in their

competition with mainframe CAD.
But the transition of architecture into

the world of computers takes time and

money—lots of both.

When the computer age hit, many ar-

The tactile joys of

pencil on paper
are being replaced by

a softly lighted

computer terminal

and a mouse.

chitects spent enormous sums on ex-

pensive mainframe CAD equipment

and training only to have their opera-

tors pirated away. As a result, many
firms have simply let the fancy big ma-
chines sit idle, turning them on to im-

press a client but doing the majority of

their work on personal computers.

But architects who grew up in an

electronic environment appear to ac-

cept and use computer technology with

greater willingness and ease. They
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I HPACT

learned on handheld calculators, not
slide rules. For them, reality is electron-

ic. And the personal computer is their

tool of choice.

Of course, there is no assurance that
the personal computer will be accepted
automatically in any architectural of-

fice. The boss is the key—he must want
it to happen.

For sheer ingenuity in overcoming
computer resistance, a prize should go
to a 16-person Tennessee architecture

firm whose owner told the staff he
would pay the first $800 toward a home
computer and provide interest-free fi-

nancing on any amount above that. The
only requirement: the home computer
had to be compatible with the office

system. Fifteen people took him up on
the offer.

When it comes to personal comput-
ers, the average architectural firm looks
for ease of use. And that's the competi-
tive edge the Apple Macintosh offers,

along with incredible graphics capabili-

ties, desktop publishing qualities, and,
equally important, its new ability to

communicate with the in-house IBM.
In-house IBM compatibility is signif-

icant because the original computer ex-
perts all went for IBM and then became
concerned that if any new kind of com-
puter were introduced, a tower of elec-

tronic babel would be created. So they
guarded their architectural kingdoms
against invasion from non-IBM
compatibles.

(In all fairness, it should be said that

the smaller Apple Macintosh group was
equally paranoid; its motto seemed to

be, "IBM will get you if you don't
watch out.")

Less than a decade ago, the main in-

formation roadways were dominated by
the computer equivalent of trains, bus-
es, and planes, all leaving on someone
else's schedule and taking someone
else's routes. The emergence of the per-
sonal computer and its accelerating ad-
vancement in computing power are the

equivalent of the automobile: they let

the individual control his own tasks.

And they let him control the tasks in his

own time and at his own speed.

In architecture, that might mean that

a project manager uses his personal
computer for a job instead of relying on
the company's central mainframe and
its guardians. Architecture firms, like

many others, have bought personal

computers complete with spelling and
grammar checkers and have insisted

that staffers do their own reports and
interoffice correspondence. This elimi-

nates the time involved in dictating or
writing out a document and then re-

viewing, discussing, and revising it—of-

ten an endless task if other people have
to do the retyping. As a by-product, the

clerical staff—along with the over-
head—shrinks.

Architecture firms want computer
users, not operators or programmers.
That's the virtue of the personal com-
puter—particularly the Macintosh,
which is easy to learn and incredibly

versatile in the hands of visually orient-

ed people.

In the accounting office and the
drafting room, architecture firms can
network their PCs for billing and for

clear, accurate drawings—easy ways to

impress clients.

With these CAD-generated
images of a retail project, you
can "take a walk" inside the

building. The images are the

work of the architectural firm

of RTKL Associates.

In presentations to clients or to pub-
lic bodies who must approve a project, a

firm can put digital stereo sound behind
its slides and pictures and present
drawings in three-dimensional color.

And perhaps most important of all, if

enough clients are sufficiently im-
pressed, the firm can raise its fees.

Finally, CAD offers a form of elec-

tronic quality control that highlights er-

rors, omissions, ambiguities, and con-
flicts in a set of drawings. By closing the
window of liability a bit more, a PC can
mitigate today's crushing insurance
costs.

Architectural models are used in

many ways: to explore design options,

to present a design to a client, to sell

tenant space in a building, and more. In
its New York office, Skidmore, Owings
& Merrill has a laser cutter that can be
programmed to cut a model from CAD
drawings with remarkable speed, accu-
racy, and fidelity to detail. It's an ex-
pensive tool right now, but as the tech-
nology accelerates, the cost will drop.

The emergence of color three-di-

mensional computer models, which
show what a building will be like from
the inside via a "walkabout" to look at

the space, will change the traditions of
architectural practice and presentation.

Video modeling complete with words
and music will make today's static mod-
els obsolete.

It seems clear that PC technology
will transform a profession known for

its love of tradition. Off-the-shelf soft-

ware, ever-more-powerful chips, new
compact disk technology—all will

change the way architecture is

practiced.

And it's going to happen soon. Com-
puter-trained architects—accustomed
to seeing drawings on-screen, in three

dimensions and in color—are poised to

take over leadership positions from
those who learned to draw buildings on
paper. f]

Thomas Page, director ofcommunications
for RTKL Associates, is a nationally-

known figure in the field of architectural

marketing.
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WITH THE LOWEST PRICES EVER
386 & 286 HIGH PERFORMANCE

SUITS, TIES, WINGTIPSAND HEELS. ^™
On the outside many of us look the same But inside the

differences can be amazing. Some of us are fester and
some more powerful, some more versatile, and some
more frugal. SOME ARE MADE FOR GREATNESSAND
OTHERS ARE JUST ORDINARY Well, the same is true

with computers.

ALL COMPUTERSARE NOTMADE THE SAME
NORTHGATE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!
From the outside most computers also look similar. But

at Northgate we put more into a computer than anyone
else More power, more performance, more features.

Check our products feature for feature against any of

the competition. We did. And the Northgate price/

performance ratio makes it an all-world BEST BUY

Optional
Color Monitor

Shown

sssssgs

DESKTOP CONFIGURATION
SAVE $200.00

JUST $3458.50
Experience The Speed of "TURBO COMPUTING POWER"
800,000 Bytes Per Second Data Transfer Rate • RLL ENCODED HARD DRIVES
• 1:1 Interleaving • Turbo Speed Hard Drive Controllers • World's Highest Performance Computer Systems!

Here's what the experts say... "PC Labs tested drive throughput on all the (21) machines in this reviewAND
NORTHGATES 80286 WAS THE FASTEST. .

.

" PC Mag., Feb. 16, 1988.
'

'The Northgate 386 Tower is an impressive system.

Operating approximately eighteen times faster than the original PC..." -Computer Shopper, June 1988.

COMMON HARD DRIVE CONTROLLERS

HERE'S THE
SECRET OF
"NORTHGATE
TURBO
THROUGHPUT ™'

The advanced design
that makes these
systems perform 400%
faster than other

computers as they are

commonly configured
and sold by most
vendors in the PC
industry!

STANDARD
MFM DRIVE
3:1 INTERLEAVE

STANDARD
SLOW
CONTROLLER

Other vendors supply only MFM
type drives. Even these with 28MS access
are slower than the Northgate System.

Virutally no controllers can do RLL
and 1:1 interieaving-thus slow down
data transfer.

200,000 DATA
TRANSFER RATE

Data Transfer, the true measure of

computer performance, cannot exceed 200,000 bytes

per second in getting data to the computer's processor.

ORDINARY
PARTS

ORDINARY
PERFORMANCE

NORTHGATE HAS 400% FASTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE!

NORTHGATE
RLL DRIVE
1:1 INTERLEAVE

Northgate's unique Hard Drive is

RLL encoded (50% more formatted
capacity) AND with 1:1 Interleave reads/

writes data faster than 28ms drives.

NORTHGATE
16-BIT TURBO
CONTROLLER

800,000 BYTES PER SECOND
DATA TRANSFER RATE

400% FASTER

Northgate's 16-Bit Turbo Throughput
Controller enables our high speed
Data Transfer rate.

NORTHGATE
SYSTEM IS

400%
FASTER

Northgate Delivers System
Performance Unmatched by Other
Vendors. Ask them and prove it to yourself!

STANDARD on both 286 & 386

1 megabyte RAM Hercules compatible
graphics card with

parallel port
8 slots-6 16-BIT AND 2 8-BIT

80287 socket

Setup in ROM I/O card w/ 1 parallel, 1 serial

RLL Turbo Throughput' 65
Meqabyte Fixed Disk

16 bit memory expansion to 16

meg
MS-DOS 3.3 & GW-BASIC

1.2m 5.25" DUAL DENSITY
Floppy Hard Drive caching

1.44m 3.5" DUAL DENSITY
Floppy

Golden Bow VOPT disk

optimizer

14" flat screen monitor
(choice of white or amber)

Northgate OMNI KEY/102
keyboard

One year limited warranty

ADDITIONAL in 386

64K 0-Wait State

HARDWARE CACHE
TRUE TOWER CASE
(Desktop optional)

TRUE 32 bit Double
Sigma processor

Dallas Real time clock

80387 support
available

COMPLETE SYSTEMS-
MORE PERFORMANCE, MORE FEATURES, NOTHING MORE TO BUY!
Compare all that Northgate provides as standard, nobody gives you this much system for so little money:

The 386 and 286
Systems IncludeA
65MB HARD DRIVE
and TWO
FLOPPIES-
5.25 & 3.5

OPTIONS for 286 & 386

20MHz (for 386) $94900

RAM upqrades to 16 MegaByte
Market
Price

EGA $49500

EGA + $79500

Larger, Faster RLL drives call

Monster ESDI drives call

Internal Tape Backup $695°°

External Tape Backup *895°°

Co-processors call

Game Ports
$20°o

Second Serial port $35°°

Extended Warranty call

On-Site Maintenance call

Reads/Writes all disks, including
360KB, 720KB, 1.2MB, and 14MB,
for 100% diskette compatibility

with PS/2 & Portables.



ON THE MOST COMPLETE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS!

OS/2
READY!

•mm
IS- """l mm "„ *L

§IM YOU'LL NEVER SEE
44111 7H/S MUCH PERFORMANCE

AT THISWWA PRICE
FROMANYONE BUT

NORTHGATE!
Northgate includes every feature
you need for high performance

computing. No phony "bare
bones" pricing. NO hidden costs.
Exciting extras you won't get from

other vendors. And a price
hundreds lower than you'll pay

elsewhere for the same features
're even offered.

mm

NEW! THEACCLAIMED OMNI KEY/102
ISNOWSTANDARD ONALL
NORTHGATE COMPUTERS!-a regular

$89j00
Here's what the experts say: "...12 function keys on the left where God
intended them. ..revolutionary and much needed... Better than any
replacement keyboard. . . durable, well-designed, sensible and has just
the right feel... "-Gary Ray, PC Week.

AND NOW, FOR EVEN GREATER PERFORMANCE...
DRIVE CACHINGAND VOPT™ OPTIMIZERAREINCLUDED!
Included for your hard drive is Northgate's exclusive Insta-Cache™ Hard Disk Caching program. Once a file is read it's in cache.
Retrieving it again is O-wait. No hard drive access is needed. This is an $80.00 value, yours at no extra cost. AND...WE ALSO GIVE
YOU THE BEST DISK OPTIMIZER PROGRAM EVER-VOPT™ BY GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS. CLEANS UP FRAGMENTED
SECTORS AUTOMATICALLY EVERY TIME YOU STARTYOUR SYSTEM. A $50.00 VALUE, AGAIN YOURS FREE WITH NORTHGATE.

ALL THIS...PLUS THE INDUSTRY'S MOSTMEANINGFUL SERVICE
& WARRANTY POLICY-FULL YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY, PARTSAND LABOR.
"One of the best warranties in the business''-Computer Shopper, June 1988.

ALL SYSTEMS COME FULLY CONFIGUREDAND INCLUDE
AUTOMATED FORMATTING SOFTWARE!

Use Our Toil-Free Order Number
NORTHGATE
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
A Division OF ABL INCORPORATED

We accept
Visa

Mastercard
American Express

CALL 800-548-1993
Hours: M-F 8 a,m,-7 pm CST Sat 9 a,m,-2 pm CST
Your order will be processed immediately and shipped surprisingly fast. AT, XT, PS/2
and IBM are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Inc. Northgate
is not responsible for errors or omissions in this advertisement. Prices are subject to
change without notice. circle no. 140 on reader service card.



NOW...ENHANCED XT TYPE SYSTEM WITH
65MB HARD DRIVE, ONLY $1449.00!
NOW...For the buyer who doesn't need i

286 speed but wants an XT type system 1

complete and ready to plug-in and run. IWiWi l

Northgate offers its XTurboA/20/8-65.
|

Firlffll jl

ALL THESE FEATURESAND MOREARE STANDARD: I

V20 Microprocessor • 640K Memoryon Motherboard • 360K 1

Floppy Drive • MiniScribe 65MB FAST Hard Drive • 8 Expansion Jfca^ 1
Slots • 2 Parallel, 1 Serial Port, Clock Calendar; Game Port • Amber Jm
Screen or Paper White TTL Graphic Monitor with Hercules 1
Compatible Video Card • Northgate "C/T" Click-Tactile 84-key AT Jim ^^MasM^^,, > M
style Keyboard or new Omni Key/102

rM
at no extra charge • Case is

~~

foe AT style with turbo button, keylock res^t button and indicator lights.

WE MOSTPOWERFUL
WARRANTYIN THE C

30-Day Compatibility Warranty:
Northgate guarantees this system will operate any standard,

commercially available DOS programs written for use on IBM
Compatible Computers. If, on consultation with Northgate, a
program cannot be made to operate satisfactorily, owner may
return the system, complete and unaltered for a prompt and full

refund including all freight costs.

One-Year Overnight AT NORTHGATE EXPENSE
Parts Replacement Warranty:

Northgate Computer Systems warrants that all systems sold by
Northgate will be free of defects in workmanship and materials for

one year from date of shipment.
In the event of failure of a part that disables the system
Northgate will ship, the same day if notified by 12 Noon Central

Time, a new replacement part. Customer must phone
Northgate Customer Service for diagnosis of the failure.

Shipment of the replacement part will be by overnight express

service-AT NORTHGATES EXPENSE-for next day delivery

depending on the carrier's ability to provide such service in

owner's geographic area.

Owner must return any replaced part, complete and unaltered,

and pay return shipping costs, to be received at Northgate
within two weeks after receiving the replacement part.

HOWYOU BUYFROM NORTHGATE-
A simple toll-free phone call puts you in touch with the best experts in the industry.

Networking, Desktop Publishing, ESDI Drive Technologies, Video Displays, etc.

Your order is processed immediately and shipped surprisingly fast.

Use Our Toll-Free Order Number

Northgate's Customer Service department will provide

full instructions on making the repair or replacement and
will consult with customer on the phone to assure repair is

properly completed and the system is again operating.

In the case of a complete system returned for repair

under warranty, customer pays freight to Northgate and
Northgate pays return freight by whatever service the

system is sent to Northgate.

In the event of a part replaced under warranty, the new part carries

a NEW ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE FROM SHIP DATE!

NOTE: Many computer vendors extend only the parts

manufacturer's warranty which may be as little as 30-days. All

products sold by Northgate are fully guaranteed by Northgate

for one year from date of shipment.

TERMS:
Northgate accepts VISA and MASTERCARD charge cards with

no surcharge. Purchase orders from established accounts also

accepted as well as COD (Cashiers Check) and Wire Transfer.

Personal and Company Checks require 18 days to clear. APO and
foreign orders accepted. All shipments are FOB Plymouth, MN.
Delivery is subject to time required for order processing,

manufacturing and 24 hour testing.

New... Paper White
Display Optional

(at no extra cost)

1000 Line Resolution Capability.

Ideal for DTP

NORTHGATE
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
A DIVISION Of A8L INCORPORATED

We accept
Visa

Mastercard
American Express

CALL 800-548-1993
Hours: M-F 8 a,m--7 pm CST, Sat 9 a.m.-2 pm CST
Your order will be processed immediately and shipped surprisingly fast AT, XT, PS/2
and IBM are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Inc. Northgate

is not responsible for errors or omissions in this advertisement. Prices are subject to

change without notice.
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The Graphics Add-on
for Word Processors.
Merging Pictures and
Words. When it comes to

putting your thoughts down
on paper, there's no faster way
than your trusted word pro-

cessor. Now, InSet adds im-

ages to that word porcessor.

Images ranging from logos, to

charts, to signatures. InSet lets

you control their location, Get the power of the p&g].
size, orientation and gray scale expression—all these features are
available from within your word processor.

C;TEST.SCJi P81 123 C81 [>»sert Align

ur. can leave a blank area for our
iiwqe. The ioage is inserted ky taping
the ina<je tag a text. The picture's
taj consists of a left brocket, the
judge nane, ami then a right bracket.
When InSet is inwokci, a box stowing
the inage size appears on the screen.
The inage can he resized by using the

cursor keys to change the box size.

The text and the tnage cam be viewed

together on the screen without leaving

your word processor, and printing is

done M usual. Iiii»et automatic* M<* rep

mm |

ml r

li1

1

>*> mt™ tarn Nana

Easy Graphics, images
can be captured directly from
the screen or converted file to

file from most of your favorite

graphics packages. InSet even
has a built-in graphics editor

to get you started quickly. So,

get the power of the tag—and
make your word processor

Your Word Processor can do this! look like a desktop publisher.
Lotus and and dBASE users take note: the power of the tag can
be brought into your spreadsheet and data base programs, too!

It Works with What You Have. From Wordstar 1.0 to word
Perfect 4.2, InSet adds graphics to the text. From dot matrix printers
to laserjets, InSet gets your documents down on paper.

nSet
$149

$99
+ shipping.

+ shipping

with file conversion

Connecticut residents add 7 1/2 % sales tax.

For information or to order call:

800-828-8088 or 203-794-0396
CIRCLE NO. 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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At only $299,

DesignCAD
is the simplest

way to get some very
sophisticated results.

You can spend thousands of dollars for a CAD software package without

getting the kind of power and performance that DesignCAD delivers for

only $299... complete! With the DesignCAD's easy-to-use, easy-to-learn

single keystroke commands, youll be producing ultra-

sophisticated results in no time at all.

The Features You're Looking For

The options you normally have to purchase separately with other

CAD programs, aren't options with DesignCAD. They're built in.

• True Auto
Dimensioning with

several formats
• Extensive layering

features
• Full zoom, pan and
rotate capabilities

And many other features

In addition, DesignCAD's
extensive file transfer utilities

allow you to read and write

different formats. DesignCAD
allows you to: transfer documents to

and from IGES, DXF, HPGL, transfer

to GEM and Postscript, and to read ASCII
text files and X,Y Coordinate files.

DesignCAD re-defines Compatibility

Virtually any printer, plotter or graphics

adapter compatible with IBM PC is compatible

with DesignCAD. DesignCAD is also

compatible with most other CAD systems,

large and small.

For all of the capability, compatibility and ease-of-

use you need in a CAD system, get DesignCAD — only
$299! See your local computer dealer, or contact:

v/American
Small Business Computers, Inc.

327 S. Mill St., Pryor, OK 74361
(91 8) 825-4844 FAX 91 8-825-6359

Telex 9102400302

Call or write for a detailed brochure and a free demo disk.
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o
Dynamic RAMI, static RAM,
interleaved RAM, page-mode

RAM, and RAM caching...

What are these memory
schemes, and how do they af-

fect system performance?
Should I consider them when I

buy my next computer?
Daniel A. Bronstein

East Lansing, Michigan

O
Here's what the memory schemes you

mention are and how they affect

performance:

Dynamic RAM, or DRAM, the most

common form of memory found in PCs,

has been the least-expensive type of

memory available. It requires a periodic

refresh to maintain its data. This extra

step limits performance. When micro-

processor speeds exceed the speed at

which the DRAM can function, the mi-

croprocessor must wait for the DRAM,
reducing or negating the value of hav-

ing a fast microprocessor.

Static RAM, or SRAM, requires no

refresh signal and is inherently the fast-

est type of random access memory. It is

also the most expensive memory.

Page-mode RAM combines features

of both DRAM and SRAM. Memory is

divided into blocks, or "pages." Within

a defined page, memory is accessed as

SRAM, while outside the page it is ac-

cessed as DRAM.
Interleaved RAM and RAM caching

are engineering solutions to increase

performance while using slower, less

expensive RAM for most of the system.

Interleaved RAM is based on the as-

sumption that memory will be accessed

sequentially. If alternate memory ad-

dresses are located in different banks

and memory is accessed sequentially,

then one bank can recover while the

other is being accessed. Each individual

bank runs at half the system speed, but

taken together they run at full speed.

RAM caching is based on the as-

sumption that it is possible to anticipate

which memory addresses will be need-

ed. System memory is not accessed di-

rectly; instead, the contents of slower

system memory are moved into a bank

of SRAM and accessed from there. Be-

ing able to access faster SRAM most of

the time compensates for the overhead

of maintaining the cache.

When buying a computer, consider

memory design only in the context of

the total system. For many applications,

factors such as good documentation

and a comfortable keyboard will be

more appreciated than a few microsec-

onds' increase in speed.

O
In the past year, I've used
three utilities designed to op-

timize hard disk performance.

Exactly what do these disk re-

organizers do to decrease the

time required to access files?

Am I endangering my data in

my quest for speed?
Elizabeth S. Hadley

Hoboken, New Jersey

O
Disk optimizers rearrange the location

of the data on the disk in order to mini-

mize the amount of disk activity and

computer time required to find and

read a file.

You are wise to be concerned when

using them. Besides making frequent

backups on general principle, always

make backups before using a disk opti-

mizer. The one time a storm knocks out

the power will be the time you are in the

middle of reorganizing your disk.

Here's why disk optimizers are handy

and how they work: To read a file, DOS
first finds where on the disk the file is

stored and then moves the drive head to

those locations to read the actual data.

The efficiency of both operations is af-

fected by where the data is on the disk;

it can be increased by unfragmentation

(which rearranges the way each file is

stored), directory ordering (which rear-

ranges the order in which the files are

stored), and directory squeezing (which

removes dead entries).

O
Does "IBM compatible" refer

to (a) floppy disk format, (b)

electronic compatibility, (c)

DOS compatibility, or (d) a

combination of any or all of

the above?
Robert W. Schrader

Johns Island, South Carolina

O
You cannot know for sure. When refer-

ring to a computer, DOS compatibility

means software that will run on an IBM
PC will run properly. Lotus 1-2-3 and

Microsoft's Flight Simulator are the

touchstone programs. When discussing

a plug-in board, DOS compatibility

means that the board will work in an

IBM computer. Devices and software

may be IBM compatible but not com-

patible with each other. Vendors at-

tempt to maintain compatibility infor-

mation, but the permutations are legion.

Manufacturers make decisions to in-

crease performance and decrease cost,

but making it better also means making

it different. All computers running
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HARDWARE WKtM
COMPUTERS — PRINTERS

ACER 386 CALL
AST Premium CALL
Citizen CALL
NEC Multispeed CALL
Sharp Laptops CALL
Toshiba Laptops CALL

DRIVES/TAPE
Seagate Drives CALL
Miniscribe Drives CALL
Priam Drives CALL
Plus Hardcard 40 699
Bernoulli Box II CALL

Citizen All Models CALL
Diconix 150P 335
EPSON All Models CALL
NEC P2200 365
Panasonic All Models . . . CALL
Laser Printers CALL

I

AST Turbo Laser PS
DTC Crystal Print II

NEC LC890
Panasonic KX-P 4450
QMS Kiss & PS

OTHER HARDWARE
Archive XL 40MB Tape 319 The Complete PC CALL

Everex 60MB Tape . CALL SharP ux 1 4CfAX 1 099
Panasonic Worm Drive . CALL Amdek Laser Drive 649

BOARDS
CA. Datadisplay 8391
Hayes Modems CALL
Practical Modems CALL
ASTTurboscan 1 149
Datacopy Scanners .... CALL
Princeton Scanner 749
Kurta Digitizers CALL
Summasketch Plus 389
Roland Plotters CALL
Sweet P600 679

Paradise VGA+ 249
EGA Wonder 189
ATI VIP 275
Genoa Super Hi Res 189
Vega VGA 275
384K Ram Card CALL
AST Ram Cards CALL
AST 5251/11 CALL
Ast Hot Shot 286 355 AST Turbovision 1 399
Above Board 286 319 Mitsubishi Monitors. . . . CALL
Mach 20 Turbo 335 NEC Multisync II CALL
Inboard 386 PC 995 Princeton Ultrasync 515

L_ ... 1049 SONY MONITORS CALL
SOFTWARE

- ACCOUNTING SPREADSHEETS—
Acc Pac BPI 239 Boeing Calc 205
Complete Bus. Actng 159 Framework II CALL
Compulaw Billing 729 Lotus/Symphony CALL
DAC EZ Accounting 60 Microsoft Excel 299
New Views CALL Quattro 1 35^ WORD PROCESSING
T,mesl|Ps l

L
115 Grandview 1

DATABASE
Data Perfect 275
dBase III Plus CALL
DB XL Diamond 115
Fox Base + 205
Omnis Quartz 449
Oracle 126
Rapid File 185
Paradox 2.0 409
Q & A 199

GRAPHICS
Byline 185

65
Microsoft Word 4 CALL
Microsoft Works 129
M ultimateAdvantage II. . . 259
PFS: First Choice 89
PFS: Pro Write 117
Sprint 115
Word Perfect 5.0 230
Wordstar 2000 Plus. ... 225

UTILITIES
Quick Basic/C 64
Turbo Pascal/Basic/C ... 61
Desqview 2.0 75

Page Maker CALL Windows 64
Page Perfect 225 Windows 386 119
PFS: First Publisher 59. Brooklyn Bridge 77
Auto Sketch 52 Calender Creator* 33

Desklink 95
Disk Technician 60
Laplink 72
Mace Utilities 54
Metro 61
Norton Guides 55
Norton Utilities Adv 78
PC Tools Deluxe 43
Sidekick Plus 1 16
Xtree Pro 68
Mathcad 239

Felix 119 Statgraphics 479
Microsoft Mouse 105 What's Best CALL

Boeing Graph 205
Design Cad or 3D 1 59
Diagraph/2000 249
Draw Applause 259
EGA Paint V2005 53
Freelance Plus 329
Generic Cad Level 3 105
Graph-in-the-Box Rel. 2 . . . 73
Harvard Graphics 285
Show Partner FX 249
Genius Mouse/Dr. Halo. . . 59

orders only800-662-2686
for Ca. Orders, Tech Support,415-255-2230

Call or Write for Free Catalog
PAYMENT: Visa, MasterCard, Cashier's.Checks, Per-
sonal Checks with hold, Qualified P.O.'s. CA orders
add sales tax. SOFTWARE SHIPPING- UPS ground-2%
of order, $5 min. UPS Blue-3% of order, $7 min.
HARDWARE — Call for charges. DEFECTS: Replaced or
repaired at our option. RETURNS: Subject to restock
fee.

All Products New with full warranties.
Price & availability subject to change without notice.

BAY

COMPANY

HELP!

DOS should be software compatible at

the DOS level, but some software cir-

cumvents DOS. Computers intended to
be OS/2-compatible identify them-
selves as such, but it is too soon to know
how true these claims are.

O
What are expanded and ex-
tended memory? What can
they do for me?

Jeff Armstrong
Arlington, Virginia

O
Expanded and extended memory are

two different methods of using larger

amounts of memory than the PC was
originally designed to access. They are

of practical benefit only if used with
software specifically written to take ad-
vantage of them.

Both the PC and DOS can directly

address 1 megabyte of memory. When
IBM designed the PC architecture,
memory beyond 640 kilobytes was re-

served for video. To be PC compatible,
DOS must respect this boundary.

While the PC and other 8088/8086-
based machines are limited to 1MB,
80286 machines (PC AT-type comput-
ers) and 80386 machines address mem-
ory beyond 1MB, using a special mode
known as extended memory addressing.

DOS cannot use extended memory,
but programs can be written that will

temporarily configure the CPU for ex-
tended memory, perform some task,

and then reconfigure the CPU so that

DOS can again use it. VDISK, which
comes with DOS, is an example of a

program in which extended memory is

made to behave as a very fast disk.

Expanded or paged memory is an ad-
aptation of a scheme known as bank
switching. Banks of memory external to

the PC address space are swapped in

and out of the memory area that DOS
can address. (You can keep the differ-

ence between extended and expanded
memory straight by remembering that
the p in expanded stands for paged.) Ex-
panded memory is not native to the
processor; additional hardware is re-

quired to implement it.

Important points to remember are:

• Extended and expanded memory are
not interchangeable.

• Extended memory is built into the
80286/80386 chips.

• Expanded memory is a hardware
add-on.

• PC machines (8088/8086-based) can
use only expanded memory, while AT-
type (80286-based) machines and
80386-based machines can use either.

• Either type of memory is useful only
when you're using software written spe-
cifically to take advantage of it.

If you are purchasing an expanded
memory board, you'll want to select one
that can be configured for either ex-
panded or extended memory. OS/2,
Xenix, and other operating systems use
extended, not expanded, memory. The
latest expanded standard is EEMS or
LIM 4.0, and older boards will be iden-
tified as EMS boards.

When you buy a board for either type
of memory, check on the amount of
memory included. It is common for
boards to come with no or little memo-
ry, and memory prices are high.

O
What are root directories and
subdirectories? Why and how
should I use them?

Sydney E. Pulver, M.D.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

O

584 CASTRO ST., SUITE 487 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 14

Directories and subdirectories are a

means of organizing the files on a hard
disk. A typical directory structure can
be seen as an inverted tree, with the
root directory at the top and branches
of the tree (representing subdirectories)

extending downward. The root is the
main directory; you can create addi-
tional directories—subdirectories—that
stem from the root directory or from
other subdirectories.

Besides organizing your files, using
subdirectories greatly increases the
number of files you can have on your
hard disk. The root directory will hold
only a fixed number of files; the capaci-
ty of a subdirectory is limited only by
the available storage space on the disk.

A well-organized hard disk has in the
root directory only the files required to

PC / COMPUTING



An exceptional value
55

1 was impressed.
It wins the cost-
effective award."

John Dvorak, PC Magazine

^SgSSStoS!" *° Matures

*****Sfc^nagement
Le„„

mes as much "

Leonard Hyre,
Magazine

We appreciated those kind words. They helped

make MONEYCOUNTS® 4.0 one of today's most popu-

lar accounting/money management programs
for home and business. But we couldn't leave well

enough alone. So we're introducing new

MONEYCOUNTS 5.
...an unbelievable buy

at just $29!

MONEYCOUNTS® 5.0 balances your checkbook...

prepares your budget... manages your cash,

checking, savings, credit cards... prints 5 types of

financial statements including net worth. ..3 types of

inquiry reports... general ledger, accountant's trial

balance, and graphics. Its fast financial data base
handles up to 999 accounts and 100,000 transac-

tions a year.

MONEYCOUNTS® 5.0 is a CPA-designed money man-

agement/accounting system you can use for home or

business. It's easy to use, requires no accounting

knowledge, is menu-driven with on-line help, has a

fast financial calculator, works with monochrome or

color monitors, comes with a printed manual and is

not copy protected.

SAME DAY SHIPPING. Order today and own
MONEYCOUNTS® 5.0 for only $29! Add $5 shipping/

handling (outside North America, add $10). Iowa

residents please add 4% sales tax.

375 Collins Road NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

M0NEYC0UNTS*5.0
now also...

• prints any type of pin-feed

check and updates your

records automatically

• estimates your 1988
income tax

• analyzes financing options,

savings programs. ..computes

interest rates, loan payments. ..prints

amortization schedules
• manages mail lists—zip and alpha sorts—and

prints labels and index cards

• provides password protection, fiscal year support,

and pop-up notepad.

VISA, MASTERCARD & COD ORDERS CALL

1-800-223-6925
(In Canada, call 319/395-7300)

r:

Dept. ONE
375 Collins Road NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

MONEY
COUNTS

VERSION 5.0

$29 + $5 shipping

n

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE/ZIP PHONE

CHECK . MONEY ORDER VISA MASTERCARD

CARD # EXP. DATE

No. of
Copies

Product

M0NEYC0UNTS®5.0 (Needs IBM or

compatible computer, at least 256k
memory, DOS 2.0 or more, two disk

drives or hard disk)

Shipping & Handling

Price
Each

$ 29.00

$ 5.00

l_
TOTAL AMOUNT

Total

$ 5.00

$
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NEW ADD-INS!
PROJECT
SCHEDULES
ON YOUR
SPREADSHEET

Now you can plan
and manage projects

as easily as you handle
other work on your
spreadsheet. Instantly

"roll up" time-sensitive

project costs into

regular period-based budgets
Ask "what if" with time as well as costs.

Create projects directly on your spread-
sheet with simple menu choices just like 1-2-

3's. Then draw high quality Gantt or stagger
charts showing schedule dates, slack time and
milestones. And PERT charts or network dia-
grams illustrating inter-relationships among
tasks. Produce hardcopy charts with 1-2-3

PrintGraph or Freelance, and tabular reports of
dates and costs with 1-2-3 /Print.

PROJECT CALC™ performs critical path
analysis and computes the earliest/latest start/

finish dates for each project task whenever you
recalculate with 1-2-3. It displays a graphic
worktime calendar where you can specify work
hours, holidays and vacations.

Fully compatible with 1-2-3 Rel 2 on IBM PC,
XT, AT & PS/2. Supports CGA, EGA, VGA and
Hercules graphics adapters.

WORLD'S
FASTEST
SPREADSHEET
COMPILER

Why waste valuable

time while your 1-2-3

spreadsheet recalcu-

lates and the EZ3H light

blinks? Why forego in-

stant "what-if" analysis

because your spread-
sheets are too big for

automatic recalculation?

3-2-1 BLASTOFF™ compiles spreadsheet
formulas into fast machine instructions for

your 8087/287/387 math coprocessor chip.
BOOSTER™ add-in links compiled code
to your original spreadsheet inside 1-2-3 and
gives you "Minimal Recalc" too!

Use all 1-2-3 features—even change formu-
las in previously compiled cells. Automatically
compare 1-2-3 and compiled code recalcula-

tion to assure compatibility.

Secure spreadsheet feature protects pro-
prietary formulas and actually reduces spread-
sheet size.

Fully compatible with 1-2-3 Rel 2 on IBM PC,
XT, AT & PS/2 with 80x87 math chip.

1-800-451-0303 1 55
(Dealer inquiries Ext. 42.)

FRONTLINE
SYSTEMS < 1988 FSI

FRONTLINE SYSTEMS, INC., P.O. Box 7408-L4
San Francisco, CA 94120-7408, (916) 677-7171
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boot the computer and a minimal num-
ber of constantly accessed files. DOS
files and all application programs
should be in subdirectories.

For example, you can create a sub-
directory named WP for use with your
word processor. The WP can contain
subdirectories named DOCUMENT,
LETTERS, and ARTICLES. The
complete pathname to a file named
PCC.HLP located in the subdirectory

LETTERS would be \WP \ LET-
TERS \ PCC.HLP. Each directory
name is preceded by " \", as is the
filename. The first backslash indicates

the root directory.

DOS commands for directory ma-
nipulation include MKDIR, to make a

new directory; CHDIR, to change to a

different directory; and RMDIR, to re-

move a directory. DEL, when used with
a directory name, deletes all files in the
directory. PATH= sets the default
search path for executable files. These
commands are covered in detail in your
DOS manual.

O
I design information collection

software. We keep work for

each client on separate disks
and maintain two copies in a
"father/grandfather" system,
When 8 begin a session, I load
my hard disk from the "fa-
ther" or most current disk.
When 8 complete a session, 8

copy to the oldest disk, mak-
ing it the current "father/'
The disk from which I loaded
becomes the "grandfather/'
Despite my running DOS's
CHKDSK and Norton's DT
(DeskTest) utility, bad files

have slipped by. How can I

avoid this?

Win Wiencke
Chevy Chase, Maryland

O
Your father/grandfather approach is an
excellent, disciplined system for main-
taining important files.

Utilities such as CHKDSK verify the
integrity of the disks, but cannot know
anything about the data. You may be

verifying worthless data.

DOS provides two options for verify-

ing file integrity. When you copy files,

using the /V option or setting Verify
On will force COPY to read and check
each file after it has been written. Since
verification takes extra time, this step is

usually omitted. The DOS utility

COMP.EXE compares two files. You
can execute it from the keyboard or in-

clude it as part of a batch file to com-
pare the source and destination files.

You can store information about the
source file with the copies to verify that
they are exactly the same.

O
Looking at dot matrix print-

ers, I see claims of 360 by
360 dots per inch. Can these
printers actually achieve bet-
ter resolution than the 300 by
300 dots per inch of laser
printers?

Morgan Hing
Sacramento, California

O
There are two issues: the number of
dots within the inch, and the size of the
dots. High-resolution dot matrix print-

ers make multiple passes across each
line, placing dots in an overlapping pat-
tern. The overlap blurs the outline of
each individual dot, approximating the
appearance of fully formed characters.

These printers produce truly impressive
output while retaining all the advan-
tages of dot matrix technology. But
that's not the same thing as printing

with dots one-three-hundredth of an
inch in size.

Do you have a PC-related question
that might be of general interest?
Our Help! Column is designed to pro-
vide concise, practical advice on the
topics that interest you, our readers.
We aim to cover as many subjects as
possible within the available space.
Please send your letters to Help! Col-
umn, PC/Computing, 80 Blanchard
Rd., Burlington, MA 01803. E
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DON'T RUN YOUR PC WITHOUT A DOS MANAGER

!

HOW TO AVOID THE CONFUSIONS
IN PERSONAL COMPUTING

When the big giants designed
the Personal Computer and the
Disk Operating System that
makes your PC do what it's

suppose to do, they forgot one
IMPORTANT thing:- To remove

the thorny and messy confu-
sion out of DOS and MS-DOS
commands.

Instead the giants and their

clone manufacturers did one
thing; provide PC users like you
with big volume of manauals
that takes days to read and for-
ever to understand and use many
confusing commands in these
manuals. This is the reason you
are getting the headache you
have with your Personal Comput-
er or PS/2 or compatible.
What is the solution?

Well you don't have
through the headaches no
The solution is using
MANAGER. With all these featu-
res you sure must be serious!

to go
more.

DOS

-MENU DRIVEN
DOS MANAGER is a powerful

Menu Driven utility program
that enables you to operate your
system by just pressing a KEY
for any menu choice and your
DOS or MS-DOS command will
be carried out INSTANTLY.

-DOS TRAINING
Instant on screen Instructions

on Basic DOS commands. DOS
MANAGER'S basic DOS tutorial

gives examples and summarized
hints on DOS commands and
file management. Excellent for
training students, computer nov-
ices and professionals who have
no time to waste.
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-SAVE TIME
For is-Z computing with fast

results and no hassles you need
a software that will get the job
done with a SINGLE key stroke
or two.

Whether you are a professio-
al, an expert or just a beginner
you can now avoid the thorny
and messy confusions of DOS
and MS-DOS and the hassles
that takes much of your
productive time.

-DOS SHELL
Instant DOS commands with a

single Key-Stroke or two! With
DOS MANAGER'S shell program
you can run your application
programs on top of DOS and
call DOS commands from any
point in your program without
loosing your work on the screen.
Unlike many other programs
DOS MANAGER is compatible
with almost any program that

can run in your computer
(limited only by your computer's

memory).

System Requirements:
256k memory DOS or
MS-DOS2.0 or higher. Two
disk drive or one
and a hard drive.

disk drive

Now you can put your
system under one Manager-
The DOS MANAGER and
run your appli- cation

programs with a more
organized operating system.
More easier to use and
much less costly.

Format(prepare) new and
old disks; Copy files, Display
file contents, Rename files,

Make new directories, Check
disk conditions, Print files,

Display and set appointment
cal. Date and time, Mode
control for devices. PLUS
More, all with a SINGLE
key stroke!

Here are some of our many
satisfied customers:
NEC, Dayton Inc, EEC Inc
ADP Network Services
Canadian Government.

For only $39.95 + $3.50 S&H
we can RUSH your own DOS
MANAGER right away.
RUSH! COUPON with
check or money order
Disk sized 5.25" UJ 3.5"

Check C^i Money order Q
Amount $ + $3.50 S&H
Name
Address
City State Zip

Softworld
297 E. Merrimack St,

Box 1874, Lowell, MA 01853.
(508) 452-2189





Success breeds success? Once

upon a time ,
maybe . But that's not

enough any more. And you know it.

Today those who make it get there

by knowing more, knowing it sooner,

doing it better. Which includes being

PC-savvy.

Personal computers aren't just

yuppie totems any more. The hands-

on manager and executive has made

hands-on computing part of his or her

life. And that attitude doesn't stop at

5 p.m. because success doesn't stop at

5 p.m. And it doesn't stop at the door

of the office.

We mean it when we say that

PC/Computing is "America's

Computing Magazine." Because

PC/Computing is the first magazine

that captures the power of PCs in

our lives.

The power they bring to desktops

and kitchen tables. The passion of the

committed PC user, the deep-seated in-

volvement that calls for a magazine that's

accessible, exciting, all encompassing.

That's PC/Computing ... the new

magazine from Ziff-Davis, the leader

in special interest computer publishing.

And it's a great read, too. From
Paul Theroux and Jim Seymour to

Esther Dyson and John Dvorak.

The best minds and

best writers are in PC/Computing.

Finally: A computer magazine as

interested in the world of ideas as it is

in the world of things. And knowl-

edgeable about both. Brash, funny,

direct, authoritative, full of energy and

insight. Every month.

Never in the history of the computer

has there been a market more ready for

a new publication.

More than 400,000 readers have

signed up to receive our first issue.

Newsstand sales should set rec-

ords , too . PC/Computing has more

newsstand authorizations than any

other computer magazine start-up

.

Ever.

But the most obvious sign of

success comes from the over-

whelming number of advertisers who
recognize the immense significance of

PC/Computing. Our Premier Issue

will carry over 130 ad pages.

Editorial excellence. Market

acceptance. Advertiser recognition.

All solid evidence that PC/Computing

is a magazine whose time has most

definitely arrived . To be sure your

message arrives with it, contact Janet

Ryan, Associate Publisher, at 617-

270-0300 or 212-503-4902. And become

a part of "America's Computing
Magazine."

PCComputing
America's Computing Magazine

© 1988 Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.



MicroProse is committed to developing entertainment
software that takes advantage of the speed and graphics
capabilities of today s sophisticated PC. Look for these
features in our exciting titles for IBM-PC/XT/AT/PS2/Tandy
and compatibles:

• Full 16-color EGA and Tandy graphics (4-color
CGA also supported)

• Automatic speed adjustment for different
machine types

• More than 50 animated introduction screens in
PIRATES!

• Solid, filled, 3-D terrain and targets in
GUNSHIP

• Available in 3Y2 and 5V*" formats

Our quality software provides hundreds of hours of
stimulating game play with multiple difficulty levels to
ensure a progressive challenge. All subjects are
painstakingly researched for authenticity and realism.
The result is electrifying software for today's PC!

GUNSHIP is a sophisticated simulation of the U.S.
Army's state-of-the-art AH-64A attack helicopter. From
the cockpit view, more than 30 keyboard controls are
needed to complete realistic missions in Western
Europe, Central America and Southeast Asia. GUNSHIP
is the new standard in PC entertainment software.
Suggested retail price: $49.95.

is the adventure-simulation that casts you in

the role of a 17th-century privateer captain seeking fame
and fortune on the high seas of the Caribbean. The
intrigue of role-playing, the realism of simulation, and the
interaction of adventure games are blended into one
great package. Suggested retail price: $39.95.

Available at a Valued

MicroProse Retailer
(VMR) near you. Call for

locations! If product not
. . . .. .. SIMULATION • SOFTWARE
found locally, call or write

for MCA/ISA orders. 301 771-1151

CIRCLE NO. 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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rom near and

far you hear it proclaimed: Computers

are Easy! Wonderful! Fun! Anything

you want to do is possible on a comput-

er! Heh-heh.

Buy now and just flick the switch.

Simplify your life, your work. The
screen will display, the disk will store,

the keyboard and mouse will choreo-

graph not just your financial accounts,

writings, and plans, but all your other

ideas and concerns, your creative out-

put, your thoughts, affairs, musings,

and memorandums. Swiftly (you sup-

pose), you will write novels, sympho-

nies, and other great works, with time in

between to play lots of games and make

zillions of phone calls (automatically di-

aled for you).

Good news: each of these things is in

some way possible. But the bad news is

that they won't come easily, and if you

want to do even a few of them you must

concentrate so much on the computers

themselves, their intricacies and outri-

cacies, that there will be precious little

time for what you started out to do. You

can't do it all; in fact, you can barely do

the smallest part.

In a sense, the hype is all true. It's

true in the same sense that the sentence

"If you work hard enough, you will get

rich" is true. But the word enough does

a quick change here, from a description

of what to expect to the reason you

failed. Yes, it is all possible, if you do

enough. No, it is not easy, for doing

"enough" turns out to mean doing

whatever it takes, doing nothing else.

The problem, you see, is that almost

nothing fits together worth a damn. (As

one who early proclaimed the time that

computers would be easy, I am person-

ally mortified to see how bad the situa-

tion is today.)

This awful tangle is impossible to de-

scribe to innocents, like beginners and

laymen. It's funny about laymen: they

may have grown up hating computers,

FUTURE THI

y TE ELSO

but still they imagine that

computerdom is somehow
orderly and sensible, some-

how governed by rational

principles, majestic and el-

egant like the orbits of the

planets or the progres-

sion of Euclidean

geometry.

But the chaos is vir-

tually universal: with

few exceptions, the details of

every program and machine do not

mesh sensibly with the details ofany other

program or machine.

Any single program can be learned

and operated with relative ease. Any

two can be made to fit together with

some care, though the inconsistencies

grate. Three or more programs (unless

they are part of the same package) can,

as a rule, be juggled only by a wizard

who has memorized the technical

equivalent of the Norse sagas. (I have a

friend who sells a program for convert-

ing among 300 different file formats!

This can't go on.)

So we drown in data. Small files with

unknown contents multiply unseen on

our disks. Unlike what's on a piece of

when
it comes

to setting up, cre-

ating (for the PC) batch

files and paths and directories, or

installing (on the Macintosh) desk ac-

cessories and fonts, the tangle becomes

progressively hideous.

What should be naturally unified

does not hold together. Just for text, for

instance, we must learn unrelated rules

for "word processing," "outline pro-

cessing," "desktop publishing," "elec-

tronic mail," "bulletin boards," and

"networks"—even though much of

what they do is substantially similar.

Compare this to the world of books,

As one who early proclaimed that com-

puters would be easy, 1 am mortified to see how bad

the situation is today. The details of every

program and machine do not mesh sensibly with

other programs and machines.

paper that can be glanced at and dis-

carded, the contents of a computer file

cannot be easily checked, and so you

keep it: an unwelcome and unidentified

squatter in your office.

Oh, at the user level, such as a paint

program or a word processing program,

you can easily make things happen. But

which are compatible: they can fit on

the same shelves, desks, tables, and

laps, and can be read in the same light.

We take for granted that life can't be

that way in the computer world.

How bad all this is can hardly be

communicated. No appropriate words

exist. The horrific complications, in-

P C / COMPUTING AUGUST 1 9 8 8 | 237



NEXT
THE ONE GIFT

SUITABLE FOR
ALL OCCASIONS...

MacUser
Give a friend or business associate a gift that will help them increase

the performance and output of their Mac system—give a subscrip-
tion to MacUser, the Power Users Resource!

Every month you'll be giving a valuable
reference and hands-on guide
to power user tips and tech-

niques, coverage of important
applications including net-

working, desktop publishing
and telecommunications and
insights that no other magazine
can deliver!

There's no better gift for any Mac
user! One year ofMacUser, 12 big
issues for only $19.97—a 58% sav-

ings OFF the annual single-copy
price of$47.40! Give the gift that's

delivered all year long!

MacUser
P.O. Box 52461
Boulder, Colorado
80322-2461

Please send a MacUser Gift Subscription
TO:

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

Company

Address

City

Please print

Send signed gift card FROM:

Mr./Mrs./Ms

Company

Address

.State. .Zip.

City. State. .Zip.

Bill me later for $19.97

Payment for $19.97 enclosed

Charge my: AmEx Visa MC
Card No. Exp. Date.

Please allow up to 60 days for delivery of first issue Add $12
per year for postage outside USA, US funds only. Annual basic
subscription price is $27. pccs/88

compatibilities, catches, and glitches
can only be enumerated in dry comput-
erese; no vocabulary has been invented
to express their staggering inanity and
inconvenience. And economists have
not even begun to estimate the immense
loss of human productivity—all squan-
dered in these needless complications.

Beginners expect the computer world
to make sense, and we who know better
collude in this misconception. For in
trying to welcome others in, to teach
the so-called "basics," we are caught
having to pretend it makes sense just to

motivate newcomers. We teach them
how to run programs, how to store data

We pretend it makes
sense just to

motivate newcomers.

on disks, change disks, back up files, ar-

range directories, and so on.

But to teach this "computer literacy"

is a terrible irony, because problems of
imcompatibility will go away. The com-
puter skills we teach today will not be
necessary when the world of personal
computing improves.

Computers should work the way begin-
ners expect them to, and one day they will.

You will not be juggling floppies be-
cause there will be better ways to store
data. You will not have to back disks up
because this will be done automatically.

Clumsy directory hierarchies will no
longer be needed. You will be able to

concentrate on the straightforward and
comprehensible things you want to do.
As you can on paper.

Let us begin thinking our way toward
that time. Try to imagine the computer
world as it should be. Where data can
be moved smoothly from one applica-
tion to another. Where the equipment
and software come off the shelf sensibly
configured to work together. And most
important, where we can read and share
data—especially text and pictures—as
easily as we can read and share books,
without having to learn a dozen sets of
rules.

It's got to happen. E
Theodor Holm Nelson wrote Computer
Lib, which, in 1974, predicted personal
computing. He now works at Autodesk
under the title of Distinguished Fellow.

PC/ COMPUTING



DIRECT ORDER SECTION

A special monthly guide to products you need

From vendors you know.

For your own special applications.

America's innovating, trend-setting PC users.

You're continually pushing the limits of your existing PC
applications and actively pursuing new ways to use your PCs.

You know what you want to do.

You're looking for the best way to do it.

And you frequently find your answers and fill your needs

through the convenience of ordering direct.

This special direct order/mail order section is expressly for you.



Editor's Choice Editor's Choice
" .-. its performance, features, and
price are enough to make me want to take

it home."
— Vincent Puglia

PC Magazine
Feb. 10, 1987

"Overall, the Standard-286/10 appears
to be one of the most attractive values.

... It comes with a good complement of

manuals and software and performs

precisely as you would expect. You
should be happy with this one."

— Alfred Poor
PC Magazine
Feb. 16, 1988

Performance • Value • Compatibility

Quality • Dependability • Price • Support

Personal Computer Products
//

The third fastest-growing private company in America
— Inc. magazine, December 1987.



COMPUTERS
Standard-386/16

4.77, 6, 8, 16MHz Software-

Selectable Speed
80386 Processor

Landmark Speed Rating

of 20MHz
Rates 17.6 on Norton's SI

Benchmark Test 4.0

1MB RAM (expandable

to 4MB)
5060, 5151, or 101-Key

Enhanced Keyboard

(Your Choice)

• 1.2MB Floppy Drive

• Real-Time

Clock/Calendar

• One-Year Limited

Warranty
• Seven Expansion

Slots: Five 16-Bit &
Two 8-Bit

^Htssr

$1995

Standard-286/10
i

Editor's

Choice

uSSMl Feb 16, 1988

> 6MHz-10MHz
Switch Selectable

Speed
80286 Processor

» Rates 9.4 on Norton's SI

Benchmark Test 4.0

• 512KB RAM
• 5060, 5151, or 101-Key

Enhanced Keyboard

(Your Choice)

• Clock/Calendar

w/Battery Backup
• One-Year Limited Warranty

• 200-Watt Power Supply

» 1.2MB Floppy Drive

"Overall, the Standard-286/10 appears to

be one of the most attractive values.... It

comes with a good complement of

manuals and software and performs
precisely as you would expect. You
should be happy with this one.'

'

— Alfred Poor
PC Magazine, Feb. 16, 1988

$995
Standard-286/12
• 6MHz-12MHz Switch-

Selectable Speed
• 1MB RAM

$1195

Both Systems Include...

• Wait State Processing

• 80286 Processor

• 5060, 5151, or 101-Key

Enhanced Keyboard

• 1.2MB Floppy Drive

• Clock/Calendar

w/Battery Backup
• One-Year Limited

Warranty

• 200-Watt Power Supply

Standard-286/8
• 6MHz-8MHz Switch-

Selectable Speed
• 512KB RAM

$895

i

i

• j

7Ir™
Editor's

Choice

Feb. 18, 1987

Keyboards
5151
Includes separate

numeric and
cursor pads . . . $69
5060
Enlarged Enter

and Shift keys

for easy
operation

101-Key
101-key enhanced
keyboard with

twelve function

keys

$69

$69

Standard Turbos
• Eight Expansion
Slots

• 8088 Processor
• 360KB Diskette

Drive With
Controller

Turbo/10
• 4.77MHz-10MHz
Processing Speed

• 640KB RAM

• 5060, 5151, or

101-Key Enhanced
Keyboard
(your choice)

• One-Year Limited

Warranty

$495
Turbo/8
• 4.77MHz-8MHz
Processing Speed

• 256KB RAM $449

Compufldd
"Personal Computer Products"

Quality, Service and Value Since 1982
CIRCLE NO. 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

gtg^L ORDER TOLL FREE:

800-333-2429
^^^^^

Inside USA

Customer Service: FAX:
800-999-9901 512-250-5760

Telex: 763543 Outside USA:
COMPUADD AUS 512-258-5575



STARTER KITS
For Everything You Need To Begin Serious

Computing Immediately!

,TT1 Includes
M M PC FullBak

Editors
Choice
May 31, 1988
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$1395Professional Starter Kit

Computer-Standard-286/10 system with 80286 processor (with

switch-selectable 6MHz/10MHz processing speeds), 512KB RAM
(expandable to 1MB on motherboard), 8 expansion slots, 200-watt
power supply, 1 .2MB floppy drive, your choice of keyboard, dual
floppy/hard drive controller, clock/calendar with battery backup, and
system reset button.

MonographiCS Video-High resolution (750 pixels x 350 lines)

amber monochrome monitor with 12" screen, monochrome graphics
card with parallel port.

Hard Drive- 20MB hard drive, fully installed.

40MB Hard Drive Option- Upgrade your 20MB hard drive to a
40MB, fully installed for only $100 above the base price.

Printer-Epson® LX-8OO with draft (150-180CPS) or near letter

quality printing, multiple typestyles, Epson character graphics set,

dot graphics capability.

Software-Professional Zen Software, a totally integrated soft-

ware package: ZenWord , ZenCalc™, and ZenLink™. MS-DOS
operating system, GW BASIC® programming language, and
PC FullBak backup utilities also are included.

Accessories-200 sheets continuous form paper, printer cable,

and 10 double-sided, high-density blank diskettes.

Professional Starter Kit EGA
Industry-standard 14" tube size EGA monitor, <k«| -rrxr-
EGA card, and I/O card with serial and parallel ports . . 5|)1 / O

Career Starter Kit $795
Computer-IBM® -compatible Standard Turbo/10 computer with

8088 processor, keyboard-selectable 4.77MHz or 10MHz processing
speeds, 640KB RAM, half-height 360KB floppy drive, floppy drive

controller, 150-watt power supply, your choice of keyboard, and
system reset button.

MonographiCS Video-High-resolution (750 pixels x 350 lines)

amber monochrome monitor with 12" screen, monochrome
graphics card with parallel port.

20MB Hard Drive Option- Add the storage power of a 20MB
hard drive to your Career Starter Kit. Fully installed for only $269
above the base price. Option includes PC Fullbak backup software.

Printer-Star Micronics NX-1000™ provides software compatibility,

plus 120cps draft and 30cps near letter quality printing, multiple type
styles, nine-pin print head, Epson LX-800 and IBM Proprinter II®

emulation, dot graphics capability, and tractor/friction paper feed.

Software-Professional Zen Software, a totally integrated soft-

ware package: ZenWord, ZenCalc, and ZenLink. MS-DOS
operating system, and GW BASIC programming language also are
included.

Accessories-200 sheets continuous form paper, printer cable,

and 10 double-sided, double-density blank diskettes.

Career Starter Kit EGA
Industry-standard 14" tube size EGA monitor,

EGA card, and I/O card with serial and parallel ports $1195

CompyPlcJd
"Personal Computer Products"

TM

The Standard in Mail Order Excellence!
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For PC/XTs® ,

Compatibles,
and Compaq®
• Cables • Mounting Hardware
• Western Digital® Controller • Complete, Installation Manual

20MB MiniScribe (65ms) $279
20MB Seagate (65ms) $289
30MB MiniScribe (65ms) $339
30MB Seagate (65ms) $310
40MB MiniScribe (61ms) Price Reduced! $379
20MB for Compaq Portable $299

For ATs® and Compatibles

150MB CDC
• 18ms Access Time ESDI-Certified

Hard Drive

• 10Mbit Per/Sec ESDI Dual

Hard Drive/Floppy Controller

• 1:1 Interleave Controller

150MB $1599
338MB Maxtor
• 16ms Access Time ESDI-Certified

Hard Drive

• 10Mbit Per/Sec ESDI Dual

Hard Drive/Floppy Controller

• 1:1 Interleave Controller

338MB $2575

• One-Year Limited Warranty
• Complete, Illustrated Installation Manual

20MB Seagate (65ms) . . . $249
40MB Seagate (28ms) . . .$459
40MB MiniScribe (61ms) . .$349
43MB MiniScribe (25ms) .$569
71MB MiniScribe (28ms) . .$749
110MB MiniScribe (28ms)

RLL Controller ... $1125

FREE
Easy to Use
Backs Up and
Restores Files

nrr/ n i QQKrLrruLLunn
With Every Hard Drive

or FlashCard Purchased!

• Menu-Driven or

Use From DOS

$59.95
Value!

PL-FUU8RK
£4wi',TI AKE RATA

CompuPdd
"Personal Computer Products"

TM

FlashCards TM

! 1

1

H Editor's Choice
PC Magazine Vol. 6-3

7

1

• Western Digital

Controller

• One-Year Limited

Warranty
• Installs in Minutes

• 3V2" Hard Disk
• Allows Boot From
FlashCard

• Shock Mounted

FlashCard-20 (MiniScribe, 65ms) $319
FlashCard-30 (MiniScribe, 65ms)$339

FlashCard-49 (Seagate, 28ms) .$549

Floppy Drives

360KB, grey face plate for ATs $109
360KB, black face plate for PC/XTs $99
1.2MB, grey face plate for ATs ... $109
720KB, 3.5" black face plate $109
1.44MB, 3.5" grey face plate $135

12303-G Technology Blvd. Austin, Tx. 78727
CIRCLE NO. 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ORDER TOLL FREE:

800-333-2429
Inside USA

Customer Service: FAX:
800-999-9901 512-250-5760

Telex: 763543 Outside USA:
COMPUADD AUS 512-258-5575



Monographics Video

Monographics Card
Text Mode 80 Columns x

25 Rows, Graphics Mode
720 Pixels x 348 Lines,

Parallel Port $65

Samsung
12" Flat Screen
With Tilt &
Swivel Base . .

.

$95
Mono Combo Monographics

Card and Monitor $139

Color Vi

Color Card
640 x 200
w/Parallel Port

Ara Color Monitor

S>D«7 CGA Monitor

.

$239
CGA Combo Color Card

and Monitor $289

VGA Video

VGA Card VGA Analog Monitor
640 Pixels x 480 Lines, 640 Pixels x 480 Lines,

Up To 256 On-Screen .28mm Dot Pitch,

Colors, 132-Column aaaa 14" Tube With Tilt Ar4 jr»

Mode %?4L4LU & Swivel Base $3 ID

VGA Combo VGA Card and
VGA Analog Monitor $689

HiResVGA Combo SSSSfc $915

EGAVi

IffB

EGA Card
640 Pixels x 350 Lines,

256KB Display aja^
RAM v> IZC7

EGA Monitor
14" Tube, High
Resolution . . . $349

EGA Combo EGA Card
and Monitor $469

Ultimate EGA Video

Video 7® Vega Deluxe
640 x 480, EGA, Color,

and Monographics
Standards, Ultra-High A Q
Resolution CpZH-i?

NEC Multisync II®

Up to 800 x 675 Lines

Resolution, .31mm Dot
Pitch, 14" Tube Size.

.

$679
I lUSmntA Video 7 Deluxe and
Ultimate UOITlDO NEC Multisync II $869

Video 7 Vega VGA Card
• Up to 400% Faster Than EGA
• Includes High-Resolution

800 x 600 Software Drivers

• Digital/Analog Output
• 132-Column Text Mode
• Compatible with Previous

Graphics Standards ^ .

• Five-Year Warranty CV7/y $299

Paradise VGA Card

• Up to 100% Faster Than
IBM's VGA Card

• 132-Column Text Mode
• 800 x 600 With 16 Colors
• Compatible with Previous
Graphics Standards

• Three-Year Warranty Only $269

Comou
\ \

Personal Computer Products"

The Best In Personal Computer Products
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ADD-ONS
I/O Cards

AT I/O

Serial & Parallel Port $59
PCI/O
Also Has Clock/ ^ _ _
Calendar & Game Port $65

Office Facsimiles

Sharp® FO-150 high speed,
8 shading levels, auto contrast,

built-in phone
Sharp FO-210 features above
plus autofeed and speed dialing

$1049

$1399

Printers

Okidata® 292e 80 columns,
240cps draft, 100cps NLQ . .

.

Okidata 193+ 132 columns,
200cps draft, 40cps NLQ
Epson® LX-800 80 columns,
180cps draft, 30cps NLQ
Epson FX-1050 132 columns,
264cps draft, 54cps NLQ ....

$476
^ Epson EX-800 80 columns,

$459 300cps draft, 60cps NLQ
Epson LQ-1050 132 columns,

$539 264cps draft, 88cps LQ $818
^ Panasonic 1091i 80 columns,

$205 160cps draft, 32cps NLQ $199
^ Panasonic 1595 132 columns,
$463 240cps draft, 51cps NLQ $479

MFC

PC/XT® Multifuction Card
384KB RAM, Parallel Port, Serial Port,

Clock/Calendar, and Game Port

for PCs or Compatibles $199
AT® Multifunction Card
Up to 1.5MB RAM Expansion,
Serial & Parallel Port for ATs and
Compatibles. w/OKB $110

Modems

4

1200 Baud Standard (Internal) $69
2400 Baud Standard (Internal) $139
1200 Baud Standard (External) $89
2400 Baud Standard (External) $159

PS/2® Products

Orchid RamQuest 50/60™ 2MB of

EMS memory, Lotus/Intel/Microsoft

compatible $669
Everex Evercom II 24™ 2400 baud internal

modem with BitCom software, ^ .«„
includes auto-voice switchover $179
Taxan TDM-5™ External Floppy Drive allows
PS/2 models to read 5.25" diskettes,^~
360KB format compatibility $269

Add-Ons
IF"*

Accelerators
Orchid Tiny Turbo 286™ $299
Charge Card 286™ $269

Memory Cards
MEM-576W/0KB $35
EMS PC w/OKB $99
EMS AT w/OKB $119
Intel Above™ Board W/512KB $349

Other MFC Cards
AST Advantage™ W/128KB $228
AST SixPak Premium™ W/256KB , . $197
AST SixPak W/384KB $259

Accessories

Pointing Devices
Computer Service Kits
Basic Tool Kit $9.95

Logitech® Serial Mouse $79 Myanced Tool Kit $35
Logitech Bus Mouse $89 Troubleshooting Tool Kit $79
Microsoft® Bus Mouse $119
Standard Brand™ Mouse $55 Cleaning Kit $25

Maintenance

Standard Brand Joystick $19.95 Data-Vac® Vacuum $49
Mach III Joystick $35 Mini Vacuum $9

Vertical System Stands
Plastic (4.75" - 6.25") x 11.75" x 3.75" .$13

Metal 6" x 105" x 8.75" $19
Surge Supressors
6-outlet with light and noise filter $16
6-0utlet with light and noise filter

and EMI-RFI filtration $19
4-outlet with light and and noise filter

and EMI-RFI filtration $14

"Personal Computer Products"

Convenient

Sales Hours!

M-F 8 a.m. — 9 p.m. CST
Sat. 9 a.m. — 5 p.m. CST

ORDER TOLL FREE:

800-333-2429
Inside USA

Customer Service: FAX:
800-999-9901 512-250-5760

Telex: 763543 Outside USA:
COMPUADD AUS 512-258-5575
CIRCLE NO. 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



SOFTWARE
Word Processing
PFS: Professional Write by

Software Publishing is perfect

for the professional who
wants polished reports in

minutes. (Requires 320KB RAM
with MS-DOS 2.0, 384KB RAM
with DOS 3.2) $115

Wordlbfe fei,

WordPerfect® Version 5.0 by

WordPerfect Corporation of-

fers you a powerful word pro-

cessor. (Requires 256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0)

Limited time low price! . . $219

Gra-mat-ik II™ by Reference

software polishes your

documents while it improves

your writing skills. (Requires

128KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) ... $45

Desktop Publishing
PFS: First Publisher by
Software Publishing makes
desktop publishing affordable

and easy to learn. (Requires

512KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) ... $73

PFS: First Publisher Art

Gallery by Software

Publishing adds an extensive

collection of popular clip art to

your PFS: First Publisher . $75

The Newsroom® by

Springboard makes you
editor-in-chief. Includes five

type styles and sizes,

automatic text layout,

graphics, clip-art, and modem
support. (Requires 256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0-3.0) $35

The Newsroom Pro™ by

Springboard includes more
graphics, text/graphics

manipulations — more
everything! (Requires 512KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $42

SPECIAL
The Print Shop® by

Broderbund prints ever-

thing from banners to

bulletins with dazzling

designs and graphics.

Eight fonts and dozens of

borders, background

patterns, and graphics.

Special bow Price! $32

TM
The Print Shop Companion
by Broderbund unites your

Print Shop program with a
flexible clip art collection.

(Requires 128KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0-3.0) . . 4 $28

NewsMasterU

inn

NewsMaster II™ by Unison

World combines text and
graphics for eye-catching

results. (Requires 512KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.1) $50

Certificate Maker™ by

Springboard lets you choose
from over 200 styles and 24
borders to create a variety of

certificates. (Requires 256KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.1) $25

FONTASY® by Prosoft

features graphics, 28 type

styles, proportional spacing,

and reversal capability.

(Requires 512KB RAM for 9-pin

printers, 640KB RAM for 24-pin

printers, MS-DOS 2.0) $35

PrintMaster Plus™ by Unison

World creates custom fliers,

banners, calendars, and
stationery. (Requires 256KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $29

SPECIAL
Typing Tutor IV®

by Simon & Schuster

dramatically increases

your typing speed and ac-

curacy. This unique

interactive program drills,

tests, and evaluates your

keyboard skills.

Special Low Price! $28

Graphics
AutoDimensioning™ by

Generic Software, the produc-

tivity module for use with

Generic CADD, helps you

with dimensioning. (Requires

384KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) . . . $25

FormTool by Bloc Develop-

ment Corporation creates new
and revised forms.

(Requires 256KB RAM) $54

Generic CADD™ by Generic

Software assists you with

technical and design drafting.

(Requires 384KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $50

PC Paint Plus by Mouse
Systems easily merges
graphs from other programs
to enhance presentations. (Re-

quires 256KB RAM/MS-DOS) $53

Sideways® by Funk Software

enables you to print large

spreadsheets continuously by

printing sideways. (Requires

64KB RAM) $40

Integrated Packages
Ability™ by Migent features

word processing, spread-

sheet, database, graphics,

telecommunication, and
audio/visual presentation

applications. (Requires

384KB RAM) $59

PFS: First Choice by Soft-

ware Publishing offers ac-

cessible word processing,

spreadsheet analysis,

business graphics and
communications. (Requires

512KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) ... $79

M First Choice
NEWVERSHN!

Microsoft Works by Microsoft

surpasses the competition

with its sophisticated applica-

tions and simple commands.
(Requires 384KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0) $129

Database Management
dBASE III PLUS™ by Ashton-

Tate includes fully relational

database, built-in networking

system, and management
system. (Requires 256KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $409

Q&A™ by Symantec gives you
a powerful database that is

easy to set up, a report

generator that offers advanc-

ed options, and a word
processor. (Requires 512KB
RAM) $199

Spreadsheets
Quattro™ by Borland Interna-

tional provides increased

speed for spreadsheet tasks.

(Requires 384KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $159

VP-Planner® by Paperback is

a multi-dimensional database
that creates user-defined

spreadsheets. (Requires

256KB RAM) $49

TM

"Personal Computer Products"

Proven Reliability and Support
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SOFTWARE
Utilities
Copy II® by Central Point

Software lets you create

backup copies of most copy-

protected software. (Requires

256KB RAM) $23

Disk Optimizer™ by SoftLogic

Solutions safely reorganizes

your disk for reduced access

time. (Requires 128KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $39

mmmmmKmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmm*

FASTBACK Plus by 5th

Generation makes it even

easier to quickly backup your

disk. (Requires 448KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.1) $95

GOfer™ by Microlytics finds

where your data is hiding.

(Requires 256KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $40

Mace Utilities by Paul Mace
Software restores and

recovers deleted files.

(Requires 256KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0) $50

Norton Utilities "Advanced
Edition by Peter Norton

Computing optimizes your

disk and performs all those

practical utilities for which

Norton is famous $79

PC-FullBak™ by Westlake

Data quickly backs up and

restores files from your hard

disk to protect your crucial

data. (Requires 128KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) . $49
5/- a it i aeiM?:

SPECIAL
Wheel of Fortune™ by

ShareData, Inc. Be a con-

testant on the game show
that took America by

storm! Spin the wheel, buy

your letter, and guess the

pay-off phrase on the

game board.

Special Low Price!!$630

PathMinder™ by Westlake

Data manages your com-
puter's directories and files.

(Requires 256KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0-3.2) $32

SideKick® by Borland runs

an editor, phone directory,

autodialer, calendar, and
calculator. (Requires 128KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $50

Finance
DAC-Easy™ Accounting by

DAC Software handles your

general ledger, receivables,

payables, inventory, ordering,

and forecasting tasks.

(Requires 256KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $57

DAC-Easy Light™ by DAC
Software installs quickly to

furnish the non-accountant

with a personal finance

package. (Requires 256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $40

DAC-Easy Payroll™ by DAC
Software simplifies the payroll

process. (Requires 256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $40

Managing Your Money® by

Meca includes a full

complement of personal

finance applications.

(Requires 256KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $125

SPECIAL
Reader Rabbit™ by The
Learning Co. Designed for

the four-to ten-year old,

Reader Rabbit keeps your

child's attention with cap-

tivating graphics as it

teaches reading, spelling,

and memory skills.

Special Low Price!! . $19

Games
The Bard's Tale by Electronic

Arts offers more dungeons,

more monsters, and more
logic problems. 3-D.

(Requires MS-DOS 2.0) $30

Chuck Yeager's Advanced
Flight Trainer™ by Electronic

Arts pushes the envelope of

flight training software.

(Requires 256KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $24

Defender of the Crown™ by
Master Designer takes you

back through time to restore

order to medieval England.

(Requires 256KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $23

F-15 Strike Eagle® by

MicroProse lets you navigate

dangerous flight missions

using a sophisticated

instrument panel. (Requires

128KB RAM) $21

Falcon by Spectrum HoloByte

captures the sensation of

piloting a F-16A Fighting

Falcon. (Requires 256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0 or 384KB
RAM/MS-DOS 3.0) $25

Education
Alge-Blaster!™ by Davidson &
Assoc. helps develop a strong

foundation in algebra fun-

damentals. (Requires 128KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $26

Learning DOS by Microsoft is

a comprehensive guide to

understanding your operating

system. (Requires 256KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $33

Math Blaster Plus!™ by
Davidson & Assoc. uses five

learning activities, color

animation, and "Blasternauf

math game to add to the fun

of learning. (Requires 256KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0) $29

Math Rabbit™ by The
Learning Co. teaches basic

math and math concepts.

(Requires 128KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.0) $20

I Tlx ImmmgCttHV*

Math
Rabbit

Pi 4+r

Wizard of Words™ by

Advanced ideas increases

children's reading, spelling,

and vocabulary skills.

(Requires 128KB RAM) $25

Books
Running MS-DOS $16
Advanced MS-DOS $17
dBASE III Plus $18
Flight Simulator Co-Pilot ... $7
Managing Your Money . . . $13
MS QuickBASIC $14
Norton's Programming Guide

to the IBM PC $16
Putting Microsoft Works to

Work $12
Supercharging MS-DOS . . $14

WfiTCAM D/JA
CIRCLE NO. 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

CompuAdd
We offer the best service and support available in the mail order industry, so you can purchase with confidence;

• FREE one-year limited warranty • FREE 30-day, money-back guarantee

• FREE one-year technical phone support • FREE credit card ordering — no surcharge

We accept MasterCard, VISA, money orders, certified checks, personal checks (please allow 10 days for processing), CODs

($50 minimum order), company and institutional purchase orders, and wire transfers.

Add2% per order for shipping and handling (minimum $2). Add 5% for shipping/handling to APO/FPO addresses. Texas residents,

please add 8% sales tax. All return items must be accompanied by a Return Authorization number; call our technical supportJeustomer

service department. Software is non-refundable. For a copy of our warranty policy, call or write to the address shown. Thirty-day

money-back guarantee does not include freight. All prices are subject to change without notice.

Corporate and Institutional Accounts
We are dedicated to providing the professional service you require to keep your business running smoothly. We accept purchase orders

on a Net Terms basis with approved credit and a minimum purchase of $50. We provide a full-time technical staff to answer your

questions and make fast repairs, if needed. Call us today: We Make Your Job Easier!

CompuAdd is an established leader in the computer industry. We offer superior prices, products, customer support, and service!

ORDER TOLL FREE:

800-333-2429

Customer Service:
800-999-9901

Telex: 763543
COMPUADD AUS

Inside USA

FAX:
512-250-5760

Outside USA:
512-258-5575



You're in Good Company With Micro Smart !

In addition to the thousands of home-users
who rely on Micro Smart, our corporate clients

New England Power

SMART MICRO (E

Compatibility — by tar the best and most compatible bios
We guarantee that MS-DOS software will operate
flawlessly: Lotus, Symphony. Flight Simulator. Wordstar
2000. Word DBase. RBase. the list goes on and on

Turbo Speed — 4 77 mhz to 10 mhz both keyboard and
sottware selectable

Turbo light — No guessing ' If it's on, it's Turbo

8 expansion slot motherboard

51 2K Memory — High quality pre tested chips on a 1MB
motherboard

FREE Hercules compatible high resolution amber
monitor and graphics card.

Expendible to 1 MB with FREE Extended Memory Software.

We even give you a tilt and swivel based monitor tor your
comfort

One high quality 360K floppy drive. (Our head technician
checks each one

)

Continuous and heavy duty 1 SO Watt power supply
i

' 5
Waffs more than most competitors)

A battery backed-up clock/calendar

A slot for a math co-processor chip 8087.

1 serial port — you can add a second

1 parallel port for your printer.

1 game port tor toy sticks

AT Style Keyboard with 10 Function Keys.

FCC Class B Approved.

Free Software

$659.95
Smart Micro E with hard drive

21 megabytes - complete system $999 95
33 megabytes - complete system S1049.95
42 megabytes - complete system $1099.95

SMART MICRO 386 "

Smart Linq" Novell Unix A Xenix Compatible.

8/16MHZ. no wait states (16/20MHZ Optional)
We use 80 NS Memory Chips

Compatibility — by tar the best and most compatible bios
We guarantee that MS-DOS software will operate flaw-
lessly: Lotus. Symphony. Flight Simulator. Wordstar 2000.
DBase. RBase. the list goes on and on .

1024K memory — High quality pretested chips (80 NS)
Battery backed up clock calendar
1 parallel port.

1 Serial Port (second port $20.00 additional).

8 full expansion slots

Enhanced Keyclick Keyboard (101 key).

Hercules compatible graphics card.

High-resolution monochrome monitor with a tilt and
swivel base.

1.2MB floppy drive.

3 half-height external access device bays.

2 half-height internal device bays.

200 watt power supply

FCC Approved.

Free Software

$2,299.95
• 42 to 204 megabyte drives installed from $499 95

SMART MICRO/AT286 "

10MHz
(Optional 12MHZ - "0" Wait State)

• Smart Linq " Novell Unix & Xenix Compatible.

• Compatibility — by tar the best and most compatible bios

We guarantee that MS-DOS software will operate flaw-
lessly: Lotus. Symphony. Flight Simulator. Wordstar 2000.
Word. DBase. RBase. the list goes on and on

• 8 expansion slots to till all of your expansion needs

• Turbo light — No guessing. It it's lit. it's Turbo

• 51 2K memory — High quality pre-tested chips (upgrade-
able to 1MB on the motherboard)

• FREE Hercules compatible high resolution amber
monitor and graphics card.

• We even give you a tilt and swivel based monitor for
your comfort.

• One highquality floppy drive. 1 2 meg or 360 K (Ourhead
technician checks each one )

• 200 watt power supply

• AT style keyboard with 10 function keys.

• 1 parallel port.

• Slot for a Math Co-processor 80287

• A clock calendar tor automatic time and date w/battery
backup.

FCC Class B Approved.

• Free Software

$999?5
AT/286 systems complete with Hard Drives
20 megabyte complete systems $1,399.95
42 megabyte complete systems $1,499.95
60 megabyte and larger from $1,699.95

Ask about our New Turbo Transfer

WHEN QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE COUNT

Long wails (Of your system' NEVER! Order it

by 2 00 pm on any week day and. il in stock, we
wilt ship it that day Microsmart provides you
with service all year round'

All of our computers are given a primary born
for 48 hours and after setup, are burned again

for 72 hours. We then configure YOUR system
and diagnostically check it out

SERVICE
No one does it better" Shipments are made
Monday through Friday 'Alt in-stock item*
are shipped the same day if your order is

pieced by 2:00 p.m. Orders placed after 2:00

p m are shipped the next business day

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
We (wide ourselves in our ability to assist in

most situations We will even try when able, to

help you with a competitor's product, or try to

steer you in the nght direction for assistance

Just call our well trained technical staff You will

find them anxious to be of service Call (6 i 7)

872 909O

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Absolutely. We don't want you to have a product
that you aren't happy with Just let us know within

2 1 days of receipt and. upon return, we will give

you a refund (less shipping handling and in-

surance)

FREE SOFTWARE !

ALL of the systems shown come with PC-WRITE
word processor, PC-CALC spreadsheet, PC-
DESKTEAM, and Smart Utilities.

MICRO
SMART
200 Homer Avenue, Ashland, MA 01721

1-617-872-9090

FAX: 617-881-1520

TRADEMARKS: IBM Corp : I otus Development:
Tandy Corp ; Microsoft. Inc.: Micro Smart, Inc.:

Novell: NEC: Smart Linq.

1988 Micro Smart, Inc.

386 MAX
A MEMORY MANAGER for

80386-based Systems
ProblemHelps solve the DOS "RAM Cram

Ehhances System Speed
Provides LIM 4.0 Expanded Memory

SoftBytes 386" ' gives your 386 computer more
DOS conventional memory more speed, and up to

32 Megabytes of high-performance Lotus/Intel/

Microsoft (Version 4 0) expanded memory

Available only with 386 system

$49.951

SMART MICRO OPTIONS
(Sold with System)

EGA exchange with EGA monitor 80287 math
and EGA card (640 x 350 resolution) coprocessor $CALL

$44995 Tactile 101 key enhanced
VGA exchange with 10O% keyboard $25.00

hardware compatible EGA, CGA, DOS 3.3 $CALL
and Hercules (800 x 600 Mouse $69.95
resolution) $699.95 300/1 200 baud modem
CGA exchange complete with w/software $69.95

CGA Card and Monitor $210.00 2400 baud modem
(EGA, CGA and Multisync exchange w/software $14995
replaces monochrome card and 360K floppy disk drive $89.00

monitor.) 3W floppy disk
drive from $1 15.00

Custom Configurations - Our Specialty!
If you do not see what you want here we wi

suit you. Just Ask!
build it to

ORDER TOLL FREE
1 -800-333-8841

(Orders Only)
Technical Assistance (617) 872-9090

Order by 2:00 p.m.
shipped by 5:00 p.m.

Call for this month's special.

!

TERMS & CONDITIONS
The prices quoted here are for cash. We will

accept MasterCard, VISA, Discover and
American Express.CO D 'S are accepted without

any deposit. Purchase Orders are accepted
based on prior approval. Call today for details.

Prices subject to change without notice. Not
responsible for typographical errors.

21 day money back guarantee less shipping,

handling and insurance.



SMART-UNQ
NOVELL STYLE NETWORK

$399.95

EASY
INSTALLATION

We prepare the system for you

(standard or custom configuration).

IT IS READY
TO USE
With

SMART-LINQ M

you just

PLUG & PLAY

O
Z

DC
<

(complete with software and cables)

SMART- LINQ

OUR
SMART LINQ

IS
THE

MISSING LINK
IN YOUR NETWORK

>
30

Z
o

ADD STATIONS
WITH EASE

The system will handle from two to

thirty work stations. Add a station

whenever you need to

With
SMART-LINQ

you just

PLUG & PLAY

SMART-LINQ™

SMART-LINQ" - SMART FEATURES
DEDICATED FILESERVER? NO'

Any Station in our network can be established as the file server. Unlike many
networks, you do not need to dedicate a specific unit as a file server with

SMART-LINQ".

H FILE & RECORD LOCK9 YES'

2 YEAR WARRANTY! 1

2 YEAR WARRANTY
We are confident of our product. Therefore we

offer you a two year repair or replacement, at

our option, warranty on all parts of our Smart-

Ling™ Network except cables. Just ship your

unit to us freight prepaid and we will ship it

back within 24 hours of arrival.

AFTER WARRANTY SERVICE
As a team, we have been serving you since

1 981 . We know how important it is for you to

be up and running. In and out of warranty

service is treated the same, YOU'RE IM-

PORTANT TO US! All repairs are done within

24 hours! For technical assistance call (617)

872-9090.

CIRCLE NO. 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ORDER TOLL FREE!
1 -800-333-8841

(Orders Only)
Technical Assistance (617) 872-9090

Our hours are from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. E.S.T.

Monday through Friday and from
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. E.S.T. on Saturday

Call For This Month's Special

MICRO
SMART

200 Homer Avenue. Ashland, MA 01721
1-617-872-9090

FAX: 617-881-1520

TRADEMARKS: IBM Corp ; Lotus Development;
Tandy Corp.: Microsoft. Inc.; Micro Smart, Inc.;

Novell; NEC; Smart-Linq.

e
1 988 Micro Smart, Inc.



Clone snoIO IBM® QUALITY

Turbo Clone

STANDARD FEATURES:
• 8088 @ 4.77 - 10MHz Turbo-speed Mainboard.
• 51 2K RAM. 640K Optional.
• 8087 Socket.
• 1 50 Watt Power Supply.
• 360K Floppy Drive with Disk Controller.
• Hercules® Compatible Video Card.
• HiResolution TTL Monitor (Green or i

Amber - your choice). A
• 2-Parallel Printer Ports. H
• 2-Serial Ports (1 - Optional $29).
• Game - Joystick Port.
• Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.
• AT Style Keyboard.
• 8 Slots.
• Fully Expandable.
• Mom's ROM BIOS.
• PC-Write - QModem - ExpressCalc
HomeBase - MoneyMaster - Auto Menu
Findex - Clone Utilities.

• FCC Class B Certified.
• LED's for Power, Turbo and Hard Disk i

Access.
j

• Keyboard Lock.
• System Hardware Reset Switch on Front m

Panel. m
• One Year Parts and Labor Warranty.

The Turbo Clone is truly IBM® PC/XT MS-DOS® com-
patibleand runsatthestandard4.77MHz, ora blazing 8MHz.
Flight Simulator, one of the classic tests of compatibility,

runs perfectly. Lotus 1-2-3® can't tell it's not running on an
IBM. We don't know of a single off-the-shelf MS-DOS
software package that won't run properly on the Clone.

The Turbo Clone comes complete, ready to run. Most
every option you could want comes as standard equipment.
We build the Clone ourselves, right here in Dallas, and we are

proud of it. Your Clone is subjected to an extensive burn-in
and complete functional test before shipping. We include a
multitude of Public Domain and Shareware software so you
can start using your Clone right away.

Can I be happy with a Clone? You bet! But don't just take
our word for it. Our 30 day Satisfaction Assurance Period
truly removes all the risk from your buying decision. If you
and your Clone don't get along, you aren't stuck. Study our
guarantee, then order your Clone today. ..toll-free, of course.

NO ORPHANED CUSTOMERS!
We have been supplying our customers with high quality

hardware and software since 1980. Sound engineering, high
performance, quality construction, outstanding warranties
and a reputation for doing the right thing have been our way
of doing business since Day One. As the manufacturer of

FLOPPY DRIVES
360K 5.25" half-height $ 99
720K 3.5" in 5.25" bracket 129

1.2M 5.25" half-height for AT ..119
1.44 3.5" bracket 139

External case w/power supply . . 59

External floppy drive cable 39

TAPE BACKUPS
20MB or 40MB data cart $ 22

20MB or 40MB tape cartridge ... 22
Identica 40MB int. AT 329

Clone computers, we stand behind each computer sold with
a 100% commitment to our customer's satisfaction. Price,

Performance, Value. ..Clone is the clear choice for serious
computer users. To order, call us today toll-free. REMEMBER...
YOUR BEST FRIEND MAY BE A CLONE.

HARD DRIVES
5MB Starter Kit $149
21 .4MB Seagate 65ms Kit 259
32.7MB Seagate 65ms Kit 309
42.8MB Seagate 40ms Kit 479
65.5MB Seagate 40ms Kit 549

Above kits include XT Controller and cables.

MEMORY BOARDS
2MB RAM EMS board for XT ... $ 79
2MB RAM EMS board for AT ... . 99
AST Rampage, 2MB EEMS
Memory Brd. for AT w/512K ... 325

MODEMS
300/1 200 with software $ 59
2400 internal with software 129

STAR PRINTERS
NX-1000 144cps NLQ $179*
NX-1000 Rainbow(w/color) . . . 228*
NX-15 120/30cps NLQ(wide) . . 299*
ND-10 180/45cps NLQ 279*
ND-1 5 same but wide 379*
NR-10 240/60cps NLQ 359*
NR-15 same but wide 479*
NB-15 300/1 OOcps NLQ 699*
NB24-10 216/72cps LQ 459*
NB24-15 same but wide 569*
10' Printer Cable 12*

"with purchase of our computer.

A WIDE VARIETY OF OTHER PRINTERS AVAIL-
ABLE. CALL US ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE!

CO-PROCESSORS
8087-1 $212
80287-8 270

VIDEO
RGB Color 640 x 200 $184*
EGA HiRes 640 x 350 379*
Multifrequency 926 x 580 622*
NEC MultiSync II (VGA) 702*
EGA card w/CGA, Here mode. (All

RAM subject to surcharge) 129
VGA, EGA, CGA, HERC, 132 col.

with software. (All RAM subject
to surcharge) 259
Tilt and swivel base included.
Video cable extender, 6' 9

•Replaces standard monitor and includes
the appropriate (CGA-EGA-VGA) video card.

KEYBOARDS
5160 AT Style, 84 key $49
5339 Deluxe AT style, 102 key. . . 69
Keyboard extender cable, 6' 9



Clone

The Finest AT Clone Y<

1599
With

AS-DOS®
3 3

GWBASIC
$79 Extra

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Intel 80286 @ 10MHz - Wait States.
• 1024K (640/384) Motherboard. Comes
512K standard. Additional 512K - $89.

• 80287 Socket.
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive.

• 1.44MB 3.5" Floppy Capability.
• 42.8 megabyte Seagate ST251 Hard D
• Combined Hard/Floppy Controller.
• 200 Watt Power Supply.
• Hercules® Compatible Monochrome Card
• HiResolution TTL Monitor (Green or Amber
• LED's for Power, Turbo and Hard Disk Acces
• Keyboard Lock.
• Clock/Calendar with AA Battery Backup.
• Enhanced 5339 Keyboard.
• 2 - Parallel Printer Ports.
• 2 - Serial Ports (1 - Optional $29).
• Game-Joystick Port.

• System Hardware Reset Switch on
Front Panel.

• 8 Slots.

• FCC Class B Certified.

• Fully Expandable.
• Setup in BIOS ROM.
• Novell Compatible.
• PC-Write - QModem - ExpressCalc
AutoMenu-HomeBase - MoneyMaste
Findex - Clone Utilities.

• One Year Parts and Labor Warranty.
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This is the finest AT clone yet, and it's from Clone. It has

features like real 10MHz (0 waitstate RAM) speed. Bootsat6
or 10MHzand you can switch speed on-the-fly from the front

panel or from the keyboard during the ROM based setup.

The 42.8MB hard drive is already formatted and has an

effective average seek time of 28ms. Dual internal fans with

BUY A COMPUTER WITHOUT
Just pick up the phone and call us toll-free. Your American

Express, MasterCard and Visa are welcome at no extra

charge, as well as your check, money order or COD order.

UPS will deliver right to your door.

We sell Clones exclusively by mail. And there is a good
reason why. You are buying the Clone computer at wholesale

prices, direct from the manufacturer. We know more about

OUR GUARANTEE
Simply, if anything is wrong with your Clone, we'll fix it free for up to one

year after you receive it. Our Warranty is so simple and straightforward you
may be skeptical, so here is the fine print.

You can void your warranty by failing to exercise normal care when hooking
up or operating your Clone. Or trashing its guts with a hammer. Or running it

over with something. Or burning it up.

You have 30 days after receipt of your Clone to see if youand it are going to

be compatible. If you are not satisfied with your Clone for any reason within

that time, you may return it to us for a full refund, less shipping charges. Just

don't write in the manuals and damage or lose anything that was in the original

container, which also must be returned. Complete warranty details are

available on request.

excess capacity keep the Clone cool even when all the slots

are loaded. Our small size case takes much less room than a

standard AT.
You can own a Clone without risk. Our Satisfaction

Assurance Period (SAP) lets you confirm suitability with

your own applications.

DUT LEAVING YOUR CHAIR!
your Clone than anyone, and it comes with an iron-clad

guarantee that exceeds most other manufacturers' and we
have been around long enough to enforce it. Our guarantee
is backed by a reputation earned during years of experience

in the mail order/manufacturing business. Think about it.

Repeat orders come from satisfied customers. This makes us

work very hard to get it right the first time.

ORDER TOLL FREE!

800-527-0347™
'Serving You Since 1980''

Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 10-3 Call from anywhere in the lower 48 states and Hawaii.

CLONE COMPUTERS • 2544 W. Commerce St. • Box 223957
• Dallas, Texas 75222-3957 • Telex: 882761 • Fax:214-634-8303

For information or technical assistance call 214-637-5400
®1988 by Clone Computers. All rights reserved. Prices and speci-

fications are subject to change without notice. Prices are in U.S.

Dollars. Payments must be in U.S funds drawn on a U.S. bank. All

trademarks shown are the property of their respective owners.

TeleCheck



YOUR FULL

WITH
merican
Semiconductor

NOW with over a BILLION in FINANCING AVAILABLE, it's easy to own the

computer system that you want and need.

NOT A LEASE YOU OWN IT!!

S35.
TURBO XT

MODEL #5301

mo. $39.
TURBO XT

MODEL #5302

mo. $45:
TURBO XT

MODEL #5303
• Selectable 4.77, 8 & 10MHz
Processing Speed • 0-16MB RAM
Available • Bios • One 360K Floppy

Drive • Floppy Controller w/Cable

• Eight Expansion Slots • PC/XT-AT

Enhanced Keyboard.

RETAIL VALUE 81099

OUR PRICE $599

• Selectable 4.77, 8 & 10MHz
Processing Speed • 0-16MB RAM
Available • Bios • 16 Bit 8088-1

CPU • One 360K Floppy Drive

• Multi I/O (w/Floppy Controller,

Clock/Calendar, Parallel, Serial &

Game Port) • Eight Expansion Slots

• PC/XT Enhanced Keyboard.

RETAIL VALUE *1599

OUR PRICE $688

$55. $59.
TURBO AT

MODEL #5501

• 80286 Based CPU • 0-16MB

RAM Available • Bios • 1.2MB
Half/Height Floppy Drive • 20MB
Hard Drive (w/Controller) • Eight

Expansion Slots • Parallel Port

• AT Enhanced Keyboard •

Performance 16,12,10,8,6MHz

Available.

RETAIL VALUE »3999

OUR PRICE $1616

• Selectable 4.77, 8 & 10MHz
Processing Speed • 0-16MB RAM
Available • Bios • 8088-1 CPU
• One 360K Floppy Drive • Multi I/O

(w/Floppy Controller, Clock/Calendar,

Parallel, Serial & Game Port)

• Eight Expansion Slots • One
10MB Hard Drive (w/ Controller)

• AT Enhanced Keyboard.

RETAIL VALUE »1999

OUR PRICE $978

^,000 CUsv

TURBO AT

MODEL #5502^

• 12MHz Clock Speed • 0-16MB

RAM Available • Bios • Intel 80286
Microprocessor • 1.2MB

Half/Height Floppy Drive • 30MB
Hard Drive (w/Controller) • Eight

Expansion Slots • Serial/Parallel

Adapter • AT Enhanced Keyboard

• Performance 16,12,10,8,6MHz

Available.

RETAIL VALUE 84499

OUR PRICE $1743

TURBO XT

MODEL #5304

• 8 & 10MHz Processing Speed
• 0-16MB RAM Available • Bios

• 8088-1 CPU • Two 360K

Half/Height Floppy Drive • Multi I/O

(w/Floppy Controller, Clock/Calendar,

Parallel, Serial & Game Port) • One

20MB Hard Drive (w/Controller)

• Turbo/Normal Mode Either

Software or Hardware Selectable

• Eight Expansion Slots • PC/XT-AT

Enhanced Keyboard.

RETAIL VALUE 82499

OUR PRICE $1171

trsaf ..:;.ju

TURBO XT

MODEL #5305

• 8 & 10MHz Clock Speed
• 0-16MB RAM Available • Bios

• 16 Bit 8088-1 CPU • Two 360K
Half/Height Floppy Drives • Multi I/O

(w/Floppy Controller, Clock/Calendar,

Parallel, Serial & Game Port)

• 30MB Hard Drive (w/Controller)

• Turbo/Normal Mode Either

Software or Hardware Selectable

• Eight Expansion Slots • PC/AT

Enhanced Keyboard.

RETAIL VALUE 82999

OUR PRICE $1298

TURBO XT

MODEL #5306

• 8 & 10MHz Processing Speed
• 0-16MB RAM Available • Bios

• 16 Bit 8088-1 CPU • Two 360K
Half/Height Floppy Drives • Multi

I/O (w/Controller, Clock/Calendar,

Parallel, Serial & Game Port)

• 20MB Hard Drive (w/Controller)

• Turbo Normal Mode Either

Software or Hardware Selectable

• Eight Expansion Slots • PC/XT-AT

Enhanced Keyboard • IBM

Compatible Enhanced Graphic

Adapter (EGA) • High Resolution

EGA Monitor.

RETAIL VALUE 83899

OUR PRICE $1799

^LAPTOP

NO MONEY DOWN!
Even if you have a computer...

We'll sell you add-ons from ourTOP QUALITY products, andFINANCE them too!

*Available on XT Mother Boards.

DRAMS, MONITORS ARE ADDITIONAL. SURGE PROTECTOR/POWER DISTRIBUTION CENTERS ARE OPTIONAL AND AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $39.95.

MODEL #5402

• 80188 Compatible (7.16MHz) • ROM
32KBN (BIOS, etc.) • RAM: 256KB standard,

expandable to 640KB • 3.5" 720 KB FDD
x 1 • Optional 2nd 3.5" FDD or 20MB HDD
• Supertwist Crystal Display • Capacity: 80

characters x 24 lines (640 x 200 pixels)

• 0*180° tilt angle adjustment • 78/88-key step-

sculptured keyboard with integrated numeric

keypad • Parallel (Centronics) port x 1

• External 5 1/4
M FDD unit l/F x 1 • Slot for

EPROM card. CRT adaptor for EMS card x 1

• Slot for Modem Card or SIQ card x 1

• 12V8 " (W) x 3" (H) x 13%" (D) • Approx.

10 lbs. • Lead battery (7 hrs. operation)

• AC adaptor • MS-DOS* 2.11

OUR PRICE S955.-S2995.

386

MODEL #5701

• 16-20MHz Processor Speed
• Intel 80386 Microprocessor

• 32 Bit Architecture • Com-
patible with 8MHz 80286

Hardware & Software • Bios

• Speed Selection 16,8,6,4.77

MHz • Relocation of Bios • EGA
Bios to 32 Bit High Speed RAM for Lightning

Execution • Real Time Clock • 4,8 or

10MHz 80287 Co-processor Socket

• Standard 32 Bit • 0-16 RAM Available

• Connectors for Attaching up to 16MB of

Memory • 1.2MB Half/Height Floppy Drive

• Eight Expansion Slots • Serial/

Parallel Adapter • AT Enhanced Keyboard.

RETAIL VALUE *8999

OUR PRICE $2476
'Tower case as shown optional.

SAY CHARGE IT.

ADD 3.95o/o

^1-800-825-SAVEORDER TOLL FREE! H ^^^^
1-800-825-7283

CUSTOMER SERVICE (813) 886-8631

OPEN MON-FRI 8 AM - Late, Late, Late CIRC
OPEN SATURDAY 9 AM-5 PM (EST)

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: 15240 RACE TRACK RD., TAMPA, FL 33626, (813) 886-8631

CIRCLE NO. 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

[ OVER
1 25,000

CUSTOMERS
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO AVAILABILITY AND MARKET FLUCTUATIONS.

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. $25.00 CREDIT APPLICATION FEE.
PC COMP 07/88





Is 1 st In PRICE
WE

COMPUTER DIRECT
, SUPPORT, & GUARANTEE!

Prices Expire 8-31-88

* 1 5 MHz IBM® Turbo

XT Compatible System

The Complete System Includes:
• 51 2K Professional Turbo XT Computer
• 360K Floppy Drive and Controller

•MS DOS3.2&GW Basic
• 12" Hi-Res 35 MHz Monochrome Monitor
• Genuine IBM® Printer With Interface &

1 Roll Of Heat Transfer Paper
• Word Processor, Spreadsheet & Data Base
• Complete DOS & System Tutor Included FREE!

Our Low Sale Price

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ $1995

(Add $35.00 shipping.*)

1 1" TTL Monochrome
Monitor

• Anti-Glare Screen
• Audio Speaker
• Volume Control
• Black Matrix Tube
• Horizontal Resolution 260 Lines
• Includes Composite Cable

Our Low Sale Price

List $199

(Add $10.00 shipping.*)

1®
1 2MHi 286 IBM® AT

Compatible Computer I Compatible Computer

Super Fast

V20 CPU

• 51 2K Professional XT Turbo Computer
• 360K Floppy Drive and Controller
• *15 MHz (Norton CI Rating)
• MS DOS 3.2 & GW Basic

• Parallel, Serial & Game Ports

• TTL Monochrome Monitor Card
• Super Fast V20 CPU • "AT Style" Keyboard
• Security Keylock & Clock Calendar

• 80286 16 Bit Microprocessor
• 1 .2 MEG Floppy Disk Drive
• Parallel & Serial Printer Ports
• 101 Key "AT Style" Keyboard
• BIOS w/Built-ln Support for 3V2" Drives
• Clock/Calendar & Security Keylock
• Wait State

$£AA95 With Floppy/Hard Drive ControllerOTT Card & 51 2K RAM Memory Installed

Our Low Sale Price I Our Low Sale Price

List $1 195 List $2295

(Add $10.00 shipping.*) (Add $14.50 shipping.*)

IBM 300/1200 BPS
Card Modem

• 1200 Baud Bell 212A/103at 1200/300 BPS
• 100% Hayes Compatible
• Automatic Dialing & Answering
• Built-in Speaker With Volume Control

• Separate Voice and Data Jacks

• Both Touch Tone and Pulse Dialing

Extensive Diagnostics

Sale Price $JB A95
(Add $3.00 shipping.*) *0 List $149

— Kiss Hco*—
IBM 300/ 1 200/2400
BPS Card Modem

• Full or Half-Duplex Operations
• Hayes Compatible
• Auto Dial in Pulse, Tone & Tandem
• FCC Certified and Registered

• Includes Software

• Auto Originate and Answer Modes
• Reverse Mode Dial

Sale Price $
(Add $3.00 shipping.*) ^ ^ List i3*List $349

1 2" Hi-Res RGB
Color Monitor

CIRCLE NO. 115 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

• Tinted Glass
• .31 Dot Pitch
• 690 x 240V Resolution
• Non-Glare Screen
• Green/Amber Text Switch
• Data Cable Included

Our Low Sale Price

List $329

(Add $14.50 shipping.*)

15 Day Home Trial • 90 Day Immediate Replacement Policy

(312) 382-5050
We Love Our Customers!

si
Mail

COMPUTER DIRECT
22292 N. Pepper Road
Barrington, IL. 60010



Will
ER DIRE

Genuine IBM® Printer
8%" Letter Size • 80 Column

Limited Quantities

9 Upper & Lower Case
(with true lower descenders)

• Advanced Dot Matrix - Heat Transfer

• Graphics With Commodore, & Apple Interfaces

• Ready to Hook Up To Serial Port Of IBM® PCjr.

• Low Cost Adapters For IBM®, Apple,

Commodore, & Laser Computers
• Underline & Enlarged

Our Low Sale Price

List $199

(Add $7.50 shipping.*)

Seagate
20 MEG Harddrive

• Supports MS DOS
• 20 Mega Byte Storage

• Auto Boots When Powered Up
• Floppy Disk Controller Included

• Fits IBM PC, XT & Compatibles
• '/i Height - Takes Vt the Room of Full Size Drives

Sale Price

(Add $10.00 shipping.*) List $499
$249

<$>Seagate
Super Fast ST 25

1

40 MEG Harddrive
• 38 ms Access
• Supports MS DOS
• 40 Mega Byte Storage

• Auto Boots When Powered Up
• Vj Height - Takes •/» the Room of Full Size Drives

Sale Price $
(Add $10.00 shipping/) 389

ND E MEAN IT1 Prices Expire 8-31-88

PC, XT & AT Compatible
Infernal Disk Privet

TIAC 360K - S!4" Drive
• Double Sided/Double Density

• Fits IBM PC, XT & Compatibles

• Half Height

•List Price $199 (Add $5.00 shipping*)

TIAC 1.2 M - 5'/4" Drive
1.2 Mega Byte Memory
Fits IBM AT & Compatibles

Double Sided/Double Density

•List Price $199 (Add $10.00 shipping*)

TEAC 720K - ZVi" Drive
Double Sided/Double Density

Fits IBM PC, XT & Compatibles

• Half Height

•List Price $199 (Add $5.00 shipping*)

TEAC 1.44M-3V Drive
• 1 .44 Mega Byte Memory § A AQC
Fits IBM AT & Compatibles *
Double Sided/Double Density ™ ~
List Price $299 (Add $10.00 shipping*)

720 CPS 1 5" Printer
Multi-Head Wide Carriage Printer

With High Dot Resolution

720 CPS -150 CPS NLQ
8K Print Buffer

Print Speed of 214 LPM In Draft

6 Print Heads Achieve High Dot
Resolution In Higher Speed
NLQ Speed Of 47.4 LPM
136 Column Wide Carriage
IBM and Epson Mode
Parallel Centronics Port

Our Low Sale Price

$VAA95
List $1995

jAdd $14.50 shipping.*)

5 14" Floppy Disks Hi-Speed NLQ Printer

19*Double Sided
Double Density
Minimum Quantity 50 ™ OOCH
Maximum Quantity 250 (Add $4.00 shipping.*)

100% Certified - Liftetime Guarantee

Box of 50 $9.50 (19' each)
(without sleeves)

Box of 50 $10.50 (21 < each)
(with sleeves)

Box of 100 (no limit) . . . $24.00 (24' each)
(with sleeves & labels)

Superb Near Letter Quality
160 -180 CPS

Economy Sleeves $1 .00 per quantity of 50
Disk Labels $3.95 per quantity of 100
Disk Notchers $3.95 each

5Y4" DS-DO
Includes Disks,

Sleeves, Labels &
Write Protects

no limit

24±each
(Add $4.00 shipping.*)

100% Certified • Lifetime Guarantee
Immediate Replacement

if the disk ever fails!

Sold in lots of 100. • $24.00

High Speed Dot Matrix

Near Letter Quality Selectable From Front Panel
Italics - Elite - Condensed - Pica

Tractor/Friction Feed
Centronics Parallel Port
* Lifetime Warranty On Print Head
6 Month Replacement Policy For Printer

Super Graphics

8K Print Buffer

Our Low Sale Price

^O^S^ List $499

(Add $10.00 shipping.*)

15 Day Home Trial • 90 Pay Immediate Replacement Policy
COMPUTER DIRECT
22292 N. Pepper Rd, Barrington, IL. 60010

Coll (312) 382-5050 To Order!

• Illinois residents add f>Vif% sales tax. All orders must be in U.S. Dollars. We ship to all points in the U.S.. CANADA. PUERTO RICO. A APO-FPO.
Please call for charges outside continental U.S. or C.O.D. MAIL ORDERS enclose cashier check, money order, or personal check. Allow 14 days delivery, 2
to 7 days for phone orders and 1 day express mail. Prices, specifications A availability subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling charges are
not refundable. (Monitors only shipped in continental U.S.) COMPUTER DIRECT will match any valid nationally advertised delivered price on the exact
same product with a comparable payment method (excluding any applicable sales taxes). A physical copy order
of the current valid lower priced ad must be supplied with the order, or within 1 5 days of date of purchase. VISA MASTIRCARD CO.D.



People who turn kids onto drugs

aren't a ways the dregs of the earth.

They're people who love children

more than anything. Parents.

Everything mothers and fathers

do, no matter how discreet, leaves

a lasting impression on sons and
daughters. With millions of parents

doing drugs, its no wonder millions

of kids are doing the same.
So if youVe wondering where

children pick up their habits, where
in the world they get them from, you
don't have

|F PARENTS STOP,
to look very KIDSWON'T START.
Tar. FSyOU. Partnership for a Drug-Free America.



MS-DOS® BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

(MOST SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
IN 5%" OR 3V5". PLEASE SPECIFY.)

Ability $59
Ability Plus 165
Borland Quattro (1-2-3 Clone) 149
Borland Reflex Workshop 45
Borland Reflex: The Database 95
DAC Easy Accounting (all version 2) 59
DAC Easy Accounting Tutor 18
DAC Easy Base 31

DAC Easy Bonus Pack 111

DAC Easy Mate 25
DAC Easy Payroll 44
DAC Easy Payroll Tutor 18
DAC Easy Report 20
DAC Easy Word II 31

dBase II 315
dBase III Plus 399
Design CAD 169
Desqview 79
Diagram Master 199
Diamond Integrated Lotus 90
Dot Plot 28
EGA Paint, Version 2005F 69
Eight in One 37
Formtool 59
Framework II 359
Gem Desktop 31

Generic Cadd 3.0 55
Harvard Graphics 299
IPrint 120
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01 319
Managing the Market 89

Microsoft Excel 315
Microsoft Project 329
Microsoft Word/Spell 234
MultiMate Advantage II 269
Multiplan 129
Newsroom 34
Newsroom Professional 46
Page Perfect 259
Paradox 2.0 444
Peachtree Complete System II 174
pfs: First Choice 98
pfs: First Publisher 59
pfs: Professional File 149
pfs: Professional Write 119
Printshop 37
Printshop Companion 31

Printshop Graphics Holiday Disk 22
Printshop Graphics Library #1 22
Printshop Graphics Library #2 22

Q & A 215
Quicken 31

R:Base System V 419
Twin Classic (Lotus 1-2-3 Clone) 57

Ventura Publisher 1.1 479
VP Expert 55
VP Info (dBase III Clone) 69
VP Planner (Lotus 1-2-3 Clone) 55
VP Planner Plus 99
Websters New World Writer 59
WordPerfect 5.0 247
WordPerfect 5.0 Premium Pack 259
WordPerfect Executive 119
WordPerfect Library 63
WordPerfect Network 5.0 379
WordStar 2000 Plus Release 249
WordStar Pro Release 4 239

MS-DOS
LANGUAGES/UTILITIES
AutoSketch $ 53
Borland Eureka: The Solver 103
Borland Sidekick 53
Borland Sidekick Plus 123
Borland Superkey 65
Borland Traveling Sidekick 35
Borland Turbo BASIC 65
Borland Turbo C 65
Borland Turbo Lightning 65
Borland Turbo PASCAL with 8087/BCD. . . 65
Borland Turbo PASC. Grphcs Toolbox . ... 65
Borland Turbo Prolog 65
Borland Turbo Prolog Toolbox 65

Borland Turbo PASCAL Tutor $ 48
Borland Turbo BASIC Database Tlbx 65
Borland Turbo BASIC Editor Toolbox 65
Borland Turbo BASIC Telecom 65
Borland Turbo PASCAL Database Tlbx ... 65
Borland Turbo PASCAL Editor Toolbox ... 65
Borland Turbo PASCAL Gameworks 65
Borland Turbo PASCAL NumMeth Tlbx ... 65
Borland Word Wizard 45
Carbon Copy + 119
Copy II PC 21

Copy II PC Option Board Deluxe (New) . . 132
Crosstalk XVI 108
Cruise Control 33
Disk Optimizer 43
Fastback 5.14 87
Fastback Plus 99
Fontasy 2.0 39
Grammatik II 49
Mace Utilities 59
Mach 20 Disk Plus 75
Media Master Plus 36
Microsoft C Compiler 5.0 289
Microsoft Macro Assembler 5.1 99
Microsoft Quick BASIC Compiler 67
Microsoft "C" Quick Compiler 67
Microsoft Windows 2.03 67
Mirror II Crosstalk Clone 39
Norton Commander 39
Norton Utilities 4.0 Advanced 79
PC Tools Deluxe 41

Printmaster Plus 33
Sideways 42
SmartComm II 3.0 89
Wonder Plus by Bourbaki 51

X Tree 39
X Tree Pro 69

OTHER MS-DOS SOFTWARE
3-D Helicopter Simulation $29
Alge Blaster 28
Bank Street Writer Plus 59
Better Working Word Processor 19
Bureaucracy 27
California Games 25
Certificate Maker 23
Certificate Maker Library #1 18
Championship Golf 10
Chuck Yeager's AFS 26
Designasaurus 22
Dollars and $ense 99
F-15 Strike Eagle 22
Gato 10
Gunship 31

Jet 35
Karateka 22
Kings Quest I 31

Kings Quest II 31

Kings Quest III 31

Kings Quest IV 31

Leather Goddess of Phoebos 27
Leisure Suit Larry 25
Lurking Horror 26
Managing Your Money 129

Mastertype 26
Math Blaster Plus 28
Math Rabbit 25
Mean 18, Ultimate Golf 25
Micro Cookbook 28
Microsoft Flight Simulator 34
NFL Challenge 60
Pinball Wizard 19
Police Quest 32
Reader Rabbit 25
Sargon III 14
Silent Service 22
Space Quest 31

Space Quest II 32
Spell It! 28
Summer Games II 13
Test Drive 22
Toy Shop 31

Typing Tutor IV 31

Where in Europe is Carmen San Diego?. . . 28
Where in U.S.A. is Carmen San Diego? ... 28
Where in World is Carmen San Diego? .... 25
Winter Games 13
Wizardry 37

Word Attack $ 28
Word Games 25
Writer Rabbit 32
Zork 1 25

MODEMS & RODENTS
Everex Internal 300/1 200 with software. . $ 79
External 300/1200 with software 199
Logimouse with software, Bus or Serial ... 75
Logimouse with First Publisher 119
Microsoft Bus Mouse with software 106
Microsoft Serial Mouse with software 106
Optimouse with Dr Halo II 119
Willard & Ben Combo with friends CALL
Mach III Joystick, each 36
Mach V Joystick for AT, each 45
Joystick, each 24
Zuckerbrd 300/1 200 w/softwr 5 yr wnty ... 59
Mouse Pad 6
Anchor internal 300/1200/2400 129
Hi-Res Logimouse with software, Bus 94
Hi-Res Logimouse with 1st Publisher,
Generic CADD, EGA Paint, etc 177

HARD DRIVES &
TAPE BACKUPS
(All kits come complete with drive, controller and cables)

5MB Starter Kit $149
21 .4MB Seagate ST225 65ms fast stpr 289
32.7MB Seagate ST238 65ms fast stpr 315
42.8MB Seagate ST251 40ms fast stpr 479
65.5MB Seagate ST277 40ms fast stpr 649
Identica 40MB internal AT 329
Mountain 40MB external backup, XT 526
Data Cartridge specify 20MB or 40MB 22
Adapter Cable for ext tape replace drv B . . 39

MONITORS
HiRes TTL 720x248 spec Green/Amber . $ 79
RGB 14" Color 640x200 resolution 239
EGA 14" Color 640x350 resolution 369
VGA 14" Multi-Frequency 926x580 499

PRINTERS & CABLES
Star NX-1000 144cps NLQ, tractor $189
Star NX-1000 Rainbow. Above w/color . . . 248
Star NX-15 120cps, NLQ, 5K bfr, 132 c ... 319
Star ND-10 180cps, 12.6K bfr, NLQ, tr 289
Star ND-15 As above but 132 column 419
Star NR-1 240cps, 1 2.6K bfr, NLQ, tr . . . . 359
Star NR-1 5 240cps, 12.6K bfr, 132, NLQ . . 479
Star NB-15 300cps, 16K bfr, 132, NLQ 699
Star NB-2410 216cps, 5K b, 24-wire LQ . . 469
Star NB-2415 As above but 132 col 599
Molded 10' parallel cable w/thumbscr 12
Panasonic KX-P1091i, 80col/120cps 225
Panasonic KX-P1080i, 80col/144cps 179
Panasonic KX-P1092i, 80 col/240cps 349

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
2MB EMS mem brd, XT, w/OK RAM $ 89
2MB EMS mem brd. for AT, w/OK RAM ... 99
Clone 4-dr floppy controller with cable 25
XT I/O 2-flpy, clock/cal, 2-ser, par/game . . 55
TTL Hercules graphics with parallel port . . 45
Color Grphcs Adptr 640x200 w/par. port . . 40
EGA card 139
VGA card 259
All 8087 and 80287's in stock. Call for price!

Keyboard coiled cable extender 6' 9
Video extender cable, DB-9 each end 9
RS-232 molded cable w/thumbscr 10' 20
Centronics/Centronics molded cable 10' . . 20
DB-25 Gender changer, M/M or M/F 9
Printer Switch Box, 2-pos, Centronics 39
Printer Switch Box, 4-pos, Centronics 49
Printer Switch Box, 2-position, DB-25 39
Printer Switch Box, 4-position, DB-25 49
Flip-top disk storage box with lock 9
Vertical CPU stand (Add $9 for wheels) ... 25
AST Rampage 2MB EEMS memory board for

AT with 512K 325
Microsoft Mach 20 Disk Plus 75
Microsoft Mach 20 Turbo Board 369
Microsoft Mach 20 Memory Plus Board . . 295

BOOKS
Ttiske advanlis^e &t our volume discounts and
save a bundle) Buy any 3 books and &am an

additional $S discount. Buy 4 and deduct $?<
Buy 5 and deduct $9. etc. Add $.50 shipping per

1-2-3 Business Formula Handbook $15
1-2-3 Command Language 15
1-2-3 for Business, 2nd Edition 15
1-2-3 Macro Library Handbook 15
1-2-3 Tips, Tricks & Traps, 2nd Edition 15
Using 1-2-3, Special Edition 18
C Programmer's Library 19
C Programming Guide 15
C Self-Study Guide 14
dBASE III Plus Handbook 15
DOS Pragrammer's Reference 16
IBM BASIC Handbook 12
Inside the IBM-PC 16
Inside the IBM-PC with software 26
Managing Your Hard Disk 15
MS-DOS Advanced 17
MS-DOS Quick Reference Guide 4
MS-DOS Users Guide 2nd Edition 16
Nortons Programmers Guide 15
Running MS-DOS 17
Turbo PASCAL for BASIC Programmers . . 15
Using 1-2-3 with software , 22
Using AutoCad 21
Using Dollars and $ense 15
Using Managing Your Money 16
Using Q & A 15
Using Reflex 15
Using Symphony 19
Using WordPerfect 15
Using WordStar 15
WordPerfect Tips, Tricks & Traps 17

BUY FROM US RIGHT NOW
(Please read the fine print first)

Our inventory is so large it can not be listed

completely. Please call us if you do not see what you
want. Chances are, we have it or can get it right

away. Because of the time lag in magazine adver-
tising, prices are subject to change without notice.

Our prices are for mail order only. We are only
human, so we decline responsibility for typograph-
ical errors. We welcome your company and/or
personal checks. We use TeleCheck. Please follow
these TeleCheck regulations. The check must be
drawn on a U.S. or Canadian bank and be payable in

U.S. Dollars. Your check must be bank printed and
contain your street address (not P.O. Box or
APO/FPO) and telephone number. The signature
must exactly match the name printed on the check.
If your check does not meet these requirements,
allow three weeks check clearance time. We also
accept American Express, MasterCard, Visa, Cash-
ier's Checks, electronic funds transfer, and we ship
COD. COD's and motor freight shipments may
require a deposit. Some special items may require a
deposit. All COD's require cash on delivery. Com-
pany and/or personal checks can NOT be accepted
in payment of COD shipment. Your credit card is not
charged until we ship your order. Ground shipping
charges are included on all orders over $100. Add
shipping to all orders under $100. We do not collect

sales tax on orders shipped outside of Texas.
Orders placed by 5 PM will beshipped the next day if

stock is on hand. Your order will leave before we go
home. The responsibility of suitability of software
rests with the purchaser. Due to the nature of the
business and product, there are NO REFUNDS ON
SOFTWARE. Please do not buy software from us if

you are not sure it will work foryou. SOFTWARE IS
NOT RETURNABLE. Software support is provided
by the manufacturer. We will PROVIDE REPLACE-
MENT ONLY if your disk is defective, if you notify us
within 30 days after delivery of your merchandise.
Please call us for help and instructions should you
have a problem.

GOOD AS GOLD WARRANTY
We want you to be happy with your purchase. All

items we offer carry the manufacturer's warranty,
and any problem you might have in service will be
handled by his service organization. Please call us
should you have any difficulty in obtaining service.
Yoursatisfaction isourgoal andwe back it up witha
30 day money-back guarantee (except software).
We will be happy to mail you acopy of the complete
warranty details on request.

ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-527-03
FREE SHIPPING!

*For orders over $100

AO 78

Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 10-3

NkONTEZUlAA
MICRO* "WE KEEP YOU RUNNING'

"Serving You Since 1980"

2544 W. Commerce St
P.O. Box 224767

Dallas, Texas 75222-4767

Telephone: 214-631-7900

Facsimile: 214-634-8303

®1988 by Montezuma Micro. All rights reserved.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.



Leprecard

Leprecards feature components utilizing

the latest technology from Seagate &

Western Digital. You get a 1 year warranty, & illustrated user's guide.

Low power drives mean less strain on the power supply, lower

operating temperatures, and longer component life. FREE SOFTWARE Including

TakeTwo, the backup utility. PC MAGAZINE Editor's Choice in 1986 & 1987, & PC-KWIK
disk cache software from Multisoft.

21MB 30MB 30MB 40MB 49MB 65MB
85ms 85ms 40ms 70ms* 28ms* 16ms*

$299 $339 $389 $449 $549
•Average access speed per partition

TANDY 1000/A/SX/TX Leprecards add $20

$649

3.5" Floppy
Hits

Instant Laptop & PS/2 compatibility.

All kits include bracket to mount in 51/4"

drive bay, black & grey face plates,

and AT rails.

Now included: TakeTwo, the backup
utility PC MAGAZINE named as their

Editor's Choice.

$109
720K internal for

PC/XT/AT Requires

DOS 3.2 or optional

$19 driver software.

$139
1.44 MB internal

for AT only. Includes

driver software.

$199
1.44MB Internal for

PC/XT. includes

high speed floppy

Controller & cables.

Supports two drives.

PC/XT Disk Hits

•Pretested

& formatted
•Western
Digital short

controller

• 30 page installation'

guide & reference

manual
•Cables, mounting screws,

full & half-height

face plates

•TakeTwo backup software,

PC MAGAGINE "Editor's Choice"

•PC-KWIK disk cache software by Multisoft
•1 year Warranty, 30 day Money Back Guarantee
• Optional: 150 watt, UL/FCC approved >k
power supply for IBM PC's $69 j0Bt\

TANDY 1000 kits add $20

20MB kit $289
Seagate ST225 21 .4MB/65ms/Half-Height/1 4.8 watts

30MB kit $309
Seagate ST238 32.7MB/65ms/Half-Height/1 4.8 watts

40MB kit $459
Seagate ST251 42.8MB/Half-Height/H watts
pre-formatted into a pair of 21MB/28ms partitions

65MB kit $549
Seagate ST277R 65.5MB/Half-Height/H watts
pre-formatted into a pair of 32MB/28ms partitions

AT Hard Disk Hits
•Includes IBM AT rails & cables

Speedstor or OnTrack large drive software
•Formatted, Partitioned & Tested

Size Model Speed Capacity Price

HH Seagate ST251 40ms 42.8MB $399
HH Seagate ST251-1 30ms 42.8MB $489
FH Seagate ST4096 28ms 80.2MB $669
FH Micropolis 1 333 30ms 44MB $555
FH Micropolis 1335 28ms 71MB $699
FH Maxtor 1140 27ms 117MB $1669

2400 MNP
Modems
S239/S229

•Hayes Compatible, 300/1200/2400
• MNP level 4 error correction
• FREE MIRROR II Software, a $69 value

• Internal model $229, fits in short slot

internal with MIRROR ll (non MNP) $119

28610 Computer

80286 processor at running at 6/10 Mhz with wait

states provides a Norton SI rating of 11.5. 8 slots -

Room for 1 full height and 3 half - height drives -

200 watt power supply - Clock calendar - Choice

of 1.2 or 1.44MB floppy drive - Combination Hard

Disk/Floppy drive controller - Maxiswitch 84 or 101 key Keyboard - 51 2K RAM standard

expandable to 1 MB - Award BIOS - 1 year warranty - 30 day money back guarantee.

Complete Systems with Serial/Parallel/Came Ports:

$895

Monographics Card & Monitor $1095
with 20MB/65ms Seagate $1 289
with 40MB/40ms Seagate $1 429
with 65MB/40ms Seagate $1 549

Orchid 51 2K VGA & Multisync II $1995
with 20MB/65ms Seagate $21 89
with 40MB/40ms Seagate $ 2329
with 65MB/40ms Seagate $2449

1.5 MB Laser Printer
"One of the Laserjet's strongest competitors."

INFOWORLD October 5, 1987

51 2K RAM 1.5MB RAM

$1295 $1595
• 100% HP Laserjet, & Laserjet + compatible
•1.5MB RAM Gives Full Page 300dpi graphics

•Vector graphics capability improves speed on
programs like AutoCad up to 93%

• 9 resident & 5 downloadable soft fonts standard

• Printer utility software
• Serial & Parallel Interfaces

• 120 day TRW on site maintenance
•1 year Warranty
•Options: All HP style font cartridges

Toner Cartridge $29

Orchid

512KS299 256K $249
Tiny Turbo 286 $289
Twin Turbo $409

1200 Modem
• 300 or ^$69
1200 bps
speed

•Hayes
Smartcom II

compatible
• Line-busy detect,

auto redial

• FREE MIRROR II software
• Made in USA, 1 year warranty

25248 Townsgate Road, Dept. c / westiake village, CA 91361

To order, or get our free catalog, call:

Toll Free— 800-722-AT-XT
"VIC California

805-373-7847
UU'MOf'flMPU I f M
MAHK ( t IM( j ( ;( )| )M( n

* No extra for Visa/Mastercard (AMEXadd 3%).

* Prices Include UPS surface shipping.

* Federal Express shipping just $1.50 per pound.
* 30 Day Money Back Guarantee.
* Corporate & institutional PCs accepted.

CIRCLE NO. 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



PERIPHERALS SALE
Uninterruptible Power Supply

TOTAL POWER PROTECTION!

.mi

As Low As 229
250 Watt Model

Add $23 shipping in

the lower 48 states.

• Blackouts. Enables user to operate during com-
plete loss of power.

• Brownouts. User is protected from low AC voltage
below 102 volts.

• Overload Protection. Automatic shutdown in over-

load situation protects UPSfrom inverter burnout.
• Overvoltage Protection. UPS runs on inverter (1 1

7

volts) when AC voltage exceeds 132 volts.

• Surges/Spikes. Clamps transientsabove 200 volts

with an energy rating of 100 joules or less.

• EMI/RFI. Three stage filtering for clean AC power.
• Synchronized Sinewave*. Eliminates voltage re-

versal to input of your equipment.
• 1 Millisecond Transfer Time*. Includes detection

and transfer so your machine never notices loss of

electrical power.
• Two Audible Alarm Levels. Notifies user of battery

usage and two minute warning.
• LED Display. Informs user of operation mode,
power utilized on AC, plus "On Battery" and
battery power status.

• Alarm Silencer. Enables user to silence alarm for

quiet continued use during battery operation.
• Optional Signal Port. Enables UPS to notify

computer of loss of AC power to allow computer
to back-up or shut down.

*250 watt and 500 watt units offer 4
msec transfer time. PWM wave form.

250 Watt 120 Volt $ 229

300 Watt 120 Volt 339

500 Watt 120 Volt 449

600 Watt 120 Volt 559

1200 Watt 120 Volt 899

1600 Watt 120 Volt 1199
230 volt units also available.

200
Watt Save Your Data and Money Too with Our

Uninterruptible Power Supply

$Fully

Automatic 199 Add $23 shipping in

the lower 48 states.

Forget about power failures when you use our 200-
watt standby power supply. The unit automatically
switches to its own internal batteries during the power
outage allowing uninterrupted use of your computer.
The actual length of time isapproximately 20 minutes
at a 200W load. Longer at lesser loads. The unit is

compact, maintenance free and ruggedly constructed

to give you years of unattended service. Our one year
warranty covers both parts and labor. Our low price
gives your data (and wallet) the protection they de-
serve. There's no risk with our 30 day money back
guarantee. If, for any reason, you aren't happy, we'll

cheerfully refund the entire purchase price, less ship-
ping. Order yours today!

Low Cost Hard Drives ^ „ ____
For IBM and Tandy ^tmmmmmmmm ]

21 .4 Meg kit * 299 42.8 Meg kit $ 469
32.7 Meg kit $329 65.5 Meg kit $ 579

One year parts & labor warranty. Add $10 shipping.

Don't spend more than necessary to add an internal hard drive to

your Tandy 1000/A/SX/3000. Aerocomp provides the best low-
cost, high quality, fast access hard drives for your Tandy 1000 or
other IBM compatible. These kits come complete with the drive,

controller, cables and installation instructions. Our systems allow
you to boot directly from the hard drive. We use brand new
genuine Seagate drives, not some obscure reject off-brand, so you can be assured of long, trouble-free, drive life. Our 20
and 30 megabyte drives have an average access time of65ms and the 40 megabyte drive is a mere 28ms. Not a slow-stepping
dog in the bunch. We provide software to park the heads for maximum protection (automatic on 40MB model). All

connectors and card edges are gold plated to insure flawless service. SX owners can save hundreds by simply removing one
floppy and installing our Iow-power20, 30 or 40MB hard drive in its place. The sizes listed are after formatting. DOS 2.1 or
later is required (40MB requires 3.2 or later). Tandy 1000 requires DMA and ROM 1 .01 .00 or later. Not for Tandy 1000EX/HX.
30 day satisfaction guarantee. If, for any reason, you don't like your hard drive, we'll refund the entire purchase price, less

shipping. Order yours today!

\V.-

30 Megabyte Hard Cards

^*3^)5 Add $10 for shipping.

Easy
Installation!

Now Only

These hard cards comecompletely assembled and formatted. Installation
is easy and instructions are incuded. Low power use. One year warranty
with our30day money backguarantee. Specify computer when ordering.

Get Big Savings Now On
LOW COST FLOPPYS

Aerocomp has been supplying quality disk drives at low
prices since 1 980. All drivesare half-height and are new—not
factory blems, seconds, close-outs or a defunct manufact-
urer's surplus (MPI, Qume, Tandon, etc.). We offer just about
every combination of internal and external floppy config-
uration plus the proper cables to connect everything to-
gether. We appreciate your business and will do our very best
to support you. If, for any reason, you aren't happy with your
hardware selection, we'll cheerfully refund the entire pur-
chase price, less shipping. Order yours today! All items
(except software) have a one year parts and labor warranty.

BARE DRIVES
360K 5'/4" TEAC 55B bare drive 40tk $ 99
720K 5V*" TEAC 55F bare drive 80tk 105
1 .2M 5 1/4" TEAC 55G bare drive 80tk 119
360K 3 1/2 " TEAC 35B bare drive 40tk 89
720K 3W TEAC 35F bare drive 80tk 129
1.4M 3M>" TEAC 35H bare drive 80tk 139

For 5V4" bracket for 3W drive, add $10.

DRIVE-POWER SUPPLY COMBINATIONS
(Includes gold plated extender)
1-TEAC 35B 360K in a dual enclosure $139
1-TEAC 35F 720K in a dual enclosure 179
1-TEAC 35H 1.44M in a dual enclosure 189
2-TEAC 35B's in a dual enclosure 228
2-TEAC 35F's in a dual enclosure 299
2-TEAC 35H's in a dual enclosure 328
1-TEAC 55B 360K in a dual enclosure 139
1-TEAC 55F 720K in a dual enclosure 146
2-TEAC 55B's in a dual enclosure 239
2-TEAC 55F's in a dual enclosure 251

Add $10 for brushed stainless steel cover.

CABLES - CASES - DOS
IBM external floppy cable (drives C/D) $ 40
TRS-80 2-drive floppy cable 24
TRS-80 4-drive floppy cable 34
6" floppy extender cable, gold contacts 12
3V£" case and power supply w/o extender 49
5Vi" case and power supply w/o extender 59
TRS-80 Model 1 TRSDOS 2.3 with manual 25
TRS-80 Model 3 TRSDOS 1.3 disk only 15
TRS-80 Model 4 TRSDOS 6.x with manual 25
TRS-80 Model 4 CP/M (Montezuma version) 129

Add $10 for brushed stainless steel cover.

Add $4 shipping for singles, $6 for duals.

Add $4 shipping for singles, $6 for duals.

AE3GCGITIP
2544 West Commerce St. Dallas, Texas 75212

P.O. Box 223957

TELEX: 882761 FAX: 21 4-634-8303

SERVICE: 214-638-8886 INFORMATION: 214-637-5400
1988 by Aerocomp. All rights reserved.

VISA IEXRBESS

"SERVING YOU
SINCE 1980"

ORDER TOLL FREE!

1 -800-527-0347
Mon.-Fri. 9-7

Sat. 10-3

AD 79

Have your American Express, MasterCard or Visa ready. We will not charge
your card until the day we ship yourorder. Mail orders are welcome. Money
orders are accepted as well as your company and personal checks as long
as they are bank printed and have your address and telephone number. We
will ship surface COD with no deposit on most items, but all COD's require
cash or a Cashier's Check on delivery. Texas residents add State Sales Tax.
No tax collected on out of state shipments. There is a one year warranty
(unless otherwise stated) on all hardware items against defects in materials

or workmanship. Your satisfaction is guaranteed on hardware products. If

you are not satisfied, for any reason, call us within 30 days of receiptand we
will cheerfully refund your money (less shipping). All original materials
must be intact and undamaged, as well as the original shipping container.
This offer does not apply to software. Defective software will be replaced.
No other software warranty applies. Prices and specifications are subjectto
change without notice. Any returns must have our RMA number of the label

to be accepted.



Great Software for your PC -

$2 per disk (Reg. $6)
We are making this special offer to introduce you to membership in PC-SIG:

The World's Largest Source of Low Cost Software for the IBM-PC and com-
patibles. PC-SIG disks are normally $6 each (less with membership) and come
packed full of Shareware - software marketed in the revolutionary new way that

allows you to try out a program before registering it with the author. PC-SIG
provides your gateway to this software with the bimonthly SHAREWARE
Magazine, Hotsheets and a 424+ page software directory. All this for a yearly

membership fee of $20 (USA).

Some of the advantages of buying from PC-SIG: We are the oldest and largest

Shareware vendor. Our disks are the latest versions. Free technical support by
phone. Most complete library of Shareware: over 1000 disks. 48 hour shipping. Join PC-SIG and receive 424 page directory, bi-monthly

Shareware Magazine, Hotsheets and special discounts.

Take any disk listed in this ad -

$2 each - when you join today!

Offer expires August 31, 1988.

Communications

499 PROCOMM: Extremely versatile telecommunications.

31 0,1 022,1 023 Q-MODEM: A favorite. Let's your computer

talk via phone.

212,334,621 RBBS-PC: Set up your own bulletin board.

Computer Languages/Education

577, 578 C TUTOR: Learn C language.

965 PASCAL COMPILER: Full-screen editor, incremental

compiler and more.

254 PC-DOS HELP: Gives you on-line help to remember

those DOS commands.

105 PC-PROFESSOR: Learn beginning BASIC.

775-778 PSEUDOSAM: Macro assemblers & debuggers for

many popular microprocessors, including 8088/86/286s.

481 STILL RIVER SHELL: Menued DOS commands. Makes

life easier.

403 TUTOR.COM: Learn beginning DOS.

Databases

287,288 FILE EXPRESS: Customize, menu driven data

base.

5, 730, 1015 PC-FILE+: The most powerful and popular

data base.

830 WAMPUM: dBase III clone, but easier to use. (Hard disk

req)

Educational

844 ABC FUN KEYS: For ages 2-5. Teaches the alphabet.

612 FOREIGN LANGUAGES: Beginning Spanish, French,

German & Italian.

229 FUNNELS & BUCKETS: Fun game teaches younger

children arithmetic.

320 PC-TOUCH: Typing tutor. (Color Req)

477 WORDGAMES: Stimulates the intellect.

Financial

164, 773 CASHTRAC: Manage checking accounts, track

investments.

151 FINANCE MANAGER II: Double entry bookkeeping.

469,470 MR. BILL, itemize invoices, age accounts, etc.

331 PC-GENERAL LEDGER: Written by a top financial

manager.

575 PC-STOCK: Track & evaluate stock trends. (Color req)

Games

452 AMULET OF YENDOR: Hack, a dungeons & dragons

adventure game.

708 BACKGAMMON: You against the computer. Also,

Wheel of Fortune.

[1 780 BRIDGE PAL: Computer plays 3 hands.

228 CRIBBAGE: And a few other games as well.

457 GREATEST ARCADE GAMES: Flightmare, Jump Joe,

Spacewar (Color req.)

476 PATRICK'S BEST GAMES: Bugs Centipede, 3-D

Packman, Castle, Packgal, Spacevad.

I
i 557 PINBALL RALLY: 3 great games of dexterity and

speed. (Color req.)

120 PC-CHESS: Your move...

791 POKER: Play draw poker head to head. Or try some

Blackjack.

[ J 694 SLEUTH: A murder has been committed...

197 TWO TREKS: Beam me up, Scottie!

891 WHEEL OF MISFORTUNE: Spin the wheel, win or go

bankrupt!

Graphics

(Most require CGA or EGA Card)

701-704 DANCAD 3D (4 disks): Create and animate 3d

drawings. (Hard disk req)

828 EDRAW: Draw flowcharts, schematics, even printed

circuits!

763 FINGER PAINT: A 3d wire frame modeling program.

(Runs also with Hercules Card.)

870 HGCIBM: Run color graphics programs with your

Hercules Card!

788 IMAGE 3-D (EGA ver.): Create, view, edit 3d objects.

762 IMAGE 3-D (CGA ver.)

1001 MAC PASTE: Read, save, edit and print Readmac or

Mac Paint pictures.

344,345,1032 PC-KEYDRAW: Graphics and

"slideshow" presentations.

244 SLIDE GENERATION: Create slides/transparencies.

Home & Hobbies

966 ASTROLOGY 94: Calculate and print charts.

361 , 632 FAMILY HISTORY: Trace your family tree.

[ 1 929 LOTTO: Will this really help you win the lottery?

395 HOME INVENTORY: Keep track of everything you own.

Music

127 PC-MUSICIAN: Compose and play your song.

279 PIANOMAN: Plays your music or its own in chords.

Office

608 AUTOMENU: Create easy access menus for your hard

drive.

824 DESK COMMANDO: Tools to tame your hard drive.

404 EZ-FORMS: Create your own business forms.

388 FORM LETTERS: Variety of business letter formats.

483 MAILMONSTER: Add, edit, sort and print labels by

categories.

LJ 405 PC-DESK TEAM: In memory calculator, calendar,

phone dialer, alarm & more!

Printers

517 IMAGE PRINT: Letter quality from your dot matrix.

718 LQ PRINTER: Print fancy fonts on your dot matrix.

523 SIDEWRITER: Print banners or wide spreadsheets.

Religion

974 BIBLE QUIZ PLUS: Learn the Bible trivia game.

766-772 THE BIBLE (7 disks): King James version.

581, 582 WORD WORKER: Performs text searches of

words in the Bible.

Security/Hacking

; 598 MASTER KEY: Like Norton Utilities. Recover lost files,

etc.

J 414 UNPROTECT/PROTECT: Copy a variety of copy

protected disks.

Spreadsheets

; 524,525 EXPRESS CALC: Powerful but friendly

spreadsheet.

] 199,1016,1017 PC-CALC: Like Lotus 1-2-3 but easier.

Word Processing

719 LETTER WRITER: Print out "personalized" letters.

528 NEW YORK WORD: Allows split screen, mail merge &

more.

480 PC-OUTLINE: Like ThinkTank. Organize your ideas &

thoughts.

455,681,682 PC-TYPE: Jim Button's own word processor.

Has it all.

78, 627 PC-WRITE: Powerful, multi featured, spelling

checker, laser support.

Please send the disks I have checked above.

disks x $2 each =

~l

1 year PC-SIG Membership =

3 1/2"- add $1 per disk

FREE Shipping and Handling

Amount enclosed $

$20.00

By: Check [ Visa

Card No:

M/C

Exp. Sig.

Name

Address

City : State Zip.

pc-sig 74]
1030D East Duane Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Offer valid in USA only • Dealer Inquiries Invited

Order By Phone:

800/245-6717

(In Calif. 800/222-2996)

CIRCLE NO. 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



ACP's Break thru Prices!!
Since 1976...The Nation's TOP Computer Supplier

Quantum Theory!
We made a truckload purchase from the factory

and while the supply lasts we are offering them at

this unbelievable price...

Quantum

Q540
42.6Mb
Unformatted, 40ms, perfect for 286 & 386 AT's

ACP. . . famous since 1976 for

delivering the Best Deals!!

TRUE BLUE!!!
REAL IBM®
Internal

1200 Baud
Modem
with diagnostic disc

Factory Direct! Amdek®
TTL Amber Monitor
12", Model 31 OA, List $240.

While Supply Lasts!

88

New! RAY-O-VAC®
Introductory

Price

AT Replacement
Battery

Direct replacement for real-time clocks, AT/286/386

995

PC COMPATIBLE CARDS

ACP Advanced Cards/IBM
Monographics/HGAw/print port 55.

Colorgraphics w/printer port 55.

SuperEGA.Genoa compatible . 169.

SuperVGAs 024x768 339.
Diamond Multi l/0.2s,p,g,c/XT 139.

XT Six-Pak compatible/OK 89.

XT 286 Accelerator card 269.
XT Multi I/O w/floppy contr 69.

XT dual Floppy controller 29.

XT Serial I/O card 29.

XT/AT Parallel I/O card 29.

AT Serial I/O card 39.

XT/AT Game adapter port 29.

XT/AT EPR0M programmer . 149.

AT 3.5Mb w/MuIti I/O, OK 199.

AT SuperMULTI l/Ow/floppy . . . . 119.

PS/2 Multi I/O 99.

PS/2 Floppy controller 1 4Mb 89.

HP Laserjet 1 Mb Ram card .... 349.

MOTHERBOARDS
XT Turbo w/BIOS, 8MHz 89.

XT Turbo w/BIOS, 10MHz 99.

AT 286 w/BIOS, 10MHz . .. . 289.
AT Baby w/BIOS. 12MHz 299.

AT 386 w/BIOS, 16MHz . 1499.

HARDWARE

AST Research
Xformer/286. 51 2K, 10MHz . 699.

Advantage 2/386,mod.80,1Mb 725.

Advantage 2/286.PS/2.0K ... 349.

Advantage Premium 286.51 2K . 389.

Rampage 2/286.PS/2.512K . . 499.

Rampage 286, 51 2K 489.

AST Sixpakplus, OK 119.

ATI Technologies
EGA Wonder 800 199.

VGA/VIP 319.

2400etc int. Modem w/MNP-5 . 188.

GENOA
Super EGA call.

SuperVGA call.

GULFSTREAM
EZ-FAX Board w/software . ... 1 1 88.

HERCULES
Color Card/ CGA 149.

Graphics Card Plus 174.

INTEL
Inboard 386/PC to 386 888.
Inboard 386/AT to 386 1059.
Above Board 2. PS/2 mod50/60 299.
Above Board 286,AT,512K 329.

Above Board PS/286,model 30 . 349.

8087 (5MHz) 102.

8087-1 (10MHz) PS/2 205.
8087-2 (8MHz) 158.

80287-6 (6MHz) 185.

80287-8 (8MHz) 255.

80287-10 (10MHz) 309.
80387-16 (16MHz) 549.
80387-20 (20MHz) 799.

ORCHID Technology
Tiny Turbo 286 -REDUCED! 289.

Designer VGA Board 299.

RAMQUEST 50/PS/2, 2Mb . . . 699.

PARADISE
Autoswitch 480 199.

VGA Plus 299.

QUADRAM
Quad386XT 747.

Prosync(640x480,752x410) ... 269.

Microfazerl I buffer w/64K 239.

Quadsprint XT accelerator 98.

Liberty EMS XT card, OK 98.

Silver Quadboard, Sixpak comp. 98.

VIDEO 7
VEGA Deluxe 199.

Vega VGA 299.

INPUT DEVICES

Advanced PC Keyboards
5160 84key XT/ATswitchable . 59.

5161 101 key XT/ATswitchable ... 79.

CH Products
Mach II Joystick-IBM 39.

Mach II Joystick-Apple 39.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

Mach III Joystick-IBM 49.
Mach III Joystick-Apple 49.
Gamecard III 39.

KEYTRONICS
KB101 1 01 key/AT 89.

KB5151 84key deluxe 119.

KRAFT
IBM PC/XT/AT Joystick 33.

Mouse PC/XT/AT serial 89.

LIGHTGATE
Felix for PC/XT/AT 159.

LOGITECH
Bus Mouse PC/XT/AT 99.

Serial Mouse PC/XT/AT 99.

Serial Mouse PS/2 99.

MICROSOFT
Bus Mouse w/PC Paintbrush .... 105.

Serial Mouse w/PC Paintbrush .. 105.
Serial PS/2 w/PC Paintbrush . . . 118.

MSC Technologies
PC Mouse serial PC/XT/AT 98.

PS/2 Mouse serial 98.
PC Mouse bus PC/XT/AT 98.

SUMMAGRAPHICS
SummaSketch 449.

SONY
31/2 'Micro Floppy 1.44Mb 149.

TEAC
55BV 360K Floppy/PC/XT/AT . . 89.

TOSHIBA AMERICA
FDD4403 31/2" Micro 760K . . . . 129.
31/2' Micro 1.44Mb w/kit 139.
ND04D 360K FloppyPC/XT 84.

ND04E-G 360K Floppy AT gray . 84.

ND08DE-G 1.2Mb AT gray. . .110.

MICROPOLIS
1333A 53Mb Full ht., 30ms 649.
1335 85Mb Full ht.,65ms 849.

MINISCRIBE
3650 43Mb Half ht.,61ms 389.

6053 53Mb Full ht.,28ms 649.
6085 85Mb Full ht.,28ms 849.
8438 38Mb Half ht.,65ms.RLL. . 299.
PLUS Development
Plus20 Hardcard, 20Mb,49ms. . . 549.
Plus40 Hardcard, 40Mb,39ms. . . 719.

SEAGATE
ST225 25Mb,65ms. w/WD cont . 299.
ST138 38Mb New' 31/2" call.

ST238 38Mb,65ms.w/WD RLL 398.
ST251 51Mb,40ms 449.
ST251-1 51Mb,28ms 499 .

ST4038 38Mb,40ms-ffEouc£D.' 469.
ST4096 96Mb,28ms-«EDUCED/ 799.

WESTERN DIGITAL
FilecardPS30 PS/2mod. 25/30 . . 389.
Filecard30 449.
1006RAH Contr. 1 :1 interleave . . 199.

1003RAH Controller RLL/AT. ... 187.

1003WA2Floppy/Hard/AT 149.

1002-27X Controller RLL/XT . 98.

1002-WX1 Controller /XT 89.

BACKUP DEVICES

ALPHAMICRO
VCR Video tape backup card 349.

IOMEGA
Bernoulli 20Mb 51/4' internal .... 945.
Bernoulli dual20Mb 51/4'ext . . . 1699.
Bernoulli dual20Mb 8'ext 1895.
Tri-pak 20Mb cartridge^ 1/4" .. 189.
Tri-pak 20Mb cartridge, 8" 2 5 5.
PC3B Adapter card PC/XT/AT 189.
PS4 AdapterPS/2mod.50,60,80 299.

IRWIN
1 10D XT/AT 10Mb backup(int) . . 199.
120D XT 20Mb backup(int) 369.
145C AT 40Mb backup(int) 499.
245P PS/2 40Mb backup 479.

TALLGRASS Technologies
1020i AT 20Mb backup(int) 338.
1020i XT 20Mb backup(int) 338.
1040i AT 40Mb backup(int) 599.
1 040i XT 40Mb backup(int) 599.
Call for External Pricing!

COMPUTERS

Advanced 386 Clones
Advanced386/16base system 1795.
Advanced386/1 6 w/40Mb 21 95.

Advanced386/16w/80Mb 2495.

Advanced 286 Clones
Advanced286/10base system . . 849.
Advanced286/10 w/20Mb 1099.
Advanced286/10 w/40Mb .... 1299.

Advanced XT Clones
AdvancedXT base system 489.
AdvancedM/XTw/mono/20Mb . . 999.
call for options & details

AST Research
Premium286Model1 40,40Mb . . 2995.
Premium Workstation 2195.
Premium386Model340,40Mb

. . 4699.
call for all AST models

COMPAQ
Portable III Model20 call.

Deskpro286 Model20 call.

Deskpro386 Model40 call.

Portable386 Model40 call.

EPSON
Equity l+ call.

Equity II+ call.

Equity III+ call.

HYUNDAI
Hyundai286 call.

HyundaiXT call.

Hvundai PC LAN Terminal call.

NEC
Multispeed EL backlit LCD call.

Multispeed HD, 20Mb call.

SHARP
4501 Laptop single floppy 699.
4502 dual floppy, 640K 1295.
4520 Laptop, 20Mb 2195.
PC7100 Portable, 20Mb 2195.
PC7221 Portable286, 20Mb . . . 2895.

TOSHIBA
T1000 Laptop single floppy 749.
T1 100+ dual floppy 1420.
T1200 Laptop, 20Mb 2395.
T3100Laptop286, 20Mb 2995.
T3200 286 full keybd,40Mb . . 3995.
T5100 386, EGA, 40Mb .. 4995.

3COM
Ethernet card 399.
Ethernet II card 399.

WESTERN DIGITAL
StarLan/Novell starter kit 1 077.
(network for less than $400/node)

Ethernet Plus adapter board 239.
ViaNet LAN software 120.
Starhub 329.

Advanced MODEMS
1200baud w/software(int) 79.
1200baud External 89.
1200baud Pocket MODEM 99.
2400baud w/software(int) 149.
2400baud External 159.

HAYES
Smartmodem 1200B w/sw(int) . . 299.
Smartmodem 1200 External .... 299.
Smartmodem 2400B w/sw(int) . . 447.
Smartmodem 2400 External . . . 447.

MIGENT
Pocket MODEM 1200 129.

PROMETHEUS
2400G External 199.
2400B/2 w/software (int) 149.
2400PS PS/2 w/software(int) . . . 299.
1200B/2 w/software(mt) sale! . . . . 79.

AMDEK
VIDEO 31 OA 12" amber TTL 99.
41 OA 12" amber grn or white ... 153.
1280 13" graphics( 1280x800) . . . 799.
LaserDrive CD ROMw/Mic'soft 899.

IBM MONITORS
8503 12"Mono(640X480) 228.
8512 14' Color analog 527.

MODEMS

MEMORY LOSS?
Don't feel like the Lone Ranger...

we are also suffering from loss of

memory. ACP sells more Memory Upgrade

IC's than other other mail order

supplier. ..But!. ..the present shortage is driving

us up a walll. We can't get them at the right

price, but we are getting them.

PLEASE BEAR WITH US. ..as the market

price comes down our price will come down.

SELLING Chips?
Call us, we're buying.

Special

Purchase EPSON
CLOSEOUTS!QU60

^§j
• Bulk DS/DD 5 1/4" Diskettes ool

box of 100 each oCy*
• Quadram Quadsprint Card nn

upgrade PC/XT to 1 MHz sale «JO .

• Sixpack Compatible aa
Quadram Silver Board, OK sale «IO.

• Liberty Card, EMS, OK sale 98.
• EPSON Equity l+ sale 699.
• 1200 Baud Internal Modem 7a

with software sale / v.

• Sharp PC5000 Portable sale 149.
• Omnitel 1200 Baud Modem 1 aa

2 serial/parallel/game/software ...Sale Ibw.
• Diablo 620 Printer sale 249.
• Mindset Personal Computer OQQ

360K/floppy/mouse/joy/MS-DOS 2.0 C99.

PRINTERS

851312EGA(640x480) 595.
8514 16"Hi-res(1024x768) .... 1395.

MAGNA VOX
Multiscan 14" multimode 599.
EGA 14" w/grn&amber switch . 399.
CGA 13" color 288.
TTL Mono 12" grn or amber 89.

NEC
Multisync II 13"TTL7analog 595.
Multisync Plus 15" VGA/EGA . . . 945.
Multisync XL 20"( 1024x768) . . 2275.
Monograph sys (1024x1024). . . 1555.

SAMSUNG/LTI
Flatscreen 12" amber TTL 99.
Mono 12" amber TTL 88.

CGA 14" RGB Color 288.
EGA 14" EGA/CGA Color 395.

SONY
CPD1302 13" Multiscan color . . . 699.
CPD1303 13" EGA 569.

WYSE
WY30 14" terminal 349.
WY5014" terminal 419.
WY60 14" terminal ASCII 519.

DICONICS/KODAK
150P Portable printer(par) 339.
300P w/wide carriage(par) 539.

EPSON
LX800 80column, 180cps 199.

EX800,FX286e,FX86e,LQ850,
LQ1050,LQ1000 call.

ACP is full line Epson dealer

HEWLETT PACKARD
Laserjet Series II 1699.
Deskjet w/laser quality 895.
Scanjet flatbed scanner 1549.

IBM PRINTERS
Proprinter II, 240cps 435.
Proprinter X24, 240cps 24pin 635.

Proprinter XL24, 240cps 24pin . . 835.

NEC
P2200, 24pin(360x360dpi) 399.
P565XLColor,100cpsNLQ... 1095.
P660 Pinwriter, 65cpsNLQ 599.
LC890 Silentwriter Laser 3649.

OKIDATA
ML393,180cpsNLQ 995.
ML1 82+, parallel 245.
ML1 92+, parallel 319.
ML1 93+, parallel 469.
Laserline 6 (req.lBM int.) 1 399.

PANASONIC
KX-P1080L 160cps draft.par . 185.
KX-P109H 192cps draft.par . 198.
KX-P1092i, 240cps draft.132 339.
KX-P1 524, 24pin, 80cpsNLQ 495.

SEIKOSHA
SL80A1 . 24pin 366.
SL130A1, 24pin 749.
SBP10A1, 18pin,800cps 3299.
SK3000A1, 9pin, 300cps,s/p . . . 399.
SK3005A1, 9pin, 300cps,132 . . . 499.

TOSHIBA
P321SL,24pin,216cps 579.

P341SL, 24pin, 216cps 699.
P351SX,(coloradd$179) 1099.
Pagelaser 12, High volume call.

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP41 or 42 2399.
DMP51 or 52 3099.
SCANCAD 2499.
DMP56A 4399.

ROLAND
DXY880, 8 pen AB size 1088.
DXY980 1488 .

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
P1 5 Power Director 89.
P25 4 outlet stand alone 62.
F20 Print Saver 289.
A200 PC Data Display Module . . 888.

KENSINGTON
Masterpiece Power Center 98.

Masterpiece Plus 108.

ACCESSORIES

System Saver He 69.
System Saver llgs 119.
Printer Muffler, 80column 39.

MICROCOMP. ACCESSORIES
51/4" Rolltop Diskette File 29.
31/2" Rolltop Diskette File 22.

PC Vacuum Cleaner 39.
CRT Valet (12"x12") 119.
Underdesk Keyboard Drawer 49.

FLIP n' FILE
FNF MiniXT,100 51/4",smoke .... 10.

FNFMicroXT,100 31/2",smoke. . .11.
FNF Maxi,50 8", smoke 15.

FNF Micro,25 31/2", smoke 8.

Universal Printer Stand 9.

DISKETTES-lifetime warranty
5 1/4" DS/DD Diskettes PC/XT360K
Maxell MD2-D 11.

Verbatim Datalife DS/DD 12.

Fuji MD2D 11.

Advanced Color w/plastic box 8.

5 1/4" DS/HD High Density AT1 2Mb
Maxell MD2-DD 23.

Verbatim DatalifeHD 23.
Fuji MD2HD 22.

3 1/2" High Density Disks(1 .44Mb)

Maxell 49.
Verbatim Datalife 49.

Fuji .49.

Sony 49.

PRINTER BUFFERS
Advanced 64K parallel buffer .... 129.
Advanced 64K AB buffer 169.

SWITCH BOXES
Advanced 2-position AB, 3636 ... 29.

Advanced 2-position AB, 2525 ... 29.

Advanced par/ser converter 69.

Advanced ser/par converter 69.

BuffaloSX PC share (up to 7) ... 499.
Logical Connection 256K 499.

INTELLICOM
Longlink-Parallel 1 99.

Longlink-Serial 199.
Quicklink-Par to Ser-64K 149.
Quicklink-Par to Par-64K 149.
Megalink-4prt Buff-Par & Ser . 299.

TRIPPLITE
lsobar4 surge supp w/4 outlets ... 59.
Isobars surge supp w/8 outlets ... 69.
Line Conditioner w/4 outlets 1 49.
Backup Power Supply, 450w .... 399.
Backup Power supply, 675w .... 575.
Backup Power Supply, 1000w 999.
Backup Power Supply, 2000w . . 1299.

GOLDSTAR DVM/SCOPES
DM 6135-3.5 DVM 49.95
DM 6235-3.5 DVM 52.95
DM 6335-3.5 DVM 59.95
DM 6133-3.5 DVM 59.95
OS-7020-20MHz Scope 419.
OS-7040-40MHz Scope 699.

MEMORY UPGRADES
64K or 256K Upgrades(set of 9) call.

1Mb SIMM's or Ram's call.

SOFTWARE

ncp -not copy protected
cp -copy protected
ALDUS-ncp
Pagemaker/IBM 499.
Pagemaker/MAC 379.
Freehand/MAC call.

ALPHA SOFTWARE-ncp
Advanced Keyworksl.O 175.
Alpha/threel.O 232.

AMER. SMALL BUSINESS-ncp
Design CAD 3D 3.0 168.

ANSA
Paradox v1.1 329.
Paradox v2.0 w/EMS&EEMS . . . 424.

ASHTON TATE-ncp
dBaselll plus 1.1 422.
Rapidfile 1 2 219.
Multimate Advantagell 1.0 275.
Applause Presentation pkg call.

BORLAND-ncp
Sidekick plus 139.
Sidekick 1 .0 sale! old vers 19.

Turbo BASIC 1.0 69.
Turbo PASCAL 4.0 69.

Turbo C 1.5 69.
Reflex 1.14 99.
Quattro 149.
Eureka 99.

BRODERBUND-cp
Print Shop 40.
Graphics Library 1 or 2 23.
Toy Shop 37.
Memory Mate 2.0-ncp 45.

COMPUSERVE
Subscription kit 29.
Groilers Online Encyclopedia . 34.

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES-ncp
Supercalc4v1.1 339.
Superproject plus v3.0 339.

CROSSTALK COMM-ncp
Crosstalk XVI v3.61 99.
Crosstalk MK4v1. 01 139.

DAC SOFTWARE-ncp
DAC Easy Light v1.0 49.
DAC Easy Accounting v2.0 69.

DIGITAL RESEARCH-ncp
GEM Draw plus v2.01 185.
GEM Desktop Publisher 270.

EXECUTIVE SYSTEMS-ncp
XTREE v2.0 45.
XTREE Professional v1.0 89.

FUNK SOFTWARE-ncp
Sideways v3.2 42.
InWordvl.O 59.

5th GENERATION-ncp
Fastback Plus 99.

FOX SOFTWARE
Foxbase+ single user 220.

GENERIC-ncp
Generic CADD 3.0 65.

LIFETREE-ncp
Volkswriter 3 Plus 160.
Total Wordvl.O 259.

LOTUS
Hal 99.

Lotus 123/Hal Bundle call.

Manuscript 349.

MECA-cp
Managing your Money.Tobias ... 129.

MICROLYTICS
Gofer 45.
Wordfinder 65.

MICROPRO-ncp
Wordstar Professional Rel 4 269.
Wordstar 2000 Rel 3 199.

MICRORIM-ncp
R:BASE 5000 369.
R Base SystemV 469.

MICROSOFT-ncp
Windows 386 139.
Windows 2.03 66.
QuickC v1.0 69.
Quick BASIC 69.
Wordv4.0 219.
Excel V2.0/AT 319.

NORTON-ncp
Utilities 4.0 69.

Commander 49.

Guides(assem,C,bas, or pascal) 59.

PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Planner sale! 49.
VP Expert 69.

SURPASS SOFTWARE-ncp
Surpass v1.0 299.

SYMANTEC-ncp
Q & A v2.0 219.
Q & A Write 139.
Grand View 175.

TRAVELING SOFTWARE
Uplink Plus 86.

TURNER HALL-ncp
SQZ! Plus 65.
Note-it Plus(Lotus123 notes) ... 55.
Cambridge Spreadsheet Anlst ... 75.
4Word (123Wordprocessing) 65.

XEROX .

Ventura 499.

WORDPERFECT-ncp
WordPerfect v5.0 240.
WordPerfect Library v1.1 65.
WordPerfect Executive 125.
DataPerfect v2.0 299.

Advanced Computer Products, Inc.

Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. CA 92713

Retail: 1310 B E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705

for Fast Service

Order by Phone!

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

800-FONE ACP
800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813

• $25.00 Minimum MAIL ORDER OUR POLICY
• No Surcharge for VISA or Mastercard
• Volume purchasing agreements available • Orders subject to availability

• Pricing subject to change without notice • Supply limlited on certain items
• ACP Retail store pricing may vary. Not responsible for typos.
• Limited warranties and other conditions may apply

Call for our NEW 1988 Catalog. .

.

CIRCLE NO. 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



,apn lcto, don't settle for anyone eJ

AT&T PC-6300WGS-5ACKAGE BUILD YOUR OWN AT&T
Start with CPU,640K RAM,
1 Floppy, Keyboard $925

Includes: 8086 Processor at 10 MHz with Wait
States, 3 Drive Slots, 7 Board Slots, Princeton

MAX-12 Amber Monitor, Video Card, 640K RAM,
360K Floppy, 20MB Hard Disc, Word Processing
Software with Data Merge and Spell Check, 101

Key Keyboard, MS-DOS 3.2, Panasonic
KX-P1091iM2 Dot Matrix Printer, Printer Cable, 10
Floppy Discs, Free Delivery (see terms)

$1,695

HHHHU^HIii^HHHI
DESKJET ^^ FROM HP

FoaturesrLaser-quality inkjet printing, 300dpi
graphics, 240cps draft, 120cps LQ, Parallel and
Serial Interfaces, cut sheet feeder, optional

cartridge and software fonts ONLY $695

PRINTERS
Panasonic

KX-P1080I Version 2 Dot Matrix $179.00
KX-P1091I Version 2 192cps $215.00

RUGGED WRITER
New From Hewlett-Packard 2235A
24Wire, 480/240cps, Wide Carriage

$1,195

AT&T Mono Monitor & Card . . . + $315
AT&T Mono Mon. & EGA Card . + $525
AT&T EGA Monitor & Card + $975
Omnicron Mono Card + $65
Smart EGA Plus + $165
Leading Edge Mono Monitor . . + $50
Princeton or Amdek Monitor. . . + $150
NEC GS Flat Screen Monitor . . + $195
Magnavox EGA Color Monitor . + $370

*Z NEC Multisync EGA Monitor . . + $640
Dual Floppy + $50
20MB Hard Disc + $295
30MB Hard Disc + $335
40MB 40/28ms access $475/565
MS-DOS 3.2 + $60
1200B/2400B Modem +$89/189
Game Card and Joystick + $75

Your Total Delivered Price $

AT&T PC-6312 PACKAGE

Includes: 80286 Processor at 12MHz, 1MB RAM,
1.2MB Floppy, Seagate ST-251-1 40MB Hard Disc,

101 Key Keyboard, Spreadsheet (Lotus 1-2-3

Release 2 Compatible), Word Processing with

Spell Checker, Graphics Integrated Software,

MS-DOS 3.2, Your Choice of Monitor and Video
Card: Choose NEC GS Monochrome Monitor
(specify green, amber, or white), or NEC EGA Color
Monitor with the ATI EGA Wonder Card, or Choose
AT&T Monochrome Monitor and Video Card.

With AT&T Monitor

With NEC GS Monitor

With Nec Multisync Monitor$2,995

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Laserjet II

Includes: Toner and
DellveryYsee terms)

$1,679

Laserjet Toner
$92.95 (1-9)

$89.95(10 + )

NEC/TOSHIBA LAPTOPS
Multispeed $1269.00
Multispeed EL $1429.00
Multispeed 20MB Hard Disc $ CALL

New Lower Prices Too Low to Print!

T-1000 Toshiba 1 Drive, 640K
T-1100+ Toshiba 2 Drive, 640K
T-1200 Toshiba 20MB, 1MB RAM
T-3200 Toshiba 40MB 286, 1 2MHz
T-5100 Toshiba 40MB 386, 16MHz

NEW! AT&T PC-6286 CALL
Q
<

w
u
>
w

—
<

z
o

o
z

u

AFTD,
MICRO

P.O. BOX 29639, WASHINGTON, DC 20017

(800) 544-4442
IN MARY I AND

(301)565-3595

TERMS
• FREE Shipping on orders over $100 (Continental U.S.)

• Credit references required for open account

• Allow 2 weeks for personal checks
• C.O.D.'s—cash, money order, or cashier check
• MD residents add 5% sales tax

THIS SUMMER, STAYAHEAD
OF THE COMPETITION

Give yourself the marketing edge this summer. Keep the

competition in your wake by ordering reprints of your

product's review from one of Ziff-Davis' leading computer
magazines.

Ziff-Davis reprints are custom-designed on 80 pound stock

and printed from full color to black and white.

For more information, contact Jennifer Locke—Reprints

Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., One Park Ave., New York,

NY 10016, (212) 503-5447, or on MCI Mail. (Minimum
order 500 reprints.)
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ronic CITIZEN INCORPORATED

$299
DS BACKUP

+

The best backup software

on the market

$19.95

20MB HARD DRIVE

• 65ms access

• Controller

• Cables

• 1 year warranty

SURGE
SUPPRESSOR
By S.L. Waber

6 outlet strip

$9.95

GENIUS MOUSE

• GM-6 Plus

• Dr. Halo III Software

• IBM Compatible

• Optical Encoder

$259 $59

CCS DESIGNER
the complete CAD
package for only...

$49.95

IBM COMPATIBLE
SOFTWARE
Automenu

PC Write The Manager

PC File Nova Utilities

PC Graph PC Calc

PC Games PC Style

A II this

for only $29.95

EGA CARD
• MDA/CGA/EGA

• 640 x 350 • Half Card

$125Lowest

Price

Ever

640-480 $159

800x600 $165

[Computer Peripherals]

2400 Baud Internal

Modem
Half Card Hayes Compatible

Auto Answer i Year Warranty

Auto Dial Software

$135
1200 Baud $59

Digital
Frontiers
5410 Newport Drive

Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

(312) 392-1515 (tain-oh)

SIGMA
DESIGNS Hayes.

NOVA SYSTEMS
XT Personal Computer

The personal computer with the
PC/XT system board 4.77/8 MHz: 8 slots,

640K on board • PC1100
150 watt power supply
Xt or AT keyboard
Two 360 floppy disk drives

Floppy disk drive controller
Monocnrome monuor
Monochrome or color graphic card
with parallel port

Monochrome $799

Color $979

10 mhz add $25 PCI 300

abilities you've been looking for
• Multi-function I/O card with parallel,

serial, and game ports
• Game port
• Clock /battery
• One year warranty on full system
• Fully assembled and tested

• F.C.C. approved
• Nationwide service

• Includes 9 pieces of software

20mb mono w/single floppy $949

30mb mono w/single floppy $995

12 mhz add $75 PC1500

SHARP
Model PC -4521 Laptop Computer
• High contrast, illuminated supertwist display

• 20 MB hard disk drive and single 3.5 inch floppy drive

• High speed processor (7.16MHz)
• 640K RAM
• Full-sized keyboard with 10 key numeric pad
• Software compatible with IBM PC
• Optional 300 1200 baud mmodem. CRT adaptor. I MB EMS card.

768K. EPROM card
• Also available with dual 3.5 inch floppy disk drives (Model PC-4502)

Battery Powered Laptop from Sharp
4501 - Supertwist display. 3.5 inch drive 256K (expandable to 640K) '649
4502 - Backlit display, two 3.5 inch disk drives 640K, numeric keypad, MS-DOS $1150
4521 - Backlit display. 3.5 inch disk drive 20mb hard drive, 640K. numeric keypad. MS-DOS $1899

TEKNIKA MULTISYNC MONITOR
FEATURES:
• Automaticallv scans frequencies

for CGA EGA VGA PGA
• Compatible with the IBM PC XT AT
and clones

• 926x580 pixels

• 16 64/ ALL colors

• Text SW (Green)

• 13 inch Non-Glare screen

• TTL, ANALOG input signals

• Interface cable is included

• Tilt swivel base is included

$429

PRINTERS
CITIZEN

I20D »169
180D *189
MSP 40 $299

MSP 45 $409

MSP 50 $389

MSP 55 $479

Tribute 124 $439

Tribute 224 $589

Premire 35 SA7Q

NEC
P6 $439

P7 $649

P2200 $359

Panasonic
1080i . . . '189

109 li . . . *209

1092i $309

1524 $579

3131 $275
1151 $199

ADD-ON-CARDS
Mono Graphics w/ printer $45
Color Graphics w/ printer $45
Floppy drive controller $17

Multi i/ o card *45
Parallel/ serial card $45
Parallel card $21
Serial card $23
Game port $23

Floppy Drives
Toshiba 360K. floppy *69

Toshiba 1.2mb floppy *87

Toshiba 720K. 3.5 floppy w/ kit J99
Toshiba' 1.44mb 3.5 floppy w/kit . H 19

Hard Drives
lOmbkit $149
20 mb kit *259

30 mb kit $309
40 mb Seagate $399

Monitors
Samsung mono 1252G $79

Samsung color 1464W $239

Samsung EGA 1453 $369

VISA DISCOVER AMEX

800-443-4212

CXj

ST

or

-go

LAPINE
T ICmhOlOG*

• NEC • • m



HARDWARE 265-266 MISCELLANEOUS T7\_

ADD-IN BOARDS 265 ACCESSORIES 271

BAR CODING 265 TONER CARTRIDGE REFILLS 271

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
CONVERSION 265 (ADDmONAL CATEGORIES AVAILABLE)

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 265, 266

SOFTWARE 266-271 RATES AND INFORMATION

ACCOUNTING 266 PCC's The Source is a special economical section for

product and service listings.

BUSINESS 266
Listings are grouped by category and sold by column

BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGEMENT . . . inches. Second and third color option available.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 266 Standard Directory Listings are also available for a

minimum of 3 issues at $150 per issue ($450 total).

EDUCATION 266 n ^. . ,. f
For additional information call 212-503-5115.

ENTERTAINMENT/GAMES. . . . 266, 267

FINANCIAL 267, 268
_ „ NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER

GENERAL 268 ——————

^

——^

—

MAILING LISTS 268 Lisa B. Stick

MARINE 268 (212)503-5102

PROGRAMMING TOOLS 269

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 268 CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING STAFF

PUBLIC DOMAIN 269,270
1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016

REAL ESTATE 270 (212)503-5115

SPORTS 270 Group Sales Director Sr. Advertising Coordinator

Kathryn J. Cumberlander Linda Annis-Lopez
TAXFS 270irvyvco ±i\t Group Sales Manager Advertising Coordinator

UTILITIES 271 Daniel L. Rosensweig Michelle Vollel

Advertising Support Mgr. Production Director

WORD PROCESSING 271 Monica B. Dixon Anne Brockinton



HARDWARE/
ADD-IN
BOARDS

BAR CODING
READ AND PRINT BAR CODES EASILY

Bar Code Readers attach as 2nd keyboard to

PC, AT, PS/2 and terminals—data appears to

have been keyed—$399, complete with stain-

less steel wand. Portables and lasers too! Bar

Code printing via menu driven or user "calla-

ble" programs on Epson, Oki, IBM dot matrix

and LaserJet printers; all popular bar codes and

big text readable at 50 feet. 1 yr warranty. We
manufacture — we support. Same day ship.

30 day $$ back guarantee.

Worthington Data Solutions

417 Ingalls St.

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 845-4220 In CA (408) 458-9938

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
CONVERSION

16 Mhz 80286 Replacement Mainboards

ONLY

$359
* 30 Day Money Back
Guarantee

Directly Replaces IBM AT™ System Board
16 Mhz 80286 Processor (Harris or AMD)
Dual Speed 6/16 Mhz (O or 1 wait state)

Automatic Bus Speed Changing 6/16 Mhz
Expandable to 1 024K On Board RAM

* Increases Performance up to 333%

Phoenix Bios with Support
for 3.5" Disk Drives

Optional Replacement Keylock
Panel with:

• Reset Switch and Turbo Switch
• Digital Speed Indicator Display

NORTON SI = 18.7 (V-3.0)

Effective Throughput = 20 Mhz
Complete Illustrated Installation

Guide

COMPUTERS
1520 W. Mineral Rd. • Tempe, AZ 85283

(602) 838-1 222
CIRCLE 340 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Transformer ™ Motherboard
Put The "Real Thing" In Your

older IBM PC or XT

286-12 MHz
Direct Form Fit & Function

Replacement for original IBM
Motherboard. Allows you to keep all

present cards, controllers, drives

and power supply including

keyboard! Easy to follow

instructions included in manual.

TWO versions to choose from:

286-10/12

80286-12 Processor
• OS-2, UNIX & Novelle Compatible
• Norton Sl:13.3
• Latest Award Bios W/ROM Set up
•6/12 MHz HW/SW selectable
• Socket for 80287 co-processor
- Zymos/lntel Chip Set
- PC Version 5 slots (3AT)
XT Version 8 slots (4AT)

Expandable to 1024 K Ram
Power LED/Turbo LED w/sw/Klock/Reset &
external battery conn, provided

•True "XT' 8.5" x 12" size

$420 0-K/RAM

Transformer 286-10

Made in USA

22 MHz 286 0-wait System
Page Mode Interleaved Mem. w/Shadow RAM
• Ready to run OS-2 - NOW
• SI: 25 (V.4); Landmark 28.5; with 3.12 MIPS.
• 2 MB of 80 Nsec RAM (Up to 8 MB on Bd.)
• AT FD/HD Controller (1 to 1 Interleaved)
• 1 .2 MB or 720 KB Floppy drive
• 40 MB Hard Drive (28 ms)
• Enhanced 101 Keyboard
• Phoenix Newest Version 3.10 w/setup
• 230 watt P S. - 8 slots on board
• Socket for 80287 - S/W switch: 1 1/22
• 2 Serial + 1 Par. - Clk/Cal with Battery
• One year warranty - Parts & Labor
• Ideal for: CAD/CAM; DT Pubis.; Network Server

$2895 Made in USA

One Year Warranty on Parts & Labor

A MittOMYSii

ALL3TAK

Dealer, OEM, VAR:
Call for special price

1-800-525-0286
California: 714-951-1884

Fax: 714-951-2897

13885 Alton Parkway, Irvine, CA 92718

CIRCLE 341 ON READER SERVICE CARD

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

* * SOLUTION RESOURCES
-ASTt

^^OMPUTER PRODUCTS

Premium 286/386 & Workstations

Quality,
Reliability,

& Performance!
Make AST products
the best you can

buy for the
money!!

Authorized Dealer & Service Center
AST Laser Printers & Scanners

LOW PRICES!!!

Includes: Delivery, Installation, & Set-up of any software
purchased from us at no X-tra charge!!

At V Solution Resources we help you obtain the best products with
the most useful features for the most reasonable price available!

All NCR PC's
& Workstations
at reduced prices

3-COM
& Novell

Authorized Dealers

Computer Associates
Software

25%Off

We can be your one-stop shop for all your computer needs!
Let us choose a system to meet all your requirements.

AST Prerrium 286/386 trademarks of AST Research, Inc

Fulton Computer Products & Programming Ltd.

218 Merrick Road, Rockville Centre, New York 11570
516 764-2822 800-327-8447 (Fax #516-764-3873
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS

AdvanTech Offers 286 16MHz Power — ABSOLUTELY!!!

Announcing our VHP/AT-16

w/TRUE ZERO WAIT STATE

1 Very Latest THREE (3) AT Chipset Technology

n 1 Mb of superspeed DRAM on board

n ABSOLUTE-16/0 AT motherboard now available in qty.

*! Proprietary design for fastest 80286 to date

1 Out performs many 80386-based systems

$
System boards irom *895

Tower systems irom / 795

AdvanTech i -800-338-31 30

Corporation 261 Cedar Hill Street

Marlborough. MA 01 752 (617) 481 -6009
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SOFTWARE/
ACCOUNTING

Payroll Systems
Restaurant and General

DEVELOPED BY AN ACCOUNTING FIRM
• Systems to Meet all Needs
• Fast, Accurate, Easy to Learn
• Handles All Tip Situations
• W-2 and Check Formatting
• Calculates Tax Liabilities

• Generates Quarterly Reports
• Vac/Sick Pay, 401 (k) Plans
• All 50 States and Local Taxes
• Generates Customized Reports
• User Definable Parameters
• Plus Many More Features
• Not Copy Protected

DEMO AVAILABLE -$50 REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT
1S-DOS / PC-DOS

Business & Accounting

Software Systems, Inc.

100 West Beaver Creek Blvd., P.O. Box 5940

Avon , Colorado 81 620 (303) 949-5005
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BUSINESS

BUSINESS EDUCATION

SMALL BUSINESS
PRODUCTS
SAVE LEGAL FEES

LegalEase® gives you over 150

legal forms for business and personal use.

All models come with

Free PC Write word processor

Menu driven-complete manual
Compatible with any word processor

LegalEase $129.95, S&H $7.50

Corporate Module $99.95, S&H $7.50

Real Estate $99.95, S&H $7.50

High Tech $189.95, S&H $7.50

HDG Software, Inc.

381 Old Jail Lane
Barnstable, MA 02630

MC-V-AMEX 1-800-628-2828 Ext 706
For IBM PC/XT/AT/and compatibles
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DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

EZ-FORMS|EXECUTIVE
'Ultimate Forma Gon*rator & Manager!"

• Create, Revise, FiH-in/out (pre-printed),

File, Print, all kinds ofFORMS (1 00 + incl.).

• Line/box draw, math, macros, data merge,
justification, wrap, ex/import, cut/paste,

protect fields, auto-date/tjme/#. Most printers

incl. HP-lasers. On-line help, more.. Only $89
• FormeCombo Pack— 230+ additional

forms only $79 with purchase ($1 54 srp).

• Laser Font Pack— 5 portrait and 5
landscape line printer sort fonts.— $49

S&H: $5/US48; $10/AK/HI/PR/VI/Canada;

$20 fgn; Texas tax 8%. M.O., USA cks ok.

Send orders to: EZX Corporator
403 E. NASA, #1777, Webster TX 77598

VISA/MC/AX ORDERS ONLY PLEASE-
1 •800e999e6999 ext. P90

Info./CustSvc: 713/338-2238 ext.P90
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Optical Character
Recognition (OCR)

PC-OCR™ software converts print-

ed/typed documents into editable

text files for your desktop pub-
lishing system. Supports HP Scan-

Jet, Canon, Panasonic and most
other desktop scanners. Pre-trained

for many popular fonts and traina-

ble to read virtually any typestyle,

incl. foreign fonts. Reads propor-
tional text, matrix printer output
and Xerox copies. $385.

Check/AMIiX/V/SA/MC/COD.

Essex Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 391

Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
(201) 783-6940
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GRADE BOOK POWER ™
Very comprehensive student

progress reports. Enter either

letter or number grades. Prints

out 28 different kinds of reports.

Up to 34 students in each of 10

classes. Up to 47 assignments

per student per quarter.

Assignment grades are easily

entered, added, revised,

updated, deleted, and weighted.

IBM 256K. Indicate 5 1/4" or 3
1/2" diskette. $6.95 sample disk

or $59 plus $2 shipping includes

full program and manual.
Mastercard and Visa accepted.

WISCO COMPUTING
2821 Sampson Street

Wisconsin Rapids, Wl 54494
(715) 423-8189
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ENTERTAINMENT/
GAMES

Win Lotto Millions!

NEW! LOTTO PICKER PLUS v2.1, stores past

Lotto. Keno. & Daily #'s & uses various prob-

ability analysis to select your possible million

$$ ticket 1 Bonus #'s are easily handled. Access

your files with our editor GUARANTEED to

work tor all lotteries worldwide 1 We give you

the PICKS -not a bunch of |umbled statistics 1

For IBM. C64/128. & 64k Apple II $34.95

(+ $5.55 s/h) For a 3 5" disk add $10

ORDERS 1 800-634 5463 x 293

P^Sn—v-=a^=J GE RIDGE SERVICES INC

170B'way Suite 201PW
New York. NY 10038

Into 718-317-1961

NY residents must add sales tax Write for further info
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CRAPS, BLACKJACK
LAS VEGAS HOLD'EM

CASINO CRAPS has exact house

limits, odds, payoffs, excellent for

beginners or experienced shooters.

CASINO BLACKJACK COUNTER/
TUTOR teaches card counting, gives

the expert play for any situation. LAS
VEGAS HOLD'EM lets you play

against 7 tough opponents. Color/

mono. $35 each, $60/2, $80 all three,

Visa/MC/AE.

MANHATTAN SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 148 Peterborough, NH 03458

1-800-432-5656 Info 603-924-9998
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Adult Software
For IBM PC, XT, AT.
PS/2 & Compatibles

GRAPHICS CARD NEEDED

Volume I $11.95 ppd
Volume n $11.95 ppd
Volume in $16.95 ppd
New Series

Ml thru M7 $5.00 each ppd
Catalog Diskette $4.00 ppd

World's Ixirgest Distributor

Check. Money Order.

Rank Check Accepted

AOS
P.O. Box 106

Marion, CT 06444

Must State Age is Over 21

IBM M R.p.ur.d I'r.dtnul of IBM Corp
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Sailing Instructor Series

comprehensive *m

SEE
"MARINE" ^
(pg. 268)

iWmt
.



ENTERTAINMENT/GAMES

Dolphin Sailing Simulator

SEE
-'^ v;;:^.--

"MARINE"

-'» »».' «i^i£/a».
------- &j\

X 1-800-367-31
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NEMESIS...
"If you are interested in Go, buy this
program." Jerry Pournelle, Byte 7/87

Why do the Japanese show Go on prime
time TV? Learn why they have been
addicted to this game for millenia.

NEMESIS'", the world's strongest Go
program, is the ideal tutor. Packed with
vital teaching features, NEMESIS'" even
tells why he makes his moves!

The Go Master

To order call 617-890-4184 or send $79 for Nemesis or $125 for

Nemesis plus optional 1000 f Joseki Tutor + $3 S/H.

Toyogo Inc.

100 5th Avenue, Dept. M, Waltham, MA 02154
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Beat the odds
with your PC!
Say goodbye to Lady Luck and leave your

rabbit's foot at home. Now there's a way to scientifically im-

prove your odds of winning the lottery. Why trust fate with the

chance of a lifetime? With Lotto Logic® you will have your best

odds ever of winning that jackpot. Here's what makes this

powerful program the top odds reduction software on the market:

sophisticated trend analysis

Dr. Bradley system — under exclusive license to Lotto Logic®

more systems to choose from

compound trend effect with system combination

menu driven — easy to use

data base for most state lotteries included

With Lotto Logic® you can get serious about winning the

lottery! To get your copy ask your favorite software dealer, or

call this toll-free number today: 1-800-433-6960.

ONLY $79.95 U.S. plus $2.00 postage

MACTON INDUSTRIES INC.
17371 N.E. 67th Court, Suite 211

Redmond, WA 98052
Now also available from the makers of Lotto Logic® —
Thoroughbred Logic®, a similar odds reduction program for

those who play the ponies. Get serious about winning today!
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ADULT SOFTWARE
20 Volumes CGA / 10 volumes monochrome graphics,

World's largest collection!
Over 150 games, graphics and animation programs. Many Gold
Coast occlusives, found nowhere else at any price! All prices

postage paid! Foreign orders & 3.5," please add $1.00 each volume.

$7.75 Each Byte-crammed Volume
CGA 6 Volume Sampler $36.00/20 Volume set $99.95

Monochrome Graphics 10 Volume set $49.95!
30 DAY money-back guarantee if not completely satisfied.

_ DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME!

FREE CATALOG! —
>bu MUST be 21 to order these disks or the catalog. Please state age

Gold Coast Computing Services
P.O. Box 1257-PCC, Secaucus, NJ 07096-1257
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Amuse your Friends!

Insult your Enemies!

Only $19.95

The AB User generates line af-

ter line of creative expletives

at your command. Uses both
its own vast dictionary and
custom words you input. Just

choose your target - the AB
User does the rest. Not Copy
Protected. To order must state

and sign age over 21. Send
check or money order for

$19.95 to:

Trend Ware
Corporation
P.O. Box 510504

Melbourne Beach, FL
32951-0504
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LOTTO NUMBER
ANALYZER

I Use your PC to help you win the

Lotto. Forget random numbers! This
fun to use program for most home
computers will quickly tell you
which numbers are 'due', patterns

and trends, what groups to play and
more! Make you selection based on
the laws of probability and

|

INCREASE your chances of winning!
IBM and others only $24.95
plus $2.00 Ship. /Handling

Fast service on V/MC & MO
SOFT-BYTE
(513) 278-1110

P.O. Box 556, Forest Park
Dayton, OH 45405
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TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

THE SOURCE,
CALL

(212) 503-5102

CROSSWORD POWER ™
Automatic and manual puzzle
creation from your words and
clues. Up to 80 words in each
puzzle. Add old word lists to

new puzzles without retyping

Solve puzzles on screen or print

out up to 15 different

automatically numbered puzzles

from every word list Great for

vocabulary review - any subject

area. IBM 256K. Indicate 5 1/4"

or 3 1/2" diskette. $6.95 sample
disk or $69 plus $2 shipping

includes full program and
manual. Mastercard and Visa

accepted.

WISCO COMPUTING
2821 Sampson Street

Wisconsin Rapids, Wl 54494
(715) 423-8189
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SPORTS HANDICAPPING SOFTWARE
$$WIN with thoroughbred/harness &
greyhound handicapping software-$52.95

each. Up to 13 entries analyzed: class, speed,

times, odds, track, post, stretch, & finish. Pro

Football, Baseball, Basketball Software—
$52.95. Handicap races & games in minutes.

MCA/ISA accepted. Free info.

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
P.O. Box 5382-PM

W. Bloomfield, Ml 48033

(313) 626-7208. Orders: 1-800-527-9467

FINANCIAL

MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS!
FUNDGRAF© will graph and find best per-

forming funds or stocks. Graph price and/or

moving average (any span). Superimpose

graphs for comparison. Calculate strength

ratings. Generate BUY & SELL signals as trend

changes. For IBM-PC compatibles only. Demo
$10. Free Information. FUNDGRAF program &
data $100.

Parsons Software

Dept-P, 1230 West Sixth St.

Loveland, CO 80537

(303) 669-3744 VISA/MC orders.



FINANCIAL MARINE

LOANSHAR K™>^V
Be Loansmart with Loanshark!

Side by Side Loan Comparisons f ffiNS/y^
* Fixed and/or variable interest rates, principles, & termsj

Monthly payments, and detailed interest cost analysis

Detailed & summary amortization schedules.

Elaborate graphic analysis; on screen and printable.

Powerful! With easy to use guides for novice users.

(803) 345-5739
LOANSHARK

432 Sid Bickley Road
Chapin, South Carolina 29036

LoaariMrk runs on IBM compatible computers with 640KofRAM using Lotus

1-2-3 release 2 or 2.01. IBM is TM of IBM Corp. , Lotus 1-2-3 is TM of Lotus

Development Corp. CIRCLE 360 ON READER SERVICE CARD

*

*

use Visa or MC

HFS-III
vs. Quicken

What's the best home
finance program?

• HKS-III allows «HKr-stt'p trans-

fers between accounts; Quicken

requires two transactUrns, risk-

ing error and inflaiinn income

and expense figures.

• HFS-III offers up to 100 special

credit accounts designed to track

payments and amount owed.

• HFS-III check reconciliation is

easier;just enter check numbers.

• HFS-III lets you design your

own formats for check printing.

Quicken makes you buy their

forms.

• HFS-III lets you name accounts

with up to 30 characters; there's

no H-character limit

.

• HFS-III is programmed 100% in

fast assembly language.

• HFS-III has user-defined keys.

• HFS-III has password, screen

saver features and parent, re-

serve accounts.

Welcome PC Computing
SPECIAL OFFER

Mention this ad and mm $20.00. (.et

HFS-III fur $79.00. shipping in-

cluded. Itma residents, add 4% salt* tax.

VISA. MasterCard accepted.

lay Cold Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 2024
Des Moines, IA 50310
(800) 541-0173
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GENERAL
14 Programs For $136!

SofPourri is a set of 14 useful programs:

• Planning calendar

• Graphs without graphics

• Spelling checker

• Accounting reports

• Configure printer, keyboard, anything

And more! Only $136. FREE Brochure.

Craig Banning

Route 3, Box 317

Big Pine Key, Florida 33043

(305) 872-3817

MAILING LISTS

"Just what the
Doctor Ordered"

DOCTOR DATA Label ""
is

a Friendly, Menu-Driven

Professional Mail Manager.

Data files are dBASE III compatible. Print

"Bulk Rate" labels & reports. Print 1-9

across on anything in any order. CAR-RT

SORT field. Set Filter using Equal, Mot Equal,

Within 6f Range operators. Turn "Fields" &
"Carry-over" ON or OFF for easy & fast data

entry. Mail Merge with editor or use your

own, duplicate checker, 1 Billion records per

file, 8f much, much more: $79 + $3 S&H or

limited 250 records per file demo: $3.

DOCTOR DATA SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 11368. Dept C
Phoenix, AZ 85061-1368

(602) 246-8907
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Entertainment Software
. . . "Flight Simulator 2 of the sailing world. .

.

"

Computer Gaming World Magazine
ADD TO YOUR COLLECTION
SIMULATOR VOYAGE
DISKS... $24.95 each

- San Francisco Sailabout
- New England Excursion
- Florida Fantasy
- Chicago Crossing
- Long Island Liberty

- California Cruising

SAILING SIMULATOR STARTER
SET.. 449.95 INCLUDES:
4 SAILBOATS, CHESAPEAKE
CHALLENGE & MASTER DISK

BOATING SIMULATOR STARTER
SET.. .$49.95 INCLUDES:
4 POWERBOATS, CHESAPEAKE
CHALLENGE & MASTER DISK

- Vancouver Vacation

T Mi n<i
2U<# 8 kt

mm*.
[conditions:! loB1 b

poz

Educational us
Software

Sailing Instructor Series
ft
Realistic new series of sailing simulation . .

.

Omni Magazine

Select Stories, Adventures, Quizzes, Voyages, Courses and Weather. Boats from

18' to 52' with up to eight sails in popular sailing areas around the country, with

Navigation charts, scenery, depths and obstructions as they actually exist.

Eight Lesson Modules available at $44.95 each. MASTER SYSTEM $24.95

(REQUIRED one time) BASIC SAILING, SAILING THEORY, RULES OF THE
ROAD, NAVIGATION, RACING TECHNIQUES,
CRUISING TECHNIQUES, PASSAGEMAKING,
HEAVY WEATHER SAILING

COMPLETE SAILING LIBRARY Includes

Master & All Eight Lesson Modules... $289.69

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-367-3622

P.O. Box 188, Downingtown, PA 19335
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Dolphin
MarineSystems.Inc

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT & FLOWCHARTS UNDER $100
Our easy-to-use, affordable, full-featured project manager includes critical path, ear-

ly and late start/finish dates, 1000 resources, and a nine-year calendar. Pull down

menus, mouse/keyboard. Flowchart program.

Everybody's Planner: $99.95 + 5.55 p/h. Demo:

$15.00 Ask us about Design Your Own Home:

$99.95 + 5.55 p/h. and Electronic Drawing:

$49.95 + 3.55 p/h. Orders only: 1-800-451-3871

Abracadata
PO Box 2440, Dept. PCC

Eugene, OR 97402

(503) 342-3030
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THE SOURCE Second and Third Color Options Available. For More Info,

CALL (212) 503-5102



PROGRAMMING TOOLS

QuickBASIC Toolkits
A Series of Tools for QuickBASIC 4 and BASCOM 6

Projx:QBTOOLS/3

Contains over 300 routines, includ-

ing such functions as Pull Down
Menus, Dialog Boxes, BTree file In-

dexing, Screen save & restore, Win-
dows, Bit Manipulation, Mouse
control, Low level file access,
Spooler control, Directory access,
Sorting, Searching, Record alloca-

tion, Input Editors, Scroll Boxes and
menus, Query interface, etc.

Features

Screen Compiler that Com-
puter Language (May '88)

called - "a unique screen gener-
ator.." and "... found (JSC a
cleaner, easier product to work
with than most screen gener-
ators..."

Library Manager that builds intel-

ligent libraries based upon source
code needs!

Source Code Formatter that
makes sense out of spaghetti code.

Help Text Manager and Editor that

allows context sensitive help
anywhere in your application.

$89.95

Projx:BTree

The File Access System is our
popular and FAST data file indexing
system.

$49.95

Projx:Async Telecomm Toolkit

Make QuickBASIC communicate!
With XMODEM, YMODEM upload
and download you can access all

BBS systems through YOUR ap-
plication program, write your own
BBS or PROCOMM Clone! In-

cludes CRC, Checksum, Send and
Get Characters and Lines of text,

Keep DTR high when chaining be-
tween programs! ProjxiAsync in-

cludes sample terminal program
code to get you up and going.

$89.95

Memory Resident QuickBASIC
Guide

Free, with each tool kit that you pur-
chase. Covers all aspects of
QuickBASIC 4.0 syntax. Includes
tables etc.

$FREE

Projx:OSC Professional Screen
Compiler

This is our advanced screen com-
piler (COMPUTER LANGUAGE
loved an earlier version). Since
then, we added LOTS more fea-
tures and made the user interface
more intuitive. OSC Creates
screens for use in QuickBASIC, C,

PASCAL, FORTRAN, CLIPPER,
MASM. If you use .OBJ files then
you can MAKE use of Projx:OSC

"Any Compiler that links .OBJ
modules will benefit from OSG."
Computer Language, May '88

$79.95

QBTOOLS/3 PLUS con-
stitutes all of these programs:
for only $179.95 .

Microsoft's QuickBASIC 4.0

$66.66

Projx:DBKIT

This Database Construction Kit

creates complete QuickBASIC
programs to access files that have
multiple indexes. It includes all of
the QBTOOLS/3 routines that are
needed in running an application.

$69.95

Buy QBTOOLS/3 PLUS and Get
QuickBASIC 4.0 for
ONLY

$52.25!

Shipping is free!
1257 Marly rt Road

Philadelphia, PA 19151

MC / VISA / COD
1-800-678-2112

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT Inc.
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TO PLACE
YOUR AD IN
THE SOURCE,

CALL
(212) 503-5102

PUBLIC DOMAIN

Tired of the High Price of Software!
100's of the highest quality Pubic Domain and Shareware
programs, as low as $1.99 ea. Applications, games,
graphics, publishing, laser fonts and more. Fast Service,
Free Support. Send $1.00 (recieve free software with your
first order) or Call us, for a complete catalog of software and
hardware. Dealers welcome. RSM, Inc. 7675 N. First
Street, Suite 202-PCC, Fresno, CA 93710.

(800) 541-8804 CIRCLE 366 ON
READER SERVICE CARD (209) 439-5646

PUBLIC
DOMAIN

PC SOFTWARE
For IBM & PC Compatibles
The best of the best in Shareware
and Public Domain software. No
min. order! 1-4 disks - $3.98 ea.

5-9 disks- $3.48 ea. 10+ $2.98 ea.

No S/H. 24 hr. toll free order
number. Visa/MC. Orders shipped
in 24 hrs. Free disk catalog - 5.5" to

first 25 callers. $2.25 there after or
write for free mini catalog.

To order: 800-245-1516
AFL INDUSTRIES

Software Division
213 Ward Circle, Suite 202

Brentwood, TN 37027
(615) 371-8388
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SOFTWARE!
Find new uses for your IBM with qual-
ity software selected specially for en-
tertainment, home or personal use.
Samples from our catalog include:

ENTERTAINMENT
Lotto Buster Bible Trivia
Crosswords Astrology
NFL Football Biorythms
HOME APPLICATIONS
Music Library HMealMate

Jog Log BHome Loan
Check Manager BVCR Library

GAMES
Space Invaders Pacman
Pinball/Sleuth BEGA Games

BCavequest/D&D Casino Games
Plus Education, Graphics, Word

Processing, Databases, Utilities and
more. $4.00/disk. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. Free detailed catalog.

THE PC ARCADE
276-B Morehouse Rd. Easton, CT. 06612
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FREE
Catalog on DISK
The BEST collection of

public domain/shareware

software for IBM & compat.

HUNDREDS to choose from.

JDX DCS
P.O. Box 1561

Corona, CA 91718
(714) 734-7075

Call or send for free disk now!

Specify size:

5.25 or 3.50
CIRCLE 369 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PUBLIC DOMAIN

FREEWARE
Public Domain and Shareware Software for IBM and Compatibles, DOS 2.1 or higher

Program* and Utilities to meet all your computing needs. Also Available for MAC!

ADULTS OWLT/ 1 U47)
8TKIP POKER 11431 Fun

XXX PM OKAPHICS (1491 -

Printmaster Plus req.

XXX PKTJfTSHOP ORAPH
IC8U90I - PHntshop req.

BAD-BAD (289) - Advent.

ASTRO (397) -Arcade game.

HASTY OERL (430) She is.

MAXDTE (497) EGA a plus

aXXX COLOR SHOW (496) -

Color graphics required.

BBBIBBBfi
a EZ FORKS Rot. D10 (661 -

Menu driven forms generator

O EASY PROJECT VI .3 (440)

- Complete project mgmt sys.

PRO PC-ACCT V3.0 (508)

Integrated G/L. A/R & A/R
REAL ESTATE ANAUTST

(83) - Menu driven.

O CK - CHECKBOOK V3.1

(79) - Checkbook program.

O MS. BILL V3.3 (311 It 313)
- 12 disk set) Time & billing.

PC PAYROLL V3.3 (484) -

Menu driven payroll system.

O BJERTAL PROPERTY (318) -

Keeps track of rental activity.

PASTS DTVEJfTORY CON-
TROL (479) - Track inventory

DOCKETMDfDER VI.

3

(448) - Maintain law docket.

FINANCE HANAOER V4.0
(77) - Accounting package.

SOAR VI.93 (449*480)
12 disk set) A/R program.

fiOMMBaSfiftDOBS
SBBS BULLETIN BOARD

V10.1 (390 - 393) - (3 disk seti

PSOCOMMV3.43 (83 * 54)

12 disk sett Menu driven.

BOYAN VD3 - (487) - Mo
dem program w great re-

views.

PC-FILE V3.0 (493 - 498)-

13 disk set) Full featured DB.

EDPCATIOlf
COMPOSER (3) - Create,

save. edit. play. & print.

LETTERFALL VI. 1 (119) -

improve your touch typing.

THE WORLD 3D (137) -

Display maps. CGA required.

FUNNELS It BUCKETSV 3.0

(130) - Great game Ages 5-10.

ERYJTS ABCS (131) - Bas-

ic required.

MATH-WHIZ (188) - Teaches

various operations.Basic req.

POLYOLOT V8.01 (139) Vo

cabulary. Grades 7 - college.

PILE EXPSESSV4.14 (33 *
34) - 12 disk set) Menu driven.

WAMPUM V3. IB (37 At 38) -

12 disk set) dBase III clone.

O SLEUTH V4.1 (89) - Murder

mystery game.

O BLACKJACK (95) - Ad-
vanced blackjack game.

MONOPOLY V8.7 (106) -

Just like board game. CGA req.

DUNOEONS It DRAGONS
VI.1 (305) Can you survive?

3D CHESS VI.01 (315) -

Excellent chess game.

SUPER PINEALL (313) 5

different games. CGA required.

WORDPLAY (367) • Wheel of

Fortune clone. CGA req.

DIO LEAGUE BASEBALL
(344)- Pick your team. CGA req.

MINIATURE GOLF (505) 16

hole golf course. CGA req.

FDfOEBPAnrr va.o (363) -

Paint program: 6 font. 81 sizes.

CITY DESK V6.0 (197) -

Desktop publisher.

PRDfTMASTER GRAPHICS
(319) - 3 libraries of graphics

for PM Plus. Requires PM plus.

PSDTT8HOP GRAPHICS
(330) - 3 more libraries of

graphics. Requires PS.

DANCAD 3D V3.0B (434 *
435)- 12 disk setl Adv. 2D/3D
drafting program. 640k req.

OLQV3.1 (509) - Produces high

quality text on dot matrix.

PSINTPBO VI.3 (466) -

Change printer operation.

ftrTSMIrfflffiKT
PC CALC V 1.0 (537-539) -

(3 disk setl - Spreadsheet prog

LOTUS LEARNING SYSTEM
(458)- Beginning tutor for Lotus.

LOTUS 133 PROGRAMS (38 -

33) - 15 disk setl Requires Lotus.

AS EASY AS V3.0 (302) - Lo-

tus clone.

PTfliTIES
DOS HELP (355) - Help screen

for DOS. For DOS 3.XX.

DOS TUTORIAL V4.3 (356) -

Menu driven.

BEGINNERS (357) - The bas

Ics of using most P D software.

AUTOMENU V4.01 (360) - Ac

cess programs, batch files.

WOffP FROrKflftlNft
a RELIANCE MAILING LIST
V3.0 (161) Easy to use.

PCWSTTE V3.71 (9* 10) -12

disk setl Full featured.

PC TYPE (373 - 373) - (3

disk setl A word processor.

f**NAME ~ ~

I

ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE (

# of 5.25" disks* @ $2.99

| Calif. Rc*. Sale* Tax (6.5*)

Shipping A Handling

1 Orders -hipped UPS Ground

TOTAL - $ ««—«»«>
' NOTE: 2 disk aeu are 2 @ 32.99 etc.

Mail order A check or money order to:

California FREEWARE
1466 Springllne Dr. Dept M6

Palmdale. CA 93550

(805) 273-0300
Call or write for free catalog containing

ever 500 disks of quality software.

Httn M-F 9am - 3pm FST
3.5" media - J3.99 ei.

All COD ordxra placd ssfom

Ipm PST seat asm* day.

Sony, so Credit Card Orders

ST ZIP

J.

3.00

J
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REAL ESTATE

INVESTMENTANALYSIS

Analyze and forecast any investment

property or development, residential or

commercial As many loans, leases,

expenses and years as you want NPV,
LRR and FMRR before and after tax.

Fast "What-ifs", Sensitivity and Risk

Analysis. Revised for 1986 Tax Act
Partnerships / Graphics / Monthly

capability available. Demo and 30 day

money-back. Call for free literature,

sample reports and nationally published

reviews. Sold and improved since 1982.

Analytic Associates

(213) 541-0418
CIRCLE 37 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Since 1978 over 6,500 users of our
software have found it compre-
hensive, flexible and easy to use.

We offer systems to manage the

following types of properties:

COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL/
CONDOMINIUM/HOMEOWNERS
ASSOC./MINI-STORAGE FACILI-

TIES. For more info, and sample
printouts call:

REALTY AUTOMATION
1136 Eastshore Dr.

Hayden Lake, ID 85835
(208) 772-3259

CIRCLE 372 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1.800-843-5084
Call for FREE catalog!!!

PEOPLE'S
CHOICE

IBM Shareware/Public Domain
collection conveniently available for

only $3.75/disk FULL!

Over 1600 selected programs PACKED together on

just 220 diskettes, each diskette made available for

only $3.75! Our FREE catalog offers an

extraordinary range of programs, Including

WORD PROCESSORS, GAMES, PERSONAL
FINANCE, PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES,
ACCOUNTING, UTILITIES. FOR DISK AND

PRINTERS AND SCREEN, LOTUS WORKALIKES,
DATABASE PROGRAMS, and much, much more!!

Orders shipped on Visa, MasterCard, or COD
but the catalog is free!

P.O. Box 7087
Warner Robins, GA 31095

CIRCLE 373 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SPORTS TAXES

Sports Scheduler
Create a schedule in min-

utes for any league with 4 to
22 teams

Select days, times and
locations for each game

Produces a "bye ' for an
odd number of teams

IBM PC & compatibles I^^aa
lle028K),llc.llgs. $89.99 Intro

Send Check or Money Order

Sports Software Associates
75 Recreation Park Drive
Hingham, MA 02043

LC617) 749-7880
CIRCLE374 O^FjA^RSERVICE CARD

FORECAST 1988 TAXES

Start with 1987 return, make
changes for 1988, compute
1988 return. All tax law

changes. New 1988 tax tables.

For IBM/compatible personal

computers, DOS 2.0 +
,
256K,

5V4 floppy.

$24.95 + $3 s/h. MA add

$1.25 tax. Check/MO only.

Quality Business Systems
P.O. Box 805
Hudson, MA 01749
CIRCLE 375 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE SOURCE Second and Third Color Options Available. For More Info,

CALL (212) 503-5102

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

THE SOURCE,
CALL

(212) 503-5102



UTILITIES MISCELLANEOUS/ACCESSORIES

AT's DON'T NEED 360KB DRIVES

The 1.2MB drive has long been known to

READ but NOT reliably WRITE on 360KB
floppies. With "CPYAT2PC" 1.2MB drives
CAN reliably WRITE 360KB floppies saving a

slot for a second hard disk or backup tape.

"CPYAT2PC" (Not Copy Protected) offers the
preferable SOFTWARE SOLUTION.

• NO software or hardware modification

• A 360K drive is NOT required

• "CPYAT2PC" program MAY reside on hard disk

• Runs on IBM PC/AT and COMPATIBLES
i.e. Compaq Deskpro 286/386, AT&T 6300 +

,

HP Vectra, Sperry PC/IT, Tandy 3000

Only $79.00 + $4.00 S/H VISA, MC, COD, UPS-B/R
ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-523-8777

TELEX EZLINK 62873089

Dealer Inquiries Invited

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Skyway #125

San Carlos, CA 94070
CA 415-593-8777
NY 212-334-1858
FAX (415) 593-7675

CIRCLE 376 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EE

EZ PRINTSET FOR 1-2-3

Instant cure for 1-2-3 printing headaches!

Show ail your printsettings on One Screen.

Run jobs with named PrintSets. Easy to install

in your existing worksheets. EZ-PrintSet is a

worksheet file, showing all Macro Code. Only

$26.95 Plus $2.50 S/H. Add 6% NJ tax. 30 day

money back guarantee.

UCHTMAN INDUSTRIES

Lackawanna Plaza

Millburn, NJ 07041

(201) 467-0010

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

THE SOURCE,
CALL

(212) 503-5102

WORD PROCESSING

PC-Write®
Full Featured Word Processor
Version 2.71. Easy to use. Spell check,
mailmerge, split screen, ASCII files, macros
and more. Supports LaserJet + and PostScript. One of the
most popular in PC Magazine and PC world surveys.
Complete registered package includes software, user
manual, 1 vear support, newsletter and 2 free updates:
$89. As shareware - try full software with guide and
tutorial on 2 diskettes: $16. VISA/MC

90 day money-back guarantee!

1-800-888-8088 refpcoc

Quicksoft, Inc. ^^^^24 KOC
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Genuine Leather 3.5 Diskette Pocket Wallet
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The 3.5 Genuine Leather Pocket Wallet fits neatly
in your suit jacket pocket, briefcase, or pocketbook.
It holds 6-10 diskettes. The protective pockets are
lined with a non-rip antistatic material. TRIFOLD
seals tightly with a top line velcro.

Standard colors: Burgundy, Black, Brown, London Tan.
We manufacture to suit your needs.

[Corporate and dealer inquiries welcome.

)

MC/Visa/Am Ex

Special introductory offer $19.95
Satisfaction Guaranteed

E
REMEMBER WHEN INC.
1 5 Union St., Lawrence, MA 01 84Q
1-61 7-685-4504 circle 378 on reader service card

Reclaim Your Desk From Your Disks
Vertical Disk Storage for 3.5" disks

• Holds over 240 Disks: no morejuggling disk boxes,
• Mounts on Wall: Lots more desk space,
• Dust covers and office partition hangers available.

Tlow my disks are on the wall, instead of in my way"
Steven Lemke, Computer Products Design

Open 7 days. Govt, and Education PO's accepted,
COD, VISA, MC, AMEX

1-800-942-4008 Vertical Solutions • PO Box 7535 • Olympia, WA 98507
CIRCLE 379 on READER SERVICE CARD — We Stood Disk Storage on End.

TONER CARTRIDGE REFILLS

r

"The highest quality toner cartridge

refilling . . . at the lowest price!"

* Cartridges perform like new-Factory like

recharge process

* 30 to 50% MORE SUPER BLACK TONER
* 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Written Printer Warranty Included
* 24 Hour turnaround, Free return shipping

* Blue/Brown Available-SlO more
* Refelting of Fuser Rod included in price

* We refill EP Series I, EPS Series II on all Cannon, HP, Apple, QMS, Wang and more

Call Now and Save! (818) 999-1989

Laser Refill

7272 Elmsbury Lane, West Hills, CA 91307
CIRCLE 380 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Advertising Coordinator

Carla Blakely

80 Blanchard Road

Burlington, MA 01803, (617)270-0300
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Ron Cordek - District Manager

Charisse Smith - District Manager

18500 Von Karman Avenue, Suite 510

Irvine, CA 92715

(714)852-8001

John Larson - Account Representative

(617)270-0300





Any cell can contain a com
that you can accesc

ggregate expenses for ail departments for July 1989:

Advertising
Administrative smTmM
Operations $387,645.00
Hanufacturing $632,591.08
Research and development $158,044.88

Total expenses $1,888,585.88

;i U C:\BUDCET\EXPrNSE. LCD \l

Fig. 1 Let's get the detail on those ad costs. Just

move the widebar to that cell and press one key

(Grey +).

What Makes Lucid 3-D So Special

In the screen examples you can see

Lucid is really three dimensional. Any

cell of the spreadsheet can contain

a complete other spreadsheet that

you can access with a single

keystroke. It is as simple as the

pictures show. And you don't have

to write formulas to do that.

All you do is go look at the other

file navigating through easy point

and shoot directories. When you

come back up (with one key) the

link is made automatically for you.

Everything about Lucid works that

way. Users say "It is so intuitive that I

really don't need a manual'.' That's

because we use something we call a

visual command menu. Jim Seymour

the noted PC columnist, talking

about Lucid in a recent article said

that, "I/ there ever was an interface idea so

good it ought to be stolen and widely used,

this is it'.'

What he was talking about is a

new menu approach that follows a

simple design concept: it is easier to

recognize than it is to remember. As

choices are made on a menu that

take you to lower levels you always

can see exactly where you came

from and where you are going. The

complete menu path is always

visible. You cannot get lost several

Advertising

Magazines
Newspapers
IV « Radio
Skywriting

Total

July 1989

152,394.00
99,999.80
123,876.00
97,654.00

si 2i-C:\hudget\adver.lcd li

Fig. 2 Here we are, instantly. Notice the lower left

corner showing we are on level 2. You can go
down or up.

levels down. This means you never

have to remember a command, you

just flow right to it.

Plus, no matter where you are on

a menu or what you are doing, just

press function key Fl, and you will

get a help screen specific to that

command or action. Or if you want

to know about any subject you can

pop up an index of over 400 topics

and select the one you want.

Notepad Behind Every Cell

Another 3-D feature is that any cell

can also contain a multiple page

note that you instantly access with a

single keystroke. You can write notes,

memos or letters that relate to your

work, save them as individual files

and even print them separately or

with your spreadsheet.

Speed

Lucid 3-D is truly revolutionary. It

is fast, fast, fast! It is incredibly quick

in performing calculations because it

doesn't recalculate every cell every

time you insert an entry. Instead, it

only recalculates the specific cells

that are affected by your change.

This is called minimal recalc. Lucid

also has a remarkable innovation

called background recalc in which

you are given control of the cursor

the moment calculations affecting

Advertising July 1989

Magazines 152.394.00
Newspapers fciJLtiJLJ
IV * Radio TSmOt
Skywriting 97,654.88

Iotal "IWMl'W

il 2* C:\budge

Fig. 3 We
want more
detail, so
let's go
to News
papers.

Just press

the Grey +

key.

Fig.4 Now, instantly we are on

level 3. Each level is a different

spreadsheet. You could now move
to the New York Times and see

the detail on that figure. There is

no limit to the levels you can go.

Move right down to transaction

level if you like.

your viewing screen are completed.

Other calculations you don't see

continue on in the background

during the next commands. The end

result of this powerful combination is

you rarely wait for a recalculation

with Lucid. You find out what

instantaneous is all about.

Lucid Learns

Lucid 3-D also lets you teach it in

any combinations of keystrokes so that

involved sequences can be done

with single keys. Plus more than just

remembering keystrokes, Lucid allows

you to create Macros with loops,

procedures and conditional

branching amazingly all done

automatically with simple menus.

You can create your own menus that

show the new features you have

taught it. Another great feature is

you can make your custom menus

work like Lucid where one choice

can take you down a level to a



plete other spreadsheet
> with a single key.

Fig. 5 Of course, Lucid does multiple windows.

Notice, you can simultaneously open windows in

different directories, different drives, even down as

many 3-D levels as you like. No one else can do that.

F-keys Range ainiEZJ Storage Print Three-D -Windows Audit Options Exit

Fl - index

Copy Move Paste Grab ijUHJ-Load Save

Exit 4 type Text Clipboard into application below

Clipboard Du«p (/CD) transcribes the Clipboard to the
underlying application just as though it is being typed in fro«
the keyboard, whether it is a word processor or other prograH
or even the DOS prompt. For example, you can insert a table
fro* Lucid into a word processing dociment.

If Dumping into a word processor or other program, first use
the Lucid hot key to go back to the underlying application and
place its cursor where you want the Clipboard to appear. Then
pop-up Lucid with the hot key and type /CD. you will be given
a *enu choice:

Export rate: 3

Type in any mmber (1 to 9) and press KilHS . This deternines
the speed it will be typed in. Sowe applications wight not
respond well to rapid input so you wight want to experiment.

14 -C: \BUDGET\EXPENSE , LCD II

Fig. 6 We need those budget figures in the Word
Perfect letter we are writing. Clipboard Dump does
it right now.

Meno to: Robert Swith

Enclosed are wy estimates for the June 1988 Budget,
Please take a look at theM, and see if they agree with your
expenditures.

Expense Budget June 1988

Advertising
Administration
Operations
Manufacturing
Research

478,305
234,567
265,432
174,002
842,681

Total 1,994,987

Get back to me as soon as possible.

Thanks,

James Johnson

Fig. 7 Here it is right in Word Perfect (or any word
processor) just like you typed it. You can go the

other way just as easily.

whole new set of choices. What's

nice is that they will work from one

spreadsheet to another.

Mouseability

Lucid 3-D was designed for both

keyboard enthusiasts and mouse

lovers alike. You can take your pick.

Designed around the mouse from

the ground up, the interface is

smooth and natural. You select files

to load from directory lists. Every-

thing is point and click. What's

more, any Lucid 3-D menu selection

can be "moused" and the response

time is "right now" instead of the

sluggish "a little bit behind you" feel

of add-on mouse menu systems like

those you've seen with 1-2-3.

A window pops up with a library

of function names you can page

through with the mouse. Select, click

and it's in the formula with no

typing required. You even have a

label window that you can fill (from

the keyboard) with favorite labels

and names so that you can insert

them later with the mouse. There's

even a pop-up calculator to insert

numbers so you don't have to go to

the keyboard very often.

It really permits that feeling of

becoming one with your work. Lucid

3-D has windows of user defined

range names as well as the macros

named by the user that can be

selected just by pointing and

clicking. Icons that are easy to grab

with the mouse let you resize and

move the spreadsheet window with

the ease you would expect. Plus you

can go anywhere on the sheet by

moving the mouse and clicking on

the spreadsheet borders. And
remember, Lucid is designed so that

any of those features are done with

or without the mouse easily and

quickly

Audit

When you are staking a big decision

on information gained from a

spreadsheet you need to be certain

that you have made no mistakes.

Lucid 3-D offers five audit displays

and printouts.

Even if you don't plan to abandon
1-2-3, Lucid makes sense. Files are

converted between them with ease

so there's not an interoffice compati-

bility problem. This means you can

have the power and fun of Lucid

3-D without having to upset your

present systems.

We are excited about Lucid 3-D.

But don't take our word for it, take

us up on our 60 day offer. Call us

on our order line number and we
will ship your order the very next

day. This $149 offer will end as soon

as our dealer network is fully stocked.

But in the mean time we invite you

to try Lucid as part of our "spread

the news" campaign. Just pick up the

phone and call us. We accept all major

credit cards or you can order COD.

Ask your dealer or

call

1-800-544-4699

or 214-404-4000

PCSG • 4540 BELTWAY DRIVE • DALLAS, TX 75244



Lucid 3-D" is the
best spreadsheet

you can buy.
Don't take our word for it. Use

Lucid 3-D for 60 days. Return it

for a full refund if not completely

satisfied. Plus, instead of the $199

list price an introductory spread-

the-word price of $149.

Winner of

PC Magazine's

1987 Award
for Technical

Excellence

Lucid 3-D is priced to sell at

$199, but we want thousands of

people using Lucid everyday all

over the world. We invite you to

be a part of that group. The

reason we are offering Lucid for

only $149, on a sixty day return

for a full refund, is simple.

Preliminary user testing of the

product produces the same

results over and over. People tell

us they would never work without

Lucid 3-D again. Even folks

continuing to work with 1-2-3.

Memory Resident

That's because the idea of a

memory resident spreadsheet

makes sense, one that you can

pop-up instantly while working in

your word processor or any other

program. Lucid lets you cut any-

thing on the screen and paste it

right into Lucid, or cut anything

from a Lucid worksheet and paste

into the application below. You

can even run Lucid on top of

1-2-3 if you like, and cut and

paste information from one to

the other, including formulas.

Lucid 3-D was developed over

the past two years with countless,

exhaustive hours of planning and

programming to produce

something spectacular. This is a

product that works the way we
dreamed a spreadsheet would

function. Everyone who has seen

it says things like, "Lucid 3-D is

how software of the 1990s will look

and perform", or even more to the

point "This is the way 1 thought a

computer should work". You'll see,

Lucid is exciting.

Mastetwork

We could go on at great length

about all the features and

innovations in Lucid, but Lucid is

more than a bag of features.

What is most important is the

pride and craftsmanship that

went into its creation. It is a

masterwork. The overall feel is

tight and polished. In fact Paul,

Somerson, editorial director of

PC Computing, used one word to

describe it, "Slick".

PCSG has built a reputation as

a development laboratory

producing products that you

know are excellent. In 1983 PCSG
dominated the Model 100 laptop

market with ROM based software

that every reviewer rated as

CIRCLE NO. 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

POP-UP 3 DIMENSIONAL SPREADSHEET

excellent. In 1985 we produced ^

Lightning, the pioneer and award

winning Disk speed up software.

In 1986 we developed the

Breakthru 286 accelerator board

that blew everything else out of

the water, and later we topped

ourselves with the Breakthru 12.

Now in 1988 those who have

worked with Lucid 3-D tell us

"you have done it again. This is

software everyone should have'.'

For a limited time


